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FOREWORD

The study that resulted in the publication of Communication
Interaction Between Aided and Natural Speakers began in May 1983
under a fellowship provided by the.International Project on
Communication Aids for the Speech-Impaired (IPCAS). The study was an
outgrowth of a genuine need by those working with augmentative
communication systems and people using that technology internationally
to gain a better understanding of how technology is being used by
severely speech-impaired children and adults, and the nature of
communication interaction. At the inception of this research, little
was known about the subject apart from the findings of a few
pioneering studies (Harris, 1978; Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980;
Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982). However, there was a growing
recognition that communication through non-conventional means is a
complex process that requires more than the provision of a tecanical
aid or device and symbol training.

IPCAS commissioned a state of the art study to create a
collective information base from the participating countries of
Sweden, England, Canada and the United States, and to provide
direction for future clinical and research efforts. This report is
the summary and integration of those findings.

The study focuses on one type of communication interaction: the
interaction between a person using a communication aid and a person
who is an able-bodied, natural speaker. It primarily addresses the
child or adult with normal or near normal cognitive abilities who uses
augmentation and interacts with others in everyday situations. It

does not extend to a detailed discussion of the use of sign or other
unaided communication,systems, or the application of augmentative
systems to persons with aphasia, severe language disorders or severe
mental retardation.

The study addresses many of the questions that are being asked by
all of us involved in making communication a reality for people with
severe disabilities. How can we increase social interaction and
communication between aid users and others? What research is going
on? What vocabulary choices and communication strategies are of most
help in achieving greater participation for aid users in everyday
conversations? What should we be evaluating and observing?

This IPCAS report offers a forum to raise these important issues,
to collect our observations, to integrate our current base of

understanding and to benefit from one another's discoveries and common

purpose. It also provides a base of published and unpublished
research, methodologies and thought for new researchers interested in
studying augmentative communication interaction.
Each of the participating countries has brought a different
perspective to the project, with each participant strengthening the

integrated whole.



Many of our initial efforts toward understanding and altering
augmented interaction patterns and behaviors through training have
been exciting and fruitful. As more professionals become aware of the
importance of focusing on interaction and as the characteristics of
the process of interaction between augmented and natural speakers
becomes better understood, it is hoped that we will be able to
maximize our use of current technology and raise the levels of social
and communication interaction that non-speakers can achieve.

Arlene W. Kraat
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CHAPTER I

BEYOND SYMBOLS AND SWITCHES:

The Study of Communication Aid Use

There are many ways to communicate. Even the most
severely-impaired child and adult have some rudimentary means of
communication available to them. This may be a head nod, non-verbal
expression, eye gaze, vocalization or laughter that provides a social
and communication link with others. I have watched in amazement as a
24 year old man used eye and head movements to form cursive alphabet
letters to communicate with his parents, and as another young man
formed idiosyncratic mouth postures to spell the first few letters of
the words he wanted to convey to his mother. I recall seeing a young
woman in an institutional setting relate that she was becoming very
anxious and on the verge of a nervous breakdown by looking at a glass
paperweight in front of her and making eye movements from the
paperweight to the floor. A physically disabled child may try to
interact with and tease a friend by staring at a picture of a
Thanksgiving turkey on the classroom wall in an effort to call him "a
turkey".

Traditionally, non-verbal and gestural means of communication
have often been the only avenues open to severely impaired
individuals. Although these forms of interaction have provided some
access to communication, they are obviously limited from a social,
psychological, cognitive and communication perspective. Such limited
communication abilities often restrict interpersonal communication to
one or two partners who have a significant amount of shared knowledge
and experience with the non-speaker, and limit the level of
communication and social interaction that can occur. One need only
observe a non-speaking adult being unsuccessfully bombarded with a
series of "yes-no" questions as he struggles to communicate a message,
or a young child's body signals being misunderstood by his mother, to
see how frustrating and limiting these rudimentary systems are.

Fortunately, different and expanded communication options are now
available to severely handicapped children and adults in many parts of
the world. During the last two decades, there has been a growing
interest in providing greater communication to those with severe
communication limitations. Through the combined efforts of several
professions and many concerned people, the communication media for
this population have broadened. Currently, there is a wide spectrum of
non-electronic (manual) language boards and devices, visual symbol
systems, gestural/sign systems, interfacing techniques and electronic
or computerized communication devices which are available to

14
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facilitate communication. These communication aids provide the user
with the ability to communicate through words instead of relying on
someone else's skill at interpreting his or her body language and
asking yes/no questions. Depending on the level of device
sophistication, the non-speaker 'nay be able to communicate
linguistically in face-to-face conversations with another person, over
the telephone, through writing and across the room, and to participate
in group conversation. This potential for a higher level of
communication and greater independence in that communication has
afforded aid users the opportunity to widen social interactions and
communicate with a variety of people beyond immediate family members
and professionals working closely with them.

Clinical services for the disabled in the area of alternative a.id
augmentative communication are rapidly evolving in many countries
throughout the world. Increased numbers of children and adults with
severely impaired speech are being provided with aids and devices that
give them communication capabilities not previously available through
non-verbal and vocal means. As these new techniques and symbol
systems have been applied, numerous personal stories (James, 1982;
McNaughton, 1983; Rush, 1983; Rubin, 1983; and Nolan, 1981), field
studies (Izzard, 1973; Tew, Davies and Fletcher, 1980), and research
projects (Silverman, Kates and McNaughton, 1978; Harris, Lippert,
Yoder and Vanderheiden, 1979; Montgomery and Hall, 1980) have
illustrated the benefits of these technical aiks. It is obvious that
these expanded forms of communication have provided a more
sophisticated level of communication for many non-speakers. As might
be expected, this increased potential has begun to open the doors to
greater educational and vocational opportunities, and has widened the
social network and personal independence for many persons who were
previously dependent and isolated because of severe speech deficits.

In the early stages of this new field, professionals were mainly
concerned with rapidly applying and transferring these new
capabilities to the thousands of non-speaking children and adults who
have desperately needed them for so long. intensive energy was
devoted to professional education, public education, advocacy and the
setting up of service delivery mechanisms. Non-speakers were
vigorously provided with communication devices and trained to use
techniques for indicating language and visual symbol forms.
Evaluation and selection protocols were outlined for matching these
new aids to users. A variety of symbol forms were explored and
applied, and new techniques for interfacing the physically disabled
non-speaker to these language systems were developed. There was, and
continues to be, a proliferation of augmentative communication devices
each with greater rate capabilities than before, with speech and
print-out capabilities, and with greater stores of vocabulary than eras
ever thought possible.

In general, we have been preoccupied with symbols and technology
and teaching the mechanics of using augmentative systems. In this
flurry of activity, little attention has been given to studying the
nature of the new communication that is taking place via augmentative

15
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facilitate communication. These communication aids provide the user
with the ability to communicate through words instead of relying on
someone else's skill at interpreting his or her body language and
asking yes/no questions. Depending on the level of device
sophistication, the non-speaker may be able to communicate
linguistically in face-to-face conversations with another person, over
the telephone, through writing and across the room, and to participate
in group conversation. This potential for a higher level of
communication and greater independence in that communication has
afforded aid users the opportunity to widen social interactions and
communicate with a variety of people beyond immediate family members
and professionals working closely with them.

Clinical services for the disabled in the area of alternative and
augmentative communication are rapidly evolving in many countries
throughout the world. Increased numbers of children and adults with
severely impaired speech are being provided with aids and devices that
give them communication capabilities not previously available through
non-verbal and vocal means. As these new techniques and symbol
systems have been applied, numerous personal stories (James, 1982;
McNaughton, 1983; Rush, 1983; Rubin, 1983; and Nolan, 1981), field
studies (Izzard, 1973; Tew, Davies and Fletcher, 1980), and research
projects (Silverman, Kates and McNaughton, 1978; Harris, Lippert,
Yoder and Vanderheiden, 197C; Montgomery and Hall, 1980) have
illustrated the benefits of these technical aids. It is obvious that
these expanded forms of communication have provided a more
sophisticated level of communication for many non-speakers. As might
be expected, this increased potential has begun to open the doors to
greater educational and vocational opportunities, and has widened the
social network and personal independence for many persons who were
previously dependent and isolated because of severe speech deficits.

In the early stages of this new field, professionals were mainly
concerned with rapidly applying and transferring these new
capabilities to the thousands of non-speaking children and adults who
have desperately needed them for so long. Intensive energy was
devoted to professional education, public education, advocacy and the
setting up of service delivery mechanisms. Non-speakers were
vigorously provided with communication devices and trained to use
techniques for indicating language and visual symbol forms.
Evaluation and selection protocols were outlined for matching these
new aids to users. A variety of symbol forms were explored and
applied, and new techniques for interfacing the physically disabled
non-speaker to these language systems were developed. There was, and
continues to be, a proliferation of augmentative communication devices
each with greater rate capabilities than before, with speech and
print-out capabilities, and with greater stores of vocabulary than was
ever thought possible.

In general, we have been preoccupied with symbols and technology
and teaching the mechanics of using augmentative systems. In this
flurry of activity, little attention has been given to studying the
nature of the new communication that is taking place via augmentative
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communication aids. There is the general impression that higher and
more effective levels of communication are occurring. This is based
on clinical impressions, subjective reports of families and teachers,
and the remarkable accomplishments made by outstanding non-speakers
with the assistance of this new technology. However, little
documented information is available as to how these devices are
actually being used by non-vocal children and adults in everyday
environments and conversations.

Augmentative communication devices are a poor substitute for
natural speech. Although they have brought markedly increased
potentials and levels of communication to many non-speakers, these
devices still present serious limitations in comparison to speech
production. First, the rate of communication that is possible through
'an augmentative aid is severely limited. It is not uncommon to find
reported rates of from two words per minute, to 25 words per minute in
device use (Foulds, 1980). This puts the aid user at a serious
disadvantage when attempting to converse with a natural speaker with
rates of 150-175 words per minute. Second, those children and adults
who do not possess sufficient spelling skills are restricted to the
pre-arranged and limited vocabulary in these devices. In many cases,
this may be as few as 60 words, or 350 words, or 800 words. Rarely
does a non-speaker without spelling skills have 5% of the vocabulary
items available to a talking, 7 year old (Mott, 1973). Last, the
modes of communication used in augmentative communication are very
unique in our speaking world. Decoding a child's eye movements and
coded vocabulary on au Etran chart takes a different level of
participation from a communication partner than does a shout from
across the room. Attempting a conversation in a noisy environment or
talking to a stranger with a speech synthesizer that is less
intelligible than natural speech may create genuine problems in
understanding. A child who is trying to relate using Blissymbolics the
excitement of a weekend experience in which his hamster had a litter,
needs a very special partner with patience and good guessing skills.
There unique modes of communication exchange are different from the
quick, intelligible speech that serves as the basis of most
conversational discourse.

Given that communication devices do not provide a direct
substitute for natural speech, and are limited or different in terms
of communication rate, vocabulary access and communication modes, it
can be exoected that communication via these systems has many unique
characteristics and limitations. Some aspects of conversation and
communication may be difficult or almost impossible to accomplish with
our preset systems while other components may be achieved very
successfully. Given the constraints in augmentative modes, it is also
quite probable that interactions between aid users and others are
accomplished in a different manner than interactions between two
speaking partners. Both the user and the communication partner must
make adaptations to this unique medium.

In developing this understanding, it is important to look at the
optimal levels of interaction that can be achieved, and to also
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examine the variety of interactions that are taking place between
users and their conversational partners. Given the differences in
communication devices, users and their partners, it is probable that
varied levels of interaction are being actualized by different
communicators. In our search to understand both the optimal levels
that can be achieved and to gain a perspective on what is actually
happening between communicators and how, it is important to observe
and study interactions in natural situations. For it is in everyday
situations that a non-speaker needs to successfully engage in
conversation and communication. And it is in this domain of daily use
that we need to measure our success as teachers and aid developers.
One can observe the rate of communication, the accuracy of indication
and language abilities in the laboratory or clinical situation.
However, this is not necessarily representative of what the aid user
has to contend with in daily interactions or of how those interactions
are negotiated. We need to know how augmented communicators are
actually doing with the new potentials afforded them in everyday
interactions: in the lunchroom, on the bus, with a family group in the
living room, in a college or elementary classroom, in starting a
conversation with somebody new or while just "hanging out" with
friends.

It is the purpose of this IPCAS study to bring together, from an
international perspective, our current knowledge and understanding of
communication interaction between augmented and natural speakers.
This information is of importance to aid developers, therapists,
teachers, health planners and researchers alike. As as a field, we
have just begun to look at the nature of those communication
interactions. As a result, the published information is minimal, and
our information fragmented. This study report attempts to integrate
information from a variety of sources in the United States, Canada,
Englaod, Sweden and Scotland. It is a compilation of published
research, unpublished studies, clinical observations and the
perspectives of a variety of users and thoughtful professionals in
these countries. Hopefully, this integration of current thought and
research findings will further our understanding of how we might study
this type of communication interaction, and solidify what we currently
know about interactions between aid users and others. It is also
hoped that this collective base of information can serve as a
foundation from which future research and clinical efforts can
emanate.
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CHAPTER II

A FRAMEWORK FOR LOOKING AT COMMUNICATION USE AND INTERACTION

Communication and interaction are complex and multi-faceted
aspects of human behavior. How we construct those interactions with
each other, and for what purposes, is an area of great interest to
communication scientists, philosphers, linguists, anthropologists,
sociologists, psychologists and ethnologists. Communication bonds
people who are strangers, potential new friends, parent and child,
boss and worker, playmates, friends, students and teachers, among
others. People communicate with each other for a variety of reasons:
to connect, to bond, to commiserate, to get acquainted, to be socially
appropriate, to discuss, to tease, to establish roles and power
-positions, to hurt, to express love and to control. We do this using a
variety of behaviors, from a look to a sneer, to a movement toward or
away from someone; we communicate by words and sentences, vocal
characteristics such as pitch, stress, pause and intensity, and even
our dress and appearance. These behaviors are couched in an elaborate
rule system for discourse and social interaction.

To begin to study and understand interaction between communication
aid users and others, it is important to have a broad,
interdisciplinary base of knowledge about normal interaction between
able-bodied, speaking children and adults. It is beyond the scope of
this study to review current thinking and perspectives on this broad
and complex subject in any detail. However, some aspects of the
interactional process which are central to an understanding of current
research and thinking about augmentative communication device use will
be reviewed briefly. Several resources are suggested for those
interested in further reviewing contemporary thought on communicative
interaction: Saville-Troike (1982), Stubbs (1983), Lamb, Suomi and
Stephenson (1979), Duncan and Fiske (1977), Labov and Fanshel (1977),
Ochs and Schieffelin (1979), Preissler (1983), Prutting (1982),
Erwin-Tripp (1973) and Bates (1976).

Communication and Interaction

The conceptual and working definitions for "interaction",
"communication", and "communication interaction" are not mutually
agreed upon and are viewed differently by various researchers. The
definitions and meanings as they are used in this report need to be
specified.

"Interaction" occurs when people come together (Bullowa, 1979).
This interaction need not be through spoken words. It can be through
joint activity such as a tennis match, splashing each other with water
in a swimming pool, playing "He-Man" with imaginary swords or just
lying in the autumn leaves with someone. The interaction can be
physical, social, communicative or a combination of these. By the
nature of the word itself, the cehavior includes "action", and the
interplay of actions between two or more people. What one person does
or does not do has an effect on the other person. The other person's
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reactive behavior in turn influences the subsequent behavior of the
other. This interaction is continous and cyclical in manner.

Communication can take place in an interactional context, or
outside of such a context. For example, many of our written
communications take place when the sender and the receiver are not in

the same place at the same time. The communication may be received by
the other party two days or two years later. Other communication
exchanges take place in an interactional context in which the persons
involved are present and interrelate. This particular study addresses
communication events that occur within an interactional framework
between persons who use augmentative communication means'and the

people they communicate with.

In this study, communication is viewed in a broad sense. It is

seen as encompassing a wide composite of behaviors that convey
meaning: spoken and written forms, non-verbal behaviors,
paralinguistic features such as stress and pause, body postures,
touch, distances and appearance, to name a few. Communication takes
place through actions that a person makes in an effort to convey a

particular intention to another person or persons, or through actions
the person unconsciously mai:es that convey an intention. In this
study, communication events will include efforts a person makes which

are not necessarily successfully completed (i.e., the intention of the
speaker is not fully realized).

Communication interaction, then, is a dynamic process between at

least two people which is highly interactive, bi-directional and
multi-modal. The behaviors of each person continually affect the
behaviors of the other(s) in a constantly changing and elaborate
communication and social process. This interaction is governed by
rules of discourse, roles and rules for social interaction, mutual
understanding of the code and rules for language use, and individual
styles and strategies for achieving these ends.

The Purposes of Interaction

Why do people communicate with each other, or choose not to

communicate? The answer to this question seems central to our
understanding and training of communicative interaction %owever,

this is a much more complicated question than it may first appear to
be. Human communication can be viewed from numerous perspectives --

that of general semantics, psychology, sociology, anthropology,
linguistics, pragmatics, cybernetics, information theory, and so on.

Each approach introduces a slightly differctnt understanding of what
communication is, and why and how it functions. The resulting picture
is fragmented, not unlike the classic tale of men looking at an
elephant from different sides and heights, each coming up with
different conclusions as to what the elephant looked like. In and of

themselves. none are holistic.

As a framework for this particular study of interaction between
augmentative device users and others, three perspectives will be
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briefly outlined. These were selected by the author for discussion
because they are currently address by ,ontemporary studies of
augmented speakers, or because they have been raised as important
issues for consideration in studying this type of interaction in
discussions with a variety of persons in the international project
(Personal communication - A. Newell, D. Yoder, A. Warrick, R. Creech,
S. Wollner, M. Lundman, J. Euienberg, H. Shane, M. Buzolich). The
interpretations of these perspectives are the author's and are not
intended to be inclusive.

On the surface, communication interaction may appear to be the
exchange of semantic meaning or the transfer of information that has a
particular grammatical structure and choice of words attached to it.
The speaker utters a particular sentence and attempts to get the
"listener" to understand what is meat. Why one communicates can
also be examined by looking at: (1) the intentions of the speaker
from a "speech acts" perspectiv-; (2) the intentions of the speaker
from a social perspective; and, (3) the intentions of the speaker from
a psycho-social perspective. These divisions are quite arbitrary and
are separated here for discussion purposes only. These different
functions of language use often occur simultaneously and are highly
interrelated.

Communicative Intentions From the early work of Austin (1962),
Searle (1967; 1969) and Dore (1975; Halliday, 1975) has evolved a
speech act perspective to examining interaction. In this frame, one
looks beyond the surface statements to the speaker's intentions (e.g.,
Was it to persuade, convince, annoy, amuse, bore, tease, gee
information?). In otner words, why was the utterance made and how is
it intended to affect the listener? Interaction in this perspective
takes place at the level of intentions. What was said by the speaker
was selected with an intention to maintain or affect the listener's
beliefs and actions in some manner. The listener, in turn, must
recognize the intentions of the "speaker" via knowledge of the rules
governing language use, and decide how to comply or not comply with
those intentions. Take an utterance such as, "It's hot in here." The
obvious meaning is to relate that the temperature is hot. However,
said in a particular context (e.g., when the listener is sitting next
to a window or air conditioner), this utterance may be said to get
that person to open up the window, or turn the air conditioner on.
The utterance was not said to share meaning about the temperature of
the room, per se.

Speech act theory has led researchers to develop taxonomies for
coding the various "intentions" or functions that might be involved in
an interaction between people. (Schnelle, 1971; Dore, 1975; Halliday,
1975; Dore, Gearhart and Newmam, 1978; Coggins and Carpenter, 1981;
Prutting and Kirschner, 1983). To date, these coding systems vary
widely in so far as what intentions are coded, how those speech acts
are defined and the developmental level of the language use for which
they are intended. They also differ in the communication theories that
serve as their basis.
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In examining the various coding systems for communicative
functions, it is important to note their differences. Some tax nomies
emphasize the language functions of an utterance (e.g., requests for
information) almost exclusively; others expand and include various
discourse functions (e.g., opening a conversation; maintaining a
speaker role). Still other analytic schemes encircle functions and
intentions that seem to be primarily psychosocial in nature (e.g-,
Halliday's interactional and personal functions; affective and role
determined acts of Schnelle). The work to date on language development
in children and the interactions of augmented communicators have
primarily addressed the language functions of an utterance.

Social Intentions or Functions It has leen suggested that
people talk with each other to achieve certain social goals, not :,ust,
to transfer meaning and information. (Goffman, 1963; Labov and
Fanshel, 1977; Cook-Gumperz and Gumperz, 1978). That we often
communicate fox reasons that are more social than to convey specific
meaning is suggested in the work of Steiner (1975), who found that
conversations contained very small amounts of information that could
be viewed as directly informative. Communication bonds people
together in some fashion as human beings and serves as a vehicle, or
connection, for social agendas as well. One may talk to be socially
appropriate (e.g., while waiting for an elevator; answering a social
greeting); or to be accepted as part of a group (e.g., taking on the
values or conversational style of that group; talking about specific
topics that bring forth comradery). One may also talk to become
acquainted with, or recognized by, a particular person.

To illustrate the social function of some utterances, take the
example of someone starting a conversational sequence by, "When is
Frederick coming back?" This may appear to be a question that
attempts to gain information. However, that may or may not be the
person's intention in doing so. The question may have been asked just
to start an interaction or social connection. It may have been uttered
to let the other person know that you care about them; or, as an
excuse to make a human connection and share feelings with someone
else.

Psycho-Social Roles Language can also be used for the purpose
of reflecting personality (i.e., who I am or want you to think I am).
In a particular communicative event, this may be the major purpose of

a specific utterance. I may want to say that I am powerful, bright,
normal, "hip", feminine, nasty or tough. It may be that I want you 6o
know that I am funny, sensitive, artistic, friendly, a risk taker, a
pessimist or ar optimist. One may also have, as a main intention in
an utterance, the desire to establish a particular social role or
power role in relation to another person or persons in a group. Labov
and Fenshel (1977) suggest, "the crucial actions in establishing
coherence of sequencing in conversation are not such speech acts as
request and assertions, but rather challenges, defenses and retreats,
which have to do with the status of the participants, their rights and
obligations, and their changing relationships in terms of social
organization.... These relations move along several dimensions which
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have been identified most usefully as power and solidarity." (p. 58)
Many personality characteristics and role relationships are defined
through language. In a broadened view of communication purpose, this
relationship is important to understand and has been effectively
studied by business executives and multi-national corporations to
their advantage.

Clearly, communication acts and social acts overlap. Some of
these social interaction issues are raised here as they are frequently
ignored in current work on interaction in favor of standard taxonomies
that address the more traditional speech acts based on language
intentions (e.g., requesting information). We need to also look at
interaction as a means whereby persons just seek to belong to others,
to gain entry into social groups and relationships, to be liked and
accepted by others -- to be human.

The Multi-Modal Nature of Communication

We communicate not only with words, sentences and linguistic
content, but with a variety of non-verbal means: phvsical distances
and postures, gestures, vocalizations, attentiveness, appearance and
silence -- that is. what we don't say (Argyle and Cook, 1972; Ekman
and Frieson, 1975; Duncan and Fiske,1977; Poyotos, 1980; Bullowa,
1979). Sitting down to talk to a person rather than standing may
signal, "I want to talk to you seriously." Pointing to a plate of
spicy food, covering the mouth and en.karging the eyes says, "It is
more than hot!" Not making eye-contact with the person sitting next
to you on a plane may convey, "I don't want to talk to you. Wearing
a long student cape and riding a bicycle to work communicates a
statement about who I want you to think I am and how I probably think.
Pausing in an utterance and not looking at the other person can mean.
"I am not finished with my turn at speaking." Doodling and flipping
through papers while someone is talking to you may communicate
disinterest. A rising intonation at the end of a statement may
suggest indecision or tentativeness on the part of the speaker.

Most of us are not consciously aware of our use and
interpretation of non-speech behaviors in conversation unless it is
brought to our attention, or a speaker-listener somehow violates tLg
rules for use of these behaviors. However, many of these signals
serve to clarify or express our intontions and meaning, and serve as
regulators or interaction signals for the orderly construction of
conversation. For example, certain aspects of turn-taking in
conversation are regulated by non-verbal behaviors. Duncan and Fiske
(1977); Argyle, Ingham, Alkema and McCallin (1973): Sachs, Schegloff
and Jefferson (1974); Craig and Gallagher (1982), among others, have
outlined regularities and rule-based behaviors in our use of facial
and body gestures that serve to shift the speaker roles from one
person to another. For example, the person who initiates the talking
usually makes eye contact with the other person, then looks at a point
outside of this eye-contact region (e.g., to the side). When the
speaker nears the end of a turn, eye gaze is returned to the partner.
This, coupled with changes in vocal pitch, body postures and/or body
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movements, signals to the "listener" that he or she can take a
speaking turn. Other behaviors serve to hold the speaker's turn
during a pause (e.g., rising inflection, lack of eye contact, body
posture), or signal a listener's desire to get a turn (e.g., raised
hand, posture shift, open month posture). These turn-taking signals
systematically organize the exchange of speaker roles and provide
rules for how to take a turn, when it is appropriate to take a turn,
and when and how to relinquish a turn. Turn-taking behavior
illustrates only one way that non-verbal behaviors and paralinguistic
features of spoken speech are an integral part of cur communication
system. There are many others. These non-verbal and paralinguistic
behaviors are important features of other areas of discourse
structure. They provide feedback information and a reading of
emotional states, and he7p u'3 torm expectancy hypotheses about a
communication partner's beliefs, motives, abilities and "normalcy".

Non-verbal and paralinguistic behaviors also can convey
communicative meaning in and of themselves, or confirm and amplify the
meaning evident in the spoken language used. If a person says "Can
you get it?" and points toward a stack of books, the referent for "it"
is understood. A conventional sign for "boring" made with the index
finger twisted on the side of the nose to a friend during a lecture
has a meaning that is understood without words. "I care about you" may
be believed or not believed depending on the vocal characteristics,
facial expressions and eye gaze accompanying the statement. The
meaning of, "He took the laundry there," changes depending on which
word is stressed, or elongated, or the intonation pattern used.

Until recently, researchers in communication disorders and
communication development tended to ignore the non-verbal or
non-linguistic aspects of communication. They focused primarily on
the spoken language content. Although non-verbal behaviors and
contextual information may have been acknowledged, they were seen as
peripheral to communication and conversation, and not included in most
communication descriptions and research projects. Interdisciplinary
research efforts, interest in the pre-speech communication o infants
and the shifting of attention to the pragmatic aspects of
communication and away from concentration on the syntax and semantics
of language, resulted in increased attention and understanding of the
importance of non-linguistic aspects in communication.

In studying communicative interaction between an augmented
speaker and others, it is important to examine the linguistic,
non-verbal and paralinguistic aspects of that interaction. This

broadened concept of what constitutes communication behavior allows us
to tap the rich flow of information that is passed from one person to
another in a conversational exchange. Given research which examines
the many channels and variables involved, we will have a better
understanding of how meaning is generated, negotiated and interpreted

An this very unique form of communication.
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Language: The Pieces and the Rules For Use

The natural languages in any country have a specific syntax and
vocabulary. This form is used to express a variety of semantic
referents, relations and propositional meanings between people who
share in that common language. The use of that language form and
content is further shaped by a complex set of social and
conversational rules that apply to how it is used when interacting
with a variety of partners and situations.

It is not enough to know the vocabulary and grammar of a
language, as many of us studying foreign languages have discovered.
Granted, these are the message elements of cultural communication.
However, in and of themselves, form and content are insufficient when
.faced with a social partner, a specific context, and fluid
conversational and social structures. How one applies that for-4 and
content is dictated by the social context, the prior utterance and
utterances in the conversation, the physical environment and
non-linguistic support available, as well as the mutual understanding
of the ways in which impressions and intentions are conveyed. This is
a formidable task governed by an intricate set of cultural/social
rules, as well as discourse rules.

Interactions, then, are the application of form and content to an
interactive and social process governed by rules for communication
exchange in a particular social context. This is best illustrated
through an example in which the social and linguistic rules are
violated. A person may go into the coffee shop and order in the
following manner: "Joe wants two donuts. Joe wants a chocolate
donut. Joe wants a coconut donut. Joe wants the coconut donut in the
box. Joe wants to take the box to the car. Joe will pay now. Joe is
going home." In the United States, this use of language in a donut
shop is semantically and syntactically appropriate. However, it is
certainly not typical of how one uses language in that context. A
more normalized utteranze might be: "Give me a chocolate and coconut
donut to go." Whether or not we integrate information within one
sentence or use a series of simple sentences is dependent on the
abilities of the person we are addressing and the nature of the
communication task. A series of simple sentences might be used in
describing a series of pictures in a sequencing task in school, or in
addressing a very cognitively limited person. The repetition of a
person's name is also generally not used in this context (i.e.,
ordering). When and how one uses proper names vs. pronouns is based
on rules of presupposition and the type of communicatit:n that is
taking place. For example, it is appropriate to repeat the name of an
addressee from the stands of a baseball game (e.g., "Come on, Joe; hit
a home run for me, Joe."). Different contexts demand different uses
of language. This requires knowledge beyond the vocabulary and
grammar of language.

A child may want to get into a heated discussion about flying
saucers. He has at his d,.sposal a variety of language forms and
content to get into the conversation. However, that knowledge alone
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does not tell him which form to use to gain entry into this peer
discussion, and which forms not to use (e.g., "Hey guys, let me talk
too," or "Stop talking and give me a turn."). To be successful, this
child must also know when he can take a turn and enter into the
conversation (e.g., at appropriate turn taking points) versus when he

is interrupting. This requires knowledge of language in actual use.

Two strangers in an elevator may exchange social greetings and

acknowledgments. However, if on parting one stranger said to another,
"See you later", it would be considered inappropriate. In English,
this farewell greeting is reserved for two people who are well
acquainted and who will, in fact, be seeing each other later. Two

strangers would depart with a non-verbal nod, smile or "Have a nice

day." Again, this example illustrates that knowledge of language is
incomplete without the knowledge of rules for its use in conversation

and social contexts.

The physical environment surrounding a communication exchange

also affects language use and changes from one situation to another.
Olsen (1970) illustrated this by describing changes in onr utterances
as the physical objects in front of a "speaker" and "listener" vary.
Given a series of colored circles and squares, the wording of a
request for a specific item changes For example, faced with two
squares and a round item, the speaker might say, "Give me the round

one." Given the same round item placed with another round item and a

square, the speaker might say, "Give me the large, round one," or
"Give me the white one." How the request for the same item is worded

is dependent on the physical context.

Using language in everyday situations also requires an
understanding of how to alter the way in which something is said in
order for it to fit with the utterances that came before it. An

isolated utterance such as "Yeah, I did," is not very understandable.
However, if the preceding utterance was something like, "Did you read

Schell's piece in the New Yorker?", it is perfectly clear. Further,

for the person above to have responded, "Yes, I read the piece by
Schell in the New Yorker," would be considered a bit strange or a sign
of annoyance, although it is semantically and syntactically correct.
As language users we need to know how to adapt utterances in the fluid
exchange of ideas. We need to know what is known and not known to both
partners. Recent work in the area of pragmatics has furthered our
understanding of how prior linguistic and non-linguistic contexts
affect our use of language in a variety of ways (Rees, 1982; Rees,

1978; Lund and Duchan, 1983; Keenan and Schiefflin, 1975). Again,

knowledge of syntax and semantics alone does not provide guidance in

how to use language in conversational interaction.

The language and non-verbal behaviors used in any given
situation are dependent on the context, the communication task, the
communication partner, the previous communication and what the speaker

wants to accomplish (i.e., intentions). This is couched in an
elaborate set of social and language usage rules. The study of
communicative interaction cannot be viewed just as the study of what
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words, syntactical forms and meanings are overtly expressed. Language
is used in context and must be studied and understood within that
framework.

The Interaction Context: The Participants and Communication Setting

Figure 1 illustrates some of the components brought to the
communicative event by the participants, and the specific context.
This composite dyadic model is based primarily on the works of
Prutting (1982), Ochs (1979), Lund and Duchan (1983), Ervin-Tripp
(1973), Cook-Gumperz and Gumperz (1978), and is outlined to serve as a
framework for the discussion of augmentative communication use.

THE COMMUNICATION SETTING: A DYAD

COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT

Physical environment

Activity

Rules and expectancies for

communication in that

environment and activity

PARTNER

World knowledge

Knowledge of social rules and

interaction

Linguistic and nonlinguistic

abilities

Knowledge of language use and

communication interaction

Personality characteristics
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strategies
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World knowledge
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and interaction
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Repertoire of communication
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CONTEXT SPECIFIC COMPONENTS

Social role/relationship

between partners

Knowledge of, and prior

experience with, partner

Belief about partner
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that communication situation

Communication strategies

available to partners for

that particular situation
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The Partners Participants bring a host of abilities,
experiences, social roles and expectancies to a communicative event.
These in turn have an effect on the communicative interaction that

does, or does not occur, and the language and non-verbal behaviors
used by the participants. The status or social roles of the people
involved in conversation in relation to each other have been
identified as a regulating factor. Each person has a status in a given

society (by age, sex, occupation, background). In addition, any two

partners have a relative status role in relation to each other in a
particular setting. The communication can be between teacher and
student, parent and child, employer and employee, best friends or
strangers. One member of the dyad may be more powerful by virtue of

societal values, social role or the situation (e.g., one person has
information or actions that the other person wants). At other times,
the status may be more evenly distributed between the partners. These
social and status roles influence language use. Some examples can be
seen in the use of polite forms, vocabulary use and the directness
with which requests are made. Females may use a higher percentage of
question forms in making requests of males (Lakoff, 1979; Lynch,

1983). A child making a request of a parent or other authority figure
may use very polite forms (Delia and Clark, 1977; Ervin-Tripp, 1977).
In peer interactions, these same requests may be made in a more
direct, demanding manner ("Gimme a cookie" vs. "I'm hungry. May I
please have a cookie?").

In addition to the pre-established roles and power positions
brought to a communication (e.g., adult-child, boss-worker) when any
two people meet and interact, there are additional dynamics brought to
the situation by the personality and social characteristics of the
people involved. One partner may be more assertive than the other, or
have a need to lead and be in control of the types and topics of
interactions. Another may be non-assertive, or make an effort to have
equal participation. The particular characteristics of each partner in
the exchange, in relation to each other, obviously can effect the
language use and conversational structure. It has also been suggested
that we use language to help us establish various social roles and
images (Argyle and Trower, 1979; Rees, 1982) which in turn shape
interaction. Particular use of language can suggest dominance,
deference, sex roles, politeness, etc., as perceived characteristics
of the person using them.

The qualitative aspects of interaction also vary with the levels

of familiarity between partners. The greater the degree of knowledge
one has of a partner's abilities, style of communication, intended
meanings of selected words and non-verbal behaviors, as well as their
perspectives and experiences, the more efficiently and effectively
communication can be constructed. One only has to observe
communication between a man and woman married for 20 years, or a
mother and an adult non-speaking son, to appreciate the differences
that shared experience and knowledge impart. Communication between
strangers or persons who know each other more peripherally are often
qualitatively different, and open to greater misinterpretation. For

example, a comment such as "I'm not really hungry" in response to a
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lunch invitation from someone who is a relative stranger is open for
varied interpretations. Is the comment communicating shyness, a lack
of hunger or a lack of desire to spend time with you? With a familiar
friend the interpretation is more explicit. Familiarity also extends
to shared experiences and knowledge about the topic of conversation.
This too has an effect on what is said and how it is said. An
acquaintance coming up to you in a grocery store saying, "I hear she
is better," has some prior knowledge of the illness of a family
member.

Communication partners also bring expectancies and attitudes
about the abilities and knowledge of the other communication partners
to a conversation. Expectancies are often based on physical
appearance or the first few moments of a conversation. For example, an
-introduction to someone described as a psychotherapist, a professor or
a feminist sets up various social roles, power roles and relational
cynamics. A man with a beard, long hair and casual clothes may be
expected to be liberal, politically and socially. An older person may
be thought of as an uninteresting partner. These expectancies and
attitudes effect our communication styles and interactions to a
greater degree than we think with foreigners, young children, the
aged, the handicapped and others with perceived differences (Comer
and Piliavin, 1972; Ferguson, 1975; Heinemann et al, 1981; Rush,
1983).

Environments and Acticities Conversational interaction occurs
in a specific environment, e.g., a supermarket, a faculty meeting, a
rock concert, a doctor's office, a family breakfast table, a date, a
Thanksgiving dinner, a classroom activity. What one says and does to
be appropriate is also dictated by communication and social rules of
interaction for each of these situations. Conversation between two
family members in a doctor's office may be more formal and less
intimate than conversation with the same person over the breakfast
table. The style of language used between friends at a rock concert
may not be appropriate to a group discussion in the classroom or at
the dinner table with the parents of one member of the group.
Language use may also vary within different activities in an
environment (Cook-Gumperz and Corsaro, 1977). For example,
interaction styles may differ in the classroom given a formal teaching
situation, a group project, snack time and the cafeteria. These
situations normally vary with respect to when one talks, how one talks
and the length of that interaction. Appropriate communication behavior
is dependent on a knowledge of these differences and an ability to
alter the use of language in order to accommodate them.

Language Sampling in Different Contexts In studying
communicative interaction, the context and partners need to be
considered and defined in understanding the behaviors that are
observed. There can be very large discrepancies in a person's
performance from one partner to another and from one context-topic to
another. Labov (1970) was one of the first researchers to call these
differences to our attention. In a classic study of the language
skills of a group of first grade children in Harlem, he demonstrated
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discrepancies in language use in two different contexts. In one
situation, these children were asked by a teacher to describe a
particular picture. In a second context, a few of these children with
low social status in the classroom were put in a room and left with a

rabbit to take care of. The teacher-child context produced samples of
language which reflected simplified use of language and patterns that
were seen as deficient. The rabbit and peer situation, on the other
hand, produced language which was highly interactive, rich and
competent. The influence of partner and context on interaction
patterns has also been demonstrated by other researchers studying
"normal" children and adults (Gump, Schoggen and Redl, 1963; Snow,

1972; Cook-Gumperz and Corsaro, 1977; Cooper, 1979). Differences in
language use across contexts and partners has also been demonstrated
for persons with communication disorders, and between clinical and
non-clinical environments (Bedrosian and Prutting, 1978; Andrews,

UP-1980).

The Communication Moves: The Use of Communication Conventions and
Strategies in Interaction

The rules, or conventions, of communicatioq use (e.g.,
linguistic, non-linguistic, discourse and social rules) provide a
mechanism and a framework for the orderly transfer of meaning across

partners and situations. Partners depend on each other's knowledge of
these conventional acts and events, as well as each other's knowledge
and recognition of procedures for entering into and sustaining mutual
involvement to co-construct this interaction (Goffman, 1963).

Any interaction is a mixture of the use of communication
conventions and the use of interaction strategies. According to
Duncan and Fiske (1977), "interaction strategy is possible in part
because of the degrees of freedom allowed by convention." These
strategies are "describable in terms of the ways that individuals
usually use these degrees of freedom." (p. 247) In most communication
contexts, an individual has a wide range of freedom in expression.
This flexibility is apparent in how something can be worded or
communicated, when something is or is not said, and when speaking
turns and signals will be responded to. The particular strategy used
at any moment in conversational time is dependent on many factors.
These include the speaker's personality characteristics, the

communication partner and situation, the speaker's agenda or
intentions (e.g., to get a person to believe or do something, to gain

power or solidarity, to project a particular social identity), and the
communicative exchanges that have occurred prior to an utterance or

during an utterance.

Conceptually, one might liken "conventions" and "strategies" to
elements in a game such as chess, poker or tennis. These games have
specfZic pieces and rules for using them (e.g., the moves a pawn or

knight can make; who is to serve the ball and from where). Each

partner plays by the general rules and adds their individual

strategies. These strategies are choices the player makes within the
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confines of the general rule structure, and from the options available
at any given time. This strategy could be deciding which card to
play, when to make a move, what non-verbal behaviors to project or not
project, and with what attitude. Language form and content, and
non-verbal behaviors might be viewed as the "pieces" or components in
communication interaction. These language "pieces" are used according
to a set of rules for the use of language in any given social and
communication context. Added to these rules are communication
strategies for when to use what, and how. These strategies are
selected from a variety of communication options open to the user in
any communicative situation. The particular strategy used in a given
situation varies with the "speaker's" or "listener's" abilities,
cultural style, personality and sex. They are also reflective of a
person's perception of his or her communication partner.

The use of communication strategy can be illustrated by a person
in an institutional setting wanting to communicate with a nurse in
order to get an extra pillow. This request can be communicated to the
nurse in a variety of ways: "Can I have an extra pillow?", "I want
another pillow", "Get me a pillow", "When you have time, could ycu get
me another pillow if it isn't too much trouble?" or "I'm having a hard
time sleeping with only one pillow." These utterances vary in the use
of politeness and directness. All are appropriate within the
conventions of language use. Given knowledge about the nurse and how
she might relate to each of these approaches, one strategy is selected
based on the speaker's projection of what is needed in terms of
getting the pillow, and establishing and maintaining a particular
relationship with that nurse.

Communication strategies are not only based on the specific form
selected for communication. They extend to the content and meaning of
messages, the extent of one's participation, and how one enters,
maintains and leaves conversations. For example, all of us have
experienced a communication situation in which one partner dominates
the conversation in an egocentric fashion. Faced with this situation,
we develop strategies for handling the uneven discourse. This may be
to "give up" and not try to make the participation even; it may be to
develop a means to terminate tile conversation; it may be to use
strategies to interrupt and attempt to balance the power and
participation. These choices are our degrees of freedom within the
conventions of that interaction.

The Bi-Directional and Interactive Nature of Conversation

Communication involves at least two people, and each of them
influences the behavior of the other as conversation unfolds. What is
said or done by a "speaker" at any point in an interaction is often
the result of what was said and done by both partners in earlier
segments of that exchange. That, in turn, influences the subsequent
behaviors that occur. A queccion requiring a quick, single word
answer may have been asked or information may have been requested or a
teasing sequence begun. Particular information may have been
previously shared by the partners. Consequently, the wording of an
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utterance may reflect what is already known and assumed, and what is

new information (e.g., "I don't think we should take that to him").

Behavior that looks adequate or deficit in and of itself may
appear quite different when placed within the rest of the
communication that has and is occurring. It may be that one partner is

very dominating and verbose, providing little opportunity for the
other to "get a word in edgewise." That partner's minimal
contributions to the conversation may be quite understandable when the
behavior of the other partner is examined. It is also the case that
behavior that appears to be syntactically and semantically adequate
may be odd, inappropriate or out of place when examined ill the overall
context and in relation to what occurred prior to the utterance
(Blank, Gessner and Esposito, 1979). Conversation is reactive as well

as interactive. Subsequently, both sides of a communication
interaction need to be examined to understand the behavior of any one

of the participants.

Both partners in a conversation mutually influence each other
continually, not only in a serial fashion but also through ongoing
simultaneous behaviors which are bi-directional. Non-verbal signals
are sent by the 'listener' back to the "speaker" during the production
of an utterance or turn. This simultaneous behavior has been referred
to as feedback, listener's within turn behavior, interaction signals
and back-channelling (Duncan and Fiske, 1977; Payotos, 1980). These
"listener" behaviors and their impact on what a person says and does
are just beginning to be recognized as important to communication
interaction process. Eye-gaze, body shifts, puzzled or emotional
facial expressions, lac:: of an expression, head shakes on the part of
the communication partner are "read" by the person "speaking". These

in turn can have an affect on what is or is not said, how it is said

and the subsequent utterances. The "speaker" can shift style as he or
she perceives the "listener" to be reacting badly to a request; or
become more explicit as he or she sees a puzzled look appear; or shift

topic or begin to terminate the conversation perceiving that the
partner is bored or inattentive; or misperceive a lack of interest

from a lack of facial expression. It is also quite possible that a
"speaker" can fail to attend to these "signals" when interacting with
someone. Take, for example, the subtle but explicit signals we send
when we have to rush and do not have the time to listen, or are bored
with an interaction. These are signals that are often not "read" by

our less sensitive partners, sometimes much to our dismay.
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CHAPTER III

IMPLICATIONS OF AN INTERACTIONAL MODEL FOR STUDYING COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN AID USERS AND OTHERS

The Need for a Broad Perspective

Recent research, particularly in the area of pragmatics and
communication science, has broadened our perspective of what
"communication use" is, and what it encompasses. In our efforts to
gain a greater understanding of the nature of communication
interaction between users of communication technology and others, WP
need to *Ake into account current thought and knowledge on interaction
between able-bodied persons. In particular, we need to recognize the
interactional effects of both partners on each other and on
interaction. We need to include multiple modes of communication in our
observations and understanding. We need to acknowledge the effects of
partners and contexts on the behaviors we are seeing. And last, we
need to broaden our view of communication to include a variety of
communication, social and psychological purposes beyond the
communication of basic needs and information.

In studying the use of a communication device by a child or an
adult, it is of interest to know about variables such as what
vocabulary or technical features of an aid are being used, the
frequency of use, how quickly language elements are being communicated
and what is being said to whom. It is also beneficial to observe
changes in these parameters of aid use with training, development or a
change in communication device. Although this gives us important
information about the frequency of use of specific device
characteristics and raw language data from the user, it affords very
little insight about the interactions that are occurring in everyday
situations and the nature of that process. By examining only one side
of the communication exchange, that of the communication device user,
only one half of the communication picture is visible.

The utterances and device characteristics that are used are
highly influenced and often dependent on what comm-nicLtion partners
are saying and doing in their interaction with device users. For
example, the verbal partner in the conversation ma', not be giving the
device user an opportunity to participate or may be asking questions
that permit only yes/no responses. The verbal partner may take the
communication turn away from the aid user after one or two words in
reaction to the slow rate of communication that is occurring. What
one partner in the exchange does affects what the other partner in the
exchange does and can do; that partner, in turn, affects what the
other partner in the exchange does and can do, and so on, in a
continuous cyclic manner. This interaction is more than serial.
During any speaker turn, continuous and simultaneous feedback
information is being sent from the "listener". This simultaneous
behavior, in turn, affects what the speaker does. To fully understand
the communication behaviors of a device user in everyday contexts, ode
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must look at the behaviors of all of the participants in the
interaction and how they affect each other.

Communication between people is multi-modal as well as
bi-directional. Data collected on augmented speakers needs to reflect
this. The communication picture is incomplete if one only studies the
utterances produced through a device. Again, this information is
useful in understanding the linguistic or frequency aspects of device
use. However, this data should not be used alone when attempting to
understand or describe the communication exchange that occurs between
augmented communicators and others. Device users and natural speakers
rely on a variety of gestures, facial expressions, eye-gazes and body
movements to convey specific information (e.g., pointing in the
direction of an object or person to giva reference, a head nod to show
agreement with a statement or to give a social acknowledgement, or an
arm movement to signal a desire to enter a conversation). In
addition, many communication device users have dysarthric speech or a
limited repertoire of words and phrases. Many paralinguistic aspects
of speech and vocalization may also be available to enable the device
user to get the attention of a partner and to convey meaning and
intentions (e.g., the various ways the word "no" can be produced to
effect multiple meanings by changing vocal pitch, duration or
loudness). Non-verbal behaviors, speech and paralinguistic aspects of
communication are used to convey meaning and regulate a conversational
exchange, as well as device use. These behaviors must be integrated
into our studies to enhance our understanding of the interactive
process.

Interaction takes place in a variety of contexts and
environments, with different communication partners and agendas. Any
particular communication sample reflects the setting in which that
interaction occurred. The interaction and language use patterns
observed in one context may not be similar to another. This variance
in communication performance 'aas been documented with able-bodied
speakers, and more recently in the research work on augmented
communicators by Andrews (UP-1980), Calculator and Dolloghan (1982),

and Kraat (UP-1979). One must be cautious in making broad statements
about communication performance on the basis of the behaviors
exhibited in any one context. Each context observed or studied needs
to be carefully defined and interpreted within that setting. Over
time we may gain a better perspective of the communication processes
in augmented forms of interaction across contexts, communication
demands and partners. Hopefully, this will enable us to begin to train

aid users to interact effectively across this variability.

It is also important to recognize the various purposes that

communication and interaction serve. In attempting to understand and
study augmented and natural speakers, it is not enough to look only at
the communication of language content between two or more people
(e.g., various topics of conversation, ability to convey basic needs

or ask questions). This information is highly important and critical
to our understanding of communication in this population. However, we
also need to broaden our view of what communication is in order to
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include some of the social purposes of communication interaction
discussed earlier in this manuscript. It is equally important for one
to acquire a feeling of belonging, to be able to reflect aspects of
one's personality or to create and change others' perceptions of
oneself as a person. These, too, are achieved through communication
and interaction. Mostly, we need to gain a better understanding of
what augmented speakers want to achieve through "talking" to others.
With these purposes in mind, we can develop aid characteristics and
communication strategies toward achieving these essential
psycho - social, goals.

Some Differences Brought to an Interaction by Non-Speakers, their
Partners and Non - Speech Modes

There are several potential areas of difference which can be
outlined in a communication exchange between an augmented speaker and
an able- odied person using natural speech. These differences span
multiple dimensions of the interactional process from the reduced
potentials inherent in augmented modes of communication (i.e., a
particular communication device, set of non-verbal behaviors, and
limited speech or vocalization); to the multiple non-verbal movements
that a person with ataxia or athetosis might make which are not
intended to be communicative; to the inferencing that an able-bodied
person is or is not able to make from a partner who may not be sending
traditional signals upon which this inferencing is usually based; to
the communication "moves" that can be made when and how; to the
physical distancing between communication partners when one is sitting
in a wheelchair or is in a stationary position. In orer to
understand the nature and quality of human interaction between people
when one partner is an augmented speaker, these differences and their
impact need to be acknowledged.

The Modes The augmented speaker has multiple modes of
communication through which to interact. These include vocalization,
dysarthric speech, eye-looking and pointing, body tone changes, arm
movements and gestures, and facial expression. In addition to
non-verbal and vocal modes of communication, many augmented speakers
have one or more communication devices available to them. These
communication aids vary widely with regard to the vocabulary and
syntax that is available, the rate at which any utterance can be
produced, the impressions that are projected by the physical
characteristics of the aid, where the communication partner must be,
and what the partner must do to receive a communication effort (e.g.,
ir:Lsually no_e a sentence communication one letter at a time, or watch
words appear on a video screen at the foot of a bed).

Each augmented communicator has a specific repertoire of
communication modes through which to interact and communicate.
Non-verbal behaviors which are available to able-bodied persons may be
partially present, limited to a few behaviors or altered in the
augmented communicator. This person may not be able to show
gradations of a smile, may have a flaccid facial expression due to
weakness, may or may not be able to control his body posturing, may be
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unable to maintain eye contact with a partner for an extended time
period due to reflex patterns or weakness, or may not be able to raise
an arm to point to a referent or to regulate an aspect of discourse.
Movement disorders may produce movements of the face, head, body and
limbs that are not meant to be communicative, but may have
communicative meaning to the communication partner who interprets them

as if they were used by able-bodied children and adults. The
traditional signals transmitted through non-verbal modes to initiate,
maintain or terminate an interaction, may be missing, altered or
miscommunicated in communication turns and feedback to the partner
(Higginbotham and Yoder, 1982; Morris, 1981). The impact of the lack
of non-verbal signals, or altered signals, on communication has been

documented in the studies of blind children, cross-cultural
communication and communication impairments (Byers and Byers, 1972;
Frailberg, 1974, 1979; Mirenda, Donnellan and Yoder, 1983; Preisler,
1983). Although the impact of altered non-verbal signals on
interaction between augmentative aid users and others has not been
systematically studied to date, it is probable that these differences

do have an effect on that interaction process. Further study is
needed to determine the exact nature of that relationship and its

importance.

Each augmented communicator not only has a specific repertoire of

non-verbal signals and behaviors, but may bring a specific
communication device into the interaction process. Again, the
characteristics of a particular device define that user's potential in
terms of vocabulary, rate of communication and the modes through which
that participation can take place. A user may have 50, 100 or 350
symbols available or may have spelling capability. What and how
something can be communicated differs by the amount of vocabulary and
the specific vocabulary available to the user in that situation.
Communication may be attempted through one or two words or a complete

sentence. The user's physical ability combined with the communication
device characteristics may allow the user to create messages at two
words a minute, 15 words a minute of at a much more rapid rate by

using stored sentences. Very slow or more rapid communication, with
unlimited or restricted vocabulary, is conveyed to a communication
partner through the media available in a specific communication aid.
For some augmented speakers, this may be pointing to picture symbols
with a headpointe or lightbeam; for others, messages are transferred
through panels that light up written words or alphabet letters, or by
the listener noticing the numbers of a code pointed to with the eyes.
Other users of communication technology may be using more advanced
systems in which messages can be displayed on a screen or video

monitor, printed on paper and/or spoken in synthetic speech. These
modes of communication are very different from rapid, natural speech
in which the communicator has immediate access to any vocabulary known

to them. As a field we are aware of many of the differences and

limitations of these alternative communication systems (Yoder and
Kraat, 1983; Kraat, 1982; Shane, Lipschultz and Shane, 1982;
Vanderheiden, 1984; Harris and Vanderheiden, 1980; Harris, 1982;

Foulds, 1980). However, we are only beginning to study the
differential effects of specific device characteristics on the
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interactional process.

In many ways, the particular non-verbal, vocal and device
potentials that an augmented speaker has determine the types of
communication that are possible and available for any communication
situation. This repertoire also defines the communicative
participations that will be possible and successful, and impossible or
difficult with a particular partner in a given situation. These
collective modes are the forms and "pieces" that the augmented speaker
has available to communicate with. What that speaker decides to use,
and in what ways, is partially dictated by the rules for language use
in context. However, these must necessarily be modified given the
constraints and unique forms available for communication. The
augmented speaker must decide which strategy and combination of modes
he or she can use to accomplish a particular communication purpose
from the available forms. The communication partner who is
able-bodied and talking is placed in a communication situation with
someone using very different modes for communication. This has an
effect on their participation and communication "moves" as well.
Given these differences, the study of communicative interaction
between augmented and natural speakers addresses how these people
adapt to one another, negotiate meaning and co-constuct a
conversation.

Language Knowledge and Patterns of Use The models and rules
for language use surrounding any augmentative aid user are those used
by able-bodied, talking persons. These models and rules may or may
not be effectively transposed to augmentative system use. The ways in
which a natural speaker convinces, pleads, jokes, shocks, politely
requests, dominates, interupts, expresses anger, shows an allegience
and comradery, may be impossible or impractical for the augmented
communicator. Given limited nor.- verbal skills and a different mode of
communication, the manner in which an able-bodied speaker handles
discourse structure, begins a conversation, keeps an interaction
going, or introduces and elaborates on topics, may or may not be
possible or effective for the augmented communicator. The rules of
language use in speech may not apply as well to augmentative device
use. One need only think of the cost in communication time and the
patience needed by a partner to enable an aid user to express an
elaborate form of a polite request such as, "I really don't want you
to do this if you don't want to. I'll understand it if you say no.
But, I would like to borrow your new record album for a half hour to
play it for Joey ...." This polite form is not easily translated
through a text to speech device where each word is spelled out in a
character every two seconds, taking six minutes. Indeed, with these
time constraints, the request could hardly even be considered polite.

Although the augmented speaker may have adequate knowledge of the
language code (linguistic and non-linguistic), and the rules for
language use for a particular social/communication situation, that
speaker may either not have the means available through which to apply
this knowledge in a conventional way or for the sake of efficiency or
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effectiveness, may chose not to apply its For example, a child may
have knowledge about shifting speaking styles when talking about
watching television to different people, in different contexts: a

teacher, a grandparent, a best friend, at school or at home in the
den. That child may have little flexibility available in the
vocabulary array of his augmentative system to speak to each of these
people in a different way (e.g., only the words
I/you/want/watch/T.V.). Yet, if he could speak, he might vary his
utterances to fit his personality and social role. He might use such
utterances as, "Let's watch your favorite team lose!", "The Hill
Street Blues were out-of-sight last night", or "What's on tonight?"

In some situations, the aid user may have access to the
particular vocabulary that others' use, but may choose to speed up the
interaction by using alternate modes. Take the following sample from
Silverman, McNaughton and Kates, (1978):

Friend: "Halloween. What are you going to be?"
Blissboard User: "B. Man."
Friend: "Yeah, I could have guessed you know

they took Batman off the air?"
Blissboard User: Vocalizes, bangs his fist and points

in the direction of the bulletin board.
Friend: (Reads letter on the board from Joey and a

friend protesting Batman going off the air)
"That's beautiful, Joe!"

In this situation, the augmented speaker chose to use a variety of
modes and physical material in the immediate environment to

communicate meaningful]y with his friend. A talking partner may have
responded to the friend's inquiry with something like, "Yeah ...Carrie
and I were really mad about that, and wrote the station a letter. We

told them to keep him on the air!" Although the Blissboard user could
have tried to convey the message linguistically, he selected a quicker
and more effective means with his friend.

In attempting to understand and train communication interaction
with augmentative systems, it is important to recognize that the
person's performance may not be indicative of their knowledge of
language use in context. The productive aspects of communicating are
highly affected by the available vocabulary, the differences between
natural speech and another communication medium, and the user's
strategies for circumventing these differences in an effort to be
effective and efficient. It may well be the case that traditional
rules of language use are not necessarily appropriate for this
augmented form of communication, and that altered rules need to be

defined.

The Communication Partner The communication partner may be a
stranger, a peer, a professor, a husband or mother, an attendant at
school, ,r an acquaintance in the apartment building. This natural
speaker brings to the interaction an ability to use conventional
modes, forms and rules for an interaction, and his or her own
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particular interaction style. The nature of the interaction that takes
place with any given augmentative communicator is based on how that
person can adapt to, and communicate with, a "different" speaker. Of
particular importance is his or her ability to understand and react to
the augmented speaker's ideosyncrati.: signals, non-communicative body
movements and messages formulated through that user's ccAmunication
device. In these exchanges, past experiences, shareo knowledge and
knowledge of the non-speaker are invaluable in "reading" signals,
selecting and expanding on topics, and co-constructing a meaningful
interchange.

In each interaction, a person also brings beliefs and attitudes
about people who are physically disabled, in wheelchairs, physically
different, and communicatively impaired. They also bring specific
attitudes and beliefs about the particular augmentative aid user with
whom they are communicating. These attitudes and beliefs vary with
people and partners. They have an impact on the communication that
does and does not occur, as well as on the characteristics of that
process.

To understand interaction from a social or communicative frame of
reference, one needs to examine the attitudes, expectancies and
beliefs of each partner. Michael Ward (1933) gives us the following
glimpse of the impact of physical disability on communication
expectancies:

"Have you ever noticed what able-bodied adolescents do
for socialization? Among other things, they spend a
great deal of time "throwing the bull ", "hanging out",
and generally "rapping" about their culture and
fitting into the adult world. Have you ever noticed
what seierely physically handicapped adolescents
do for socialization - or, should I say, what able-
bodied people organize for them to do? These young
people play board games, engage in arts and crafts
activities ...." (p. 234)

To understand how these attitudes and expectancies postively and
negatively affect interaction and development is essential. This
knowledge gives us a genuine opportunity for change through advocacy,
training procedures and aid design.

Persons using devices have reported many experiences in which
they are viewed as inferior, in terms of intelligence, ability and
overall worth as a communication and social partner (Creech, 1981;
Rush, 19P3; Viggiano, 1981). These perceptions are reflected in
behaviors such as partners virtually shouting at a non- speaker, asking
others questions that should be addressed to the aid user, ',liking to
a non-speaker as if he or she were a young child, and having low
expectancies for the participation of non-speakers. Faced with an
unfamiliar situation and an uneasiness about how to interact,
potential partners may choose not to interact (Richardson, 1969). To
date, we have very little information about attitudes toward various
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communication device users and how these affect communication
exchanges and opportunities. However, it is suspected that the nature
of many of the conversations that take place are influenced by these

beliefs.

Social psychologists and other researchers have examined
attitudes toward physical disabilities in a variety of age and
socio-economic groups, as well as the impact of physical disability
(usually a limb impairment) on a variety of conversational parameters:
non-verbal behaviors, the length of a conversation, the topics that
may or may not be discussed, and the manner in which they are talked
about (Zola, 1981; Elsberry, 1973; Kleck, 1968; Kleck, Oho and
Hastorf, 1966; Davis, 1961; Brown, 1981). Although these studies do
not specifically address communication device users, they project
differences in communication interactions when one partner is

speaking, but from a wheelchair. As many augmentative communication
device users are physically disabled and in wheelchairs, these studies

are of interest.

The findings suggest that persons with severe physical disability
are ranked very low on scales of attitude regarding potential
friendship and capabilities when compared to other types of physical
disabilities, sensory loss and cultural differences. These attitudes
may vary across age, personality characteristics, self-image and
socio-economic status, and may or may not change with greater social

contact with a specific person. Able-bodied persons reported feeling
uncertainty and uneasiness about interacting with a person with a
physical disability, and expressed concern about what was appropriate

given this unfamiliar situation. In general, the communication
interactions studied were overcontrolled, inhibited and reflected
stereotyped images of the physically disabled. The length of the
interactions were shorter than between two able-bodied persons.
Facial and body movements that usually occur during conversation were

lessened. The topics selected for discussion were controlled and
projected stereotyped images of disability; able-bodied partners
altered the way in which they spoke about topics such as physical
beauty, dating, sports or discussions of religion (e.g., the
assumptions were that disabled persons are more religious).

The Partner Using Augmentative Modes of Communication Goffman
_n his classic book on stigma (1963) postulates that both partners in
an interaction between the "stigmatized and the unstigmatized" are
under stress, not just the able-bodied person. The person who is
disabled may also be uneasy, unsure and self-conscious about the
impression that he or she is making, or uncertain about what
communication moves to make with a variety of speaking partners or
what the social roles are ir that particular situation. That same
augmentative speaker brings to the interaction his expectancies of

what the "normal" partner is thinking and is capable of.

In 1972, Comer and Piliavin researched the other -,;_ie of the

dyad, i.e. the physically disabled partner's interaction patterns
with other disabled vs. able-bodied persons. In a study of
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communication differences in interactions between men with limb
impairments and strangers who did or did not have a similiar
impairment, persons with physical disabilities were found to exhibit
some of the same behaviors seen between able-bodied and disabled
speakers when the focus of the research was on the able-bodied
person's behaviors. That is, they interacted for a shorter time
period with the able-bodied partner, had less eye-contact and body
movment, and monitored topics of conversation. It is the case that
most studies of interaction have focused on the able-bodied person and
that person's effect on the augmented speaker. It seems appropriate
to look at the beliefs and attitudes that the communication device
user has about him or herself, and also about the "talking" partner.
Of interest is how these very human factors impact on the device
user's behavior as an initiator of a conversational sequence, and
further, on what is said, when it is said and how it is said.

Several researchers and observers have suggested that children
with developmental conditions resulting in severe communication
impairments and physical disability may have reduced social,
communicative and cognitive experiences and therefore limitations
(Richardson, 1969; Shere and Kastenbaum, 1966; Harris and
Vanderheiden, 1980; Morris 1981; Yoder and Kraat, 1982; Shire, 1956;
Bricker and Lewis, 1982; Carlson, 1982; Duncan, Sbardellati, Maheady
and Sainto, 1981; Bottorf and DePape, 1982; Higgenbothan and Yoder,
1982). Obviously, not all developmentally disabled children have an
impoverished experience base or reduced abilities in these areas.
However, from an early age, severe physical limitation does affect
independent and joint exploration of objects and actions, and the
ability to give readable interactive signals. Whether or not
caregivers and others recognize the need to provide information and
experiences in contexts in which the child is not the person providing
the overt stimuli and motivation to do so, may affect the social and
cognitive development of that child. Since verbal speech is also
limited by the physical disability, it is unable to serve as an
alternate means of inquiry, exploratio.: and interaction.

In their study of 13 mother-child interactions with severely
physically impaired children in the natural environment, Shere and
Kastenbaum (1966) highlight the reduced stimulation that can occur.
Interaction in one dyad was limited to daily care activities with
actions that were inhibitory to development and growth. The child in
that dyad was found to be passive and failed to manifest ar. interest
in objects or to initiate acts of communication. In a second dyad,
the mother provided a greater breadth of experiences verbally, but
focused much of her interaction with objects and actions on motor
training goals (e.g., placing it out of reach to stimulate physical
reaching).

Richardson (1969) observes that disabled children have few
opportunities to play and interact with people outside of their
immediate family or environment, and suggests that this may affect
social development. Children initially are involved in mandatory
social relationships with family and caregivers. However, as they
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develop, children and adolescents move outward into voluntary social
relationships with a variety of people. In these voluntary
relationships, the rules for the relationship and the interaction
differ from the earlier, more protective, mandatory ones. Richardson
suggests that disabled children are often kept in mandatory
relationships for a long period of time with little experience and
exposure beyond interactions with a few people. Other potential
differences in communication and social growth are outlined by Shere
(l9561 in her study of twins with cerebral palsy. Her study
illustrates how families may treat a disabled child differently, e.g.,
giving them less responsibility, expecting less or giving them
improper and non-normative feedback for their efforts. She suggests
that these differences may too impinge on development.

Language and language use are learned during interaction. They
may be limited by a lack of social and communication experiences with
a wide variety of people and in varied contexts. Expressive
communication skills may be further reduced by the particular
communication patterns of parents and caregivers. The child may be
surrounded by people who do not "read" and respond to his/her
idiosyncratic signals. Or they may interact with the child by
anticipation and "Twenty Questions", in which case the child is not
expected or allowed to be an active participant. Such patterns are
often established well before the introduction of a communication
device and, out of habit, may tend to persist long after they are
necessary or appropriate. In examining interaction, it is important
to emphasize that a child given a communication device and the
language pieces for expression may or may not have the social and
communicative experience necessary to optimize this potential.

Proxemics and Use of Non-Linguistic Context In conversation
the speaker and listener generally face each other. This orientation
is conventional and allows both participants to view each other's
non-verbal behaviors and make eye contact. In most cases in which
there is extended conversation, partners are at the same eye level
(e.g., around a table, standing together) and within distances of each
other that suit the intimacy of the situation (e.g., at arm's length,
side by side). Some conversational exchanges, usually brief, may be
made at wider distances or at uneven eye-levels (e.g., asking a quick
question, exchanging social greetings, etc.).

The person using augmentative communication means is often
sitting in a wheelchair at chair height, and may or may not have
independent mobility to alter distance and orientation toward a
partner. This may be further complicated by reflex patterning, and/or
the position that a "listener" must take to communicate witn that
person, given the characteristics of a particular communication
device. Receiving linguistic communications from an augmented speaker
may require the "listener" to stand very close to the "speaker" --
behind, next to or directly in front of them. In conversations
between able-bodied people, this close distancing between interactants
is usually reserved for interactions that are intimate, private,
between good friends, and/or with young children. Beukelman and
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Yorkson (1984) have suggested that communication systems that require
this close physical distancing may be inhibitory to interaction with
strangers and those less intimately related to the user. The disabled
person in a wheelchair is often spoken to while an able-bodied person
stands. These uneven postures appear to affect role and status/power
relationships in able-bodied partners (Higgenbotham and Yoder, 1982),
and may impact on how the aid user or able-bodied person see
themselves in relation to each other. One must also recognize the
impact of the lack of mobility on the part of a person using a
communication system. That person's ability to move into
conversational space in a group, or with another person, is
restricted. When the user does not have independent mobility,
communication partners must come to the person using an augmentative
system in order to have a conversation. The system cannot project
over distance. These differences in the proxemic aspects of
conversational interaction have been noted. Their specific effect on
interaction with aid users remains to be studied.

Children and adults regularly integrate physical objects and
actions into their communicative behavior with others. For example,
an able-bodied child may hold up a toy helicopter and initiate a
conversation of a topics by saying "broken"; an adult can open the top
of a computer, point to port opening #6, and say, "It goes here."
Referents and topics are frequently marked by physical manipulation,
showing, and pointing, and appropriately altered language use. These
physical supports are not generally available to an augmented speaker.
The child or adult using a communication aid may have to convey this
information totally through the vocabulary and language used, Again,
this difference has been observed and acknowledged, but its impact on
the interaction that does or does not take r ace is poorly understood.

The Interactional Process

It is probable that interactions between technical aid users and
others have many similarities to interactions between speaking
partners. For example, an adult using an alphabet board may be using
conventional syntax and vocabulary in an utterance, providing feedback
to his partner with facial expression, and transferring
speaker-listener roles back and forth with his partner in traditional
discourse fashion. It is also probable that there are many novel
features to these interactions, given the unique characteristics and
limitations inherent in the communication modes available to any
augmented speaker.

The talking communication partner may not be receiving the
traditional linguistic and interaction signals used as a basis for
communication and conversation. This can lead to misunderstanding and
a series of adaptive behaviors for the situation that may or may not
be helpful to the communication process. The augmented speaker may
have vocabulary restrictions in the commuilication device, or unique
ways to construct vocabulary (e.g., Blissymbolic strategies). He/she
may have a slow rate of message construction, and/or an inability to
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use traditional non-verbal signals to convey meaning, provide feedback
and regulate discourse. These differences effect the non-speaker's
abilities as a conventional message sender and message receiver. It is
also often the case that the vocal partner needs to become actively
involved in the construction of the augmented speaker's message
(Harris, 1982). This involvement may be to expand an aid user's
message when the vocabulary is not fully available, to further clarify
a communicative intent of a short utterance created by the aid user in
an attempt to save time or to actively participate in the production
of the message by repeating the letters or symbols pointed to. This
involvement of the "listener" in the speaker's message does not follow
traditional speaker-listener roles. This modified listener role can
serve as the basis for message interference by the communication
partner. Clearly these unique differences alter the flow and balance
of conversation.

Conversational exchanges between aid users and others might be
viewed as the study of how two or more people actively solve pragmatic
problems with these unique modes of communication. Both partners are
faced with a communication situation in which they need to
co-construct meaning and participate with a distinctly different
communication medium. The effort to do so creates a unique
communication exchange. With the modes and means available, and given
a communication partner and a particular communication situati ..., the
augmented communicator attempts to make communicative moves to convey
an intended meaning, to influence the other person in some manner and
react to his partner's "moves". The communicative task may be making
a request of a stranger, trying to get into a group conversation,
attempting to change a listener's social perception of the speaker,
trying to take a strong position on a financial matter with a spouse,
contributing information on the job or just enjoying the experience of
socially "hanging-out". In so doing, the augmented communicator must
select strategies from among those available to -cry to achieve his or
her purposes. The verbal partner, too, has an agenda and a set of
strategies for co-constructing a communicative exchange with an aid
user and for responding to an aid user's "moves". The efficiency and
success of that interchange is dependent on the forms available and
the communicative strategies selected by both partners in the
interaction.

Because of the differences in the modes used for communicating by
physically disabled "speakers", it is particularly important to
separate the user's knowledge from his/her performance. We need to
recognize the influence of what is available, efficient and effective
in a particular situation to understand the interactions that occur.
The communication behaviors exhibited are a result of: (1) that
person's knowledge about language form and content ("the pieces"); (2)
that person's knowledge about the rules for language use from a
communication and social perspective; (3) the performance capability
of an augmentative system to execute what is known about language and
language use; (4) the communication strategies that are in the
repertoire of that person for responding to that situation; and (5)
the user's perception regarding the impact of the specific strategies
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selected from the available choices. Items 3-5 are unique in augmented
speakers and communication technology. Each of these components needs
to be examined and understood in relation to any aid user's
performance when interacting with others in a variety of settings.

Cultural Considerations It is also important to acknowledge
that information obtained from observations and empirical study of
communicative interactions between aid users and others in one culture
or sub-culture must be interpreted with caution in another culture.
The constraints and characteristics of communication via a specific
device, or particular set of non-verbal behaviors, may vary greatly
from one culture to another. For example, a slow rate of speech or
silence during an interaction may not have the same effect on the
behaviors of communication partners in some cultures. Physical
difference and disability may not be as socially devalued in one
culture as they are in another. Such factors will impact differently
on the exchanges that are possible, as well as on the levels of those
exchanges. Devices that appear highly technical may be viewed and
reacted to differently in various societies. The quality of synthetic
speech may be more negatively perceived in a country where speech and
voice characteristics are highly correlated with social roles. Or,
alterations in eye-gaze behavior, facial expressions or limb movements
.ay not have as detrimental an effect, given the discourse structure
in one culture versus another. In our efforts to understand the
nature of communicative exchange in augmented speakers, we need to be
cautious in transposing the research results from one culture to
another.

Augmented Interaction: A View From a Normal or Adapted Model of
Communication Interaction

The interaction and interactional patterns between aid users and
others can be examined against the normative model for verbal
interaction in a particular culture or sub-culture, or an adapted
model for that particular type of interaction. The particular model
used will depend on the questions asked and the researcher's view of
augmentative communication. However, depending on the model used to
contrast or compare the behaviors of augmented communicators,
different information and profiles will emerge.

It should be very apparent that augmentative communication modes
available to the physically disabled do not parallel the speech and
non-verbal behaviors of able-bodied children and adults. Therefore,
when the communication performance of aid users is compared to that of
verbal communicators in a conversational exchange, it obviously
appears to be deficient. This may not be a productive avenue and model
through which to understand augmentative communicators and the process
by which they accomplish their interactions. What is learned is how
impaired the augmented communicator is in contrast to his or her
verbal partner in verbal world, what he or she does and does not do
that normal speakers do, and the degree of difference that exists
across a series of communication measures.
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Several professionals (Personal communication - Yoder, Kraat,
Higginbotham, Preisler, McNaughton, Laikko, Buzolich) have suggested
that rather than postulating a deficit model of augmentative
communication, it should be studied in a more positive manner. Within
this conceptual framework, one can study how augmented speakers
accomplish what they do accomplish in conversation given the
constraints inherent in the productive capabilities of aided systems.
This focuses our attention on the advances that can and have been made
with increased communication options and training. A study of how
various aspects of communication are negotiated and accomplished with
aided systems is also likely to provide us with greater insights about
the nature of the communication process in this unique medium of
exchange.

This author and others (Yoder and Kraat, 1983; Harris, 1982;
personal communication - Yorkston, Mariner, Yoder, Buzolich) have
recently begun to question the use of a normal conversational model
for non-verbal people, and have suggested that augmentative
interaction and aid use might better be viewed through an adaptation
of the model outlined for verbal conversational exchanges among
natural speakers. Z will be discussed further later in this
report. This adapted model would reflect the unique ways in which
conversation is constructed and exchanged between communication aid
users and others. It would highlight the communication competencies
that can be achieved within these modes, or with a particular set of
device and user characteristics. An adapted model would provide a
conceptual view of augmentative communication as different, rather
than as deficient, behavior.
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CHAPTER IV

OUR CURRENT KNOWLEDGE BASE ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AIDED COMMUNICATORS
AND OTHERS

The Sources of Our Information

We are neophytes in our understanding of communicative
interaction between speakers who use augmentative communication
devices and others. This is partly due to the fact that augmentative
communication is a relatively new field of habilitation and
rehabilitation. It also reflects our previous assumption that
effective use would somehow follow the provision of a communication
device. We did not think about what was or was not happening outside
of our offices, laboratories and clinics. The non-speaker was
provided with a device through which to speak, given a vocabulary and
trained in the symbol set, syntax and device operation. Given this
"voice ", the disabled speaker was expected to compete and talk in the
conversational arena. We did not realize that more than a device and
language knowledge was needed, and that conversational interaction
through these unique modes might need special training.

Deborah Harris (1978) was the first researcher to examine
communication exchanges between aid users and others in the natural
environment. In her doctoral dissertation, she studied the
communicative interactions of three children using electronic
communication devices (AutoComs) and their teacher during free time,
individualized instruction and small group discussions. The results
were quite unexpected. The children used their advanced aids
minimally, rarely interacted with peers, infrequently initiated
exchanges and communicated primarily through one word responses and
non-verbal behaviors. By themselves, the advanced aids had not
provided increased levels of communication for these children in the
classroom setting. This realization stimulated further observation
and study about how well augmented communicators were actually doing
while conversing in natural settings. We began to explore some of the
possible reasons for the under-utilization of these devices.

In the six years following the Harris dissertation, mo.e children
and adults have received a variety of communication aids. This has
afforded us an opportunity to further observe the communication
successes and difficulties that occur in applying these aids.
Additionally, a few researchers have become interested in taking a
more controlled and quantified look at the communication processes and
differences inherent in this type of communication. However, to date,
the information still remains sparse. Our current knowledge base
inclades only a handful of research studies and some published
observations on interaction and aid use by users and professionals.

To date, 11 published studies that provide some empirical data
about aid use and/or interaction between physically disabled,
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non-speakers and others have been identified (Shere and Kastenbaum,
1966; Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980; Calculator and Dollaghan, 1982;
Calculator and Luchko, 1983; Harris, 1978, 1982; Beukelman and
Yorkston, 1982; James, 1983; Silverman, Kates and McNaughton, 1978;
Colquhoun, McNaughton and Izzard, 1982; Harris, Lippert, Yoder and
Vanderheiden, 1979; Beukelman, D., Yorkston, K., Poblete, M. and
Naranjo, C., 1984). Half of this small body of research has focused
on aid and symbol use by the augmented communicator outside of an
interactional framework. That is, these researchers have studied one
side of the conversation -- the communication behaviors of the aid
user -- without simultaneously examining the communication behaviors
of the people they are speaking with and their influence on the aid
user's utterances. Consequently, although the information is
interesting in terms of the symbols and words used, the grammatical
form, the number of opportunities, the number of communication
partners and the aided speaker's behavior when communication is
misunderstood (Silverman et al, 1982), it is limited to only one of
the partners in the communication interaction.

Five of the studies (Shere and Kastenbaum, 1966; Harris, 1978,
1982; Calculator and Luchko, 1983; Calculator and Dollaghan, 1982; and
Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980, case 2) address conversation and
communication within an interactional frame to some degree. These
five studies provide us with an initial information base on which to
begin to understand the interactional process. This data base
includes the study of 12 augmented speakers (2 with acquired
conditions; 10 with developmental disabilities) who use a variety of
augmentative systems. The contexts studied vary widely as do the
communication partners involved (i.e., teachers, speech-languge
pathologists, attendants, spouse). The relatively early work of Shere
and Kastenbaum (1966) does not include communication aid users, but
provides us with rich information about the early interaction and
communication patterns between severely disabled, non-speaking
children (2.6 to 4.8 years) and their mothers. Their informative
research with 13 mother-child dyads over a 7 to 8 month period is very
relevant to the study of communicative interaction between
non-speakers, with and without devices, and their partners.

Professionals working with augmented communicators, children and
adults using these systems, researchers and those who interact daily
with severely speech-impaired individuals are also a rich source of
information about the nature of communication exchanges that occur.
They have observed the advantages as well as the problems associated
with these new capabilities. Many of these people have shared their
perspectives and observations through various publications (Beukelman
and Yorkston, 1982, 1984; Bolton and Dashiell, 1984; Bottorf and De
Pape, 1982; Harris, 1982; Harris and Vanderheiden, 1980; Higginbotham
and Yoder, 1982; Kraat, 1982, 1984; Light, 1984; Mills and Higgins,
1984; Morris, 1981; Mott, 1973; Newell, 1984; Shane and Cohen, 1981;
Shane, Lipschultz and Shane, 1982; James, 1982; Yoder, 1983; Rush,
1983; Blau, 1983; Creech, 1931; Turner, 1981; Calculator, 1984; Tew,
Davies and Fletcher, 1980; Verburg, 1984; Vanderheiden, 1983, 1984;

Yoder and Kraat, 1982). These observations and opinions broaden our
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perspectives on communicative interaction between those using
technical aids and others, and serve as an important source of
information for future empirical research.

In 1982-83, the International Project on Communication Aids for
the Speech-Impaired (IPCAS) recognized the need to accumulate
additional international information on aid use and communicative
interaction, and therefore facilitated this study. As a result of
this IPCAS project, several additional unpublished and in-progress
studies relating to communicative interaction between aided speakers
and others have been identified and collected. Forty-eight of these
unpublished and in-progress studies have been abstracted and included
in this report (see Appendices). These unpublished studies
significantly increase our knowledge base and broaden our current
understanding of this special form of communication exchange. Through
active dialogue with professionals, researchers, aid users, parents,
spouses and others, this IPCAS project has also enabled our
observational base to expand. Participants have shared clinical log
books, videotapes and diaries to supplement our impressions about the
use of aids in conversation. This international sharing adds much to
our perspective of the current state of the art.

Formal Studies: What Interactions Have We Been Studying?

Table 1 provides a summary overview of the augmented speakers,
their partners and the contexts examined in 36 research studies that
addressed communication interaction within an interpersonal framework
(i.e., both partners). These include published and unpublished
studies and in-progress materials. In reviewing these studies, it is
obvious that a variety of aid users, partners and contexts have been
studied. Table 1 appears at the end of this chapter (see page 55).

T-1. Augmented_ Speer A large percentage of the more than 110
augmentative coauricatore who have been studied are children and
young adu1 wi % severe speech impairments due to cerebral palsy.
These augmented speakers are between 2 and 28 years of age. Fewer
studies have been conductal on the interactions of aid users with
developmental disabilities lr acquired non-speaking conditions who are
over the age of 30. To date, only five adults with acquired
conditions have been studied in interast.on with their partners
(Beukelman and Yorkston, cas 2, 1980; Calculator and Luchko, 1983;
Kraat, UP-1979; Lossing, UP-1981) One additional interaction study
that includes persons with acquired conditions is currently in
progress (Yorkston, Beukelman &rid Marriner, IP). Consequently, much of
our current information about communication interaction with users of
technical aids is based on persons with developmental disabilities who
are unaer the age of 28.

These augmented communicators vary widely not only in age, but in
language and cognitive skills, physical abilities, mobility and speech
abilities. The part 3ular communication devices used by these
individuals also differs. A large percentage of the interaction
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studies have been conducted on persons who were using non-electronic,
direct selection devices. These systems were primarily alphabet
boards, alphabet plus word/phrase boards, Blissymbol boards, or a
mixture of Blissymbol and picture boards. A few studies have included
users of electronic communication systems which rely on a direct
selection technique (e.g., Auto-Com; Canon; HandiVoice 110).

Although most studies involve augmented communicators with direct
selection systems, there have been studies of users of coded and
scanning devices. The coded ystems reported include the use of Etran
boards, number-color coding through direct selection of a code, and
the HandiVoice 120, an electronic device which uses a three number
code for language entries. Persons using coded systems have been
studied by Andrews, (UP-1980); Bailey and Shane, (UP-1983); Blackstone
and Cassatt, (IP); Buzolich, (UP-1982, 1983); Light, (IP); Lossing,
(UP-1981). There have been few interaction studies on persons using
scanning type systems, non-electronic or electronic. In Beukelman and
Yorkston's 1980 study, one subject used a scanning unit (Zygo 100).
Blackstone and Cassatt (IP) also report the use of a Zygo 100 and
Morse Code unit. Since most of our current information is based on
observational study of persons using direct selection techniques, this
must also be kept in mind when we interpret these findings. It should
also be noted that many of the users studied did not have spelling
capabilities and were using restricted vocabulary systems in order to
communicate.

Included in this report are a few studies of children and young
adults interacting and communicating without a technical aid (Shere
and Kastenbaum, 1966; Wexler et al, UP-1983; Weiner and Kornet,
UP-1983). However, the subjects in these studies are physically
disabled and severely speech impaired. In these cases, the
interactions were accomplished through the non-verbal ana
verbal/vocalization abilities available to the limited communicator.
They are included here in order to gain a better understanding of
communication without an augmentative device.

Able-bodied persons with normal speech have also been used to
study the interaction patterns produced when a technical aid is
introduced (Farrier, Yorkston, Beukelman and Marriner, IP; Marriner,
IP; Coxon and Laikko, UP-1983; student projects under David Yoder at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison; Weeks, Kelly and Chapanis, 1974;
Ochsman and Chapanis, 1974; Kelly and Chapanis, 1977). In these
research projects, able-bodied persons are required to interact with
others using specific technical aids and non-verbal behaviors. These
studies allow the researchers to control the language and various
non-verbal abilities of the user and to concentrate on the effects of
particular augmentative systems on attitudes and interaction. The
relationship between findings on these interactional studies with
able-bodied users of technical aids and the interaction of actual
users of this technology needs to be defined.

The Partners and Contexts Communication interaction between
aided speakers and others has been studied in a variety of contexts.
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Several researchers have chosen to observe interaction in the natural
environments of the aid user (Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980; Harris,
1978, 1982; Calculator and Luchko, 1983; Calculator anc Dollaghan,
1982; Shere and Kastenbaum, 1966; Andrews, UP-1980; Barker and
Henderson IP; Beuttemeirer, UP-1983; Kraat, UP-1979; Lewis and Ripich,
UP-1983). These studies have brought researchers into everyday
environments to observe interaction in the classroom, institutional
environments and the home, and during therapy sessions. In these
contexts, the communication partners may be "open" and the results
contingent upon the natural course of communication events. Or, a
specific communication partner, such as a teacher providing one-to-one
instruction, may be examined. The potential interaction may be part of
a group experience, or a dyad. These environments provide an
opportunity to look at interaction with housemates (e.g., other
persons living in an institution), classmates and siblings as well as
caregivers and other adults.

Other interaction studies have chosen to sample communication
exchange in an artificial situation, where two people are asked to
converse with each other. These conversations may be open-ended with
no structure provided by the researchers, or be structured by the
topic or the materials provided. An example of the latter can be
found in a study in which aid users were asked to come to a
videotaping session with three topics to discuss with their partner
(Wexler et al, UP-1983); in a study in which the aid user was asked to
discuss a movie, or give card game instructions to a partner
(Morningstar, UP-1981); and one in which specific toys were provided
for the mothers to use in interacting with their children (Light, IP).

Communication interaction has also been studied through the use
of prepared scripts a.id tasks designed to study a specific aspect of
the interaction. These contexts are often developed in an effort to
reduce the time needed for ongoing observations in natural
environments, or to study the user's ability to perform particular
aspects of communication in optimal situations. Bailey and Shane
(UP-1983) and Christopulos and Shane (IP) have used "barrier-tasks" in
conversational exchanges in which the communication partner attempts
to identify a painting or a series of objects described by the aided
speaker. Farrier, Yorkston, Beukelman and Mariner (IP); Yorkston,
Beukelman and Marriner (IP); and Marriner (IP) have developed a series
of direction-giving tasks (with "barrier"), joint decision-making
tasks and message transmission tasks to assist them in studying
interaction between aid users and others. Tasks were created in an
effort to develop "in-clinic" contexts used to examine various aspects
of discourse between aid users and others, including conversational
control and "summoning power" (McKirdy and Blank, 1982). Elicitation
scripts have also been developed to study the ability of an
augmentative communicator to produce a variety of communicative acts
(Blackstone and Cassatt, IP; Light, IP), and to study
a . tention- getting behavior (Miller and Kraat, UP-1984). Some of these
unpublished tasks and scripts are included in the Appendix of this
report. Validity studies are still needed to determine the
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relationship of performance on artifical conversations and constructed
tasks to conversational performance in the natural environment.

A variety of partners have been observed in these studies.
Children who are augmented speakers have frequently been studied in
interactions with familiar adults (e.g., their mothers, caregivers,
teachers and other professional staff members). Most of these
interactions are dyadic exchanges rather than group interactions. The
interaction between children using augmentative systems and peers,
siblings and other children has been less frequently studied. To date,
child-child interaction has been included in the studies of
Christopulos and Shane, (IP); Barker and Henderson, (IP); Wieder and
Kornet, (UP-1983); and Harris, (1978, 1982). Interaction between
children and adults who are unfamiliar with the child or their system
has also been minimally studied (Sponseller and Laikko, UP-1983;
Christopulos and Shane (IP); Morningstar, UP-1981).

Young adults and adults have generally been observed in
interactions with professionals or persons who are strangers to the
augmented speaker. To a lesser extent, adults have been observed in
interactions with family members, peers, nurses and home attendents,
and other augmented speakers. To date, no studies have been
identified that explore the interaction between an adult with an
augmentative system and an able-bodied child.

Interaction studies in other fields have demonstrated how the
particular style or status of a communication partner can influence
the nature of an interaction. In examining comm.,- .tion with
augmented persons, some studies have specificall oked at the effect
of partners and their behaviors on the interaction. Several
researchers have been interested in the interaction patterns between
augmented communicators and unfamiliar and familiar persons
(Morningstar, UP-1981; Husche and Staudenbaur, UP-1983; Sponseller and
Laikko, UP-1983; Waldron, Gordon and Shane, 1980; Fishman and
Kerman-Lerner, UP-1983; Christopulos and Shane, IP). Of interest has
been how the aid user adapts to an unfamiliar listener, the different
modes and forms used with these unfamiliar groups, and the areas of
special difficulty encountered by the aided speaker. Many of these
studies have also observed the behaviors of unfamiliar persons
encountering aid users for the first time.

Other researchers have been interested in differences in
interaction that occur in conversation with a variety of familiar
partners (Weiner and Kornet, UP-1983; Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980;
Bailey and Shane, UP-1983). These studies have looked at interactions
of parents, teachers, siblings and attendants with the same aid user,
and examined the success of those exchanges, including the patterns
that occur. Some researchers have looked across dyads (e.g.,
mother-child) for patterns of interacti n between familiar partners
and aid users (Blackstone and Cassatf', IP; Culp, UP-1982; Colquhoun,
UP-1982; Shere and Kastenbaum, 1966; Wexler et al, UP-1983).

Interaction patterns have also been studied with the same partners
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interacting in different tasks and sub-environments (Andrews, UP-1980;
Ferrier et al IP; Weiner and Kornet, UP-1983; Harris, 1978, 1982;
Light, IP; Blackstone and Cassatt, IP; Yorkston et al, IP; Bark-et' and
Henderson, IP). These may be activities within a classroom such as
snack time, versus a group instructional activity, different types of
play activities or a variety of structured tasks varying on some
dimension (e.g., the amount of information that one partner has, or a
comparison between unstructured and structured conversational
exchanges). These interactions have been compared to further our
understanding of how context effects the nature of aided interactions.
Additional studies examine conversations of an aid user in different
contexts, but with different partners involved in thof.: contexts
(Andrews, UP-1980; Calculator and Dolloghan, 1932; Kraat, UP-1979;
Beuttemierer, UP-1983). These studies have included observations in
clinical sessions versus everyday environments, and home versus
school.

In summary, much of our current information is based on children
communicating through direct selection systems with adults who are
staff or caregivers. This in itself is a special kind of interaction
in that one member is in a more powerful, authority role in relation
to the other. Our knowledge of able-bodied children's conversations
with teachers and mothers suggests that these conversations may be
marked by domination by the adult and question-directed bef.9.viors
(Mishler, 1975; Corsaro, 1979). On the other hand, our current
understanding of adult communication aid users is based on research in
which these adults have primarily been asked to communicate with
strangers or professional staff members. Again, these are specific
types of conversational exchanges. One need only imagine videotaping
oneself in conversation with a stranger not of one's choice to
understand the difference in the communication dynamics between this
conversation and one with a good friend. Our current understanding o:
the communication process and performance of aided speakers is also
based on widely varied contexts. These include observations in the
natural environment (open-ended to specific sub-activities),
artificially constructed situations for conversationasl sampling (two
persons askii to participate in an open-ended conversation or a
topic-structured one), and elicited tasks. It is Loite probable that
each of these contexts contains different communication demands open
to both partners. Consequently, findings must be interpreted within
the contexts involved.
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Formal Studies: What Aspects of Interaction Have We Been Studying?

Given all the dimensions of interactive communication and
discourse that could be studied, one realizes that few areas and
questions have actually been addressed through formal study. However,
a few aspects of communi itive interaction have been studied with some
frequency. To date, the studies on interaction between aid users and
others have primarily focused on: (1) analyzing the effects of
different augmentative systems, contexts and partners on various
features and patterns of interaction; (2) examining specific aspects
of conversational discourse and how these are accomplished when one
partner is using a technical aid; (3) describing the types of
communicative acts expressed during conversational exchanges by both
partners, and the form and content used to express those intentions;
(4) tabulating the density of the social interaction that occurs
between aid users and others, and whether or not opportunities for
interaction are maximized; (5) analyzing the interaction patterns of
all partners in a communication exchange to gain a better
understanding of what behaviors facilitate and/or impede the
interaction process; (6) examining the attitudes of communication
partners or potential communication partners toward particular
augmentative modes, or augmented speakers; and (7) noting the effects
of specific training programs and procedures on the interactions that
occur. Of these areas of study, communicative acts and discourse
structure have been given the most attention to date in both single
case and comparative studies.

The Differential Effect of Communication Aids, Contexts and
Partners Several of our interaction studies have been comparative.
Researchers have been interested in whether or not interactions differ
when one device or mode versus another is used by the augmented
speaker, and if so, how. There has also been increased interest in
how the partners in the interaction, and the communication contexts
themselves, differentially affect the nature of an interaction, with a
specific aid user or group of users.

Currently, there are multiple communication aids available to
severely speech-impaired persons. These augmentative devices differ
widely in the language that is available to the user, the speed of
communication, the degree of participation needed by the partner to
create an utterance and the modes through which a communication is
transmitted. Various researchers have begun to examine how these
"system" differences may influen2e the interactional process. This
has been examined in studies that compare conversations with and
without formal augmentative systems when an electronic device is used
in comparison to a manual or non-electronic system; when alphabet
boards are expanded to include words and phrases; and when different
communication device modes (e.g., print or voice) are used.

Three studies have examined interactions when electronic versus
non-electronic devices are used. Beukelman and Yorkston (1980) looked
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at the different comunicative acts produced by a young adult with
brain stem injury who used both an alphabet board (direct selection)
and a stationary typewriter to communicate in a nursing home
environment. Their study specifically examined the interactions that
took place over two 8-hour periods. During the first 8-hour period,
the adult used only the alphabet board for communication, and in a
second 8-hour period, communication was restricted to the use of a
typewriter. Fishman and Kerman-Lerner (UP-1983) tabulated the use of
non-electronic versus electronic aids in the daily interactions of
three severely-impaired adults using multiple systems and living in an
institutional environment. Unfortunately, both the Beukelman and
Yorkston, and the Fishman and Kerman-Lerner studies observed the
behaviors of the augmented speaker alone, and did not include the
interactive behaviors of both partners in the exchanges. However,
Buzolich (UP-1982, 19F3), in her doctoral dissertation, compared the
use of a non-electronic and electronic communication device within an
interactional framework. She compared the interactions that occurred
between an unfamiliar adult and a user of a HandiVoice 120, who also
used an alphabet board. Two dyads were compared. In each situation,
the aided communicator used the alphabet board for 20 minutes of
interaction, and the voice output aid for an additional 20 minutes of
open-ended conversation. These interactions were compared with
respect to turn-taking, contingent queries and repair, interruptions
and overlap, and topic maintenence.

Other researchers have chosen to examine the effects of modified
language boards, as well as the changes in interaction that occur when
a language board is used and is not used. Wexler et al (UP-1983)
examined the differences that occurred in conversation samples under
two conditions between a familiar staff member and an augmented
adolescent or adult. The partners in each dyad were asked to converse
for ten minutes without the use of the alphabet board, and for ten
minutes with the alphabet board available. The conversations were
analyzed extensively in relation to the communicative acts that
occurred in both conditions. Blau (IP) is in the process of further
analyzing these dyads in the board/no-board conditions to examine
backchannel signals, hyperexplanation and conversational repair.
Bailey a i Shane (UP-1983) also compared the interactions that
occurred with and without the use of a non-electronic communication
system, but this was with different partners. They studied and
compared the interactions of a 13 year old boy who primarily used
speech and gesture with his mother and an Etran-type system with his
school aide. Calculator and Luchko (1983) compared the effect on
communication of alterations to a language board when used by a 24
year old woman in an institutional environment. Initially interaction
was observed with the woman using an unmounted, alphabet only system.
This system was then stabilized and words and phrases were added.
Interactions using the two non-electronic systems were compared in
relation to communication functions, the forms used and the speaker
roles.

During the 1970s, Alphonse Chapanis and his colleagues at Johns
Hopkins University conducted a series of studies on interactive
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communication through non-speech channels (Michaelis, Chapanis, Weeks
and Kelly, 1977; Weeks, Kelly and Chapanis, 1974; Ochsman and
Chapanis, 1974; Kelly and Chapanis, 1977). Of particular interest to
this group of researchers was how human communication was affected by
various technical modes of interaction (e.g., typed communication,
handwriting, voice without observing the person's face, etc.).
Although they were interested in non-speech communication in relation
to computer and mass-media communications, their experiments and
findings contain many important insights an,A implications for
interaction between augmented speakers an:', others. In these studies,
an able-bodied person was assigned to a particular communication mode,
with or without restricted vocabulary, and asked to solve
task-oriented problems with another person who used natural speech.

Other researchers have also used able-bodied persons to study the
effect of our aided communication systems on communicative
interactions. Farrier et al (IP) are currently studying the
interactional differences in a series of direction-giving and
decision-making tasks in a condition in which both partners use speech
and non-verbal behaviors, and in another condition in which one
partner is asked to use an Expanded Memowriter (alphabet printer
device). In a variety of two and three person conversations,
able-bodied persons using communication devices have also been studied
through class projects at the University of Wisconsin under the
direction of David Yoder.

It is obvious that we have a very small research base for
understanding the impact of system features on the interaction
process. However, some methodologies for exploring this have been
devised and initial work is being done. Admittedly, this area of
research is an important but difficult one to study. Separating the
impact of aid characteristics from the communication abilities of the
user and the communication context is a challenging problem. Clearly,
these are highly integrated behaviors.

Aspects of Discourse and How These Are Accomplished
Conversation between two or more able-bodied, talking persons has a
particular organization and structure which allows these persons to
interact in a conventional, orderly manner. Several linguistic and
non-linguistic devices are used by both speakers to accomplish this
exchange. Since aided communication is markedly slower than speech
and many conventional discourse devices are not available to the
speech-impaired partner, it is of interest to study how conversation
proceeds when one partner is participating with limited or different
forms of communication available.

One can view conversational structure in three major segments:
(1) the initiation of a conversational exchange; (2) the extension and
maintenance of that conversation; and (3) the termination of the
interaction. In reviewing the published, unpublished and in-progress
studies, it is apparent that study of all three aspects of
conversational organization has begun, with the majority of the
efforts addressing the extensiou or maintainence of the conversational

)
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sequence.

Only those studies of observations in the natural environment
lend themselves to an understanding of who initiates a conversation
with whom, and how. Some preliminary information in this regard may
be found in the studies of classroom interaction (Harris, 1978, 1982;
Andrews, 1980; Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982; Barker and Henderson,
IP), as well as observations in the home or institutional environment
(Lossing, UP-1981; Kraat, UP-1979; Calculator and Luchko, 1983; Shere
and Kastenbaum, 1966). Attention-getting is a necessary prerequisite
to initiating a conversational sequence, as well as for turn-taking
and maintaining one's turn. An initial study by Miller and Kraat
(IP-1984) has explored this ability with a four year old child. Other
researchers have made observations about the non-speaker's ability to
gain attention in order to communicate within the contexts of larger
observational studies (Harris, 1978, 1982; Calculator and Dolloghan,
1982; Beuttemeirer, UP-1983; Huschle and Staudenbaur, UP-1983; Shere
and Kastenbaum, 1966; Light, 1985).

Once a conversation has begun, multiple linguistic and
non-linguistic behaviors and devices are involved in the extension and
maintenance of that conversational sequence. In an effort to learn
how these are accomplished and co understand the problems and
differences that might be encountered, studies of several of these
behaviors and devices in the interactions of communication aid users
have begun. Turn-taking structure, obligatory and non-obligatory
discourse, topic initiation, communication breakdown and repair, and
speaker-listener roles have received the most attention to date.

Turn-taking behaviors have been studied by researchers in
different ways. These studies have explored the number of turns taken
by each partner, the length or number of utterances in these turns,
and the number of turns taken in a particular conversational sequence
(the total sequence or the number related to a specific topic). This
turn-taking behavior has been examined across a variety of aid users,
partners and communication contexts. How two people exchange turns in
an orderly fashion when one partner is using a technical aid has been
described in the work of Higginbotham (UP-1982) and Buzolich (UP-1982,
1983). The behaviors of both partners in these exchanges have been
compared to turn-taking procedures between able-bodied speakers.
Turn-taking behavior has also been explored in relation to how an
aided speaker's utterance is realized or not realized within discourse
and turn-taking. It is often the case that the aided communicator has
a restricted vocabulary or actively needs the "listener" to
participate in the formulation of the utterance over several turns.
These types of exchanges have been observed within the research
projects of several investigators (Wexler et al, UP-1982; Harris,
1978; Farrier et al, IP; Buzolich, UP-1982, 1983; Colquhoun, UP-1982;
Morningstar, UP-1981, Blau, IP; Waldron, Gordon and Shane, UP-1980;
Fishman and Timler, UP-1983; Huschle and St''idenbaur, UP-1983; Light,
IP; and Lossing, UP-:-81).

Of particular interest has been the participation of augmented
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speakers in the initiation and response status of these turns. In

other words, who is taking the lead and who is following. However, it
is important to note just what initiation behaviors a particular
research study is referring to before drawing conclusions. Some
researchers discuss initiation in relation to the initiation of a
conversational sequence; others use it to refer to the initiation of a
novel topic only; and still others use the term to refer to the
production of unrequired utterances in a conversation (those
utterances that are not mandated by the previous linguistic utterance
where the partner has the option of saying something or not saying
something). The latter type of initiation behavior has been further
studied across utterances in a dialogue to extract patterns of
participation and control (Light, IP; Kraat, UP-1979; Harris, 1978,
1982; and Farrier, Yorkston, Beukelman and Marriner, IP). This
turn-taking behavior has also been studied using varied terms:
required and non-required utterances, obligatory and non-obligatory
utterances, contingent and non-contingent turns, and obligations and
comments. The most extensive analysis to date on the contribution and
nature of these discourse roles is being carried out through the
in-progress studies of Light, and Farrier et al.

Topic initiation and extension has primarily been studied by
Buzolich (UP-1982, 1983) within a framework of topic-relevant acts and
topic responses in two dyads. This study reveals which partner added
to the topic and how this behavior altered when the aided speaker used
an alphabet board versus a RandiVoice 110 with the same communication
partner. Other researchers have examined topics in a more limited
manner, noting when new topics were introduced and by whom. Lossing
(UP-1981) attempted to look at the topics discussed in interactions
with physically disabled adults and others, with a special interest in
those that addressed self care and personal management. These topic
categories were later used by Fishman and Kerman-Lerner (UP-1983) in
their observations of the communication initiations of three other
adults using augmentative systems.

Communication difficulties are observed and reported with high
frequency in interactions between aid users and others. These
communication breakdowns and miscommunications, as well as the
subsequent attempts to resolve or repair the communication situation,
have received considerable attention in formal studies of interaction
(Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980; Calculator and Delaney, UP-1984;
Buzolich, UP-1982, 1983; Fishman and Timler, UP-1983; Huschle and
Staudenbaur, UP-1983; Mathy-Laikko and Ratcliff, UP-1983; Bailey and
Shane, UP-1983; Miller and Kraat, UP-1984; Blau, IP; Ratcliff, IP).
OtLer researchers (e.g., Light, IP; Wexler et al, UP-1983) have
included information about communication difficulties in their reports
of the success of various partners and exchanges. Here again, one
must be cautious about comparing and contrasting results since several
of these researchers define communication breakdown and repair quite
differently. For example, one researcher may tabulate an incomplete
utterance and a request for expansion as a communication breakdown,
whereas others might not consider this a breakdown unless the full
utterance, once completed, was not understood. With regard to
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discourse, conversational breakdowns have been studied in reference to
successful initiation of a topic of conversation, successful
regulation of discourse, and the gaining of attention in order to
communicate. These breakdowns have been further studied in terms of
the success that one or both partners have in attempting to actively
resolve these miscommunications.

Two additional areas of discourse maintenance have been studied
to date. Both Buzolich (UP-1982, 1983) and Blau (IP) have been
interested in studying the various types of backchannel behaviors that
do and do not occur in specific interactions. The backchannel
behaviors outlined by Duncan and Fiske (1977) have served as a
starting point for the different coding schemas and analysis developed
by these two researchers for application to augmented speakers.
lau's backchannel taxonomy attempts to capture the types of
acknowledgements and feedback that are traded back and forth between
two speakers during a conversation, and the continuous technical
feedback and repair that occurs in the use of an alphabet board (e.g.,
repeating the letters indicated, completing a partially spelled word
or requesting confirmation of a letter or sentence meaning through the
use of rising inflection). Buzolich's taxonomy and research interest
in backchannel behaviors were directed toward how these backchannel
signals (e.g., sentence completions, requests for clarification head
nods for repair and feedback, restatements) are different from those
used by able-bodied speakers and, consequently, different in how they
fit into the turn-taking system. Barker and Henderson (IP) and
Buzolich (UP-1982, 1983) have chosen to study interruptions, over-lap
and simultaneous "talking", another aspect of conversational structure
that has received little attention to date. Of particular interest in
the study by Buzolich (1983) were the differences in these behaviors
when the aided communicator was using an alphabet board versus a
synthetic speech device.

Last, the termination of a conversational sequence has been
examined in two studies (Kraat, UP-1979; Barker and Henderson, IP).
Of interest here is who terminates the exchange, and how.

Communicative Acts and Their Form and Content With the shift
in emphasis from syntax and vocabulary to the use of language in
social interaction, the utterances of both the aided communicator and
speaking partner have been examined somewhat differently. Form and
content are seen as an integral part of language use. That is, the
specific form and content used at any given point in a conversation is
related to the context and the intentions or functions the speaker
wishes to use language for.

Several research studies on aided interaction have addressed
communicative acts and intentions. They have investigated the type,
variety and frequency of various speech acts, or communicative acts,
produced in these interactions by both partners. The study of
communicative acts haG been the primary focus of th,) research of
Wexler et al, UP-1983; Blackstone and Cassatt, IP; Light, IP;
Sutton-Colquhoun, UP-1983; Colquhoun, UP-1982; Culp, UP-1982; Andrews,
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UP-1980; MacDonald, UP-1983; Wieder and Kornet, UP-1983. These
studies do not utilize a uniform set of communicative acts or
taxonomies to describe these intentions, but with and without some
variations, they :-raw from taxonomies developed to study other
populations.

The types of research questions that have been asked in relation
to communicative acts examine modes and forms the augmented speaker
uses to accomplish these acts, the communicative acts that occur with
variations in partners, device and contexts, and the frequency and
variety produced by both participants. Researchers have also been
interested in whether or not the non-speaker possesses the competence
to engage in communicative acts (e.g., their ability to produce these
acts under ideal conditions), and how this competency relates to their
occurence and actual use in natural conversations (Light, IP;
Blackstone and Cassatt, IP; Sutton-Colquhoun, 1983).

Since augmented speakers use a variety of communication modes to
participate in interactions, several studies have examined which modes
are being used by aided communicators, and for what functions. These
studies have been looking at the percentage and type of communications
effected through the use of language boards and devices, dysarthric
speech, non-verbal behaviors, gestures or signs, and combinations of
these behaviors. Of particular interest are the studies of Weider and
Kornet (UP-1983), MacDonald (UP-1983), Blackstone and Cassatt (IP),
Andrews (UP-1980), Wexler et al (UP-1983), and Beukelman and Yorkston
(1980). The form of utterances has also been examined by several
researchers in relation to grammatical completeness, mean length of
utterance and the ways in which the "listener" participates in the
realization of the aided speaker's intentions.

The Density of Social Interactions Observations of aided
communicators in the natural environment have afforded an opportunity
to look at the density of social and communicative interactions that

occur with a given aid user. These studies have provided information
about the number of interactions that take place, the number of
different partners that interact with the aided speaker, and the
variety of environments in which these interactions occur.
Information has also been tabulated with regard to the length of these -

interactions, the level and purposes of these exchanges, and whether
or not additional interactions could have occurred but did not
(Harris, Lippert, Yoder and Vanderheiden, 1979; Shere and Kastenbaum,
1966; Kraat, UP-1979; Harris, 1978, 1982; Calculator and Luchko, 1983;
Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980; Colquhoun, McNaughton and Izzard, 1982).

The density of social and communicative interaction has also been
examined within conversations or in structured situations (e.g., two
people are asked to talk with each other). The questions addressed in
these studies include whether or not the aided communicator is

provided with an opportunity to participate, the extent of that
participation, and the communicative levels and topics involved in

those interactions. Recent studies have also begun to examine the
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possible contributions of the aided communicator to reduced leve__ of
interaction (Farrier, YorkrIten, Beukelman and Marriner, IP; Light, IP;
Kraat, UP-1979; Yorkston, Beuelman and Marriner, IP). That is, are
these speakers utilizing opportunities for greater participation?

The Interactive Strategies and Aid Characteristics That
Facilitate and Impede Interaction Professionals who work with aid
users and the users themselves have made multiple observations and
suggestions about what strategies are most effective in facilita'.ing
interactions between augmented speakers and others. In addition, many
opinions have been expressed as to how particular aid characteristics
or the use of specific components in an augmentative communication
system can positively and negatively affect an interaction, and how
difficulties imposed by these characteristics might be best
-circumvented or reduced. However, to date, few formal studies have
focused on this aspect of aided interaccioh.

In what is probably the most extensive examination of facilitory
vs. non-facilitatory interaction patterns in this population to date,
Shere and Kastenbaum (1966) have investigated the qualitative aspects
of interactions between mothers and their non-speaking, physically
handicapped young children aged two to four years. The children in
this 1966 study did not have access to aided communication systems,
and their interactions were limited to non-verbal expressions,
vocalizations and some gross pointing or reaching movements. This
study examined the interactive styles of 13 mothers and their children
in relation to the purposes of those interactions, the style of the
interaction (verbal, non-verbal, action), the communicative acts used,
and initiation and response patterns. These behaviors, in turn, were
analyzed with respect to whether these patterns fostered or inhibited
social, cognitive and communication development. The effect of
communicative styles on interaction is also being studied by Marriner
(IP), who is examining the types of questions used by the able-bodied
speaking partner, and the resulting effect on the communication
participation of aided communicators.

Research studies that address other areas of interaction (e.g.,
communication breakdown and repair; communicative acts; discourse
organization) have made observations about communication styles and
behaviors on the part of the aided communicators and the able-bodied
speakers. Several of these researchers have suggested behaviors and
aid characteristics which appear to have a positive and negative
impact on the quality of the interactions observed (Morningstar,
UP-1981; Bailey and Shane, UP-1983; Colquhoun, UP-1982; Culp, UP-1982;
Blackstone and Cassett, IP; Huschle and Staudenbaur, UP-1983).

Attitudes Toward Aided Communication and Communicators The
creation and impact of attitude has received greater attention in
discussions of interaction than from empirical research per se.
Data-based research regarding attitudes of able-bodied persons toward
aid users and this type of communication medium, as well as the user's
attitudes toward aided communication and their able-bodied partners,
is in its infancy. Some limited information has been collected in
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questionnaires and surveys that ask parents and caregivers their
attitudes about specific devices or communication (Tew, Davies and
Fletcher, 1980; Harris; Colquhoun, McNaughton and Izzard, 1982; Levy

and Strobino, UP-1982). Coxon and Laikko (UP-1983) and graduate
students at the University of Wisconsin in classes with David Ycder
have looked at the reactions of people unfamiliar with communication
aids and aided speakers, to this form of communication. Coxon and
Laikko played videotapes of interactions in which one partner used the
Express 3 (in direct selection mode) in three different modes:
visually selecting the items as if using a non-electronic aid, using

printed output and synthesized voice. Observers who were sensitized
to physically handicapped persons, and a group who had no experience
with this population, rated these modes of communication and completed
a questionnaire about the interactions. The students at the University
of Wisconsin selected four communication modes: signing, the Canon
Communicator, the Auto-Com and a Blissymbolics board. They interacted
using these systems in four different environments--a store, a
restaurant, a school and a YMCA--with persons who were unfamiliar with

this type of communication. Those persons who interacted with these
"users" were then interviewed and asked to rank their preferences for

these various modes of communication.

Buzolich (1983) has taken a very different and interesting
direction in her study of the perceptions of aid users. In her

dissertation research, two dyads were examined using both a micro- and

a macro-analysis. The micro-analysis looked at specific behaviors in

the interaction (e.g., turn-taking, backchinnel signals). The
macro-v.nalysis attempted to capture whether or not the observed
differences really made a difference in the listener's perceptions of
an augmented speaker and, if so, which ones. Buzolich was interested
in the social validity of our analytical observations. She compared
the communication aid users' self perceptions of communicative
competence when using two systems, to the perceptions of the

communicative partners. This was further examined by asking 25 naive

observers to view parts of the different interaction samples, and to

judge which of the two samples represented a more effective
communicative interaction.

Effect of Specific Training procedures on Interactions The

paucity of research studies on the effects of particular training
procedures and goals on the interactional process reflects our lack of
understanding of the importance of training, and what should be

trained. As indicated earlier, many professionals felt that, given

training in the operation of aid components, interfacing and symbol
identification, communication interp,tion with others outside of the

treatment setting would successfully take place. Observations of poor

use were often attributed to sources other than the training that had
or had not been provided (e.g., the partners reluctance to use
communication aids, the limitations of the aids themselves, passivity

on the part of the users). However, we have now come to realize that
specialized training is needed, and collectively we are beginning to
grapple with what training should be done, and how to make that

training effective.
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While the IPCAS Project has brought together many views and
opinions about training and what we need to study, only four formal,
data-based studies of training have been identified to date.
Calculator ar.d Luchko (1983) studied the effects of a specific
interaction training program over a three week period on the
interactions of a young woman in an institutional environment. These
findings were then compared with the interactions that occurred
collowing in-service training for the staff regarding how interactions
could be improved. Reichle and Word (1985) have demonstrated the
utility of a specific sign-device training program for an adolescent
boy. Using a pre- and post-training design, Barker and Henderson (IP)
are currently in the process of studying the effects of training
specific interaction skills through the use of the Apple computer, and
its impact on the interactions of these children in three contexts
within the school program. Additionally, Glennen and Calculator
(UP-1983) have studied how non-speakers are trained in vocabulary
items and the effect of this training on vocabulary use in natural
environments and situations. These researchers trained two children
using Etran-type systems to initiate requests for actions and objects
through pragmatic procedures in which the initiations emanated from
the context rathef than the clinician's questions. They then noted
these children's spontaneous requesting behavior outside of the
treatment setting.

In summary, it appears that we have formally studied only a few
areas of communication interaction and exchange. Other aspects of
communication and conversation have remained relatively unexplored.
To date, we have primarily focused on how turn-taking,
initiation-response sequences, and communication breakdown and repair
are managed in this type of discourse. In addition to these
regulatory aspects of conversation, our studies have frequently
explored the communicative acts that are expressed by both partners in
these exchanges, and the communication modes that are used by the
augmented communicators to express communication intentions. In much
of our current rese,rch, we have used these communication measures of
discourse regulation, communication acts Lnd modes to compare
interactions across contexts and aid users. Given the five published
studies on interaction in this population, and the additional 36
empirically-based studies obtained through the IPCAS study, we have an
initial, but still limited knowledge base about interaction between
augmented communicators and those they communicate with. We need much
more information about a variety of dyads and users, and how they
accomplish effective communication and interaction in various
situations. Additional areas of communication and interaction need to
be explored, and those already under investigation need to be
multiplied and broadened. Fortunately, this core of information
continues to be broadened and embellished by the observations and
perspectives of persons using communication aids and those act,.vely
involved in implementing these systems.
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Formal Studies: Contemporary Approaches to the Data

It is important to look at how we have been getting from an
interaction event to some tentative conclusions about the interaction
process that occurs between two or more people, when one nr more of
these participants is communicating through a technical uevice or
other augmentative form. Each of these communication events has been
observed in some manner, and the communication behaviors of each
partner have been transcribed and/or judged to belong to some category
of interaction which is of interest to the researcher. These data, in
turn, are analyzed according to the questions asked by the
researchers, and appropriate conclusions are drawn. In examining the
formal studies of interaction in augmentative communication, it is
apparent that researchers have -aken widely varied approaches to these
data. It is also apparent th., very different assumptions and models
have been used in the interpretation of the observations made.

In our evolutionary growth, it is interesting to note our
changing attitudes toward device use and where it fits into the study
of interaction. In the newness and excitement of applying technical
aids, our initial studies were "aid driven". That is, we often
ignored the augmented speaker as a communicator, and concentrated on
what was or was not ha'pening with the aid. We wanted to know how
much it was being used, when, and what it was doing for the people
using it. This preoccupation with communication only through the
technical aid has abated somewhat as we acknowledge the need for these
individuals to use multi-modal channels of communication. This
realization has increased our interest in including non-verbal
behaviors and vocalization/ speech in our measurements and analysis.
We have become more holistic and ask not only how well the person is
doing with a particular aid, but how well the person is doing as a
communicator.

Contemporary researchers have generally been asking quantitative
questions. For example, does "x" behavior occur in the interaction
and, if so, with what frequency of occurrence? The quantification of
interactions has given us such information as the number of times a
device is used as opposed to a gesture or dysarthric speech; the
frequency of topic initiations by both partners; the number and
variety of communicative amts such as question-asking, commenting,
affirming and social greetings; the number of communication breakdowns
in an interaction; the frequency of use of various repair strategies
by each partner; and the frequency of required versus non-required
utterances. When completed, these studies generally interpret this
quantitative information in terms of how augmented communicators and
partners are performing in comparison to able-bodied, talking
partners. This is usually presented in terms of augmentative
communicators and partners doing more or less of "x" behavior.

More recently, researchers and professionals have become
interested in the qualitative aspects of these interactions. This is
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a significant and innovative aspect of our quest to understand the
nature of effective communication via technical aids and other
augmentative systems. The question here becomes not what the
participants do in relation to able-bodied speakers, but how they
accomplish a particular aspect of interaction or co-construct that
interaction. An example of this type of research can be seen in the
preliminary work of Higgenbotham (UP-1982) and Buzolich (UP-1983,
1984) on how comnrulication dyads accomplish turn-taking when one
member is using an alphabet or word/alphabet board or synthesized
speech-output. Alison MacDonald's work (UP-1983) presents us with
another example. In her study of a 12 year old boy, she attempted to
describe how this augmented speaker integrated various augmentative
modes to be an effective communicator with his partner. Other studies
that contain a qualitative approach to understanding and interaction
behaviors can be found in .Nndrews (UP-1980), Weider and Kornet
(UP-1983), Mathy-Laikko and Ratcliff (UP-1983), Sutton-Colquhoun
(UP-1983) and Buzolich (UP-1983). These studies represent the first
steps toward an understanding of the process and uniqueness of
communicating through communication devices and systems.

Researchers have also begun to look at interaction data in
relation to the effectiveness or success of the behaviors in an
interaction. To date, muPh of this information is implied or assumed
from the quantitative data. For example, researchers have examilined
the causes of a communication breakdown and the effects of diffeiest
resolution strategies, or whether or not a bid for a turn using a
specific mode and timing was, in fact, responded to. A few studies
have defined what the researchers mean ty "success" and
"effectiveness" and have examined it directly (Calculator and
Dolloghan, 1982; Culp, UP-1982; Miller and Kraat, UP-1934; Waldron,
Gordon and Shane, UP-1980). We have yet to adequately define the
effectiveness and success of these turns as they relate to
augmentative communication, or to delineate some of the behaviors
associated with these turns. It is important that we do so.

In reviewing the studies on interaction with augmented speakers,
one notes that several measurement procedures and methodologies are
currently being used. Studies have employed different transcription
means, ccding schemas and definitions. These procedures have been
applied to interactions that are highly varied in terms of partners
and contexts. This makes the comparison of these results exceedingly
difficult, aid contributes to our current lack of information about
this special interaction process. However, at this stage of our
development we are unsure of the methodology that should be used or
that would be most fruitful to our future understanding. Hence, such
exploration is necessary. Several of our currently applied measurement
techniques will be briefly outlined here.

Collection and Transcription Interaction behaviors are
frequently collected through videotaping the interactions that occur
in a structured situation or in the natural environment. Videotaping
may or may not be accompanied by additional audiotapes of the spoken
portion of the exchange and additional observer comments about the
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ongoing interaction and context. Researchers have reported varying
difficulties with the use of videotaping to collect interaction data.
Although tapes and supplemental notations probably provide the richest
information base for studying interaction, videotapes often do not
provide sufficient views of all participants or the linguistic
materials that are pointed to or printed out via communication
systems. Videotaping is also difficult and may interfere in a
physically active interaction sequence, or when an aid user is moving
through a series of contexts and environments in a natural setting.

Several researchers have attempted to circumvent these problems
by attempting to capture interaction data through "on-line" coding, or
transcriptions. In this form of collection, one or more researchers
observe the interaction and either record verbatim what they observe,
or use some form of pre-determined coding sheet, and note the
occurrences and modes used for the specific interaction areas under
observation. On-line coding is often possible in observing
interactions between aid users and others because of the slow rate of
transmission of an utterance by the aid user and/or the reduced number
of interactions that seem to occur. For example, in the study of
Beuttemeirer (UP-1983), it took considerable time to collect ten
interactions per subject. On-line transcription and coding has been
used by Beuttemeirer (UP-1983); Beukelman and Yorkston (1980); Lossing
(UP-1981); Andrews (UP-1980); Kraat (UP-1979); Shere and Kastenbaum
(1966); Miller and Kraat OP-1984); Calculator and Dolloghan (1982);
and Calculator and Luchko (1983) with varying success. If reliable,
this type of information collection affords us the opportunity to make
ongoing observations of interactions in the natural environment in a
manner that may be less intrusive than videotaping, yet still highly
informative.

One is often concerned that "on-line" observations are incomplete
a unreliable. The behaviors that occur are fleeting and the
.formation is only as good as the coder's eye. However, reported

reliability information on some of these observations can be rather
high (e.g., Beuttemeirer, UP-1983). It appears that the success of
this methodology may be dependent on the number and types of behaviors
that are being observed, the rate at which they are occurring, the
traiaing in the coding procedure prior to the study, and whether or
not reliability has been achieved by the coders in practice sessions
prior to the actual observation situation. Fishman and Timler
(UP-1983) recently performer; an interesting comparison of interaction
information obtained through videotaping, and on-line coding plus
audio recording. For the particular interaction studied, the authors
suggested that on-line coding in conjunction with and -, recording

could be as informative and reliable as videotaped it -nation.

Obviously, audiotapes in and of themoelves are extrem y limited in
terms of capturing non-verbal and contextual information in an
interaction. Researchers who have used this collection method have
generally found it unsatisfactory.

Some researchers who videotape interactions go through a process
of transcribing these tapes, or portions of interest, prior to coding
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and analysis. Others code directly from the videotapes themselves.
The same is true for those using on-line coding. Some observers
attempt to transcribe the interaction; others go directly to coding
formats for what they are seeing. Whether or not one transcribes or
directly codes seems to be dependent on the level of analysis
required, and the research questions being asked. For example, if one
wanted to study the number of interaction sequences that were
initiated by a given aid user over the course of a 24 hour day, this
could be tabulated quite easily by an observer coding "on-line".
However, if one were to study how specific communication breakdowns
were resolved, or hey turns are exchanged between two people, it may
be more informative and appropriate to use videotaping and
transcription. Transcription also allows the researchers to approach
the data without preconceived notions and categories of behaviors.

Several research studies to date have used transcriptions as a
basis for data analysts (Wexler et al, UP-1983; Light, IP; Buzolich,
UP-1982,'1983; Higgenbotham, UP-I982; Farrier et al, II:; Kraat,
UP-1979; Fishman and Timler, TIP-1983; Culp, UP-1982; Huschle and
Staudenbaur, UP-1983; Wieder and Kornet, UP-1983). The particular
format and notations used for that transcription vary with the
researcher. Some have used transcription methods developed for
language samples on verbal children such as Bloom and Lahey (1978),
Ochs (1979), Miller and Chapman (198?; and Schenkein (1979), either as
they are presented or with some modifications. Others have chosen to
develop their own transcription format to fit augmentative
communication modes and the specific behaviors they are studying
(Higgenbctham, UP-1982). Some of these unpublished transcription
formats or modified versions of published notation systems can be
found in Appendix D of this report.

In reviewing these transcription formats some differences are
apparent, particularly with regard to the non-verbal behaviors that
are included, the segmentation of an utterance or turn, whether or not
proxemics are included, the pause times noted, the paralinguistic
feature identified, and the handling of over-laps or simultaneous
behaviors. Researchers using transcriptions have generally not
addressed reliability issues in transcription, To date, reliability
measures have been reported only in the ongoing study by Light (IP).
It needs to be recognized that transcription information is filtered
through the observer of that behavior, and is not necessarily a
duplication of the events that actually occurred.

Coding of Behaviors Data is categorized or coded along
specific parameters of interest to the researchers. These coding
systems, or taxonomies, place observed behaviors in specific
categories of communication and interaction behavior. These
categories, among others, may be modes of communication (e.g., device
use or head nods); the perceived intentions of a person's utterances
(e.g., to anger, to seek information or to joke); discourse
relationships (e.g., initiation of a sequence or topic, or whether or

. not options to take a turn were available and taken or not taken); or,
social density categories (e.g., the frequency or duration of an
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interaction, or notation of the different partners that were
interacted with). Researchers studying a particular aspect of
communication interaction again have a choice. They can use
pre-established taxonomies for the interaction or communication area
they are interested in studying, or they can develop a coding
categorization of their own based on the observed behaviors and the
particular research questions being addressed.

Several researchers have chosen to use pre-established coding
systems, or modifications of these taxonomies (Andrews, UP-1980;
Colquhoun, UP-1982; Culp, UP-1982; Harris, 1978, 1982; Wexler, Blau,
Leslie and Dore, UP-1983; Blackstone and Cassatt, IP; Ferrier,
Yorkston, Beukelman and Marriner, IP). In general, these taxonomies
were developed by other researchers for the study of communication
behaviors in able-bodied children and adults. These coding systems
are frequently modified when applied to augmented communicators and
their interactions in order to be able to accommodate some of the
unique behaviors and situations that occur in this mode. Some of
these unpublished coding adaptations are included in Appendix D. In

reviewing studies to date, it is apparent that several different
taxonomies and their modifications have been applied. These include
the communication acts outlined by Dore (1978, 1977a., 1977b), Dore,
Gearhart and Newman (1978), and Halliday (1975); the classification of
contingent utterances and discourse codes created by Blank, Gessner
and Esposito (1979), Blank and Franklin (1980), Mittler (1976),
Mishler, (1975a, 1975b); the communication breakdown and repair
categories of Garvey (1979); and topic initiation and maintenance
codes of Corsaro (1979). Additional taxonomies have bees, developed
from the work of Duncan and Fiske (1977) in turn-taking and
backchannel behaviors; Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) in
turn-taking; and the paralinguistic and non-verbal behaviors
collectively outlined by Higgenbotham and Yoder (1982).

Some researchers have chosen to develop taxonomies and coding
systems of their own to study a particular aspect of interaction in
the non-speaking population. Examples can be seen in the work of
Buzolich (UP-1982, 1983) and Higgenbotham (UP-1982) in studying forms
of turn-taking; Miller and Kraat (UP-1984) in analyzing
attention-getting behaviors; Shere and Kastenbaum (1966) in examining
the qualitative aspects of mother-child interactions; Light (IP) in
examining the types and opportunities for discourse continuence;
Beuttemeirer (UP-1983) in observing paralinguistic and non-verbal
aspects of interaction; Bailey and Shane (UP-1983) in looking at
communication strategies; and the separation Of technical and
communication acts by Marriner, Yorkston and Farrier (1984). Several
of the unpublished coding schemas in use in interaction research with
augmented speakers (both original and modifications of pre-established
coding schemas) have been shared with the IPCAS Project and are also
included in Appendix D of this report. Additional taxonomies can be
found in the published works of Harric, 1978; Calculator and
Dolloghan, 1982; and Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980; Preisler, 1983).
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STUDY

Table 1

STUDIES ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

AUGMENTED COMMUNICATORS PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED
(Environment or Situation)

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM RI:FORTED

ANDREWS
(UP-1980)

6 children with developmental
disability

Ages: 3-7 yrs.

Columbia Maturity Scale: 65-125
English Picture Vocabulary
Test: 60-100

Teachers

Speech Therapist

Observation - Natural Environment

Classroom - Academic lesson
- Lunch
- Craft activity

Speech therapy session

3 children - Eye pointing to
indicate Blissymbols

3 children - Direct selection
of Blissymbols on board

# of symbols - 20, 80, 88,
120, 120, 160

BAILEY
SHANE
(UP-1983)

1 adolescent with developmental
disability

Age: 13 yrs.

Receptive language score - 7 yrs.

Mother

School Aide

Unstructured conv( 'sation
(Home 6 school)

Structured task
-Picture description
(barrier)

Non-verbal - eye gaze, gross
gestures, hand movement

Vocalization
Etran (alphabet) and 2 U

coding of words and phrases

BARKER
HENDERSON
(IP)

9 children with develormqntal
disability

Minimum 6 yr. language
reception level

Teachers

Students
(able-bodied)

Observation - Natural Environment

Classroom - Entering classroom
- Group instruction
- Constructing story

board with another
student

BEUKELMAN
YORKSTON
(1980)

(subject 2)

1 adult with amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (acquired)

Age: 58 yrs.

Speech Pathologist Observation - Natural Environment

Attendants (2)

Husband

(2, 8 hour samples in home)
Zygo 100 (1(3 cell scanner

with alphabet and words
available)

Speech (20% intelligible)

70
* This figure contains only those studies in which the partner's communication behaviors were also addressed.

UP - Unpublished studies (see Appendix A)
IP - In progress studies (see Appendix B)



STUDY

Table 1

STUDIES ON INTERACI.:^N BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

AUGMENTED COMMUNICATORS PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED
(Environment or Situation)

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REPORTED

BLACKSTONE &
CASSATT
(IP)

15 children with cerebral palsy
Ages: 3-20 yrs.
IQ - Average to moderate mental

retardation
Receptive language levels -

2 -14 yrs.

Mothers Unstructured conversation

Elicited contexts
-unfamiliar, non - routinize]

(picnic script)
-unfamiliar, routinized
(snack script)

Multiple systems, and varied:
7 Etran, 6 language boards,
1 Zygo 100, 2 Express 3,
1 Morse code,2 signs, 6
some speech

BLAU
(IP)

8 adolescents and adults with
developmental disability

Ages: 15-28 yrs.
Judged - Normal intelligence ,

Professionals
familiar with
augmented
communicators

Structured conversation
(topics preplanned)

- with language board

-without language board

All used direct selection of
alphabet/words on language
boards (4 headstick, 4
upper extremities)

BUETTEMEIER

(UP-1982)
VD
ul

5 adults with developmental
disability

Ages: 19-26 yrs.

(Previously studied by Harris
et al. 1979)

Living in institution

Open - other
residents or
classmates

Observation - Natural Environment
- living unit of institution

- school (2 subjects)

4 of the 5 augmented speakers
had augmentation systems
(2 Blissymbols & words;
2 words, phrases it drawings
1 primarily used speech)

BUZOLICH

(UP-1982)

1 adult with developmental
disability

Age: 44 yrs.

CADL score - 136

1 adult (able-
bodied) to
augmented
speaker

Unstructured conversation Handivoice 120 (voice output)
(10 min.)

Alphabet board (10 min.)
Dysarthric speech

BUZOLICH

(UP-1983)

2 adult with developmental
disability

2 adults (able-
bodied) unknown
to augmented
speaker

Unstructured conversation Handivoice 120 (voice output)
(10 min.)

Alphabet board (10 min.)
Dysarthric speech
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Table 1

STUDIES ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

AUGMENTED COMUNICATORS PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED
(Environment or Situation)

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REPORTED

5 adults (mentally retarded/ Adult (professional) Unstructured conversation Direct selection boards
physically disabled) with shared (nonspecific requests for (191-229 symbols)

Mental Ages: 4.69 experiences clarification added)
Living in institution
MLU's: 2.05-3.04

7 children/adults (mentally Teachers Observation - Natural Environment Direct select. .cds
retarded/physically disabled)

Ages: 8-25 yrs.
Classroom - opening segment of

school day
(27, 36, 40, 60, 64,
78 6 150 Bliss symLois)

Living in institution
Early pre-operational level

Varied verbal, gestural 6
sign ability

(2-3 yrs.)

1 adult with brain stem Open - other Observation - Natural Environment Idiosyncratic yes/no
injury (acquired disability) residents and -Nursing home response

Age: 24 yrs. staff Alphabet board (initial)
Living in institution
Normal intelligence

Alphabet board 6 words 6
phrases (altered)

1 child (twin with developmental Mother Structured task - Object naming Gesture and some single
disability)

Age: 71/2 Yrs.
Unfamiliar adult

(barrier) words

Receptive language estimate - Twin brother
3 yr. level

7 children and young adults with Familiar adults Unstructured conversation Direct selection of
developmental disability

Ages: 10-27 yrs.

(teachers, friend

mother)
Blissymbols



Table 1

STUDIES ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

STUDY AUGMENTED COMMUNICATORS PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED
(Environment or Situation)

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REPORTED

CULP
(UP-1982) 5 children with developmental Mothers Unstructured conversation 3 - Blissymbol boards with

disability (in home) head pointers
Ages: 5-13 yrs. 1 - Handivoice 110
Receptive language estimates -
6.4 to 7.8 yrs.

(synthesized speech,
direct selection)

1 - Alphabet, word board

FARRIER, YORKSTON 5 speaking adolescents and adults 5 speaking adults Structured tasks Expanded Keyboard Memcwriter
BEUKELMAN, & using communication device (familiar with -Direction giving (direct selection device
MARRINER
(IP)

Ages: 15-26 yrs. users) -Decision making with alphabet, printer,
and LCD display)

FISHMAN & 1 adult with developmental Speech-Language Unstructured conversation Speech/Vocalization
TIKLER disability Pathologist (in Home) Language board - Direct
(UP-1983) Age: 57 yrs. selection of words, phrascl

alphabet (limited spelling
skills)

Pointing/GestuKes

HARRIS
(1978, 1982) 3 children with developmental

disability
Ages: 6-7 yrs.

Teachers and
other students

Observation - Natural Environment
Classroom - Free time activity

- Individualized
instruction

- Small group
instruction

S
1
-S

3
: Autocom (direct

selection of symbols,
words; printer and
LED screen)

S,: Touching, gestures,
vocalization, facial,
expreazion, eye contact

S2: Gestures, pointing,
crying, laughing, facial
expressions & eye contact

S3: Gestures, vocalizations
and eye contact
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STUDY

Table I

STUDIES ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

AUGMENTED COMMUNICATORS PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REPORTED
(Environment or Situation)

HIGGINBOTHAM
(UP-1982) 1 adult with developmental Speech-Language Unstructured conversation Speech/Vocalization

disability Pathologist (in home) Language board - Direct
Age: 57 yrs. selection of words, phrases,

alphabet (limited spelling
skills)

Pointing/Gestures

HUSCHLE & 1 adult with deve!opmental
STAUDENBAUR disability
(UP-1983) Age: 57 yrs.

Speech -Language Unstructured conversation
Pathologist (in home)

Unfamiliar adult

Speech/Vocalization
Language board - Direct

selection of words, phrases,
alphabet (limited spelling
skills)

Pointing/Gestures

I

CIN
u1 KRAAT

I (UP-1979)
1 adult with Dystonia

(acquired)
Open - Staff and Observation - Natural Environment
other residents ( ?0 Hours)

Vocalization
Head & arm gestures

Age: 46 yrs.

Living in institution
Canon Communicator (Direct

selection of alphabet
letters; printer)

LEWIS & 2 adults with developmental Group: Speech-
RIPICH disability Observation - Natural Environment

Language Pathologist -Counseling group discussion
Blissymbolics

(UP -1983) Social worker, 2
dysarthric speakers,
augmenZed speakers

(800 symbols; 100 symbols)
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Table 1

STUDIES ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

AUCHENTED COMMUNICATORS PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED
(Environment or Situation)

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REPORTED

LIGHT
(IP)

8 children with developmental
disability

Ages: 4-6 yrs.

Primary
Caregivers
(mother, 1 sister)

Clinician

Unstructured - Free play 7 - Blissvmbolics (at least
(mothers) 100 symbols)

Structured play context to elicit 1 - Blissymbols 6 pictures
range of communicative acts (4 children - Direct

selection; 4 children -
indirect selection, using
eye gaze to pointing to
code symbol)

LIGHT, COLLIERS 6
PARNES

(1984)

1 child with developmental
disability

Age: 5 yrs. 7 mos.

Primary
Caregivers
(mother, 1 sister)

Clinician

Unstructured - Free play
(mothers) -

Structured play context to elicit
range of communicative acts

Direct selection board
(205 Blissymbols; 137
picture symbols)

Vocalization, gesture 6
eye gaze

LOSSING
(UP-1981)

2 persons with developmental
disability

2 persons with acquired
traumatic brain injuries

Ages: 11-28 yrs.

Open - Parents,
siblings, teachers
6 therapists

Observation - Natural Environment
(6 hours/subject)

S - Eye coding 6
code unit,

S2 - Canon Communicator 6
gesture

S
3
- r*mmunication board
with words, phrases,
alphabet 6 worse code
unit

S4 - Canon Communicator 6
gesture
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Table 1

STUDIES ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

AUGMENTED COYMUNICATORS PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED
(Environment or Situation)

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REPORTED

MAC DONALD
(UP-1983)

1 child with developmental
disability and severe hearing
7oss

Familiar

partner
Unstructured conversation

(15 mo. period)
Sign vocabulary - 350 signs
Blissymbol chart - 400 symbols

Age: 12 yrs.

Ambulatory

MARRINER 5 speaking college students 5 speaking Structured task Gestures
(IP) using communication device college students -shared decision making Communication system

(7 words/min.)

MATHY-LAIKKO 6 1 adi.lt with developmental Sp -Language Unstrurtured conversation Speech/ Vocalization
RATCLIFF disability Pathologist (in home) Language board - Direct
(UP-1983) Age: 57 yrs.

Unfamiliar adult selection of words, phrases
alphabet (limited spelling
skills)

Pointing/Gestures

MILLER 6
KRAAT
(1R-1984)

1 child with developmental
disability

Age. 5 yrs.

Receptive language level -
3 yr. level

Adult-Familiar Structured play context to
elicit attention-getting
behaviors

Observation - Natural. environment

Mother

Ey' gaze, arm pointing,

vocalization, bangong, head
turn

Direct selection of picture/
symbol boards (120 symbols)

MORNINGSTAR
(UP-1981)

9

4 adolescent 6 adults with
developmental disability

Ages: 15-21 yrs.
2 living in institution

4 dyads per

augmented communicator:
2 unfamiliar college
students and 2 familiar
staff meubers
Total: 8 familiar and
8 unfamiliar adults

Structured conversation
-exchange informatio
about movie seen

-explain rules of a card game

Blissymbolics
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SHERE 6
KASTENBAUM
(1966)

SPONSELLER 6
LAIKKO
(UP-1983)

Table 1

STUDIES ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

AUGMENTED COMMUNICATORS

13 children with developmental
disability

Ages: 2-4 yrs.

PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED
(Envirorment or Situation)

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REPORTED

Mothers Observation - Natural Environment
(home) over 7-8 r.vanth period

Vocalization
Non-verbal behaviors-looking

turning, kicking, smiling,
laughing, crying

1 child with developmental
disability

Age: 11 yrs.

Receptive language
6 yrs. 8 mos.

sccTn -

4 familiar
staff members:

-3 speech/language
pathologists

-1 occupational
therapist

4 unfamilizr
adults

Structured conversation
-watercolor drawings
- pictures

Canon communicator
Vocalizations and few

single words

WALDRON, GORDON
SHANE

(UP-1980)

WEYLER, BLAU,
LESLIE 6 DORE
(UP-1983)

1 adult with developmental
disability

Age: 34 yrs.

Living in institution
Normal comprehension skills

Mother

College student

Structured task
-picture description and
listener identification

Direct selection board with
alphabet and woras

10 adolescents 6 young adults with
developmental disability

ges: 15-29 yrs.
Receptive language scores -

10-18+
Spelling skills - 2-11 grade

Familiar adults StructurPi conversation
(staff) -augmented speakers instructed

to prepare four conversational
topics

5 - Alphabet board (direct
selection)

5 - Alphabet/word, phrase
boards (direct selection)

Vocalization, speech,
gesture
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Table 1

STUDIES ON INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED SPEAKERS AND OTHERS - Partners and Contexts*

AUGMENTED COMMUNICATORS PARTNERS CONTEXTS STUDIED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REPORTED
(Environment or Situation)

WEIDER 6 1 child with developmental Mother Conversation in structure,' contexts Natural gestures, facial
KORNET disability 6 language

Sister
-play expression

(UP-1983) impairment -reading took Speech - 1 or 2 words of
Age: 10 yrs. Clinician -snack varying intelligibility
Ambulatory

YORKSTON, 10 adolescents and adults with Adults Structured co. ts Varies
BEUKELMAN 6 physical disability -message transmission tasks
MARRINER
(IP)
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CHAPTER V

SOMA' 0-3ERVATIONS ABOUT COMMUNICATIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN AUGMENTED
SPEAKERS AND THEIR PARTNERS

Formal research and observation have given us an initial
understanding of communicative interaction between augmented
communicators and others. However, in coming to any conclusions, it
is important to realize the limitations of our current knowledge. Our
information to date is fragmented and incomplete, with many areas of
the communication process not having been studied. In addition, the
research that has been completed is difficult to integrate and compare
for several reasors, among which are the varied and diverse models and
assumptions that underlie the research and conclusions, as well as the
wide differences in the dyads or groups studied.

To elaborate on some of these concerns: (1) many areas of the
communication process have been examined in a single research study or
single dyad only; (2) research has primarily addressed a particular
group of augmentative communication uses (e.g., children and young
adulvs using direct selection, non-spelling systems interacting with
familiar caregivers); (3) the augmentative systems used by the persons
studied are highly diverse in terms of communication potentials (e.g.,
a 25-word symbol board vs. a synthetic speech output system capable of
novel utterances); (4) the augmented communicators present very
different cognitive, language and social abilities, as well as varied
speech and non-verbal abilities to communicate through; (5) the
research designs use different segmentations and taxonomies to examine
discourse and meaning; and (6) the contexts in which observations have
been made are highly dissimilar.

Our current data base is further complicated by earlier and
scmewhat narrower views of communication and device use. In
particular, our earlier focus on aid use and the aid user, rather than
the multi-modes used in communication and the interaction and
influence of both partners on he communicative exchange. This
narrower view has given us less information about the behaviors of
those interacting with augmented communicators as speakers and
listeners. Consequently, the interconnecting and causal relationships
between what is said by the augmented speaker and prior utterances are
often lost. In addition, studies that concentrate solely on
utterances made thrt,gh a device or language board have ignored the
rich, multi-modal aspects of communication exchange in this type of
interaction. The conclusions from studies with a narrower focus need
to be interpreted cautiously lest they give us a skewed view of the
communication process and we derive questionable conclusions about
"the aid user".
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Some Preliminary Observations

In the course of the IPCAS study, several global observations
were made about augmented speakers and interaction patterns. Of
particular note is the variation seen among people who use
communication technology, the multiple patterns observed in the
persons speaking with them, and the differing potentials for
communication that exist within the devices and systems themselves.
It has also become apparent that the particular slice of communication
experience studied by a particular researcher is not necessarily
representative of the interaction patterns of the aided speaker across
a series of everyday situations and environments. These general
observations are discussed briefly here to serve as a background for
the conclusions and observations that follow.

Aided Speakers: A Continuum of Abilities
During the course of this study, many professionals have

commented on the range of interactants found within the group of
persons using augmentative communication systems. Some augmented
speakers appear to be poor communicators and conversational partners.
Others appear to be maximizing their communication options and are
judged good conversational partners. A person having access to an
alphabet-type system and sophisticated technology may be socially and
communicatively isolated with little interaction beyord basic needs.
On the other hand, a person with a limited communication system may be
interacting with a wide variety of partners with frequency, and
participating in that interaction is viewed positively from a social
perspective.. Another person, through the use of high technology, may
be participating actively in conversation, contributing
propositionally, and leaving the partner with a feeling of a
"normalized conversation". (Personal communication - A. Cook, D.
Yode:, K. Galyas, M. Cappozzi, P. WE;son, S. Dashiell, D. DePape, S.
Miller, K. Yorkston, H. Shane, N. Marriner, A. Easton, Y. Dajammi).

We seem to be able to identify aided speakers at both ends of the
continuum: those who appear to be either competent conversational
partners and communicators within the constraints of an augmentative
device, and those \io are poor communicators and users of these
systems. To date, we have not addressed the topic of communicative
ccalpetency in augmentative communication or looked at the behaviors
that differentiate those judged as good or poor interactants. In
discussions with professionals, however, it appears that: (1) some of
those persons identifed as good partners and interactants are superior
from a propositional point of view. That is, they are active
linguistic contributors to the conversation. Others are superior from
a social point of view. That is, they are highly interactive and this
interaction is more social than propositional; (2) persons viewed as
highly interactive and good communication partners have varied
abilities and capabilities. These individuals may have an acquired
disability or may be developmentally disabled. In addition, they may
or may not have spelling ability, mobility, residual speech or devices
with similar characteristics; (3) a specified number of language
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symbols or primary use of the augmentative device are not necessarily
associated with these judgments (Silverman, Kates and McNaughton,
1978), and (4) this continuum of augmented speakers has been observed
in all of the IPCAS countries studied.

This range of aided communicators is discussed in view of the
image projected by much of our past research. Tim:, image has often
been one of the augmented communicator as a poor interactant or system
user (Harris, 1978; Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982; Culp, UP-1982;
Beuttemeirer, UP-1983; Sponseller and Laikko, UP-1983; Kraat, UP-1979;
Blackstone and Cassatt, IP). It is important to recognize that a
continuum of competencies appears to exist among augmented
communicators, and that behaviors presenting a very different picture
have been observed. One must question whether we have been primarily
studying some of our less competent users or using methodologies and
measures that do not capture these performance differences, or whether
we need to investigate more carefully the relationship between
specific language and intrJraction measures and the social perception
of the quality of a partner and interaction.

Conversational Partners: A Continuum of Abilities
It has also been observed that there is a continuum of

competencies among ablebodied persons interacting with a person using
an augmentative s5,sicem. Both partners are dealing with unconventional
modes of communication. The aided person is attempting to converse
through a restrictive system with many altered discourse devices. The
partner, on tte other hand, is attempting to cope with these
differences and trying to communicate with someone using a unique mode
of communication.

The natural speaker may be quite competent in communicating and
interacting with other able-bodied persons. However, in this
exchange, he or she is faced with a communication situation which
requires different technical and pragmatic skills. Effectively
communicating with an augmented speaker may require a knowledge of
idiosyncratic signals and gestures, separating intentional from
unintentional movement, or participation in the technical aspects of
message formulation. The partner is also faced with many new
pragmatic problems in the conversational exchange. For example, how
to carry on a conversation with someone using technology, speaking at
a very slow rate and using unconventional turn-taking signals. In

addition, the augmented speaker may or may not be able to project the
usual behaviors that provide the partner with a perception of his or
her probable cognitive and experience level.

People vary in the ability to adapt to this difference at both a
technical and conversational level. Some partners experience a great
deal of difficulty in communicating with Ligmented speakers. A spouse
and an aide may both try to use a yes/no question strategy to resolve
a communication breakdown, yet one is successful and the other is not
(Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980). A casual acquaintance may have
difficulty establishing the appropriate level for communicating to an
augmented person and therefore talk down or shout at them, or turn to
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another person to channel the communication through (Creech, 1981;
Vigianno, 1981; Holmquist, 1984). A person unfamiliar with the
multi-modal aspects of this type of communication may only attend to
messages produced in a conventional manner on a language board and
ignore non-verbal beha _ors and unique board strategies (Mornin&star,
UP-1981). A partner may feel uncomfortable, not know how to interact
in this unconventional mode, and therefore not offer the augmented
person an opportunity to participate in a conversation (Blackstone and
Cassatt, IP; Barker and Henderson, IP).

Other able-bodied persons demonstrate more competence in
interacting through augmentative modes. Some partners skilfully use a
series of questions to effectively construct a communication intention
for their aided partner (Colquhoun, UP-1982). Or, they use
prediction and verification successfully to faci!Atate a rapid
communication exchange (Waldron, Gordon and Shane, UP-1980). It is
important to recognize able-bodied partner differences when examining
the communicative process between aided persons and others. The
competencies of two persons are involved. The particular dyad studied
may have a poor or competent interactant as the natural speaker. This
obviously influences the behaviors we see.

A Variety of Communicative Styles
Augmented communicators and natural speakers are people. As with

all individuals, they have very different communication styles. Some
persons are highly sensitive to their partners and make a concerted
effort to react, to balance the participation and to negotiate an
exchange. Others approach the interaction with a much more
autocratic, egocentric or controlling manner. This has been observed
in verbal interaction patterns between able-bodied adults and children
(Rees, 1978; Prutting, 1982; Labov and Fanshel, 1977; Corsaro, 1979. )
It is not unusual, then, that different interaction styles appear i.
augmentative-natural speech interactions.

Several illustrations of this variation among dyads appear in the
research studies to date and have been observed by professionals
working with non-speakers. In Light's study (1985) of mother-child
interaction, one dyad was observed in which the mother never responded
to the child's initiations or agenda and cont_nued with her own script
throughout the play situation. Blackstone and Cassatt (IP) also
noticed one dyad in which the mother never gave the child an
opportunity to respond. In other instances, augmented speakers have
been observed to control the communication situation by continuing to
print multi-sentence utterances in a conversation or talking
exclusively and extensively about egocentric topics (Personal
communication -.0kun, Fishman, Sitver-Kogut, Shane). These
interactions are often more like monologues than dialogues. Dyadic
differences were also noted byFarrier et al (IP) in their study of
interaction patterns when one partner simulated an augmentative role.
In one dyad in particular, the person using the communication device
took a much more controlling posture,. (e.g., communicating in more
length and detail), while the partner took a relatively passive role
(e.g., not attempting to predict, waiting, etc.).
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Interactions have also been observed in which the two partners
appear more sensitive to each other and mutually effect a successful
interchange. This may be done in several ways. A partner may respond
to an augmented speaker's communication effort by commenting or
expanding on it (Weiner and Kornet, UP-1983), or balancing topics and
contributions. One parent of a young physically disabled child may
elaborate and expand on her child's vocalizations and gestures, while
another parent may not (Shere and Kastenbaum, 1966). In an exchange,
one able-bodied partner can ask a series of questions and quickly
actualize the utterance for a non-speller. In another, the
able-bodied partner can ask a series of questions that are not
productive and have a negative effect on the conversation and
communication. Of particular interest to the stuay of augmentative
communication are the variety of interaction patterns that are used,
and the impact of those patterns on the effectiveness of communication
for both partners.

In understanding augmentative communicators and interaction
patterns, we need to be aware of the variations and stylistic
differences that occur between people. The words "augmented" and
"others" only refer to the primary mode of communication used. Within
etch of these umbrella groupings are people of very different
personalities, abilities and adaptive styles. We need to be very
cautious about making statements about group behavior from the
observations of a few specific dyads.

Range of Pragmatic Possibilities Within Systems
Several of the communication differences between natural speech

and augmentative communication forms have been outlined previously.
The rate of communication, the amount of vocabulary and the output
modes available necessarily impact on the nature of the interaction
process. This interaction is further influenced by the aided
speaker's residual or dysarthric speech, and altered non-verbal
behaviors. The inherent differences among augmentative systems needs
to be considered when attempting to make general statements about
conversational interaction between augmented communicators and others,
or statements about the nature of augmentative communication. The
intersystem differences are many, their pragmatic impact is
important to recognize (Buzolich, 1984; Wexler et al, UP-1983; Goosens
and Kraat, 1985; Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980, 1984; Calculator and
Luchko, 1983).

Depending on the specific augmentative, vocal and non-verbal
system available, a child or adult may have very different
conversational potentials. These, in turn, influence what can be
said, to whom, how and when. For example, to gain a partner's
attention to communicate, one aided speaker may have inconsistent and
weak vocalization and uncoordinated arm movements. Another person may
have a synthetic speech device and can gain a person's attention while
simultaneously beginning to communicate (e.g., "Got a minute?"). One
would guess that the person with the speech output device could summon
a listener more easily and effectively than the first. The vocabulary
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available to a particular user also influences the interaction. For
example, two 5-year old children with a 100-symbol vocabulary may have
verj different abilities with regard to what topics they can
introduce, the variety of intentions they can express, and how these
can be communicated. One child may have a high percentage of specific
nouns in the array which are related to such topics as the weather,
toys and food. This child may not have social greetings or words to
ask questions with, vocabulary items that lend themselves to a variety
of topics and meanings, and wording/vocabulary at his age and ability
level (e.g., "Can I have another soda?" vs. "More drink."). The other
child may have symbols that allow him to express a variety of
intentions at age level (e.g, social greetings, asking questions,
teasing and 'immenting), and be able to give topic hints to introduce
new and multiple areas of interest. The interaction patterns that we
do and do not see are influenced to some degree by what each five year
old child has available to express himself with.

In examining augmentative communication systems further one sees
a host of differences from one to another in relation to what is
conversationally possible, different, and difficult. A few examples
include: 1) the degree to which a partner must be actively involved in
the technical aspects of an aided person's communication' efforts; 2)
the degree of independence and control available to the aided speaker
in speaking; 3) the rate at which sentences or words can be spoken; 4)
the vocabulary available through which to create a proposition and
intention; 5) the flexibility within that vocabulary to alter wording
for different listeners and contexts; 6) the ability to communicate at
a distance; and 7) the understandability of these communication modes
to a broad spectrum of people. Interaction processes need to be
examined in light of what is available to a given augmented speaker to
communicate with, as well as how he or she chooses to use these
options in a social situation.

The Influence of Partner and Context on the Nature of the Interactions
Observed

ResPnrch on the interactions of able-bodied speakers has shown
that the 'n.ture of a person's contribution to a conversation can vary
greatly from one social situation to another, from one physical
context to another and from oue partner to another (Gallagher, 1983;
also see Chapter II of this report). It seems quite probable, then,
that the communication behaviors of a person using augmentation would
also vary amoug people and contexts. However, to date, much of the
research conducted has examined interaction of a single dyad or a
group of dyads in one context (e.g., talking to each other under
observation, conveying information). We have less frequently looked
at communicative patterns of a particular augmented speaker across
several partners or in different situations. The influence of partner
and context is important to the interpretation of our research
findings and our understanding of this type of communicative
interaction.

Some beginning evidence that persons using augmentative means
. communicate differently across contexts and partners appears in
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several unpublishea and published studies to date. A few researchers
have examined the same dyad (augmented speaker and partner) in a
variety of tasks and environments to note the influence of the task
itself on performance. Wieder and Kornet (UP-1983) observed a
multiply handicapped child and his partner in a manipulative play
task, story reading and snack time. These contexts produced a
different proportion of communicative acts and mode use. Although
response functions were high across all contexts, they were greatest
in the play task. Twice as many performatives occurred in the snack
context than in any other situation, and a greater number of requests
occurred in the manipulative play situation. The least amount of
communicative interaction was observed in the snack time. Preliminary
data from the study by Farrier, Yorkston, Beukelman and Marriner (IP)
also suggests that the type of communication task being negotiated may
influence the behaviors observed. In their study of the same dyads in
a direction-giving and a decision-making task, a greater number of
words and partner obliges were noted for the direction-giving task
than the decision making task. Harris (1978) also noted different
levels of interaction in the three contexts studied in the classroom:
free play, group and individual instruction. The greatest amount of
interaction and AutoCom use occurred in individual instruction, as
opposed to the other contexts.

Other researchers have been interested in the effect of the
partner on the behaviors observed in the augmented child or adult.
That is, given the same general or specific communication context, how
do behaviors differ when the partner is different. In the Wieder and
Kornet study (UP-1983), the subject was observed in same contexts
interacting with his mother, his sister and the clinician. The boy's
behavior varied across these partners with regard to the mode used,
the type of intentions expressed, and his participation in the
conversations in the same context. He was able to regulate the
conversation to a greater degree with his sister; used fewer response
functions with the sister and clinician as opposed to his mother; used
speech more often with his mother than others; and initiated more
requests and comments in interactions with his sister and the
clinician.

Bailey and Shane (UP-1983) also examined differences in
interaction patterns between one subject and familiar partners in a
structured and open ended -onversation. Many differences were
observed when a 13 year old interacted with his mother and with his
school aide. These included differences of mode (board use only
occurred with the aide), the success of communication attempts (the
aide was more often successful), the appropriateness of the subject's
feedback (poor to the mother), and the extent to which efficiency
strategies were used.

The differences in interactions with a variety of partners has
also been observed by Beuklman and Yorkston (1980). In their study
of an adult's interactions with four pal aers, they observed that
different modes of communication were being used with different
frequency with the therapist, aides and husband. Speech was used for
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78% of the interactions with one of the aides and infrequently by the
therapist; a communication device was used 67% of the time uA.th the
therapist and 30% of the time with the husband. The exchanges with
these familiar partners also varied with respect to the functions
expressed, the number of communicative breakdowns, and the type and
success of the resolution strategies.

Other researchers have addressed the differences in interaction
patterns when the augmented speaker is communicating with a familiar
versus an unfamiliar partner. In general these studies have observed
that greater difficulties are encountered by persons unfamiliar with
augmented speakers and their techniques. Researchers have also
observed how an augmented speaker does or does not shift communicative
style to accommodate an unfamiliar partner. Again, these different
partners have often produced divergent interaction patterns and data.
Unfamiliar partners may ignore non-verbal communicative behaviors and
interrupt more frequently (Morningstar, UP-1981); they may be less
successful at guessing or not use this strategy; and they may receive
and repair conversations more slowly and less successfully (Huschle
and Staudenbaur, UP-1984; Waldron, Gordon and Shane, UP-1980). Some
aided speakers may shift styles to accommodate these new listeners and
their problems, while others do not. The Blissymbolics users studied
by Morningstar (UP-1981) were observed to use more syntactical form in
speaking with less familiar partners. The subject studied by Waldron,
Gordon and Shane (UP-1980) did not change style for his partners. In
contrast, Sponsellar and Laikko (UP-1983) found very few
familiar-unfamiliar partner differences in communication performance
on their measures in thJ interactions during Highly st.uctured tasks
(e.g., talking about pictures). This may be a result of the tasks
they presented, the measures they used or the characteristics of the
two partners involved.

Additional variances have been observed in augmerted speakers'
behaviors ac.o3s different environments with multiple partners. Of
particular interest id the study of Andrews (UP-1980). Marked
differences were noted between children's performances in speech
treatment sessions and in the classroom. Among other observations,
the frequency of modes of communication and communicative acts varied
between the two situations (e.g., board use was greater in treatment;
non-verbal modes were most frequently used for the imperative function
in the classroom and the declarative function in treatment).

These preliminary observations suggest that some of the
interaction and language behaviors observed are tied to contextual
parameters, and may not be consistent across environments, partners
and ccmmunication situations. Consequently, one must be cautious
about making generalizations about a person's communication behaviors
from a given interaction sample. The inter-relationships of partners,
contexts and augmentative behaviors needs further study.
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The Density of Social Interactions

Augmented communicators and professionals have observed the
reduced levels of interaction that take place between aided speakers
and others in everyday environments in comparison to their able-bodied
counterparts. Augmented speakers appear to interact less frequently,
have fewer partners and participate less in many of the exchanges that
do occur. Some of the observations made by participants and
researchers in the study incluie: 1) reduced peer interaction (Harris,
1978; Jolie, UP-1981); 2) long periods of no communication exchange
(Kraat, UP-1979; Beuttemeirer, UP-1983); 3) a high percentage of
interactions taking place with persons having a mandatory rather than
a voluntary relationship with the aided speaker (Richardson, 1969); 4)
short exchanges within those interactions (Calculator and Dolloghan,
1982; Hbrr!s, 1978); 5) greater social interaction than propositional
exchanges; and 6) reduced expectations for participation on the part
of able-bodied persons.

As noted earlier, these observational patterns may not apply to
all augmented speakers. During the IPCAS project some persons have
shared observations about meaningful social and communication
relationships between augmented persons and their peers on a ward, in
the home or in the classroom. Augmented persons have also been
observed to interact quite extensively with a variety of partners.
(Personal communication - B. Pudler, J. Eulenberg, M. Sitver-Kogut, M.
Cappozzi, A. Easton, D. Yoder, D. DePape, J. James, M. Smith). It is
suspected, however, that the social interaction experiences shared by
these persons may be in the minority. It is also important to put our
observations and studies in perspective by simultaneously examining
the social interactions of speaking persons in the same environments.

To date, six studies have looked at the density of communicative
interactions within everyday environments. These studies provide us
with some preliminary information about who is interacting with
augmented speakers, and the quality and level of those interactions in
natural environments. Our current information is based on 22
augmented speakers and their partners under observation in
institutions, homes and classrooms.

Two adults with acquired disorders and spelling capabilities have
been studied in institutional environments. The subject studied by
Calculator and uchko (1983) was observed for a total of 20 hours
across 5 treatment phases. The average number of speaking turns for
the subject and her partner per 4-hour segment was 187. Less than 5%
of these interactions were with other residents of the nursing home.
Kraat (UP-1979) observed an adult over a 10-hour period in a large
institution. This adult was observed to interact with 9 caregivers
and no residents, and participated as the speaker 112 times within the
10-hour period. This subject experienced less interaction than
Calculator and Luchko's subjects. This may be due to subject
differences and/or the time segments studied during the day.
Beuttemeirer (UP-1983) observed even less interaction in her study of
young mentally retarded adults in their group home and school
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environments. Sixteen hours of observation were required to code 72
interactions for the 5 subjects studied. The study coded 10
interactions for each of the subjects in the home environment and for
2 of these subjects in school.

Both Lossing (UP-1981) and Beukelman and Yorkston (1980) have
tabulated the number of interactions occurring with adult non-speakers
using alphabet systems in the home. During the two 8-hour samples
studied by Beukelman and Yorkston, the communication events/hour
averaged 5.1 for the alphabet board condition and 2.7 for the
typewriter condition. In Lossing's data, augmented speakers averaged
13 to 29 exchanges per hour over a 3-hour period. However, she
observed that there were wide fluctuations across these 3-hour periods
(e.g., S2 had no exchanges during the first hour; S1 had only 2
-exchanges during the third hour of observation).

Studies of communication patterns in the classroom suggest that
more interactions may occur in the classroom when compared to home and
institutional settings. Calculator and Dolloghan (1982) found a mean
of 102 communicative acts per half hour across the 7 children studied
during an active, opening class sequence in the morning. Harris
(1978) found the number of interactions involving 3 children using an
AutoCom to vary across the contexts studied: free time, individual
instruction and group discussion. The total time period observed per
child was between 3.3 and 3.9 hours, with some variation in the time
allotted to each sub-envirc rent. The children averaged 12 to 18
turns in free time, 62 to 87 turns in the individualized instruction,
and 35 to 55 turns in the small group. Harris also noted that peer
interaction infrequently took place in these classroom contexts (e.g.,
never for Sl, and on a motoric vs. communication level for S3).

Several researchers have noted the short lengtn of these
exchanges (e.g., over 2 to 4 turns) and the reduced communication
level and participation required of the augmented speaker. Harris
(1978) reported that many of the exchanges between children and their
teacher were "purposed" and did not appear to lend themselves to
extension. Several of the augmented speaker turns observed in
everyday environments were acknowledgements (yes/no), social greetings
or single word utterances, frequently in answer to direct questions
(Harris, 1978; Kraat, UP-1979; Calculator and Lucako, 1983). In the
studies by Lossing (UP-1981) and Beukelman and Yorkston (1980), more
variety in the types and levels of utterances by the augmented
speakers was noted. Comparison between these studies is difficult,
however, due to the differences in functions tabulated and how these
functions were defined. In addition, there were differences in the
definition of a turn or an exchange, and the degree to which
non-verbal behaviors and social inte:actions were tabulated.

The density of social interactions appears to be influenced by
several factors. Among those mentioned and observed are: 1) the
willingness of the partner to listen and comment (Personal
.communication - J. James); 2) training of the aided speaker and
partners (Calculator and Luchko, 1983; Harris et al, 1979; Jolie,
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UP-1981); 3) the use of opportunities by the aided speaker (Light,
1985; Farrier et al (IP); Personal communication - H. Creech; 4)
expectations or lack of them on the part of able-bodied persons
(Turner, 1921); 5) the communicative style of the augmented speaker;
and 6) the characteristics of the device itself (Personal
communication - M. Williams). It is also important to note that
observations of interaction made in a training session may not
parallel the communication behavior observed in more natural
environments (Andrews, UP-1980; Calculator and Luchko, 1983;
Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982; Kraat, UP-1979; Personal communication
- A. Easton, S. Dashiell, N. Marriner, S. Calculator, D. Yoder).

The Negotiation and Exchange of Meaning

How is meaning negotiated and exchanged when one partner in the
conversation is using an augmentative system? What do we currently
know about what augmented speakers say and how they say it? What
levels and complexities of meaning and discourse are possible for an
augmentea speaker? What observations have been made about the use of
language by the able-bodied partners in these exchanges? What
problems are encountered in conveying meaning and participating in
these conversations? At this point, there are many questions and few
answers. However, observations and research efforts have provided us
with some initial insights about the negotiation and exchange of
meaning.

For the purposes of this study, meaning will be examined along
the following dimensions: 1) gaining attention to communicate a
proposition or utterance; 2) establishing topics; 3) the production of
an utterance; 4) the form and content of propositions and utterances;
5) communicative intentions or functions; 6) conversational structure;
and 7) problems encountered in establishing and exchanging meaning.
When possible; the influence of device characteristics and the
strategies that both partners use to negotiate meaning will be shared.
Needless to say, the study of meaning is complex and multi-faceted.
What is presented here attempts to encompass our current observations
and knowledge base.

Ge. 4ng Attention to Communicate
Gaining the attention of a partner is an important prerequisite

to any communicative interaction (Keenan and Schieffelin, 1976).
Able-bodied speakers accomplish this in a variety of ways: by
speaking, physically going over to the partner, presenting a physical
object, touching or tugging, or gesturing. One might also use such
devices as calling the name of the partner (e.g., "Eric," or "Look
Mommy!"). At times, we may already have the attention of another
through mutual eye gaze.

Many of these linguistic and non-linguistic devices may not be
available to non-speaking and physically disabled children and adults.
That is, a child or adult with an augmentative system may be unable to
go over to a partner, physically present an object as an
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attention-getting signal, or speak intelligibly enough to
simultaneously communicate and gain the listener's attention. The
ability to easily gain attention may create difficulties for the
augmented speaker who tries to initiate a communication, or gain
attention in order to take a turn within a conversation.
Consequently, the act of gaining attention to communicate often
requires unique devices.

Each augmented speaker has a repertoire of behaviors available
through which to gain communication attention. The repertoire may
include a buzzer, weak or loud vocalization, tongue clicking, arm
gestures or eye pointing toward a scan chart. Persons using synthetic
speech devices or those with sufficient speech may gain attention
through speaking. These behaviors, in turn, must be used to gain a
potential listener's attention when that partner is at various
distances from the aided speaker and either looking or not looking.
Those partners may also be actively engaged in other activities,
and/or the noise level in the room may be high.

Miller and Kraat (UP-1984) examined the attention-getting
behavior of a five year old child in a structured context. This
particular augmented speaker demonstrated the ability to shift
attention-getting modes across environmental conditions, and was
successful in gaining the attention of his partner 79% of the time.
Of note was this child's persistence in unsuccessful attempts, and
actions on the part of the child that were mistaken by the familiar
partner as attention-getting behaviors when they in fact were not.
Light (1985) reported that vocalizations were the most frequent means
of gaining attention in her subjects.

Several researchers have noted that children's efforts at
initiating communication have frequently gone unrecognized or
unacknowledged by partners (Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982; Blackstone
and Cassatt, UP-1983; Light, Colliers and Parnes, 1984; Light, 1985).
Several anecdotal reports and observations have been made of augmented
speakers' difficulties in gaining attention from potential partners.
These include problems in getting a partner to look at a printed strip
with a message written on it (Beukelman, Yorkston and Dowden, 1985), a
misreading of arm gestures or vocalizations as non-communicative, and
an inability to vocalize loud enough to gain attention in a particular
environment. Further research is needed to understand the degree of
the problem and the modes that are most likely to produce a
communication to a partner under various circumstances.

Establishing Topic
In communicating a meaning and intention, both partners must

understand what the shared topic is. Sometimes this is negotiated
through the linguistic message itself (e.g., "I'm going to the
store"); a commonly shared activity or object (e.g., "He's not going
to be re-elected said while watching the evening news); a non-verbal
gesture (e.g., gesturing toward an attractive person sitting at the
next table); or the topic has already been established in previous
utterances. Of particular interest here are how new topics are
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introduced in augmentative interactions and the nature of those
topics.

No formal studies have specifically examined the topics
introduced by pre-spellers or how they are established and negotiated.
It has been noted, however, that the majority of topics occurring in
these interactions are introduced by the able-bodied partner !Light,
1985; Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982; Culp, UP-1982). An exception
was noted by Light (1985) in which one child in a play interaction
initiated more topics than his mother. Several observations of how
topics are established by augmented speakers have been made by
professionals participating in this study and will be reported here.

In the case of the child or adult who is not a speller, the
number of language items and the available content obviously have an
impact on how and what topics might be introduced. Clinicians have
observed that the non-speller may attempt to establish topic through
eye-pointing, gesture or available symbols. If acknowledged by the
partner, this sets in motion a negotiation about what the topic of
communication is. If the topic of conversation is an object or action
in / ;he immediate environment or is represented directly by a symbol or
sight word in the augmentative device, the topic of the utterance may
be quickly established. However, often the topic cannot easily be
represented by available linguistic and environmental support. The
child or adult must then decide whether to attempt to introduce the
topic at all and, if so, how to give the listener cues about the
nature of the topic.

In order to cue a topic indirectly, children and adults have been
observed to eye-point or gesture to a place, person or object that is
assrciated with the topic they are trying to introduce. This might be
looking to the window to indicate the topic of "going somewhere",
gesturing to a place on the floor where a record player was a few days
ago to talk about a record or, looking at a glass to establish
breaking in order to talk about someone "breaking up". Such
contextual cues may or may not be successful in negotiatThg the topic
with partner. Take the following example:

Child: (Points to the door and vocalizes)
Adult: "You want to go out?"
Child: (Shakes head no; points to door again)
Adult: "You want to be milk monitor?"
Child: (Shakes head no; points to door again)
Adult: "You need to go to the bathroom?"
Child: (Shakes head no)
Adult: "I don't know what you want. Do you want to go out?"
Child: (Shakes head no and turns away)

Harris (1978), p.148

In this interaction, the topic and utterance the child wished to
convey ("Who came in the door?") were not actualized. The partner was

,
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not able to establish the topic associated with looking at the door.
In other instances, a topic cued though an object association might
be understood.

Symbols have been observed to be used is the same manner. For
example, a child wanting to talk about something to do with balloons
or having a snack may indicate this by pointing to the symbol for
"McDonald's" on his board (Yoder and Kraat, 1983). In this situation,
the partner must first establish that the person is not talking about
McDonald's, and then search for the related topic. Persons have also
been observed to put the topic responsibility totally on the partner.
For example, a person may get a partner's attention and indicate that
they have something to communicate, and then look to the partner to
start establishing the topic through guessing. It is probable that
this occurs when no linguistic or non-linguistic support is available,
or with an augmented speaker who uses available cues poorly.

The success that two people have in negotiating and in
establishing the topic of an augmented speaker's utterance appears to
be related to several variables. In discussions with professionals
and family members the following factors were suggested as being
related to success: (1) the mode used; (2) the amount of shared
information between co-participants; (3) the partner's skill in ask'ng
information-producing questions; (4) the relationship of the topic to
available linguistic and environmental cues; and (5) the partner's
willingness to pursue topic identification. It has also been
suggested that topic shifts within a conversation are more easily
negotiated when the aid user can indicate the shifting through symbol
use. For example, "Can I change the subject?", or "new topic/idea".

Augmented speakers who have more elaborate linguistic systems
and/or spelling capabilities appear to have minimal difficulty in
establishing a topic. As with able-bodied adults, multiple modes may
be used to establish a topic. Observers have suggested that the mode
used may be selected for efficiency (e.g., using eye-pointing or
gesture vs. language), privacy or clarity, given the slowness of this
type of conversation in relation to ongoing events. The few studies
that have examined the communication between an augmented adult
speaker with spelling abilities and other adults have not noted a
large imbalance in the number of topic initiations from both partners
(Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980; Lossing, 1981; Buzolich (Condition I),
1982).

Little is known about the types of topics that are introduced by
an augmented speaker or selected by able-bodied partners for
conversations with the augmented partner. These may be similar or
dissimilar to topics shared by able-bodied persons. Lossing (1981)
and Fishman and Kerman-Lerner (1983) both examined the topics
discussed by adolescents or adults and caregivers with a particular
interest in the percentage of interactions that dealt with needs and
self-care. In the four persons with augmentatiie systems studied by
Lossing, only six instances of communication involving self-care and
personal management were observed, even though the subjects reportedly
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needed assistance for 85% of daily activities. In contrast, the study-
by Fishman and Kerman-Lerner reported these topics to be the ones most
frequently communicated in their four institutionalized subjects.
This difference may be due to the living situations of these two
groups, the severity of their disabilities or the time segments
studied. Both of their studies examined augmented communicators with
spelling abilities.

Colquhoun (UP-1982), Light (1985) and Sponsellor and Laikko
(UP-1983) have observed that "rhetorical" or "test" questions were
often asked by able-bodied partners in tLeir in,;eractions with
augmented persons. According to Colquhoun, "rhetorical questions" are
questions in which the answers are known to both partners. These
researchers were all studying aided speakers who were primarily
non-spellers in a structured observation. Sponsellor and LaiKko noted
a greater use of rhetorical questions with the unfamiliar partner than
with the familiar interactant. Light observed that 60.4% of the
interactions involving use of the communication board in mother-child
interaction ware test questions. It is suggested that these
rnetorical questions are used to ensure a successful exchange, provide
the natural speaker with a communication partner and conversational
structure or are dictated by the lack of available vocabulary for
other types of exchanges.
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Producing an Utterance
If a natural speaker wisnes to say "I get very angry about

that", or "Can you pi,k up a loaf of French bread?" these statements
or questions can be actualized very rapiC y through clearly
articulated speech, with the desired stress, pausing and intonation
pattern included. Within a speech act framework, Searle (1969) and
Austin (1962) have referred to these productions as "utterance acts"
(i.e., the act of uttering or presenting an intention). In
communicating, an utterance carries both a propositional meaning
(e.g., form and content), as well as a purpose or intentional meaning
(e.g., how the speaker wants to affect the thoughts or actions of the
listener). Propositional and intentional meanings expressed in
auvientative communication will be discussed in subsequent sections.
Of interest here is the process of producing those utterances when one
partner is an augmented speaker.

An Overview In some instances, an augmented speaker may be able to
produce an utterance rather quickly, effectively and completely. Some
examples are those situations in which an aid user is able to rapidly
retrieve pre-stored sentences and have them appear on a screen for the
partner; quickly answer a "Wh" or yes/no question with a head nod or
symbol; or speak a social greeting such as "How are you?" in a
predictable context which makes dysarthric speech understandable.

There are many situations, however, in which the augmented
speaker has difficulty producing a complete and intelligible
utterance, independently and quickly. Consider a situation in which
an aided speaker may want to comment and tease someone by saying, "You
know, you are a real turkey!" or ask a question such as, "Do you know
hu7, much a Commodore computer costs?" when these sentences are not
pre-stored and readily available. If the speaker is a speller or has
the words available, this utterance may be constructed slowly and then
presented to a "listener" through a printed tape, a visual display of
some sort or synthetic speech. Tne "speaker" must gain the attention
of the intended receiver to the printed display or speak the
utterance. In either case, unless the message is prepared in advance,
the utterance is constructed slowly. If synthetic speech is used as a
communication mode, the message may be of reduced intelligibility, an
without the prosodic features of natural speech. If the si.eaker does
not have an independent aid, or chooses to involve the "listener" in
the construction, the partner is needed as an active participant in
the actualization of that utterance. In this case, the partner must
visually or auditorially note each letter in whichever manner it is
indicated and re-construct the message.

Actualization is much more difficult if the aided speaker is a
non-speller and all the necessary words are not available. In this
case, the augmented speaker must somehow negotiate his or her meaning
with the partner and actively engage the partner in t'-'e production
process. The augmented speaker might use non-verbal gestures, facial
expressions, vocalization, and any linguistic and other resources

. available. For example, a child might call a friend a turkey by using
facial and body gestures to indicate a bird flapping wings and/or by
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looking at a picture of a turkey on an animal chart in the classroom
(Personal communication - Ann Goetz). To inquire about a Commodore, a
speaker might point to the symbols for "similiar to" + "t.v." + "C"
+"buy" on a Blissymbolics communication system and hope the listener
can figure out his meaning and intention. This obviously takes time,
a series of questions and much negotiation.

Several strategies are used by aided speakers and their partners
to quickly and efficiently actualize an utterance. Some of these
strategies and negotiations effectively bring an utterance to a
realization sooner than others. Some lead to miscommunication and/or
impact negatively on the interaction process. Regardless of the
strategies used, aided speakers often experience difficulty in
producing utterances fully, effectively and quickly.

The Role of the Listener The person who is the conversational
partner of an augmented speaker often needs to take on roles that are
atypical in natural speaker exchanges. They may need to become active
in the technical aspects of the augmented speaker's utterance;
participate in the definition of the propositional content and
intention; and become involved in the resolution of communication
breakdowns which normally would be handled by the other partner. Some
of the behavioral manifestations of the altered listener- speaker role
are discussed below.

A person who has the ability to spell and is using an alphabet
board to communicate illustrates how different the process of asking a
question or giving information might be in this mode. The aided
speaker points to a letter, this is acknowledged by the partner, then
another letter is pointed to, acknowledged, and on and on. In this
exchange, several turns may be needed to construct a short utterance
and the listener becomes an active participant in that construction.
An example of this type of exchange is given by Marriner et al
(UP-1984) in Appendix D. In this example, the response "a new wallet"
required 16 conversational turns, and about one minute to accomplish.
A similar pattern may be seen in conversations of non-spellers with
rather large vocabulary stores. That is, one word is indicated and
acknowledged and repeated by the "listener", a second word is
indicated and repeated by the "listener", and so on. Again, the
listener does not receive a completed utterance and then reacts, but
must first actively participate in its f3rmulation.

Several researchers have noted the multiple turn sequences needed
to co-construct some utterances for the augmented speaker (Harris,
1978, 1982; Light, 1985; Wexler et al, UP-1983; Marriner et al,
UP-1984). In performing interaction analyses, these construction
behaviors and turns have been viewed differently by researchers.
These behaviors have been termed "technical" (technical message
preparation) by Marriner et al (UP-1984) to differentiate them from
whole communicative acts or utterances. Light (UP-1985) codes these
co-constructing turns as "procedural plays", and like Marriner et al,
analyzes the composite propositional utterance as a whole, rather than
each turn used to actualize the utteranc(3. In the research done by
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Wexler et al (1983), communicative acts that occurred ov!r several
turns were coded as "composite acts" in contrast to communicative acts
that were accomplished within one turn. These researchers further
observed that a larger number of composite acts occurred when the
augmented speakers were using an alphabet board as opposed to a
"no-board" condition. They suggested that augmented speakers
attempted more complex communicative acts when having access to the
alphabet board, a.,' this required multiple turns to formulate.

If the augmented speaker is not a speller or has limited
vocabulary available, he or she may not have the words available to
produce a desired utterance. In this case, the partner must actively
negotiate with the augmented speaker to establish the form, content
and purpose of the message. In addition the partner must assist in the
technical transfer of information. Note the following example of a
communication effort between a caregiver and aided partner when the
augmented speaker has a 50 item word board and limited gestures:

Aided Speaker: Home (language board)
Partner: "Home? What about home? Something about

your sister?"
Aided Speaker: (gesture - no). Day of the week.(board)
Partner: "Sunday? Monday? Tuesday? ...Saturday?"
Aided Speaker: (gesture - yes)
Partner: "Something about home and Saturday. Are

you going home on Saturday?"
Aided Speaker: Man (board)
Partner: "A man? Someone special is coming?"
Aided Speaker: (gesture - no)
Partner: "I should find out who this man is?"
Aided Speaker: (emphatic gesture - yes)
Partner: "A relative? A friend? Someone in the Hospital?"
Aided Speaker: (gesture- yes)
Partner: "Someone in the Hospital. Let me see, a doctor?

a therapist? a friend?
Can you give me another hint?"

Aided Speaker: (Eye points to top of partner'3
head)

Partner: "Head. Part of the head? Brains? He works with the
head?"

Aided Speaker: Color (board) ....
(Kraat, 1980)

This particular exchange continued over 100 turns and 20 minutes
until the question, "Can Carl (a security guard) possibly take me home
on Saturday with the Hospital vats?" was formulated through the efforts
of both partners. In this instance, the aided speaker had a limited
linguistic system available and was attempting to communicate a
difficult proposition with few cues available.

This exchange ended in communication success. However, with
limited language systems, two people are not always able to negotiate
a difficult utterance. Sometimes it is never completed, or it is not
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completed in the same way as the aided speaker intended (Light, 1985;
Light, Collier and Parnes, 1984; Bailey and Shane, UP-1983). Both the,
aided speaker and the partner are in a difficult communication
position. The aided speaker is dependent on the guessing abilities
and cooperation of the listener in order to communicate. Partners
vary greatly in their ability to co-construct with an augmented
speaker as well as in the amount of shared information they have
available. During this study, questions were raised bi, prciessionals
as to whether or not the predominance of adult-child versits
child-child interaction is partially related to the skills required of
a communication partner when interacting with persons using limited
linguistic systems.

The Rate of Communication Recent technological advances have
provided some augmented speakers with access tc, stored phrases that
can be produced in "real time", or the capability of creating an
utterance before an interaction begins. Rather rapid utterances can
also be produced by augmented speakers in response to specific
questions or by using a single word. These "quick" participations may
be a head nod, pointing to a place or object, a facial expression, or
indicating a single word co phrase stored in a communication device.
Utterances that have more propositional content or that require a
longer production time are produced ac a reduced rate of
communication.

Although the rate at which communication can be transmitted
through technical devices is continually increasing, linguistic
communication is often extremely slow (Vanderheiden, 1983, 1984; Yoder
and Kraat, 1983; Foulds, 1980). Most of the reported production rates
have been tabulated on persons using letter by letter spelling to
formulate an utterance. Rates of between 3 and 7 words per minute
have been reported for persons using a direct selection technique to
select letters or codes to represent letters (Beukelman and Yorkston,
1980; Beukelman, Yorkston and Dowden, 1985; Calculator and Luchko,
1983;; Foulds, 1980, McDonald, Schwajda, Marriner, Wilson and Ross,
1982). These rate measurements are based on 4 to 5 letters per word,
with most reported rates falling below 12 words per minute. One of
the highest communication rates has been reported by Al Cook (Personal
communication), who tabulated a communication :ate of 26 words per
minute for an adult user of the HandiVoice 120, a 3-digit coded system
with stored words and individual phonemes. This particular user is
able to generate communication at this rate using approximately 65%
stored words and 35% phonemes via a 3-number code. Single switch
scanning devices have reported letter by letter rates of between 2 and
4 words per minute (Foulds, 1980; Weiss, 1983). These rates can be
further increased through the use of enhancement techniques (provided
by technology or partners). However, little data is currently
available on speaker rates given these facilitation techniques.

Communication rates clan be further reduced by the rate at which
the "listener" can rece:Lve language elements. Several differences in
rate have been observed between persons who are familiar with a user
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as opposed to those with less familiarity with the system and the user
(Waldron, Gordon and Shane, UP-1980; Rosen and Durkee, 1978).
Beukelman and Yorkston (1980) also observed that one of the aided
speakers they studied pointed to letters on an alphabet board too
rapidly for a listener to process and retain, and this caused
communication difficulties. Although there are no reported rates for
persons using whole woad systems or restricted vJcabulary sets,
communication through these systems has also been observed to be
extremely slow. The rate of communication in these situations is the
cumulative result of the user's production rate, the understandability
of the message and the collaborative efforts of the partner in
determining the utterance.

Communication at 2 to 12 words per minute is far below that
reported fcr natural speech, 126 to 172 words per minute (Perkins
reported in Foulds, 1980). It has been suggested that these severely
reduced rates of communication have a profound effect on what can be
effectively communicated by the augmented speaker, what is actually
said, and the patterns of communication that have been observed in
device users and their partners (Vanderheiden, 1984; Kraaz, 1982;
Harris, 1982; Shane et al, 1981;; Yoder and Kraat, 1983).

The work of Chapanis and his colleagues (Ochsman and Chapanis,
1974; Chapanis et al, 1977; Chapanis et al, 1972) on rate of
communication and information transfer has been reviewed extensj.vely
by Foulds (1980). This data on teams involved in problem-solving
tasks using a variety of communication modes has implications for the
study of interaction between augmented speakers and tethers. It
suggests that one might look beyond the rate of communication in words
per minute to the amount of time it takes to successfully communica e
an idea or utterance. In the study of handwriting versus speech to
problem solve, it was noted that less words were used in handwriting,
but the task was solved with much less overal )utput than with
speech. Given this slower mode, subjects modiAied their linguistic
output by telegraphing and abbreviating while retaining the essence of
the message content. In augmentative communication, modification of
the wording and content of a message may be used to increase the rate
of communication. A measure of the rate of information transfer and
the time it takes to achieve an understanding of a proposition might
be a more appropriate measure for future consideration.

Negotiation Strategies At present we know very little about
the types and frequencies of various styles of negotiating meaning
between an augmented speaker and a variety of partners. We also have
little information about the efficiency and success with which
partners actualize a message and the impact of differer. -agmentative
communication systems on that process.

Several of the strategies used by able-bodied speakers to
facilitate the formulation of the augmented speaker's utterance have
been observed (Bailey and Shane, UP-1983; Shane and Cohen, 1982;
Shane, 1983; Huschle and Staudenbaur, U9-1983; Blau, 1983; Waxler et
al, UP-1983; Harris, 1978). These include the use of prediction to
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complete a word, phrase or sentence in the process of being produced
by the aided speaker and making guesses from unintelligible efforts or
minimal semantic information (e.g., one symbol). Partners have also
been observed to frequently cneck the particular language elements
indicated by asking for confirmation, summarizing the elements in a
proposition at different points in the utterance development and
seeking elaboration or more information through a series of yes/no,
"Wh" or forced choice questions. Colquhoun (UP-1982) and Harris
(1978) have noted the use of "sub-questioning" or "communication fill"
by able-bodied partners. In these instances, the partner asks a
question and then proceeds to narrow the possibilities through further
questioning before the augmented speaker has an opportunity to respond
(e.g., What did you do on the weekend? Did you visit your friends?
Did you go to the football game? Did you watch t.v.? - Colquhoun,
UP-1982).

The frequency with which listeners predict and elaborate, the
length of this process and the success are not well known. Bailey and
Shane (UP-1;,83), in their study of a 13 year old boy's interactions
with his mother and school aide, noted that the mother rarely
attempted to predict, and when she did, her son infrequently
acknowledged these predictions. In contrast, prediction and expansion
was successfully used by the school aide with the same child. Huschle
and Staudenbaur (UP-1983) in studying the communicative breakdowns of
an adult word board user with a familiar and unfamiliar partner, made
several observations of the guessing behavior used by the partners.
Of the 28 guesses made by the familiar listener, 16 (57%) were
appropriate. In contrast, the unfamiliar partner guessed less
frequently. Of the 12 guesses, 3 (25%) were appropriate. In the
study of Wexler et al (UP-1983), the number of guesses was
significantly greater in the unaided condition. In the no -board
condition, 92 partner guesses were recorded; only 3 guesses were
recorded during alphabet board use. Predictions and guesses may also
be interruptions in a communication effort when the aided speaker has
not relinquished his or her turn to the partner (Harris, 1978;
Colquhoun, UP-1982; Buzolich, UP-1984; Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980).

The augmented speaker also uses a variety of communicative
strategies to produce an utterance quickly and effectively (Shane,
1983; Calculator and Luchko, 1983; Harris, 1978, 1982; Yoder and
Kraat, 1983; Colquhoun, UP-1982; Bailey and Shane, UP-1983; Beukelman
and Yorkston, 1980). The aided speaker may use a telegraphic or
shortened style and rely on the partner to expand it to a full
utterance. Aided speakers (both spellers and non-spellers; advanced
system and board-users) have also been observed to frequently use
multiple modes of communication for efficiency or an intermediary who
understands them when they communicate to a less familiar person or
participate in a group. Likewise, communication partners have been
observed to direct their questions to an intermediary person, or turn
to them to assist in understanding and expanding communication
efforts. A few researchers have voted that some augmentative speakers
do not use the resources they have available to communicate an
utterance completely and clearly even when this is appropriate to the
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situation. In these interactions, the aided speakers place the burden
on the partner to guess and elaborate when they could have efficiently
used available linguistic context (Harris, 1978; Kraat, UP-1979;
Colquhoun, UP-1982).

At first glance, the development of an utterance and its content
may look quite similiar to the communication between parents and
children at the pre-linguistic level or at developmental levels at the
one- to three-word stages (e.g., below the age of three) (Foster,
1985). Establishing reference and propositions in augmented speakers,
however, has several major differences. First, the person attempting
to convey a topic or reference through non-linguistic context or
non-verbal behaviors is frequently at developmental levels well
beyond that of a one to two year old. What they may want to express
may have little to do with the concrete "here and now". In all
probability, the propositions and utterances they want to convey are
much more complex and abstract than those expressed by young children
through non-verbal actions and single words. For the utterances that
these augmented speakers want to say there may be few tangible
referents in the physical environment to cue the topic or referents.
They must establish content and meaning through the clever use of the
vocabulary available to them, non-verbal and verbal resources,
non-linguistic context and the abilities of their partners.

The Form and Content of Utterances
What types of utterances are contributed by augmented speakers

during a conversation? What form and mode are frequently observed?
How is this influenced by the communication devices and the situations
involved? Do partners speak to augmented persons in the way they
speak to able-bodied children and adults? Again, cqlr observations and
research findings in this area are very preliminary. Some findings
and observations will be presented here with regard to vocabulary and
mode use, the syntactic and semantic content of messages, and the
paralinguistic devices used by augmented speakers. Some tentative
observations about the alterations in the able-bodied speaker's form
and content, and the shifting of message style in the speaker will
also be discussed.

Form and content are integrally related to the proposition and
intention that the user wishes to convey to a particular partner. For
example, asking a person if they want a drink can take a variety of
forms (e.g., Drink? You want some? Are you thirsty? Want something to
drink? Could I offer you something to drink?). The particular wording
selected is shaped by who the partner is (e.g. a stranger, authority
figure), the intentions of the speaker (e.g., I don't really want to
give you a drink), and the developmental level of 'he speaker. The
form and content of an utterance is also influenced by the prior
utterance or utterances in a conversation. For example, a question
such as, "Where did you get these shrimp?" obligates the partner to
answer the question and confines the type of response that can be
made.

In looking at form and content in the interactions between
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augmented speakers and their partners, several other influences
emerge. It may be difficult to speak with the wording that is .

required and desired by the augmented speaker. This may be due to the
fact that the vocabulary needed is not readily available to the aided
speaker, or it is more efficient to accomplish the exchange in another
way (e.g., a shortened or telegraphic version, or through an
expression or gesture). In other instances, the symbol system used
may lend itself to semantic constructions rather than the use of
traditional syntactical form (i.e., Blissymbolics). It is also
probable that the slow rate of communication available and the effort
required of both partners may keep an augmented speaker from producing
some utterances that certainly would be use(' if communication was
faster and easier. It is also important to remember that many
communication acts and utterances of persons speaking without a
communication aid or with minimal vocabularies, are actually
formulated by the partner, not the user. These utterances may or may
not be what the augmented speaker would have liked to say. We need to
be cautious in our conclusions and not equate the utterances we
observe with either the capability or social and language knowledge of
the augmented person.

The Content of Propositions What types of meanings and
propositions are frequently expressed by augmented speakers? As with
other areas of communication study in this relatively new field, the
information is sparse. Some is availa'le with regard to users of
Blissymbolics through the work of Andrews, UP-1980; Silverman et al,
1978; Harris et al, 1979; Light, 1985; and James, IP. Uldwin (IP), in
her study of children's use of Blissymbolics and Makaton sign over a
two year developmental period, has also included semantic/syntactic
measures. Beukelman, Yorkston, Poblete and Naranjo (1984) have also
provided information on vocabulary and sentence usage in persons using
an alphabet printout system. These researchers have approached
meaning and semantics from different points of view and coding
systems. Some have looked at what vocabulary words are used in
spontaneous communication from available language arrays. Others have
attempted an analysis of the semantic referents and relations coded in
the utterances of these children through different coding and analysis
schemas.

The Blissymbols available to the children studied varied in number
and content, and in how these vocabularies were selected and
presented. In some situations, Blissymbolics were presented to the
child in predetermined arrays (e.g., 240 display) and then the child
was gradually trained to recognize these representations. In other
studies, the symbols were determined and trained one at a time and
then added to a display. John James (IP-1983) has examined the
spontaneous utterances of ten children over a period of four years in
relation to the 400 symbol displays available to them. He noted that
a large number of symbols known (recognized) and available to these
children were not actually being used in spontaneous communication.
Other words that were needed to complete a proposition (and were
supplied by the listener through other means) were not available in
the symbol array. Harris et al (1979) also noted discrepancies
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between what was available to the mentally retarded children studied
and the symbols that were actually used in spontaneous conversation.
This difference was greater for some of the children studied than for
others. For example, child D used 80/200 symbols, child F 20/100, and
child C 122/175. The frequency and types of use of particular
vocabulary items were not tabulated. As a subanalysis in the study by
Light (1985), a type/token analysis was performed to examine variety
in the vocabulary used by the children in her interaction study. The
children demonstrated diversity in the symbols used (mean type/token
0.77). However, Light observed that these children only used a small
percentage of their available symbols during the play interactions
examined (mean of 9% of available symbols with a range of 3-15%).

The printed utterances of five adolescent/young adults over a
period of two weeks have been analyzed by Beukelman, Yorkston, Poblete
and Naranjo, (1984), with reference to the vocabulary used and the
variety of propositions expressed. In their analysis, a pool of 500
words represented 85% of the printed utterances made across speakers;
100 words represented 60% of that sample. The augmented speakers
expressed a much greater variety in the wording of sentences and
phrases used in conversations during that time period. This was
observed for both intra- and inter-subject usage. The authors
conclude that for the group studied (using alphabet construction)
message redundancy was infrequent at the level of a proposition. To
date we do not have studies of interactions in which one of the
partners is using a technical aid with large sentence storage
capacity. As these sentences can be rather rapidly u3ed in
conversations, it will be of interest to see if augmented speakers
can, and chose to, use a large percentage of these "stock sentences",
and to determine which sentences are most fruitful to include in these
storages.

It is of value to know what words or symbols are used. However,
vocabulary studies provide little information about the meanings that
are encased in a multiword utterance. One must also recognize that
these words are being viewed in isolation. The vocabulary and
utterance used is influenced by many factors including efficiency, the
specific words available to a user, the training that has been
provided, and the demands placed on the user by previous utterances.
Augmented speakers also use a high percentage of non-verbal and
gestural modes in communicating. These meanings are frequently not
included in such an analysis.

The utterances of Blissymbolics users studied have also been
eraminea for the semantic reference and relations expressed. Light
(1985) analyzed the data collected from her play context with mothers
and non-speaking children using the coding system of Retherford,
Schwartz and Chapman (1981). The semantic categories expressed varied
across the children studied. However, a large proportion were
concepts of object and location, followed by action, entity and agent.
Andrews (UP-1980) and Silverman et al (1978) used the ELIS (McDonald
and Blott, 1974) for analysis. Andrews, in studying a group of
children with Blissymbolics boards in the classroom and speech
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treatment, also noted that object was the most frequent class used by
the children. Object use was greater in the speech treatment session..
In contrasting the two contexts, it was noted that imperatives, social
functions, negation and agreement occurred more frequently in the
classroom. The speech treatment session produced a wider variety of
semantic categories and more declaratives. Silverman et al (1978), in
an analysis of use over time, noted the frequent use of agent + action
+ object, and agent + action + location in the Bliss users studied.
There was also frequent use of attribution, past indicator, time
reference and prepositions in the Bliss constructions.

Information regarding the propositions and propositional content
of augmented speakers has received minimal attention and our
observations are sparse. However, many feel that one of the major
impacts of augmentative communication systems is in this area. That
is, given linguistic avenues (e.g., symbols, letters, phonemes,
phrases), severely disabled speakers can more easily and effectively
express propositional content at various levels of complexity. Given
an aid and raining, an augmented speaker may begin to contribute
utterances such as "Now look here, why can't I make a telephone call!"
or "That laugh of his gets right up my nose!" (James, 1982). An adult
can ask a complicated question about his income taxes through a
spelling system instead of inefficiently and ineffectively trying to
establish this meaning through a "20 questions" guessing routine. A

framework is needed to capture these gradations and the levels of
social and communicative interaction that emerge from the use of
communication technology. We need to understand the impact of various
device characteristics, symbol systems, vocabulary sets and training
paradigms on those interactions.

The Syntactical Form In examining communication samples, one
sees complete and lengthy sentences or multi-sentences communicated by
persons having access to devices with paper printers, pre-stored
sentences or persons having phoneme or spelling skills and a
comparatively fast rate of production. For example, in the study by
Beukelman and Yorkston (1980) the average number of words per
communication "event" in using the printed mode was 27.8. In the
alphabet board condition, each event averaged 5.5 words. More complex
and lengthy utterances have also been documented in conversational
exchanges in which listeners are less controlling and provide the
aided speaker with undivided time and attention (Personal
communication - John James). Complexity and length have also been
observed in situations where a partner chooses to say an utterance in
a particular way regardless of efficiency and its effect on the
listener (Personal communication - H. Shane, K. Yorkston, D. Oken, I.
Fishman). It is interesting to note that in the study done by Farrier
et al (IP), able-bodied persons attempting to solve problems
collectively used a large number of words to accomplish the task when
using speech. When one partner was asked to solve these problems
through the use of an alphabet printout system, there was a dramatic
reduction in the number of words used by this partner.

It is also observed that augmented speakers may frequently
,
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communicate through use of single words, fragments or telegraphic
utterances (Harris, 1978; Colquhoun, UP-1982; Yoder and Kraat, 1983;
Light, 1985; Silverman, Kates and McNaughton, 1978; Morningstar,
UP-1981; Culp, UP-1982). Culp (UP-1982), in her study of children and
mothers, reports a mean length of utterance of 1.6 words (range 1.2 -
3.0) for the children using augmentative aids. Light (1985) and
Harris (1978) in their study of pre-spelling children with teachers or
caregivers also report a predominance of single word utterances on the
part of the children. These researchers note that these single word
utterances were either appropriate (e.g., the result of specific
questions asked by the partners) or communication efforts by the
children that needed to be expanded by the teachers or parents. The
studies of Silverman et al (1978) and Harris et al (1979), although
not interaction studies per se, reported typical spontaneous
utterances of between 2 and 5 words length for the groups they
studied.

In the studies of Colquhoun (UP-1982) and Morningstar (UP-1981)
with older adolescent and young adult Blissymbolic's users, a high
percentage of sentence fragments and telegraphic utterances were
observed on the part of the augmented speakers. These studies suggest
that some of these behaviors are efficiency efforts by the augmented
speakers; others are based in the nature of Blissymbolics. For
example, the utterance, "Last night I watched tv and saw a show about
Dracula", might be communicated through the following symbol
combination: night + watch + t.v. + show + D (Silverman et al, 1978).
The Blisssymbolics users studied by Morningstar tended to use more
telegraphic forms and unique strategies with the familiar partners.
They included more function words and syntactical elaboration in
communication with the persons unfamiliar with the system.

During the course of the IPCAS study, several opinions and
observations have been shared with regard to linguistic form.
Participants have reported that some developmentally disabled
individuals demonstrate syntactical problems when they begin to use
independent communication devices. Or, they have a reduced number of
forms which they use repeatedly. They suggest that this might be due
to lack of experience, some training, or the fact that partners have
been doing much of the elaboration and actualization of utterances for
the aided speaker (Personal communication - S. Dashiell; M.
FriedOken; E. Kravitz; C. Goosens, H. Shane). There are also
different schools of thought with regard to the expression of form.
Some parents and professionals feel strongly that complete syntactical
form should be used at all times regardless of the slow rate of
communication that can be effected. Others feel that efficient and
effective communication should be primary and that full syntax should
be known, but need not always be used. The developmental and
interaction impacts of these positions remains to be studied.

Paralinguistic Aspects Natural speakers use a variety of
paral.Lnguistic devices along with form and content to express meanings
and intentions, some obvious and some subtle. For example, a sentence
such as, "He never went there", can be conveyed in a definite or
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hesitant manner, or infer differently about "he" or "there" by stress,
pausing and intonation patterns. Meanings can further be marked by
facial expression, body posture and non-verbal gestures. These
semantic differences may or may not be possible for a person with
severely-impaired speech (Higginbotham and Yoder, 1982). Most
synthetic speech devices currently available provide minimal control
over pitch contours, pause time and stress/duration of a word within a
sentence pattern. Printed modes and language boards cannot convey
traditional prosodic features.

As with many other areas, paralinguistic aspects have received
little researzh or observational study in the augmented speaker. In
the study of Beuttemeirer (UP-1983) and Higginbotham and Yoder (1981),
the augmented speakers had some residual speech skills. These
adolescents and young adult speakers were observed relative to their
use of traditional paralinguistic features. In the two subjects
studied by Higginbotham and Yoder, both were able to use prosody for a
rising and falling inflection pattern, for feedback and to convey an
affective state. Two of the five subjects studied by Beuttemeirer were
observed to use linguistic stress, and four out of the five subjects
used intensity to regulate or gain attention.

Several observations have been made about ways in which augmented
speakers attempt to accomplish some of these meanings in augmentative
modes (Personal communication - M. Cappozzi, D. Yoder, A. Newell, A.
Cook, M. Sitver-Kogut, G. Anclen, F. Carlson, M. Lundman; Higginbotham
and Yoder, 1982). In a printed message, stress may be noted by
capitalizing, underlining or using exclamation points. Other speakers
have been observed to create emphasis by circling a word repeatedly
with a light beam, repeatedly indicating a symbol or altering the
force with which an item is pointed to. Meanings which might have
been conveyed through paralinguistic means are often directly
expressed. For example, the message "He never went there" might be
expressed as, "George does not do things like go to the Nugget!"
Words might be included in the message that indicate how it should be
interpreted (e.g., joke, ha ha, just kidding), Other users have
reportedly used differential use of an auditory attention- getting
device, or non-verbal facial or body gestures to accomplish particular
meanings. It has also been observed that because they lack
traditional paralinguistic and non-verbal behaviors, augmented
speakers may inadvertently convey meanings that are not intended.
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The Use of Multiple Modes In reviewing the data on mode use,
some general patterns and impressions appear. First, augmentative
communicators are highly multi-modal. That is, they use a variety of
modes in communication. Message-bearing elements and whole
propositions are conveyed through residual speech, non-verbal
behaviors (e.g., eye-pointing or looking, facial expressions, head and
arm gestures, body gestures), and aided linguistic systems. This has
been observed both for non-spellers with limited vocabularies and
persons with spelling and/or advanced technical aids (Wilson, 1982;
Andrews, UP-1980; Bailey and Shane, UP-1982; Blackstone and Cassatt,
IP; Beuttemeirer, UP-1983; Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982; Colquhoun,
UP-1982; Light, 1985; Light, Parnes and Colliers, 1984; Kraat,
UP-1979; Sponseller and Laikko, UP-1982; Culp, UP-1982; Morningstar,
UP-1981; Calculator and Luchko, 1983; Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980;
MacDonald, 1984). Several children and adults use more than one
communication device and/or have multiple output modes available to
them within a single device. An augmented speaker shifts among these
devices or modes (e.g., speech, visual display, device turned off) as
different communication situations arise (Beukelman, Yorkston and
Dowden, 1985; Mills and Higgins, 1984; Bottorf and DePape, 1982;
Beukelman et al, 1981; Goosens and Kraat, 1985; Fishman and
Keraian-Lerner, UP-1983; Personal communication - D. Yoder, A. Cook, R.
Creech, N. Marriner).

Several researchers have also reported that persons using
augmentative communication devices use these devices less frequently
than other modes. This predominance of non-device use has been
observed across augmented speakers, partners and various contexts.
Minimal aid use was observed by Harris (1978) in her study of three
children in the classroom; Calculator and Dolloghan (1982) in their
classroom study of mentally retarded subjects; Calculator and Luchko
(1983) in their observations of a young adult in a nursing home; Kraat
(UP-1979) during observations of an adult Canon user in an
institutional environment; Beukelman and Yorkston (1980) in a study of
an adult in a home environment; and Beuttemeirer (UP-1983) in her
study of five mentally retarded residents in the residential and
school environment. These subjects were found to primarily use
non-verbal modes to convey meanings. Studies of augmented speakers in
structured research contexts (e.g. forced communication; performing
specific communication tasks) have also observed a high percentage of
non-board modes in those interactions (Bailey and Shane, UP-1983;
Colquhoun, UP-1982; Light, 1985; Light, Parnes and Colliers, 1984;
Sponseller and Laikko, UP-1983; Culp, UP-1982). IC should be noted
that the subjects studied in these elicited contexts had minimal
spelling skills and were communicating with familiar caregivers or
teachers, with the exception of one unfamiliar partner included in the
Sponseller and Laikko study.

Others studies of ateractions have observed a high and frequent
use of a communication device by an augmented speaker. Wilson (1982)
.presents data on four children observed in the home prior to beginning
a Morse Code communication project. Two of these children used an
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augmentative aid as their primary mode of communication (S2 - 61%
eyecode, 31% gestural, 7% verbal; S4 - 59% communication board, 39%
gestural, 1% verbal). Andr,,ws (UP-1980) found communication device
use to be predominant in the speech treatment session for six
children. In contrast, these same children used non-board modes with
greater frequency in the classroom observation. Beukelman and
Yorkston (1980) noted the modes used by one adult in communicating
with the clinician, spouse and two attendants. The electronic device
was the primary mode used with one of these partners; speech was
primary for the other three partners.

Blackstone and Cassatt (IP) observed the frequency of aid use to
vary by context and user. In their study of children and mothers,
device use. ranged from 0 to 80%, with one child never utilizing the
device mode. These researchers also observed that for some children,
the amount of board use fluctuated across activities. For example, in
one mother-child dyad, the child used the aid 9% in the snack activity
and 39% in the picnic activity. Culp (1982), in her study of
child-mother interaction, also observed that the percentage of board
use fluctuated between dyads. In her observations, children's board
use ranged from 10.1% to 73.2% across dyads. A similar finding was
reported by Light (1985). In her subjects, non-board modes accounted
for a mean of 81.8% of their utterances (range 66 to 100%). One child
was never observed to use his board in interaction with his mother.

Users of multiple aids and technical aids with various output
options have received minimal attention in studies to date. It would
be of interest to know which output modes are used under what
conversational situations, and whether 02 not the various rate
enhancement features placed in technical aids are actually being used
and to what effect. Beukelman, Yorkston and Dowden (1CS5) present a
description of one adult who communicated to his wife through
dysarthric speech and used a letterboard as a backup for communication
breakdowns with her. He used the letterboard as a primary mode with
others, and shifted to a small portable writing aid for longer
messages and written material. The work of Fishman and Kerman-Lerner
(UP-1983) suggests that portable, non-electronic devices were used
more frequently in direct interactions with familiar persons than a
non-portable printout device. Harris (1978) observed that the young
children in her study often selected a less effective mode from the
device alternatives available. These children tended not to use the
visual display as a means of interacting in a group situation, but
used this mode in a one-to-one interaction.

In discussions with aid users and others during the course of
this study, it appeared that many persons with multiple mode systems
are choosing to use a non-electronic system (if this is a rather
rapid, direct selection technique) for interpersonal intimacy; speech
output modes for distance and social conversation; and a print mode
for lengthy communication or to assist a new listener (Personal
communication - Ricky Creech, Ulla Ungermann, Evacarin Holmquist, Donna
DePape, David Yoder, Michael Reese).
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Several researchers have noted that requests are often made for
the augmented speaker to use an obligatory mode in their interactions
(Light., 1985; Harris, 1978; Andrews, 1980; Calculator and Dolloghan,
1982; Colquhoun, UP1982). This is generally to request to use the
communication device or board. Harris (1978) presents a classic
example:

Teacher: 'What do you want?"
Aided ChIld: (0oints to the ball)
Teacher: "No, tell me with your board."
Aided Child: (Points to the ball again)
Teacher: "How can you tell me with your board?"
Aided Child: (Puts head down on laptray)

Multiple modes may be combined sequentially within an augmented
speaker's turn or utterance, or across utterances on the same topic.
Some examples are founa in the Blissymbol Project report of Silverman,
Kates and McNaughton (1978). This sequential combining and
integration of modes has had little attention or documentation in
research to date. An exception is the study of a 12 year old boy by
Alison MacDonald (UP-1983; 1984). This particular child used a sign
vocabulary of over 350 signs and a Blissymbolics board with 400
symbols for communication. In her analysis, she noted that
Blissymbolics and signs could be integrated within one utterance, o: a
shift made from one mode to another in an effort to clarify. In her
analysis, Bliss was preferred for nouns and adject4ves, while signing
was more frequently used for verbs. The mode used vas often related
to the type of communication act or utterance being conveyed.
MacDonald's subject predominantly used sign for social responses and
requests. Blissymbolics were used more frequently for commenting or
reporting.

The mode used may have an impact on the propositional level of
the communication effort and the success of the attempt. Both
Morningstar (UP-1982) and Calculator and Dolloghan (1982) have
observed that non-verbal modes were less frequently responded to by
the partners they studied than attempts made through the communication
device. It is not clear whether tese efforts were unrecognized or
ignored. Other researchers have noted that communication devices are
often spontaneously used or requested in an attempt to resolve
communication breakdowns. The us(; of this mode correlates with the
level of propositional content that tne user independently
communicates (Light, 1985).

In attempting to understand the interactional patterns that occur
in communication between augmented speakers and others, the
observations of multi-modal use and frequent under-utilization of
technical aids need to be examined from several viewpoints. First,
are the modes used the most appropriate for the speaker, given the
situation and context, or given the characteristics of that person's
augmentative device? One can observe 'various patterns in this
respect. Person A may not have an appropriate language item in the

. language display to answer a specific question and may therefore
attempt to answer through a gesture. Person B may have the answer in
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stored words in the language display and chooses to use it. Person C
may have the ability to spell the answer linguistically but chooses to
point to the answer for efficiency. Person D may have the ability to
formulate the answer through the communication device, but chooses to
use non-verbal behaviors which are ambiguous and require a series of
questions from the partner. Three of these four augmented speakers
used non-board modes. Only person D opted for an inappropriate mode,
given the situation and communication demands. If person A and person
D had different device characteristics (e.g., the words or speed), the
use of the communication device might have more appropriate than
non-verbal modes. These illustrations are used here to heighten
awareness of the relationship between available options and the mode
use of an augmented speqker. The augmented speaker may be using the
fastest, most effective mode available to them or, as Harris (1978)
and Kraat (UP-1979) observed in their subjects, an inappropriate or
ineffIctive mode, given the repertoire available.

Second, it is of interest to look at the meaning being conveyed
by the augmented speaker and how these utterances and communicative
functions relate to multi-mode use. For example, a large portion of
the augmented speaker's utterances may be confirmations, negations or
answers to yes/no questions. These responses can quite easily and
effectively be answered with vocalizations or head nods. Utterances
that have a more complex propositional content often necessitate a
linguistic formulation when possible (i.e., device use). The demands
of the communication task may also shape the mode selected and used.

Several other reasons have been suggested for the
underutilization of communication devices in some users. These
include: 1) use of other modes to circumvent the severely reduced rate
of communication; 2) lack of continual availability of devices
(Beuttemeirer, UP-1983; Andrews, UP-1980; Harris, 1978; Barker and
Henderson, IP; Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982); :I) the overextension of
communication patterns established in the speaker and partner prior to
the introduction of a device; 4) vocabulary available within the
augmentative devices (Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982); 5) nature and
extent of the training that has been provided (Jolie, UP-1981;
Calculator and Luchko, 1983; Goosens and Kraat, 1985); 6) particular
device characteristics (e.g., the inability to communicate from a
distance, Calculator and Luchko, 1983); and 7) psycho-social skills of
the aided speaker, particularly in reference to assertiveness and
independence.

In summary, modes other than the commmunication device are
important avenues for communication in this population and should be
maximized. However, the under-utilization of communication devices
needs further investigation and exploration, in terms of future
design, training and the ability to provide greater propositional
communication and social interaction to disabled children and adults.

The Form and Content of Partner's Speech Augmented speakers
and their partners are people with different perceptions,
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sensitivities and shared knowledge and experiences with each other.
Therefore, the manner and style in which able-bodied persons interact
with a person using an augmentative system also differs. Some
partners may retain patterns very similar to those used with other
familiar, able-bodied adults and children. It is often observed,
however, that the speaking style of partners is altered when
confronted with this difference in communication modes and abilities.

The form and content of the partners' utterances have been
observed to change in a variety of ways (Holmquist, 1984; Creech,
1982; Vigianno, 1982; Blau, 1982a; Shane and Cohen, 1982; Rush, 1983).
Persons highly familiar with an augmented speaker may use an
intonation pattern similiar to that used with persons younger than the
aid user or may alter the content and form of utterances. This
alteration might be a shift to using a large percentage of yes/no and
"Wh" questions, speaking in a manner that does not invite or expect
participation from the partner, or talking about topics and content in
a reduced manner. Persons less familiar with augmented speakers or
strangers to them, frequently have been observed to alter language use
extensively, and speak in a pattern similar to that used when speaking
to very young children, foreigners or cognitively-limited persons (Van
Kleeck and Carpenter, 1980; Ferguson, 1975; Slobin, 1975). Utterances
may be slower, higher pitched, shortened, telegraphic and/or louder.
The utterances may also be mole concrete than those used during
communication with other adults and children.

Several reasons have been suggested as to why partners may alter
their speaking style with non-speakers. These include viewing the
augmented speaker as a devalued or less capable communication partner.
In addition, since traditio.lal signals are missing or altered, there
may be difficulty on the part of the able-bodied person in
establishing the comprehension and expression level of the augmented
speaker. Partners may also resort to questioning to control the
topic, content and interaction successfully, and/or take social
control through questioning to cope with the difference (Corsaro,
1979; Mishler, 1975; Blau, 1983a; Rush, 1984).

Although observations have been made, formal studies have
infrequently focused on the form and content used by the able-bodied
partner in interactions. Culp (UP -i982) reported that the mothers in
her study used a mean length of utterance of 6.8 words (range 5.5. -
8.4) in speaking with their children (5-13 years in age). These
mothers were also observed to use the communication aid in a modeling
manner in their speech a total of nine times. To date, there has been
little attention to the interactions between siblings and children
when one child is a non-speaker.

Communicative Functions, Purposes and Intentions
In the study of interaction betweeen augmented and natural

speakers, several researchers have examined the communicative acts or
functions expressed by the aided speaker and partner using a variety
of taxonomies and models. These studies have primarily looked at
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intention from a language or speech act perspective, e.g., a
particular utterance was spoken to acknowledge, describe or request
yes/no information. The questions being asked by researchers are: 1)

What types of acts or functions occur in the utterances of both
partners, and with what frequency; 2) Is there a variety in the acts
and complexity expressed; and 3) What is the influence of device
characteristics, the partner's behavior and the context on what is
observed?

It is extremely difficult to integrate research findings in the
area of intention and to make meaningful conclusions from this work.
First, each researcher has used a different taxonomy and series of
definitions for coding an utterance act. For example, the studies of
Colquhoun (UP-1982), Andrews (UP-1980) and Culp (UP-1982) coded five
to six functions only in their studies, and these were based on
different taxonomies. Wexler et al (UP-1983) used five general act
classes (requests, responses, acknowledgments, statements and
organizational devices) and subdivided these classes into 28
communicative acts for analysis. Turn and utterance segmentation for
coding these intentions are also not universal across research
studies. In addition, some researchers have analyzed the repetitions
and acknowledgments that are a part of the technical development of an
utterance and included them with the analysis of communicative acts.
Others have tabulated technical and communicative utterances
separately, giving different results. It is also recognized that
decisions about the purpose or intention of a communicative act are
highly subjective and reliability is questionable when coded only by
one observer. Difficulties are also compounded when multiple modes
are used or a single word is produced by an aid user. In these cases,
intentions are inferred rather than superimposed on a full linguistic
utterance. The question also arises as to how to apply conventional
schemas to the uni;lue forms of communication involved, such as when
the partner is an active part of the actualization of a proposition or
meaning. For example, in a sub-questioning sequence in which the
partner asks a question such as, "Where do you want -1 to put your
radio?" and then proceeds to answer this through a series of yes/no
questions (e.g., In the drawer? In your bag? By the bed?) is the aided
speaker or partner recognized for the use of propositions? These
research difficulties are very real. However, the study of
communicative acts from a purpose and intention perspective is
important and the obstacles are not insurmountable.

Studies to date have observed that a high percentage of the
augmented speaker's contributions are answers to yes/no questions,
forced choice questions, "Wh" questions and acknowledgements or
confirmations (Blackstone and Cassett, IP; Colquhoun, UP-1982; Culp,
UP-1982; Calculator and Luchko, 1983, Wieder and Kornet, UP-1983;
Light, 1985; Light, Collier and Parnes, 1984; Harris, 1978; Lewis and
Ripick, UP-1983; Sponseller and Laikko, UP-1983; Lossing, UP-1981;
Wexler et al, UP-1983). These findings are found in the studies of
interaction involving augmented speakers with and without spelling
capabilities. Natural speakers have also been observed to be asking a
large percentage of specific yes/no questions, forced choice questions
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and "Wh" questions of the augmented speakers. This question-response
pattern appears in both structured observations with teachers and
caregivers, and in observations made to date in the natural
environment (Lossing, UP-1981; Krast, UP-1979; Beukelman and Yorkston,
1980; Harris, 1978, Calculator and Luchko, 1983). The percentages of
these simple and required responses in relation to the total number of
utterances fluctuated across dyads studied.

Obviously other types of communicative acts and functions do
occur in the interactions between augmented speakers and others.
Researchers have documented question-asking, statements, greetings,
commenting and requesting on the part of the aided speaker. They
often show large numbers in categories of functions labeled "other" or
uncodable (e.g., Colquhoun, UP-1982; Lossing, UP-1981; Culp, UP-1982;
Wexler et al, UP-1983). It has also been observed that all partners
do not necessarily use question-asking with high frequency. Partners
have been observed to frequently comment on the aided speaker's
utterances (Weider and Kornet, UP-1983) and respond to questions and
requests from the aided speaker (Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980; Wexler
et al, UP-1983). Participants in this project often shared
videotapes, observations and language samples in which augmented
speakers showed a wide variety of utterances and intentions. For
example, teasing was exemplified through comments such as, "You are a
mean and cruel teacher," or "I'll dot your eyes out!" Being socially
graceful was indicated by asking, "If you like violets, please take
some home with you," and expressing the self by saying, "You have not
noticed my hair", or indicating that you are being ignored by saying
sarcastically, "I suppose Betsy Ross has time for everyone else." (J.
James, E. Davies, J. Vincenti, D. Rutrick, A. Easton, D. Yoder, S.
Stuart, J. Eulenberg, M. Sitver-Kogut). Again, the question is raised
about the varied continuum of aided speakers and partners. There is a
need to understand whether or not the impressions projected by
research studies represent the majority of this variation. We also
'ced to determile whether the measures currently being used are
appropriate for gaining this type of information.

In the communication environments and samples studied, the aided
speaker has often used a reduced variety of types of communicative
functions (Harris, 1978; Culp, UP-1982; Blackstone and Cassatt, IP).
Several contributing factors have been discussed and explored. Light
(1985) has suggested that the communicative functions observed are
tightly interwoven with the discourse status and demands on the
augmented partner. In other words, able-bodied partners often take
the lead and control in the interaction, initiate topics and pose
questions that obligate the partner to respond with an answer. These
answers are frequently yes/no and single word responses. The children
in the study were infrequently asked to participate in other ways.
This impression appears to be shared by other researchers (Wexler et
al, UP-1982; Blackstone and Cassatt, UP-1983).

Three research studies have attempted to gain insight into whether
the paucity of communication act types observed is due to the fact
that these augmented communicators do not know how to convey these
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intentions, or do not use them in typical interactions. Special
elicitation contexts were developed by Blackstone and Cassatt (IP) and
Light (1985) to examine children's ability to produce a variety of
simple communicative acts (e.g., social greetings, statements,

requests). In both studies, children were able to produce a greater
variety of communicative functions than demonstrated in the
interactions studied. In Blackstone and Cassatt's study, all of the 15
children were able to convey all of the communicative functions

outlined. The children studied by Light did not demonstrate the
ability to produce all of the communication functions under study in

their elicitation context. In this study, there was individual
variation among the children studied. Most of the children did not
request information or clarification within the eliciting context.

In a recent study by Sutton (UP-1984), four young adults with
receptive language scores between 8 and 11 years of age were given the
Let's Talk Inventory (Wiig, 1982). This t)st examines 40 speech acts
representing four general classes of communicative functions (e.g.,
ritualizing, controlling, informing, feeling). These Blissymbolics
users demonstrated the ability to express a variety of speech acts in
this elicitation task. As a group, the subjects were most successful
in the informing function, followed by ritualizing and controlling.
The feeling category appeared to be the most difficult. Most of the
Blissymbolic communicators obtained overall scores in each function
and context equivalent to the 13-14 year old able-bodied group for at
least some some of the speech acts/group. These users used
syntactical structures and devices which were used by the control
group, as well as unique forms to accomplish these acts. Of
particular difficulty were those acts that required complex syntactic
and/or conceptual structure (e.g., promising, negotiating), or those

that required a specific formula (e.g., introducing someone). All

subjects demonstrated the ability to shift styles (register) when in

the peer or authority situation. For example, the sentence, "Future +
you + say + it + again + please", was used for the peer context, and
the sentence, " I + sorry + not + to hear you + please + to say
again", was used for the adult context. Sutton concluded that these
augmented speakers were more competent in their social knowledge than

was expected from prior interaction samples. These studies on
developmentally disabled children and young adults suggest that

communication training needs to address both the development of

communicative intentions of various types and complexity and how these

can be actualized in everyday conversations.

The works of Wexler, Blau, Leslie and Dore (UP-1983), Beukelman
and Yorkston (1980), Sutton (UP-1984), Calculator and Luchko (1983),
Calculator and Dolloghan (1982), Yoder and Kraat (1983), Light (1985)

and Harris (1982) suggest that device characteristics may be related
to the types of communicative acts observed. Beukelman and Yorkston's
study compared an aided speaker's communication in the home when he
used an alphabet board to when he used a typewriter. Results
indicated that the mode used influenced the types of functions that
occurred. The aided speaker requested and provided more information
when using the typewriter than when communicating through the alphabet
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board. In contrast, he requested assistance and asked more "Wh"
questions when he was using the alphabet board. In the Wexler et al
study, the interactions of adolescents and young adults and their
partners were compared in two conditions: with the augmented speakers
using an alphabet board and with the board removed. Several
differences were noted in both the aided and natural speakers' use of
communicative acts in these two situations. The aided condition
increased the number of process (open-ended) and product (Wh)
responses observed in the augmented speakers. It also reduced the
overall number of yes/no and forced choice questions used by the
natural speakers. A greater variety of types of statements
(description, identification, procedural, evaluation, internals and
explanation) and complex C acts were also produced by the device users
in the aided as opposed to the unaided interaction. Light compared
two subgroups of children; those using a direct selection technique
and those using a variety of indirect techniques (e.g., Etran). She
observed a greater frequency of yes/no responses and affirmations in
the group using the the indirect techniques. However, the subject
number was small and further study of differential patterns across
techniques is needed before definitive statements can be made.

The vocabulary available to the aided speaker has been raised as
a possible source or at least a partial source of the observed
reduction in communicative acts and subtypes (Calculator and
Dolloghan, 1982; Yoder and Kraat, 1983; Sutton, UP-1984; Personal
communication - G. Vanderhaiden, S. Calculator, P. Wassan). The aided
speaker may not have the vocabulary available to express a wide
variety of functions (e.g., social greeting, comments, the ability to
ask questions), or functions that need extensive language for
expression. The slow rate of communication possible to the aided
partner is also considered a contributing factor (Yoder and Kraat,
1983; Shane et al, 1982; Harris, 1982). Some types of communicative
acts take much longer than others to formulate, or are impossible to
accomplish with the given contraints (e.g. time-related comments). A
slow rate may make it more efficient to let the partner take the lead
in topic, or to construct a conversational act through a
question-answer sequence. It may also be the case that the slow rate
makes it very difficult for the augmented speaker to escape from a
barrage of questions and partner control in order to initiate
communication intentions (Light, 1985; Lossing, UP-1981). Proxemics
may also play a role since communication from a distance may be more
effectively framed in a yes/no sequence, versus the partner coming
close to the aided speaker for linguistic participation (Calculator
and Luchko, 1983).

Discussions with professionals outside of the United States have
heightened this researcher's awareness of the importance of the social
and psycho-social aspects of interactions (Personal communication - A.
Newell, G. Preisler, A. Warrick, M. Lundman, U. Ungermann, K. Galyas,
J. James, J. Ehrenborg, A. Engstrom). Many of the formal research
studies on interaction patterns have emanated from the United States
and frequently reflect that country's contemporary research
methodology in language interaction and language disorders. That
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perspective has often been a pragmatic one based in speech act theory.
The analyses performed have been based more in the semantic-syntactic
and discourse aspects of language than the social ones. Alan Newell
raised an important question early in this study that has reappeared
in many of the discussions that followed. The question had to do with
the purposes augmented speakers might want to accomplish through
communication and tnteractions. So often we have assumed that this is
the transfer of information of a propositional nature. Newell

suggests that social purposes may be equally important, if not more
important, in this type of interaction (e.g., the expression of

personality; gaining the feeling of belonging).

An utterance may have a single purpose, or several integrated or

parallel purposes. For example, a comment such as "right" may serve
as an affirmation or agreement, but may also serve social and
discourse functions such as fulfilling a social obligation to
participate in a group discussion, or bringing a sense of belonging to
the speaker (e.g., being apart of, and accepted by, the group). An

utterance that provides a description or statement may also be worded
in a lengthy manner to keep discourse space and control, impress the
partner with the intellectual abilities of the speaker or to annoy

someone. We always need to be reminded of Bill Rush's words: "People
with disabilities are merely people who need to feel loved, needed and
accepted... not because some law mandates it, but because the hearts
of others are able to see beyond the disability." (Rush, 1984, p. 39)

Many feel that we need to broaden our field beyond the linguistic
aspects of social interaction to other areas of socialization and

normalization. The area of intentions may serve as a good starting
point for that exploration, for it is the study of why one chooses to
speak, how one communicates to achieve those purposes, and the impact

that is made on the other person or persons sharing the experience.
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Communicating Within a Conversational Structure
Much of the discussion of interaction and meaning up to this point

has been focused at the utterance level. Conversation, or discourse,
occurs across several utterances in a fluid interaction of ideas,
participation, establishment of self, and influencing of thoughts and
actions. Of interest in this report is what is currently known about
the interactions that occur between augmented and natural speakers
across multi-utterance sequences of conversation.

Conversation between two or more able-bodied persons has a
particular organization and structure which allows these persons to
interact in a conventional and orderly manner. The conventions or
rules for creating, maintaining and terminating a conversation in any
culture or subculture need to be understood by both partners. These
include rules for turn-taking, interrupting, extending a topic,
introducing a topic, holding and controlling conversational space,
etc. These discourse rules can vary across contexts and partners.
For example, one does not initiate a group conversation about rugby in
the middle of a classroom math lesson, or necessarily interrupt a
member of the clergy in the same way as one might interrupt a close
friend. Conversational and social conventions not only dictate how and
when two people in conversation might do or not do something, they
also impact on what is said and how it is conveyed. Several of these
conversational dimensions were discussed in Chapter II of this report.

In examining interactions between augmented communicators and
others, one wants to know how the conversational structure and flow of
ideas is carried out when one partner is using a synthetic speech
device, symbol board or row-column scanning chart. Does this
communication interaction look quite similar to conversation as
able-bodied people know it, or are there differences? If there are
differences, what are they? Are they the same across dyads? Can the
augmented speaker meet the demands of some social and communicative
exchanges better than others?

An Overview To date, an understanding of conversational
discourse between natural speakers is incomplete and not well
understood. This makes it especially difficult to carefully compare
augmentative communication interaction with a normal model. However,
given the areas studied in both types of interaction, some preliminary
impressions can be described. Augmented speakers and others certainly
interact and converse. Several aspects of those interactions are
globally similar to natural speech interaction, (e.g., partners
exchange "speaking" turns, topics are introduced and elaborated,
conversations have opening and closing procedures, etc.) However,
several characteristics of that conversational process appear to be
quite different. For example, the way in which turns are exchanged,
the symmetrical balance between participants and the temporal
characteristics of those conversations. Conversational devices and
structure also appear to differ between the dyads studied.

Persons used to participating in and studying natural speech
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interactions may question whether the interactions between augmented
persons and others can even be called conversational (Personal
communication - D. Yoder, G. Vanderheiden). In the interactions that
are observed, there is communication. However, these exchanges may
lack symmetry (e.g., the augmented speaker may have very little to
contribute beyond affirmation and occasional single-word entries). Tn

addition, the rate of exchange may be so slow that the fluid character
of a conversation is lost. In some instances, augmented speakers and
partners appear to be having a conversation. In other instances, the
conversational character is lost but communication is exchanged. This
observation warrants further investigation.

In general, studies to date have produced a picture of
conversational exchange in which the able-bodied speaker often takes
primary control of the interaction by initiating the sequence,
controlling the topic or topics, dictating the type and extent of the
augmented speaker's participation, doing most of the talking, and
ending the sequence. These studies have also found the able-bodied
partner to be the primary initiator, and the augmented person to be
the primary responder. Observations have also been made of a lack of
responsiveness of some partners to turns or sequence initiations on
the part of the augmened person. The opposite has also been
observed. Augmentative partners may not respond, or may not respond
quickly enough, to opportunities (obligatory or non-obligatory)
provided by the natural speakers. (Harris, 1978, 1982; Calculator and
Dolloghan, 1982; Blackstone and Cassatt, IP; Culp, UP-1982; Kraat,
UP-1979; Colquhoun, UP -1982; Light, 1985; Buzolich, UP-1982). Many of
the findings to date have come from research contexts in which the
augmented speaker and a partner have been asked to have a
conversation, or talk, under observation. The portrait of the
augmented person as a conversationalist may or may not be different in
other environments and with different communication agendas. For
example, social chatter with friends, where the urgency is greater
(e.g., a request), or where needed information lies with the
able-bodied partner. Farrier et al (IP) and Yorkston et al, (IP) have
begun initial studies with respect to the influence of the
communication task on discourse patterns.

Conversations may also look quite dissimilar from natural speech
exchanges due to the large technical component in some of these
interactions. That is, a large percentage of the exchange and
exchange time may have to do with the actualization of an utterance
with the partner repeating items indicated, verifying, guessing and
expanding on the proposition being produced by the aided speaker.
Conversational structure is also altered when rhetorical questions are
used by the able-bodied speaker. Particularly with limited vocabulary
users these interactions can go quickly from one topic to another in
"routines". The questions are made to fit the vocabulary available
(e.g., What's your name? Where's Daddy today? Where did you go on
Saturday?). At times, these routines and question asking may be used
by the able-bodied person to create a communication partner and
conversational structure.
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Some initial information has been collected on speaker-listener
roles, length of exchanges and discourse problems. Less is known
about topic development, communication effectiveness regardless of the
style and characteristics, and specific strategies that are used to
achieve discourse functions (e.g., holding place, interrupting,
recovering from interuptions, opening up a conversation with a
stranger, bids that make the able-bodied speaker relinquish control,
etc.).

Signaling a Turn Natural speakers use a variety of verbal
and non-verbal signals to maintain a speaking turn or to relinquish
this turn to another person. The "listener" also uses devices to
signal that he or she wants a turn from the "speaker", or directly
takes one by interrupting. Some of these rules and devices have been
specified for face-to-face interactions and telephone conversations
(Duncan and Fiske, 1977; Sachs, Scbegloff and Jefferson, 1974; Craig
and Gallagher, 1982; Argyle et al, 1973; Nickerson, 1977).

Buzolich (UP-1983,1982) and Higgenbotham (1982) have both
examined the turn taking structure in adult-adult dyads in which one
partner is using a direct selection language board or device.
Buzolich used a modified version of the turn-taking system outlined by
Duncan and Fisk (1977) to examine the process between an able-bodied
adult and augmented speaker who were unfamiliar to each other. During
part of that conversation, the augmented speaker used an alphabet
board. In the remaining portion, a HandiVoice 120 device (three
number coded input, synthetic speech output) was used. Higgenbotham
studied a short segment of interaction between an adult using a
language board and his therapist. In both studies, the interactants
appeared to have a systematic and orderly set of behaviors that
signaled turn relinquishing and turn taking. These differed from
signals used in natural face-to-face interactions in several ways.
For aid users, certain aspects of hand posture and movement were used
to signal points of turn exchange and to hold a speaking turn. For
example, a turn was claimed when the aid user began to encode a word
manually, and this intention was signaled by a movement and hand
posture indicating that a turn was about to be taken. In Buzolich's
study (UP-1982), the augmented speaker was also observed to relax the
hand position as one of the signals to yield a turn, or to use an
encoding hand posture when there was a pause and the turn was not yet
completed. Both researchers also noted differences in the use of eye
gaze behavior in turn taking within augmentative-natural speaker
interactions. Rather than looking at the partner, as is often done in
traditional face-to-face exchanges when speaking, the able-bodied
speaker looked at the communication device or board when expecting or
relinquishing a turn.

To date, turn-taking signals have not been studied with persons
using other types of augmentative devices or having different
non-verbal skills. Observations of how this is done in other dyads
include cueing the taking of a turn by the clicking of a switch or
auditory signal in a device, vocalizing and/or looking toward a
communication chart or portion of it, or eye-pointing toward something
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in the immediate environment. In some instances, attention-getting
devices may be used to signal the intention to take a turn. More
controlled studies are needed to afford a better understanding of the
various types of speaker-listener turn exchanges that are used across
communicators. Of particular interest are how augmented speakers
signal and get a turn when it is not obligatory versus those
situations in which it is obligatory; how persons using augmentative
systems can make listener bids in order to get a turn from the natural
speaker; and the verbal and non-verbal devices that might be used to
directly interrupt an able-bodied speaker, or recover frcm an
interruption.

Timing in Turn Taking The temporal aspects of turn exchange
that are used for natural speakers may not be possible for persons
with reduced communication rates and movements. Within each culture
and subculture there is a mutually understood pause time within a turn
or at the close of a turn that signals that the speaker-listener roles
can change. The person who has been the "listener" can decide to
enter as the next speaker or continue as the listener if a response is
not mandatory (e.g., when asked a question).' If the "speaker" has
asked a direct question or obliged the partner in another way, the
"listener" is expected to respond. This pause time varies across
cultures. It is minimal in parts of the United States and extensive in
parts of Lapland (Personal communica ion - A. Engstrom, C. Johnson).
Pause time for switching turns among speaking children is typically
less than one second (Garvey and Berninger, 1981; reported by Light,
1985).

When people are using different systems for pausing between turns,
communication difficulties can ensue. This is illustrated in the
study of cross-ethnic communication between the Athabaskan-English
businessmen done by Stollen and Scollon (1980). Although both groups
were English speakers, those with an ethnic background in Athabaskan
languages were observed to have a different pause time in their
conversational patterns. The researchers hypothesize that although
this time difference is only about 1/2 second, it has a large impact
on speaker-listener roles and perceptions. The English person as a
speaker utilizes a pause time of one second or less. If there is no
response or turn bid in that time, the speaker feels free to go on.
The Athabaskan who is waiting for a signal of a longer duration, does
not get an opportunity to join as a speaker. This also happens when
the Athabaskan is in the speaker role. Pause time within an utterance
(e.g., at the end of a phrase or one utterance of a multi-utterance
turn) is also longer than it is for the English speaker.
Consequently, what is considered a holding pattern for the Athabaskan
is thought to be a turn exchange by the English partner and he
interrupts and takes over as a speaker. Pause time differences may be
a factor in the reduced participation of augmented speakers in
conversations as well.

We know that it frequently takes the augmented person much longer
to start and complete an utterance than it does for the able-bodied
partner. However, we have little information with regard to the
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average pause time needed for augmented persons to participate easily,
given a variety of devices and physical abilities. It is probable,
how 'rer, that they may not be able to meet the normal time demands for
claiming and taking turns. Janice Light (1985) is the first
researcher to look at pause time and its effects on augmentative
interactions. She tabulated the average number of seconds it took the
children to respond to questions in the mother-child interactions she
studied. Her purpose was to understand when an opportunity for
participation had not been taken; see appendix D for definition of
child and adult turn opportunity. The mean between all dyads and all
modes of communication was 0.69 seconds, and clearly within a one
second period. The pause time needed by these children for
initiating, as opposed to responding, was much greater. Here, the mean
across dyads was 1.64 seconds. These initiations, however, appeared
in her data infrequently.

Light's study suggests that initiations by children using language
boards are more probable when the adult stops talking, and provides
the opportunity and time for the child to do so. The highest rate of
interaction among the children studied occurred with one child whose
mother allowed long periods of silence (i.e., up to 47 seconds in
duration). This child initiated speech 45 times in a 20 minute period
as opposed to a mean of 11.7 for the other children studied.
Additional support for the relationship among silence, pause time and
initiations in augmentative system users is found in the work of
Lossing (UP-1981). When the spouse kept data during the interaction,
the augmented speakers generally showed a greater rate of initiation
than they did in conversations where the natural speaker was not
slowed down by data collection. Studies in which the partner
commented on actions or interacts in non-directed play with a child
have also shown higher initiation rates for the augmented speaker than
a more directive style (Miller and Kraat, UP-1984; Weiner and Kornet,
UP-1983). In Light's study, most parents did not provide long pauses
and opportunities for children to respond. Most partners either became
impatient or felt that a response was not forthcoming, and jumped in
to continue the conversational flow and exchange. Silences of more
than one second were followed by caregiver talk 92.5% of the time.
Caregivers repeated or rephrased their questions, initiated new topics
or continued their own topics.

Taking Turn Opportunities Obviously the natural speaker has
little difficulty in taking the "speaker" role and multiple turns. In
her study of augmentative interactions, Buzolich (1984) observed that
"normal speakers were extraordinarily successful in obtaining turns in
comparison to normal speaker interaction." It is the aided partner
who is often trying to get into the conversation, stay in the
conversation and interact at the level desired to achieve his or her
purposes (Yoder and Kraat, 1983). It may be that there are lowered
expectations for participation on the part of one or both partners
(Calculator, In press; Harris, 1978; Colquhoun, UP-1982).

Within a conversational structure, the transfer of the speaker's
role from one partner to another may be obligatory or optional (e.g.,
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a question demands a response from tL1 other person and therefore a
shift in who is talking, whereas a comment like "It's hilarious!" may
or may not be followed by this shift). As observed earlier, many
conversations between augmented speakers and others are heavily
weighted toward a question and answer routine with the natural speaker
asking the questions and obligating a response. In looking at the
data from some of the interaction studies with adults and augmented
children, one is struck by the percentage of instances where the
children gave no responses to obligatory questions. Augmented
speakers gave no response to an obligatory utterance 85% of the time
in the study oy Harris (S2, 1978); 84% of the time in the initial
phases of the study by Calculator and Luchko (1983); and 14 to 15% of
the required responses in the study by Sponseller and Laikko
(UP-1983). In other studies, researchers report that the augmented
partner was not given an opportunity to respond a high percentage of
the time (Blackstone and Cassatt, IP; Light, 1985). The figures for
"no response" categories are considerably lower for other studies. Of
interest are the nature of the utterances that these persons did not
or could not respond to, and researchers' definitions of "no

response".

How frequently do augmented speakers place obligatory turn demands
on their able-bodied partners? This is difficult to extract from
different coding schemas since initiation efforts or responses are
infrequently examined for this type of turn exchange. Light (1985),
Light, Colliers and Parnes (1984) and Kraat (UP-1979) did examine
obligatory utterances for both partners. In the Light and Light et al
studies, children using Blissymbolics boards in interactions with
their mothers made very few demands on their mothers (10.9% of
utterances were obliges). Even less were observed in the everyday
converstions of an institutionalized adult either as initiations or
question extensions added to a response.

Conversational opportunities are also available by taking
designated opportunities for a turn that is optional. Minimal
information is available to date on augmented speakers'use of these
opportunities. The most extensive studies have been done by Light
(1985), and Light, Collier and Parnes (1984). In these mother-child
dyads within a play context, children were observed to use only
approximately half of the optional turn opportunities that were
available. Other studies have not looked at "turn opportunity" but
have reported whether or not a turn taken was obligatory or optional.
In the adult subject studied by Kraat (UP-1979), 18 out of 112 turns
taken were optional.

Turn-taking types and speaker status are difficult to determine
when communicative efforts of augmented speakers are unintelligible or
the attempted bid for a turn is not recognized or responded to by the
able-bodied speaker. These may or may not be optional turns or turns
that could in return oblige the natural speaker. Although there is
variability, several researchers have reported a lack of response to
an augmented person's attempts at initiating communication or taking a
turn. In Harris's study, a teacher did not respond to student
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initiations 1/3 of the time (23/68 initiations). In contrast, another
student was responded to by the teacher 42 out of 46 times. In
another study of classroom interaction, 61% of the students'
initiations were ignored (Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982). In this
study, student responses to teacher initiations were subsequently
responded to more frequently than initial initiation efforts.

Turns can also be obtained through direct interruptions. In the
conversations that have been studied, it is not surprising that
researchers have not observed aided partners doing much of the overt
interrupting. On the other hand, communication partners have been
observed to frequently interrupt the ongoing utterance being made by
the aided speaker. These interruptions are generally guesses and
predictions, or new utterances made by the natural speaker that abort
the ongoing attempt by the aided person. Several researchers have
Also commented on the double signals frequently given by the natural
tIdeaker with regard to turn change (Colquhoun, UP-1982; Harris, 1978;
Yoder and Kraat, 1983; Light, 1985; Buzolich, 1983). That i3, a
natural speaker will ask a question requiring a response, and in doing
so, signals that his or her speaking turn is being relinquished. As
the aided partner begins to claim the turn, the natural speaker takes
back the turn, asking sub-questions to narrow the field of responses,
or attempts to answer his or her own question.

Buzolich (1982, 1983) examined the interruptions and overlaps
that occurred between the dyads she studied in which the aided speaker
used an alphabet board and then a speech output device. In this
study, the natural speaker interrupted more frequently than the aided
speaker. It was noted that this occurred less frequently when the
independent speech output device was used. In this situation, the
aided speaker was observed to gain optional speaker turns and to
interrupt more often. This was often accomplished by be6.aning to
construct an utterance independently during the natural speakers turn
(i.e., overlap).

No formal studies have addressed the augmented speaker's ability
to recover from a turn interruption or the kinds of devices that are
used effectively to do so. Observational reports suggest that some
aided speakers recover by not making eye contact with the partner
during these interruptions, or by quickly returning their gaze to the
language or device display. Others continue to construct the message
until the partner relinquishes and attends. Persons who have direct
selection systems may have stock phrases available to assist in this
regulation (e.g., Please don't interrupt me; I'm not finished yet; I

know I am slow, but wait a minute).

The low percentage of optional turns in the augmented-natural
speaker interactions reported may be rooted in a variety of causes.
Among those suggested have been: (1) lack of sufficient time to
respond; (2) lack of appropriate vocabulary to intelligibly and
effectively contribute; (3) rapid question-asking behaviors of the
natural speaker who has a dominant position; (4) effort required in
comparison with placing the conversational and communication burden on
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the natural speaker; (5) pre-established patterns of exchange that are
primarily passive and responsive; (6) lack of experience, devices and
knowledge of how to take these turns differently; and (7) lack of
assertiveness or feeling of worth as a person and communication
partner. These variables may be inter-related but different across
conversational partners. It must also be remembered that some
augmented speakers and their partners have been observed to have more
balanced turn-taking behaviors. The turn-taking behavior in these
dyads has not been studied.

The Sequential Patterns in Conversations Researchers have used
such varied definitions of and approaches to discourse analysis that
it is difficult to gain a picture of who begins a conversation, who
selects the topics, how these topics are or are not elaborated, and
how these interactions proceed and are ended. It appears that
"initiation" refers to the introduction of a rew topic in some studies
(Culp, UP-1982; Calculator and Dolloghan, 1982; Calculator and Luchko,
1983; Light, 1985), topic and topic extensions in others (Colquhoun,
UP-1982; Wexler et al, UP-1983), the initiation of a conversational
sequence in others (Lossing, UP-1981; Calculator and Luchko, 1983),
not clearly defined in others (Beuttemeirer, UP-1983; Beukelman and
Yorkston, 1980) and, in still others, refers to both non-obligatory
utterances and topic initiations (Harris, 1978). To further
complicate the issue, these initiations and responses have been
tabulated differently in many studies. These tabulations may or may
not include technical or procedural exchanges along with the actual
utterances and acts that were communicated. In addition, the
frequency figures reported are often based on different segmentations.
For example, each "unit" within a speaking turn was tabulated
individually in Harris's study for initiation-response status (e.g., a
natural speaker could have five initiations within one speaking turn);
other researchers have tabulated a complete turn with a single
initiation or response role (Calculator and Luchko, 1983).

Within the research designs used, augmented speakers have been
observed to initiate conversational sequences about half of the time
in a home setting (Lossing, UP-1981; Beuttemeirer, UP-1983; Beukelman
and Yorkston, 1980). Infrequent initiation of conversation has been
reported in the two institutional environments studied (Kraat,
UP-1979; Calculator and Luchko, 1983). The reported figures are based
on widely different procedures. For example, a 50% initiation figure
may be based on 10 interactions (e.g.,
Beuttemeirer, UP-1984), or 112 aided speaker utterances (e.g., Kraat,
UP-1979). Children using augmentation in school environments varied in
their overall attempts at beginning a conversation and in the success
of those attempts (Harris, 1978; Beuttemeirer, UP-1983; Calculator and
Dolloghan, 1982). Again, it is nearly impossible to extract a unified
interpretation because of the multiple coding and tabulation used.

Minimal information is also available on who or how
augmented-natural speaker interactions are terminated. Kraat
(UP-1979) reported that all of the conversations observed in her
subject were terminated by the natural speaker. This adult used a
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motorized wheelchair and could have physically and communicatively
ended the conversation. It is thought that independent mobility may
have some influence on who begins or ends a conversation. Butler
(1984) examined the impact of powered wheelchair mobility on self
initiative behaviors of six children between the ages of two and
three, who were able t..) speak. Two of those chldren showed marked
increases in their communication interactions (one child increased
31%, the second 27%). The children showed several social and
cognitive gains, including interactions with unfamiliar people after
independent mobility was introduced.

Aided speakers do initiate topics and subtopics, but less
frequently than their partners. In the study by Coiquhoun (UP-1982),
16% of the utterances made by the Blissymbolics users were topic or
subtopic initiations. In the study by Cup (UP-1982), 13.8% of the
children's utterances were new topic initiations. However, many of
these studies suggest that once the topic is introduced, it is
maintained and elaborated by the natural speaker and minimally
expanded across the discourse structure in terms of communicative
acts.

Buzolich (1982, 1983) has done the most extensive study to date
on topic initiation and development. Using th- categories developed
by Corsaro (1979), she analyzed the topic-related acts and responses,
topic shifts and off-topic acts and responses occuring in adult-adult
dyads. In her pilot study (1982), both partners appeared to
contribute rather equally to the initiation and extension of topics
when the aided speaker used an alphabet board. When a HandiVoice
device was used, this balance became more asymmetrical, with the
natural speaker contributing a larger portion of topic initiations and
extensions and the aided speaker contributing a greater number of
minimal responses (i.e., only what was required). The reasons for
this discrepancy are unclear. They may include the fact that the
alphabet condition was first; the partners were unfamiliar to each
other; the nature of the topics under discussion; or the impact of a
slower rate of delivery and silence gaps in HandiVoice message
construction. Buzolich also noted the presence of off-topic comments
made by the natural speaker (e.g., comments about the communication
process or setting). Other professionals have noted the intrusions
ani off-topic comments that seem to occur, particularly during the use
of technical aids in which there is independent message construcion
going on. This might be the introduction of a new topic by the
"listener" or, again, comments about the interaction process (e.g.,
"That looks like it's going to be a long one.").

Some researchers have attempted to analyze the nature of the turn
sequences that occur across a conversation or segment of conversation.
That is, how are these transfers most likely to take place in a dyad?
Light (1985) has examined two- and three-turn segments that occurred
with the most frequency in the mother-child interactions she studied.
Four of the five most frequent patterns for two-turn caregiver-child
exchanges were parent obliges and child responses or attention with no
response. Three-turn sequences usually involved the parent responding
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to the child's response with another oblige. Buzolich (UP-1982)
looked at three-turn sequences in her adult-adult data to examine the
degree to which arching and chaining through questioning (Mishler,
1985) were used to sustain the conversation. Buzolich observed
minimal use of chaining (i.e., attaching a question to a response) by
the device users in order to extend conversation.

The studies of Calculator and Dolloghan (1982) and Beuttemeirer
(UP-1983) have approached turn sequences from another perspective,
that of the success of sequential turns. Success was defined
according to the consequences of an action by the other partner. For
example, requests for clarification, requests for mode change,
off-topic introductions and ignores were considered unsuccessful
although turn exchange and responding were going on. In the children
and classroom interaction studied by Calculator and Dolloghan, the
children were successfully responded to more often when they were in
the respondant verses the initiator role. Beuttemeirer found her
subjects to have a more successful response when initiating than did
Calculator and Dolloghan. However, these studies have very different
turn and utterance frequencies.

Several researchers have noted the disproportionate number of
utterance acts within the turns taken by the aided and natural speaker
(Harris, 1978; Culp, UP-1982; Lewis and Ripich, UP-1983). Again, this
comes as no surprise given the extensive differences in the rate of
communication between the partners, the form and content needed to
respond to many of the questions posed by natural speakers and/or the
reduced vocabulary sets available.

Transfer of Initiation and Control Natural speaker
interactions generally have a balance between partners as to who has
the discourse control at any time as well as the sharing and exchange
of this control over the course of the conversation. This balance may
be uneven in specific situations in which one partner has a dominant
social role, or in particular types of conversational exchanges (e.g.,
in an interview, classroom instruction, play with a dominating peer).
However, initiation and control are generally shared in the majority
of conversational interactions. In several of the interactions
between aided and natural speakers, discourse control has been
observed to be highly unbalanced. The natural speaker dominates and
there is little snaring of initiation and control.

Researchers at the University of Seattle, Washington (Lynn
Farrier, Nola Marriner, Kathryn Yorkston and David Beukelman) have
become interested in studying certain aspects of control in the
discourse patterns of able-bodied persons using communication
technology and in interactions involving augmented speakers
themselves. The particular measures used to represent discourse
control are: the total number of words, the percentage of time the
augmented speaker is in the role of responder or initiator, the number
of initiations requiring an oblige, and the number of responses in
which an obligatory question is directed back to the partner
(recodes). Some preliminary findings are available with regard to the
way in which able-bodied speakers alter their behavior in a
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direction-giving and decision-making task when one partner is using a
printout device (Farrier et al, IP). Partners who showed balanced
participation in the tasks when using natural speech, markedly changed
this balance in the augmented-nat'iral speaker Thteractions. This was
reflected in the number of total words used and the percentage of
initiations versus responses made. Speakers ,P-Q(.1 fewer words and
initiated less when placed in the augmented vr..,Isus natural speaker
roles. This transfer of control to the able-bodied speaker was more
pronounced for the direction-giving task than the decision-making task
(Personal communication - K. Yorkston, N. Marriner). In their
continued research, it will be interesting to see the relationship
between the findings on "simulated" non-speakers and the performance
of augmented speakers (Yorkson et al, IP).

The relationship of conversational control to effectiveness and
efficiency in conversation needs further examination. Colquhoun
(UP-1982) pointed out that "observation of a conversation between a
Blissymbol user and a speaking person gives the general impression
that effective communication is taking place and that one participant
is not totally dominating the interaction". This observation was made
of interactions in which the natural speakers asked most of the
questions and the aided partners frequently responded to those
questions. It may be the case that giving the control to the natural
speaker is an effective conversational strategy for some dyads in
certain situations (Personal communication - S. Wollner; Weeks et al,
1974; Beukelman and Yorkston, 3980). It may be that at times the
augmented person's intention can more quickly be realized by
elaboration and questioning than by iakiag the time to produce a full
utterance. At other times, vocabulary restrictions may also
contribute to this discourse strategy and pattern. It is not an
effective conversational strategy when the able-bodied person is a
poor question asker or verifier, and does not let the augmented
speaker add and elaborate. Or, if the augmented partner is not given
aa opportunity to contribute when intentions can be more clearly
conveyed in that manner, or may even be more efficiently realized.
Colquhoun (UP-1982) has also suggested that the overuse of this
question-answer structure may prevent an augmented person from
learning how to cope effectively with partners and situations in which
effective questions are not automatically asked (Colquhoun, UP-1982).

Partners as "Listeners" Both partners in a conversation
mutually influence each other in a reactive and interactive manner.
The degree of interest someone has in what is being said, and in
continuing the conversation are signaled through a variety of verbal
and non-verbal behaviors (Duncan and Fiske, 1977; Payotos, 1980;
Higgenbotham and Yoder, 1982). These backchannel or feedback signals
may be projected through body shifts, eye gaze, verbal feedback (e.g.,
Huh? Yeah; Mm-hm), head nods, facial expression, laughter or body
movements. These signals serve a variety of functions in natural
discourse, among them providing feedback regarding the c,,,prehension
or intent of a message, encouragement and a signal to begin closing
procedures.
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Buzolich (UP-1982, 1983) examined the use oi these backchannel
responses for both natural and augmented speakers in the two dyads she
studied. The coding categories and behaviors used for natural speakers
were modified for the study of augmentative interactions. In this
different form of interaction, feedback has been observed to be used
extensively in the co-construction of utterances (technical aspects)
when the partner needs to acknowledge a message element (e.g., letter,
word) and for general communication feedback. The modified coding
schema created by Buzolich included these technical communicative
behaviors and vocalizations. Feedback behaviors were compared for the
alphabet board versus HandiVoice conditions. In the pilot study
(1982), feedback was more frequently used by both partners in the the
board condition. This difference may have been due to the newness of
the partners, or the backchannels needed in the board . ondition.
Buzolich also observed that the aided speaker used more non-verbal and
vocal feedback signals in both conditions, and less verbal feedback in
the HandiVoice interactions. She conjectures that the use of
linguistic feedback through the device would have unnecessarily
disrupted the conversational flow.

Several observations have been made about the lack of Feedback on
the part of the augmented person as a "listener" (lack of facial
expression, eye contact or vocalization). It has also been observed
that the feedback behaviors of natural speakers are often detrimental
to the interaction, for example, when they give the impression of
frustration or annoyance and that there is no time for an extended
conversation. How and to what extent these behaviors influence the
communicative actions of the natural and augmented partner remain open
to study.
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Communication Breakdown and Resolution
Interestingly enough, we know more about our problems and

failures than we do about the various levels of human communication
that have been successfully achieved. Several areas of difficulty and
concern have already been identified throughout the report.
Additional information on communication breakdown will be presented
here along with some of the resolution strategies observed to date.

How much difficulty do augmented speakers appear to be having in
communicating? Little is known about what an augmented speaker does
not attempt to do because of system constraints. Much more is known
about specific and observable problems in a conversation, termed
"communicative breakdowns". These breakdowns can occur at multiple
levels in an interaction from difficulties in gaining attention, to
problems in conveying particular vocabulary items or utterances, to
misunderstandings of communicative intentions or difficulties in
handling discourse structure. Again, in reviewing current research
the definition of a breakdown is varied among researchers. The term
sometimes refers to the understandability or success of a single
speaker turn; in other instances, the term is only used if the whole
utterance or communicative act is not understood or actualized. Some
of these definitions can be found in Appendix D of this report. The
analysis used b Mathy-Laikko and Ratcliff (UP-1983) is of interest as
a way of organizing and identifying these multiple communication
problems.

Regardless of the definitions used, the frequency of occurrence
of unintelligible responses and communication breakdowns appear to be
excessively high in the interactions of augmented speakers. In the
studies that involved augmentative speakers who primarily use
non-alphabet systems, the figures are especially large,. Culp
(UP-1982), in studying 20-minute segments of interaction between five
mothers and their children, noted that 24.4% of the utterances of the
children were unintelligible or "no response". She noted that many of
the "no responses" may have bJen due to the lack of time given for
these children to respond. Light (1985) also tabulated a similar
percentage in the mother-child interactions she studied. Of the
children's utterances that were coded, 23% were unintelligible (i.e.,
the intent was unclear or the utterance misunderstood). Several of
these were verbal attempts on the part of the children. Huschle and
Staudenbaur (UP-1983) analyzed two 20-minute segments of interaction
with an augmented adult (primarily a non-speller) in conversation with
an unfamiliar and familiar partner. Using the coding system developed
by Fishman and Timler (UP-1983), they identified 16 overall breakdowns
(35% of the utterances exchanged with the unlelmiliar partner; 24% of
the utterances with the familiar partner). In the unaided condition
studied by Wexler et al (UP-1983), 188 uninterpretable communication
attempts (i.e., partners guessed or asked for clarification) were
coded across the ten dyads. This number was tabulated on ten minutes
of interaction for each dyad.

The studies involving persons who use alphabet or phoneme systems
and/or independent output devices (electronic/computerized aids) are
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fewer. The occurrence of unintelligible responses reported in these
studies is much less. In the Wexler et al study (UP-1983), the number
of unintelligible attempts dropped from 188 to 20 once the alphabet
board was introduced into the interaction. Buzolich (UP-1982, 1983)
noted a reduction in difficulties when an electronic device (i.e.,
HandiVoice 120), as opposed to an alphabet board, was used by two
augmented speakers. In the pilot study (1982), the partner asked for
15 clarifications when an alphabet board was being used and none when
the speech output device was used.

Several types of communication difficulties have been observed.
These range from situations in which no response is given when one is
expected, to communicative efforts that go unrecognized, to elements
that are not understood or are misunderstood, to utterances that are
incomplete. The source of the problem may lie with the aided speaker,
the partner, the augmentative system, or a combination of these. When
these difficulties are recognized by either partner, a process of
resolution may be implemented. In collaboration, the two partners may
resolve the problem easily and quickly (e.g., "H?" "No, L."), take
several turns and strategies to establish the intended meaning, or
never come to a resolution.

A large proportion of the problems noted have been difficulties in
bringing a proposition to a realization. In other words, there is a
lack of comprehenson of the words that make up the message. Augmented
speakers may attempt to use their severely dysarthric speech as a
communication mode and it may not be understood (Bailey and Shane,
UP-1983; Huschle and Staudenbaur, UP-1983; Light, 1985). A person
communicating through direct selection on a language or alphabet board
may indicate items too quickly for the receiver to combine and retain
these elements (Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980), or may have motor
difficulty in identifying an element precisely (Waldron, Gordon and
Shane, UP-1980). The partner may also have difficulty in knowing
which item is identified when an open-handed posture is used, or as an
augmented speaker moves across several items on the board
(Morningstar, UP-1982). Huschle and Staudenbaur (UP-1983) and
Mathy-Laikko and Ratcliff (UP-1983) cite an example of an adult trying
to indicate the word "cook" by spelling. This augmented speaker ran
into communication difficulties in trying to indicate a double "o" as
his second indication movement was not understood by his partner. It

has also been noted that an augmented speaker may not indicate that a
spelled word or utterance has been completed before a second one is
begun (Calculator and Luchko, 1983). This may be due to a lack of
"space" or punctuation in the language available, a lack of non-verbal
cueing at these junctures (e.g., looking up at the partner) or
ignoriag these items.

Co-construction of messages requires that the speaker and the
receiver confirm and verify with each other as the message elements
are produced and received. These technical rules may be ignored and
cause communication breakdowns. Silverman, Kates and McNaughton
(1978, p. 407) provide a classic example:
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Speaker: "When's the holiday?"
Aided speaker: (Using Blissymbolics board)

Month. O.
Speaker: "Month 0? I don't get you Joey.

Try to form a sentence with it."
Aided speaker: 0 - 0 - 0 (Pounds 3 times on the letter)
Speaker: "Does the month start with an 0 ?"
Aided speaker: Yes.
Speaker: "October?"
Aided speaker: Yes
Speaker: "So, a holiday in October. Uh, let's see.

Oh, I know. Thanksgiving. (Canadian)
Do you like turkey as much as I do?"

Aided speaker: H.
Speaker: "H? I don't understand. What does H have to

do with Thanksgiving?"
Aided speaker: (No response)
Speaker: "Do you know the story of Thanksgiving?

About the Pilgrims and Plymouth Rock and
all of that?"

Aided speaker: (Expresses frustration)

In this exchange, the natural speaker made a guess that the holiday
the augmented speaker was referring to was Thanksgiving and continued
on the topic without verifying it. The augmented speaker, (Nn the
other hand, did not successfully communicate that this was a
miscommunication. This type of breakdown in communication (lack of
verification, no signal that a proble- in communication had just
occurred) has been mentioned by several participants in the study, and
observed formally in the study of Bailey and Shane (UP-1983).

Communicative breakdowns may occur between augmented speakers and
partners who are less familiar with each other because inappropriate
assumptions are made about shared referents, or the partner is unable
to technically follow the communication and conversational rules that
are different. Non-verbal referents and movements may be ignored or
misunderstood (Morningstar, UP-1981; Morris, 1982; Calculator and
Dolloghan, 1982; Harris, 1978; Yoder and Kraat, 1983; Higgenbotham and
Yoder, 1982; Blau, 1983(a); Miller and Kraat, UP-1984). Vocalizations
may or may not be recognized or thought of as communicative. The
particular symbol forms (e.g., Blissymbolics, Sigsymbols, orthography)
or symbol strategies used may not be part of the shared reference
between two speakers. For example, in the study by Morningstar
(UP-1981), the semantic combining strategies in Blissymbols were
misinterpreted by many of the less familiar partners.

Intelligibility problems can also be a part of an interaction
when one partner is using a synthetic speech device. Although the
quality of synthetic, portable speech systems is improving, the
intelligibility of the synthesis available in communication devices is
far below that of natural speech. Several studies of synthetic speech
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intelligibility have been conducted or are in progress using a variety
of synthesizers applicable to augmentative communication systems
(Chial, 1976, 1984; Easton, UP-1984; Levinson and Kraat, IP; Morgan
and Wolff, UP-1983; Nielsen, UP-1979; Wieck IP; Pisoni and Hunnicut,
1980; Slowiaczek and Nusbaum, 1983; Williams, Simpson and Nordinn-ar,
1981; Pisoni 1981). Intelligibility ranges from 10 to 94% depending
on the synthesizer studied and the research paradigms used.
Intelligibility scores may improve for those exposed to this mode over
time. uowever, some listeners appear to continue to have difficulty
(Easton, UP-1984). Morgan and Wolff (UP-1983) examined the ability of
developmentally disabled adults (potential communication partners) to
understand synthetic speech presented via the Votrax Personal Speech
System. In their findings, the reading level of the listener appeared
to have a relationship to how well they were able to understand
synthetic speech.

The relationship between isolated scores of intelligibility and
comprehensibility in everyday conversational contexts is not well
understood. Luxton (UP-1983) studied the ability of blind and sighted
adults to comprehend rather complex written material (Sequential Test
of Educational Progress, grades 13 and 14) presented by the Kurzweil
Reading Machine. Synthetic speech presentation negatively affected
comprehension scores. The synthetic speech mode was particularly
detrimental to ad'ilts with low verbal scores on the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale. Subjects reported particular diffi3ulty with the
lack of inflection, unexpected mispronunciations, and occasional
shifts to oral spelling. Pisoni and his colleagues at Indiana
University (USA) have proposed that different processing models and
strategies are utilized in understanding and comprehending synthesized
speech (Pisoni, 1981). They suggest that the listener necessarily
spends a lot of processing time decoding acoustic signals and this in
turn impacts on that person's ability to comprehend and process
information. A comprehension task has been developed by Lucille Punzi
(USA-Queens College) to test the ability of children between the ages
of 4 a.ld 6 in comprehending synthetic speech devices in a natural play
context. Preliminary findings suggest that contextual support in
everyday environments considerably improves the understandability of
this type of speech communication, but that a comprehension gap still
remains between natural and synthetic speech presentation.

Other difficulties in conveying meaning appear to be related to
the fact that an augmented speaker may be trying to produce an
utterance with a restricted vocabulary set. In doing so, the listener
may take the message literally and a communication breakdown occurs.
For example, a child might point to a picture of drink represented by
a glass of orange juice when he wants another drink such as chocolate
milk (not available on the board) or something from the refrigerator
not represented on the language display. In another example, a young
child indicated the symbols "Mommy" and "goodbye" as the mother and
teacher were talking. The mother immediately reacted in a hurt manner
saying to the child, "That's not nice! You want Mommy to go away...."
The message the child was in fact trying to convey was an impatient,
"Let's go, Mommy." However, "let's go" was not available to him, and
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when he used an alternative his mother misinterpreted the intent and
meaning. Restricted vocabulary sets and wording may also create
misunderstandings when stock phrases or words are not socially
appropriate to a particular setting. For example, use of the
available word "Yuk!" may not be the best way to tell someone you do
not like the food they made you. Or saying, "Stop, I have something
to say!" to interrupt or to get a communicative turn may be
interpreted as rude and socially inappropriate in a place of
employment.

Although not formally studied to date, several professionals have
)bserved difficulties in establishing the communicative f,.ntentions of
one- and two-word utterances on the part of children using
augmentative systems. Able-bodied children often use environmental
support (e.g., holding up a toy car; pointing to a dog) and intonation
patterns to suggest the types of intention meant. These supports are
frequently unavailable to physically disabled children. Consequently,
these early developing utterances may often be misunderstood by the
partner. In one example, a young boy and his mother were shopping in
a department store. The child gained the mother's attention and
pointed to the symbol "elevator". The mother assumed this was a
request for action, and responded, "You can ride on the elevator when
we go home." In fact, the child may have been attempting to convey a
variety of communicative functions. He might have been asking a
question (e.g., "Is there an elevator here?"), making a comment (e.g.,
"Mommy, I love pushing the elevator button.") or attempting other
communicative functions and propositions.

Before a miscommunication can be resolved, the partners have to
indicate to each other that a problem in communication exists. When
the augmented speaker produces an utterance that is incomplete or
unclear to the "listener", the able-bodied partner signals this in a
variety of ways. These include using a rising inflection pattern
(e.g., "Home?"), directly indicating a lack of understanding (e.g.,
"Huh? what? I didn't get it.") or asking for further information and
expansion through a variety of questions. It may be somewhat more
difficult for the augmented speaker to signal the communicative
breakdown when a partner misunderstands a communication effort or
elaborates on an utterance and does not verify or check with the
speaker. Some non-speakers are not provided with the vocabulary to
signal a breakdown or to locate that misunderstanding (e.g., they do
not have a phrase such as, "That's not what I meant", or "I'll tell
you where the problem is. Say it back one word at a time.").
Consequently, the miscommunication continues and is expanded with no
observable identification of a problem.

Once a miscommunication has been mutually identified, the
process of resolving the problem can be initiated. In able-bodied
speakers, the person making the unclear statement or miscommunicated
statement takes primary responsibility for the repair of that
communicative effort. In other words, if the "listener" responds
with, "I don't get it", or adds an utterance to the conversation that
shows he did not understand, for example, "You want me to go to the
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vault?" the partner then proceeds to clarify. For example, he may
say, "No, I want you to get the copy of the contract that is in the
vault", or repeat or rephrase the initial utterance. In
conversational breakdowns between augmented and natural speaker
interactions, the aided speaker may or may not be able to repair the
miscommunication. Both Light (1985) and Huschle and Staudenbaur
(UP-1983) remark in their interaction studies that the children they
studied had a reduced number of linguistic and non-verbal strategies
available to repair communicative breakdowns. Calculator and DelPney
(UP-1984) observed that their subjects were able to make
developmentally appropriate repairs.

It is often the case in augmented-natural speaker interactions
that the "listener" having difficulty in understanding may become an
active participant in the resolution, either because of expediency or
the lack of vocabulary available to the aided speaker. This, again,
is an unconventional role for a communication partner accustomed to
the rules for resolution in natural speech exchanges. Listeners
employ a variety of strategies to rectify problems, some of them
constructive and some of them ineffective. Partners have been
observed to attempt repair through a series of yes/no, "Wh", and
forced choice stions or by asking the aided speaker to assist by
repetition or by oroviding a certain type of hint or mode use. For
example, asking a child, "Can you give me a word on your board?" "Try
to spell it", or "Look at it again" (Bailey and Shane, UP-1983; Husche
and Studenbaur, UP-1983; Beukelman and Yorkston, 1980).

The differences among partners in their ability to resolve
miscommunications is noted by researchers, both with regard to the
number of turns taken, the time needed to resolve a breakdown and the
ultimate success of that effort. Huschle and Staudenbaur (UP-1983)
and Bailey and Shane (UP-3983) both noticed a large proportion of
unproductive questions ana guesses in one of the partners studied as
compared to the other. Beukelman and Yorkston (1980) found that one
of the four partners studied was particularly ineffective at resolving
communication breakdowns. During a 16-hour period, the husband and
speech pathologist successfully resolved all communication problems
with an adult woman with spelling capability. One of the attendants
(P3) solved all but four. However, another attendant (P2) was
particularly poor at interacting and resolving communication
difficulties and left 20 efforts unresolved. It is interesting to
note that three of the four partners successfully resolved the
multiple breakdowns. However, these resolutions were accomplished
through very different partner strategies.

Attitudes

Social interaction, or the lack of it, often reflects attitudes
that partners have toward themselves and others. Several dimensions
of attitude have been previously discussed in Chapters II &III of this
report. In this section some observations and research findings will
be shared that relate more directly to the expressed attitudes of
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people toward augmentative communication devices, device
characteristics and augmented speakers. This section is particularly
influenced oy conversations with Alan Newell, David Yoder, Anne
Warrick, Yovonne Diajuma, Evacarin Holmquist, Roger Allen, Margita
Lundman, Howard Shane, Bob Fawcus, Karoly Galyas, Carol Prutting,
Dorothy Rutrick, John Vincenti, Gregg Vanderheiden, Jim Brooks, Denise
Okun, Sallie Dashiell, David Beukelman and Ricky Creech.

Attitudes Toward Augmented Communicators and Interactions
Buzolich (UP-1982, 1983), Prutting and Kirchner (1983), Holland

(1982) and Preisler (1984), among others, have found value in studying
interactions from both a holistic (macro or molar) and an in-depth
analysis (micro or molecular). An in-depth analysis provides the
researcher with extensive information about details within an
interaction sequence (e.g., pause time between speaking turns, the
number of requests for interaction, how eye gaze was used). How-1.-
one must then interpret those behaviors in an interrelated and
integrated manner. How was the interaction holistically viewed by the
participants? By others who might be observing it? What impressions
did the communication partners make on each other?

Buzolich (UP-1982, 1983) performed both a macro- and
microanalysis on the interactions of two adult dyads, and attempted to
look at the relationship between observations made in the in-depth
analysis and the overall impression ox collective impact of these
behaviors. Some of the measures used in the macroanalysis are
contained in Appendix E of this report. The question Buzolich asks is
an important one. That is, what is the social validity or holistic
outcome of adaptations made in augmented-natural interactions? What
differences make a difference? The answers to these questions are of
great importance to the study of communicative interaction and the
models we use for device-matching and intervention procedures.

In the pilot study (Buzolich, UP-1982), participants in the
interaction appeared to focus on the parameters of rate,
intelligibility and role relationships in making judgements about the
quality of both letterboard and speech output interactions (i.e.,
letterboard and speech output). A different macro measure was used in
the dissertation study (Buzolich, UP-1983). In this research, one dyad
was perceived to be more competent and proficient tr. n another by
persons viewing videotapes of the interactions. It appeared that one
aided speaker used different strategies than the other in handling
conversational interactions, and was more "proficient" in device use
The specific behaviors contributing co those judgements and the
relationship of macroanalyses to microanalyses can be obtained from
the researcher.

Goffman (1959) discussed the concept of "presentation of self" in
his classic book. Communication is one way in which we present
ourselves to other people in this world and attempt to influence what
they see and think of us. This presentation is made in several ways
including our caoice of words, our tone of voice, the attitudes we
display and the topics we choose. In an attempt to understand the
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differences among augmented speakers and the apparent differences in
their social and communicative competence, one might look at how these
individuals differ in their "presentation of self".

Some augmented speakers appear to be more assertive than others
in taking and making opportunities. Some seem able to captivate
others through their facial and body expressions, their use of humor,
speaking style, sensitivity and what they have to say. I am reminded
of a particular non-speaker in a large hospital who had only a few
gestures, vocalization and facial expression, yet was sought out to
socialize with by staff and other residents. In Michigan, I spent a
morning with an adult who had only an attention-getting buzzer
available to communicate through. He managed to get into a group
conversation by reacting to what others were saying with varied types
of beeping representing, "Yeah," "Yes!" "Yuk!" and "Well..I agree."
The list goes on. A small child, coming up to me in Craig-Y-Parc
school in Cardiff, started a conversation with his Blissymbolics board
that continued for a delightful half hour. Children in New York,
Cleveland and Madison were active partners with their communication
systems--chatting, teasing, lying, creatively playing -all in very
human and engaging ways. One also sees the opp'site: a lack of
identification with a communication device, little effort and desire
to participate and a preoccupation with oneself and disability. One
of the reasons for these different profiles may lie in the augmented
person's sense of self as a person, speaker and social partner.

Communication is one avenue through which attitudes can be
changed (Goffman, 1976; Creech, 1982). It is quite probable that by
providing a particular vocabulary set (or alphabet/vocabulary storage)
and knowing when and how to effectively Jse this language, an
augmented speaker could considerably alter attitudes and the level of
interaction. In this respect, non - verbal expressions and behaviors are
equally important.

Howard Shane brought the work of Wolfensberger on "normalization"
to my attention during this study. The principle of normalization has
been a conceptual model for a segment of human services
(Wolfensberger, 1972; Bank-Mikkelsen, 1969) over the past 15 years.
In a somewhat oversimplified manner, normalization can be defined as
"utilization of means which are as culturally normative as possible,
in order to establish and/or maintain personal behaviors and
characteristics which are as culturally normative as possible"
(Wolfensberger, p. 28). Wolfensberger goes on to suggest realism in
the potential behaviors that are possible, with attention to
characteristics and behaviors which mark a person in the view of
others. Dr. Shane expressed the opinion that communication technology
and the social use of language has the potential to bring greater
normalization to many non-speakers since they can participate in one
of the most central of human experiences.

The normalization concept has been raised in relation to specific
behaviors of augmented speakers. It may be the case that certain
verbal and non-verbal behaviors may contribute highly to a person's
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"social identity" as an intelligent human being who happens to be
handicapped, and others may detract from that identity. The
characteristics projected by an augmented person may not impact
equally on a partner or potential partner. Ann Warrick shared an
interesting example. Severely athetoid arm movements may have a
denormalizing effect on a partner and an interaction. However, the
same augmented speaker communicating through an Etran eye-pointing
system, which minimizes involuntary body movement, may create a quite
different impression. David Yoder has questioned whether or not
particular vocalization patterns, the lack of eye contact or
particular facial expressions might also be salient characteristics in
reduced or partner specific social interactions. It may be fruitful
to find a methodology to weigh behaviors or characteristics in terms
of their effect on attitudes. Such information could provide guidance
for both the selection of augmentative systems and for determining
which behaviors, if modified, would have the biggest social and
interactive payoff.

The concept of normalization has been raised in relation to
specific behaviors of augmented speakers by other professionals in the
study. Anne Warrick has shared her feeling that body image and first
impressions
are important to social communication. Consequently one might want to
take this into consideration when selecting augmentative techniques.
She gave an example in which a choice of using severely athetoid
movements of the hands to indicate language elements or an
eye-pointing system where there is much less involuntary movement.
The latter presents the augmented speaker in a much more physically
normalized manner. David Beukelman also proposes that "normalizing"
behaviors be shaped when possible. He cites the example of a
dysarthric woman seeking employment. Although her speech had several
dysarthric char!:.cteristics, they did not impact equally on prospective
employer's attitudes. Characteristics of her voice quality appeared
*, be re ct-d to most negatively. These examples raise our
con-,,-.;ious. There is a need for methodology to determine which
behaviors have the grea;;est impact on social interaction and
attitudes, be it the content and wording of what is said, the
appearance of the device, the involuntary movements, syntax or
unnatural vocalizatik,n,.

Attitudes Toward Device Characteristics
Coxon and Laikko (UP-1983) examined the attitudes of a group of

unsensitized and sensitized adults to a videotaped conversation
between a natural speaker and an able-bodied Edmulated augmented
speal-er who was using the Express 3. Each subject viewed a single
interaction in which the aided speaker was communicating through
synthesized speech, print or visual non-retrievable output. On 9.
rating scale, the unsensitized listeners reacted negatively to all
three output modes, and most negatively to the printed form of
communication. This unfamiliar group also indicated that they would
not be inclin d to make the first communicative move with the
augmented pef.son. This study suggests that the augmented speaker
would have to be assertive and open a conversation with an unfamiliar
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adul- if a conversational interaction was desired. The sensitized
group had a much more positive attitude toward the interactions and
all three output modes. Graduate students at the University of
Wisconsin have also looked an naive persons' reactions to a person
using sign language, Bliss, an AutoCom and the Canon Communicator. In

their survey, potential partners expressed a preference for sign,
followed by the two electronic devices and lastly the Blissymbolics
board.

In another study by Ewing (1975) the attitudes of medical staff
and patients were polled regarding their perceptions and personal
preferences for augmentative means used in an acute medical setting.
Augmentation was used in this situation for persons who had temporary
or permanent aphonia. Of the communication means used (an
electrolarynx, pencil and pad, sign language or articulating without
sound), both staff and patients showed a preference for electrolarynx
use. It appears that this preference was due to the ease and
quickness ^f speech and the intelligibility afforded over "mouthing".

In Buzolich's studies (UP-1982, 1983), she examined the
perspectives of both participants in interactions in which an alphabet
board and speech output device were used. In this context, both
adults were unfamiliar with each other. In the 1982 pilot study, the
natural speaker reported that interactions involving the alphabet
board were more satisfying, more comfortable and more natural with
respect to the flow of the conversation than the interactions
involving the HandiVoice. She felt that she was in control as she
participated in the formulation of her partner's messages on the
board. At the same time, the natural speaker felt that the speech
output device was more satisfying and liberating to the aided
communicator, and that he appeared to present an altered sense of
self-presence when using it. The adult using the two different
communication devices preferred the speech output aid. In general, he
felt more dominant and in control of the conversation when using the
alphabet board than he did when using the speech output device.
However, his preference centered around the greater independence it
afforded him and the reduction in disruptive guessing on the part of
the natural speaker. The sense of independence and control through
the use of electronic and computerized devices has been mentioned by
other users.

However, several users, partners and professionals have also
reported a preference for non-electronic forms of communication and
non-verbal behaviors, at least for some social situations. These
opinions are generally expressed in reference to direct selection
systems. Harris (1982) notes that some electronic devices seem to
"take the social out of interaction". In discussions as to why, the
words, "more intimate", "more personal", "more drawing in" were used.
Partners express a feeling that communication is occurring faster and
that they are actively involved in that exchange. Gregg Vanderheiden
(Personal communication) suggests that even though the overall rate of
communication may be the same when producing the utterance a letter,
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word or sentence at a time, the partner perceives the 3.atter-by-letter
or word-by-word production to be much faster. He proposes that this
is related to the partner's ongoing involvement in comprehending as
opposed to being silent and waiting for an utterance to be produced.
Several other differences between independent and non-electronic
devices have been noted that may also create this attitude. Among
them are the closer proxemics involved in using non-electronic means
of comunication, privacy and often the increased rate that can come
from fruitful prediction.

Several opinions have been expressed about conversing through
synthetic speech, visual displays and printers. They come from
augmented speakers as well as those on the receiving side of the dyad.
While some aided speakers and partners have a negative reaction
towards synthetic speech, and others do not. The reasons are not at
all well understood. Evacarin Holmquist expresses her feelings about
synthetic speech in the following way: "I must confess, I can't
identify myself with the voice. Can you imagine calling a person you
like (especially if he is male) and ending up the conversation with,
'Take good care of yourself' (in a synthetic voice). She also
expressed frustration at the poor intelligibility of synthetic 'peech,
especially for people who are not used to listening to it. Different
speech qualities may elicit more positive or negative responses from
communication partners and users, or may more readily create a
self-identity in the user (Blood and Blood, 1982; Personal
communication - B. Fawcus, A. Newell). For others, speech synthesis
has added an element of social control and independence, and has
become an important part of their communication repertoires and
identities. We need to understand the social and communicative
differences.

Persons who predominantly use print as a mode express several
feelings about this medium. Some feel that it gives them the
opportunity to express themselves in a more normalized manner when
they are not engaged in face-to-face interaction (e.g., constructing
an utterance and then presenting it). With the advent of greater
storage capabilities in print and speech output devices, this may be a
concern related to device storage rather than mode. Some users have
experienced difficulty in expressing intentions in print since
messages appear to be taken more formally when presented in this mode.
There is also a potential lack of privacy, particularly for users of
scanning devices, since anyone can read private messages and seem to
feel free to do so (Newell, 1984; Yoder and Kraat, 1983). Several
participants in this study have suggested that an utterance may have
different impacts when presented in different forms (e.g., "Hi", an
expression of anger, or a witty quip; information given in slowly
constructed speech versus print).

The impact of design features on a partner's or potential
partner's perception of the aided speaker or on a user's self-identity
has not yet received formal research study. Levy and Waksvik (1973)
expressed concern that in the development of rehabilitation
technology, designers are not addressing the individual's
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self-identity and possible alienation. Obviously this is but one
aspect of projection and attitude formation. However, the physical
appearance of a communication device may convey specific attitudes
about an aided speaker and therefore influence conversational and
social expectancies. A recent study by Bates et al (1984) examined
reactions toward a person with Down's syndrome presented in an
age-appropriate, functional and integrated manner. This was
contrasted to attitudes formed when the same cklild was shown in
situations which were not age-appropriate, child-like, and segregated.
The use of appearance and non-verbal cues can be a powerful tool to
establish social roles and status (Pettygrove, 1985; Brown, 1981). As
a field, we need to understand the impact of sloppily constructed
language boards, words and symbols that project a below age-level
image, and the designs which can establish more appropriate
projections. It is quite possible that some overall designs are more
"normalizing" and invite more social interaction than others.
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The Impact of Intervention on Training and Interaction

Until recently, most of the training programs for children and
adults using communication devices focused on acquiring the skills
necessary to use the indication technique and identify language
symbols. A large portion of the training time with persons with
developmental disabilities also addressed language development. In

particular, the forms used in communication (e.g., syntactical
structures of varying complexity, increased length of utterances and
vocabulary words). Much of this training was based on the assurrtion
that augmented speakers needed to acquire the 'tools" of language, and
that conversational use similar to that of natural speakers would
automatically follow. The same model and assumptions were applied in
training programs for pers.ons with acquired speech disabilities.

Interest and research in the use of language in everyday social
interactions is gradually transforming our perceptions of what should
be taught and how it should be taught. We are beginn:,ng to realize
the complexity of actually applying and using language form and
content in natural situations, for natural speakers as well as fo:
those using augmentation. What is said, how it is said and when it is
said is encased in a complex scaffolding of social and discourse
rules. One may know the syntactical forms and vocaulary of a
language, but have little knowledge of how to apply these to express a
variety of meanings and impressions when confronted with a particular
speaker, his or her utterances and the situation. Supplying a person
with a communication device and providing training in symbols, syntax
and switches is simply not enough. Granted, some augmented speakers
manage to acquire remarkable conversational skills with a minimum of
training beyond these basics. However, a large percentage of adults
and children desperately need more. With these individuals,
communication systems are often being minimally used in view of their
potential for facilitating human interaction and participation.

The realization that interaction and the interactional use of a
comm_lnication system is an important and integral part of training and
intervention is relatively new to us. We txre at a turning point with
much discussion about what should be taught, the models it should be
based on and how it might be taught. The unanswered question is how
many of our observations on interactions between augmented speakers
and others have been influenced by our training or lack of it. Can we
influence and improve social and conversational interaction through
particular intervention and training paradigms? For example, through
appropriate training, can aided speakers introduce and develop their
o%,,, topics more effectively, take turn opportunities when they are not
required, extend the length and levels of social interactions, and
express a variety of utterances and intentions more efficiently and
clearly?

There seems to be a general feeling among participants in this
IPCAS project that our training is partly responsible fc the poor and
mediocre communication performances chat we often see in
augmentative-natural speaker interactions. Our training to date has
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not been wrong, but it has not been broad and comprehensive enough.
Training needs to encompass language development as well as
interactive use in everyday situations. Much discussion also centers
around the models that we might be productively using to guide us in
future training, both as a conceptual framework and for specific
intervention procedures. Several published materials also raise
questions about c training and isolate areas of concern in that
training process (Calculator, 1984, 1985 in press; Goosens and Kraat,
1985; Harris and Vanderheiden, 1980; Bolton and Dashiell, 1984;
Verburg, 1984; Yoder and Kraat, 1983; Rush, 1983; Turner, 1981; Kraat,
1982; Shane, Lipschultz and Shane, 1982).

The research involvement with regard to the training of
interactive skills is minimal. Some studies in progress have been
identified during this project (e.g., Barker and Henderson, IP; Light,
Collier and Parnes at the Hugh MacMillan Medical Center in Toronto;
Delva Culp in Dallas, Texas). Four completed studies that
specifically address interaction and training have been found. Three
of these are data-based studies which demonstrate the influence of
specific training procedures on the nature of the interactions that
take place. Reichle and Ward (1985) taught a 13 year old boy a
procedure by which he learned in what contexts to use signing or an
alphabet printout device. Although the boy had been a signer for
approximately three years and a user of the communication device for
one, he did not appear to have any systematic strategy for mode use.
The augmented speaker was taught to ask his partner through
orthography whether or not signs were understood. Contingent on the
answer, the conversation proceeded with the appropriate mode for that
situation. This strategy was generalized to 1. variety of partners and
novel situations. Obviously, in this case, specific training was
needed for the aided speaker to adapt to situational differences and
increase his effectiveness.

The single case study by Calculator and Luchko (1983) poignantly
illustrates the need to evaluate communicative interaction in the
natural environment, both for baseline and treatment outcome measures.
These environmental observations are also an important informational
source with regard to what to teach and how the characteristics of a
system might be altered to better meet conversational needs. In this
study, the probability is that many of the communication problems that
were observed in the environmental sample would not have been
identified in a one-to-one treatment situation (e.g., the fact that
most institutional staff members were speaking to the subject from a
distance so that board use was difficult; the frequency with which the
subject did not respond; the lack of interaction with persons other
than direct caregivers). The intervention program for this
cognitively normal young adult had five phases with an environmental
observation in each: baseline with an alphabet board, observation
following the introduction of a modified board (i.e., board stabilized
to the chair; addition of words to prevent ambiguity and to increase
overall speed), observation after four weeks of using the board,
environmental observation following a three-week (ten-hour)
communication training program and observation after a single staff
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in-service. The training program focused on the introduction of
topics, handling interruptions, the use of syntactic markers and words
for clarity and speed, responding to requests for clarification and
increasing the variety of forms for requesting. Staff training
centered on interacting with the augmented speaker in a closer
proximity so that communication through the language board was
possible, asking more open-ended questions and responding to
communicative efforts. Changes were observed across system alteration
and training phases. These changes took the form of a reduction in the
number of no responses, increased initiation on the part of the
augmented speaker, a greater number of "Wh" questions and
communication at a close range by the staff and an increase in social
communication (i.e., conversational devices). At the time of the last
environmental sampling, the subject did not use several of the
functions and skills that she demonstrated an ability to perform in
the therapeutic sessions. Obviously additional training was needed
beyond the ten-week program to further increase interactional skills.

The effect of pause time on initiations and multiple
communicative functions was examined in an unpublished study by
Glennen and Calculator (IP). This training study centered on two
children aged 9 and 12 who used Etran-type communication systems.
Twenty play objects were used for the study. Ten of those were used
for the therapy training sessions, and the children were taught to
request them on their own initiation. Generalization probes were used
to test the children's ability to spontaneously request trained and
untrained items with the therapist and a naive partner. Results
indicated that both children initiated a large number of requests for
both trained and untrained objects in the delay procedure with both
partners. The delay procedure and training in the request function in
and of itself did not produce initiations of other language functions
in the probe sessions. This may have been due to the salience of
requesting and getting action, the vocabulary available, the need for
direct training of other functions or the inability of these children
to produce other utterances from an environmental rather than a
qu stion-elicited context.

This sturly collaborates with the findings of Light (1985), Weiner
and Kornet (UP-1983), Lossing (UP-1981) and Miller and Kraat (UP-1984)
that a greater pause time or lack of question-asking by the partner
can increase the likelihood of initiations from the augmented speaker.
John James (IP) also found attentiveness, interest and reaction to
initiation attempts to be a key factor in the frequency of such
attempts and initiation development over time. Reduced initiation
behaviors have also been related to the lack of novelty in the
everyday routines and procedures for ma.ay children (Calculator, In
press; Turner, 1981; Harris and Vanderheiden, 1980), the high
proportion of question- asking that often dominates interaction
patterns, or the lack of experience and knowledge about how to
initiate when questions are not asked and the stimulus for
communication comes from the event or context itself. Several other
related causes have been suggested, including the lack of
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understanding of the power or purpose of other types of communication
and a sense of powerlessness or unimportance. Procedures for training
of self-initiated communication behaviors in other related populations
appear to be applicable to augmented speakers as well (Calculator, In
press). Readers are referred to Halle, Baer and Spradlin (1981);
Halle, Marshall and Spradin (1979); Halle (1982); Constable (1983);
and Calculator (In press).

Jolie (UP-1981) reports on a two-year descriptive study of the
development of social and communicative interaction in two children
who communicated through vocalization, gestures, a Canon Communicator
(alphabet, printout) or alphabet-word board. During training, the
therapist interacted with the children using their communication
repertoires (e.g., the Canon). Initially the children primarily used
linguistic modes to label and answer "Wh" questions. Over the
training period, several areas of interaction were specifically
addressed including social openings and closings, emotional
expression, turn taking, question asking, variation in language use
and attention to areas of communicative breakdown (e.g., not noting
topic shifts, balancing efficiency and clarity). Over time, positive
changes were noted within and outside the treatment sessions.

Several published papers discuss the types of interactive
training that may be needed and how these conversational areas might
be approached (Mills and Higgins, 1984; Bolton and Dashiell, 1984;
Bottoff and DePape, 1982; Yoder and Kraat, 1983; Morris, 1981; Harris
and Vanderheiden, 1980; Light, 1984; Shane, Lipschultz and Shane,
1982; Carlson, 1981; Kraat, 1982; Blau, 1983(b); Goosens and Kraat,
1985; Calculator, 1984; Jolie, 1985; Meyers, 1984; Calculator, In
press; Cavallaro, 1983; Collier, 1982; Hill, 1984; Harris, 1978).
These papers include a variety of conversational strategies,
environmental approaches, techniques for developing early intentional
use and interaction, some suggestions about modelling and development
of a variety of language functions, and the development of specific
types of interactions (e.g., peer interactions). Several clinicians
and researchers have also developed interaction checklists to assist
in observing and identifying areas of communication that are being
accomplished easily or with difficulty, or are absent in the observed
interactions of particular augmented people and their partners.
Several of these unpublished forms are included in Appendix E of this
report. Others may be found in the published works of Bolton and
Dashiell (1984) and Higgenbotham and Yoder (1982).

The particular vocabulary available to an augmented speaker
heavily shapes what can be said, how, and with what efficiency. An

augmented speaker may not have a linguistic way to ask a question, to
be socially appropriate with a variety of partners, cue a topic change
or indicate a communication breakdown. Several participants in the
study have noted the need for conceptual models and strategies for
selecting appropriate vocabulary and sentence material for
augmentative communication devices. This need relates both to
vocabulary selection for persons who are non-spellers using restricted
vocabulary sets, and the vocabulary and sentences that might be
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quickly accessed in addition to spelling in other aided speakers. The
small range of work in this area.to date focuses heavily on beginning
users of augmentation (Carlson, 1981; Blau, 1983(b); Fristoe and
Lloyd, 1980; Karlan and Lloyd, 1984), and the use of pre-selected
vocabularies (e.g., Blissymbolics). Additional vocabulary
suggestions for conversational interaction and adult speakers can be
found in the work of Bolton and Dashiell (1984); Oaklander (1980);
Beukelman, Yorkston, Poblete and Naranjo (1984); Baker (1982); Goosens
and Kraat (1985); and Beukelman, Yorkston and Dowden (1985).

During the course of this study, several observations were made
about the types and varieties of vocabulary programming that are
currently being used. In non-spellers, vocabulary selection is often
based on models of language development in able-bodied children
(including syntax, semantic referents and relations, and functions),
what appears to be the individual's needs and interests (e.g., daily
care needs, frequent requests), pre-established vocabularies, and/or a
more communicative and interactional approach. With the-latter,
interactional components are primary. That is, vocabulary or
sentences are selected according to the social impact and interaction
that can occur. Vocabulary may be selected to assist the aided
speaker to gain more conversational control, supplement the user's
multi-modal communication efforts, and/or allow for quick
participation and feedback in a conversational situation (e.g.,
continuants, phatic responses). This vocabulary approach may also
attempt to provide the user with the greatest communication variety
and impact, and a means to handle communication breakdowns and
interference, and to project the user's identity and personality.
These vocabulary arrays often include conversational openers, ways to
assist new listeners, topic or intention indicators (e.g., guess what,
question), directives for listener elaboration (e.g., help by guessing
some things; here's a tint); and regulators (e.g., I'm not finished;
say the sentence word by word and I'll tell you where we are wrong)
among others. We need to study the impact of various vocabulary sets
and the uses of those sets on the levels of interactions that take
place as well as the the social identities they create.

Technology may be at the root of the communication difference in
augmented interactions. However, it appears that training or lack of
appropriate training and intervention may also be a significant causal
factor in many of the poor interactions that we see. What is very
much needed is a conceptual framework to direct interaction
development and training. In addition, multiple studies are needed to
create and validate the strategies and procedures that might be taught
to increase conversational levels and opportunities. Our success in
those selection and training procedures necessarily needs to be
measured and quantified in the social and communicative interactions
that are realized in everyday environments.
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CHAPTER VI

A LOOK TOWARD THE FUTURE

As we have begun to observe and study the communication
interactions of augmented speakers in a variety of settings, we have
come to realize how far we have yet to go to bring our hopes and
dreams to reality. Some augmented speakers have blossomed and are
fulfilling many of our mutual expectations for more active
communication. However, there appears to be a large percentage of
augmented speakers, both children and adults, who are under-utilizing
these devices. They are primarily using modes of communication that
were available prior to the introduction of a device, and/or
interacting minimally in everyday social and communication
environments. These realities have led us to attempt to understand
why.

Within this report, several possible reasons for the
under-utilization of devices and reduced levels of communication that
we observed have been identified. Among those have been the types of
training provided and the models for that training; the patterns and
expectancies of persons interacting with augmented speakers; the
accessibility and characteristics of the devices themselves (e.g.,
vocabulary, output mode); and the lack of attention to social, as well
as communication, development.

Our search to understand why some anzmented speakers achieve more
interaction and communication than others has also led us to an
exploration of what communication interaction is, what communication
interaction might be when one person is an augmented speaker, and the
nature of that unique process. It is hoped that such a direction will
give us the models and approaches that we need to achieve greater
levels of communication and conversation for a larger number of
non-conventional speakers in the future.

Several of our discoveries and interpretations have been shared
throughout this report and there have been many suggestions for future
clinical and research efforts. A few of the more salient questions
that appear to be most critical to our future efforts are briefly
outlined and discussed below. This section is based on the author's
views at the termination of this study, and follow many thoughtful
discussions with participants in this IPCAS project.

Our Communication Models and Measures
It is appropriate that we re-examine the models that we have been

using to direct our observation, training and research in augmentative
communication. Currently, the model which is based on normal spoken
language use pervades our research methodology, research questions,
data interpretation and many of our training goals. This conceptual
model has often been applied with little awareness or thought with
regard to its appropriateness and utility for augmented-natural
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speaker interactions. It has greatly shaped our training goals and
expectancies for the augmented communicator. I would like to raise
several questions with regard to using this normative model in its
fullest form, and to offer some alternative directions for the future.

What is the Goal of Intervention and Training? We need to
ask ourselves what goal we are working toward in our application of
technology and training. Are we trying to create normal, but
augmented, speakers and conversational partners? Or do we wish to
have the most functional communicators and partners possible within
the characteristics and constraints of current technology? On the
surface, these questions may appear only to reflect differences in the
amount of progress that we can achieve. However, on further
examination it is apparent that a functional model may not just be one
of reduction, but of difference as well. It is crucial that we
discuss and clarify our directives, for these are the foundations of
our training models and research efforts.

In exploring our goals and in searching for an appropriate model,
one must consider that: (1) The use of a "normal" spoken interaction
model implies that we can achicve or soon achieve communication levels
equal to speech with augmentative systems. In reality, we are very
far from a technological system and system user that can begin to
match the rate, flexibility and communication/conversational levels
enjoyed by natural speakers.

(2) In our initial studies of augmented interactions,
we are observing behaviors that are both reduced and different. The
reductions appear in the amount of overall conversation and
interaction (e.g., less contribution by the augmented partner, reduced
form and content. We are also observing differences in that
interaction process. For example, the temporal and non-verbal aspects
of turn-taking are altered; the role of the "listener" may be expanded
to include co-participation in the production of the augmented
speaker's utterances and propositions and in the repair of
communication breakdowns; paralinguistic functions are expressed
through different forms; able-bodied partners often alter their
conventional conversational rules (e.g., become directive, ask
multiple questions that require minimal answers and do not share the
interaction balance); conventional means for gaining attention are
often impossible or non-functional for the augmented speaker; the
proxemic relationships in able-bodied interactions are often violated;
the natu.-al speaker frequently interrupts and violates coversational
rules in an effort to facilitate the interaction. The list goes on.

(3) The capabilities inherent in augmentative devices
themselves impact on what is possible, probable and difficult for the
augmented speaker to accomplish. For example, the reduced rate in
augmentative communication makes it arduous for a user to produce
effectively some of the form and content expected of natural speakers
in certain social situations (e.g., a lengthy, polite request) or to
contribute utterances that are highly time dependent (e.g., comments
on ongoing actions, jokes). The lack of speed and natural speech also
makes several aspects of discourse structure and regulation difficult
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(e.g., taking an optional turn; making a bid for a turn). Restricted
vocabularies and reduced rates impact on what can be effectively said
in the time allowed, as well as the nature and the amount of topic
elaboration that can be achieved. Unique output forms and techniques
may restrict intelligibility and who can be spoken to, where , when
and how . It is likely that some conversational rules, propositions,
intentions and social interactions can be achieved easily and in a
conventional manner; others can be more easily accomplished through
non-linguistic modes (e.g., gesture, non-verbal behaviors) or
alterations in the form and content used. Still others may be
accomplished in a unique way or may be impossible to achieve at all
(e.g., carrying on a lengthy discussion on a difficult topic).

How one views augmentative-natural speech interactions (e.g.,
interactions can be achieved that match natural speech, are similar to
natural speech but quantitatively different, or are quantitatively and
qualitatively different) influences intervention and research efforts
and directions. For example, if one adheres to the perspective that
augmented interactions are similar to natural speech interactions, one
would expect an augmented child to initiate topics and optional
utterances as frequently as an able-bodied child of the same
developmental level. An augmented speaker would be expected to use
the same form and content to express the same variety of propositions
and functions as a natural speaker does. A "normal" model would also
direct the use of limited language space according to grammatical
level and those semantic relations expressed by developmentally
"normal" speakers, and would view linguistic form as the most
appropriate mode of communication. A view of augmentative behaviors
as being only delayed or reduced directs intervention toward
increasing the number, variety and complexity of behaviors so that
they come as close to a natural speaker's ability as possible. In

contrast, we would expect to find in an adapted model (e.g., one which
views augmentative communication as having some aspects of natural
speech exchanges and some differences that are unique to this
communication medium) those interaction and communication features
that can successfully be achieved given that augmentative
communication system. The manner in which they are achieved may be
similar or qualitatively different from rules and conventions used in
traditional face-to-face interactions.

It appears appropriate and productive to view the interactions
between augmented speakers and others from an adapted and functional
model of communicative interaction rather than from a natural speech
model. Given this orientation, intervention is directed toward
increasing social and communicative interaction functionally, both
through rules used in natural speaker interactions and those that are
necessarily and productively adapted to circumvent the constraints of
these systems and to optimize interchanges. Such an approach may
provide us with an opportunity to maximize current technology, to
train the most productive elements of interaction in this medium, to
address the potential strengths rather than the weaknesses and to
creatively explore new ways in which social and communicative
interactions might be accomplished.
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What Augmented Speakers Can Achieve It has become obvious
that the most successful users of augmentative eomttunication systems
and their partners cannot achieve communication and . onversational
levels that natural speakers easily achieve in daily face-to-face
interactions. However, we have very little understanding of the
actual communicative and interaction levels that can be obtained by
augmented speakers and their partners. If we do not know what it is
that can be maximally achieved across partners and contexts, or given
a variety of communication devices, language levels, verbal and
non-verbal repertoires, how can we appropriately adjust our
expectation levels? Without this information, it is difficult to know
what we are trying to achieve through further technological advances,
training and intervention procedures. Clearly, we need to know what is
maximally possible for a variety of augmented speakers.

Interestingly enough, participants in this study had little
difficulty identifying a variety of augmented speakers and dyads that
they viewed as much more successful than others from a propositional,
conversational or social perspective. It appears to me that we can
gain invaluable information from those augmented speakers and dyads
with regard to what is maximally possible, and how it can be
accomplished. We need to study them. It would also be fruitful to
examine the continuum of communicative interactions that occur among
augmented speakers and their partners, and to extract the behaviors
and interaction patterns that separate our more successful augmented
speakers and partners from those that are less successful.

Such information would help us in some of the following ways:
(1) professionals would have obtainable and understandable levels of
achievement to direct intervention goals and procedures that are not
based on natural speakers' performances, but on the most successful of
our augmented speakers; (2) evaluations of performance and progress
could be compared with the aided model rather than one based on
natural speech; (3) environmental and partner training could be
directed towards those interaction patterns that are most successful
for both partners in achieving higher levels of augmented
communicative interaction rather than natural speaker patterns; (4)
the multiple strategies used by both augmented and natural speakers to
successfully achieve these levels could be identified and perhaps
implemented; and (5) we could move toward better definitions of
communication and conversational competency when these terms are
applied to an augmented speaker and his or her partner.

The Variables in Augmentative-Natural Speaker Interactions
The behaviors observed at any moment in a interaction sequence and
across the interaction are influenced by many changing and
interrelated factors. These need to be recognized in our search for
answers, patterns and profiles, as well as in training. Obviously,
many of these variables impact on interactions between natural
speakers. Others appear to be unique to augmentative interactions, or
appear to impact more forcefully on these exchanges.
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The major components brought to a communicative interaction
between an augmented and natural speaker (dyad) include: (1) the
social/communicative/world knowledge brought to the interaction by
both partners; (2) the communication repertoire available to the aided
speaker (i.e., verbal, vocal, non-verbal and device characteristics);
(3) the verbal and non-verbal behaviors of the natural speaker; (4)
the general communicative context (e.g., physical environment, social
roles of the partners, usual rules for interaction in this context,
attitudes and prior experience between partners); and (5) the adaptive
strategies brought to the situation by both partners. A change in any
one of these components can markedly change the interaction patterns
and behaviors that are observed. For example, a child using
augmentation may have a very different interaction with her mother and

a stranger in the same setting. Two augmented speakers using the same
device may have very different adaptive strategies and therefore
interact quite differently with the same able-bodiz,:d partner in the
same context. Many of these variables have already been discussed in
Chapters II & III of this report.

Of particular interest to the continued study of
augmentative-natura: speech interactions, is the communication
repertoire available to the augmented speaker, the adaptive strategies
used by both partners, and the social and communicative knowledge of
the child or adult using augmentation. In order to understand and
evaluate the interactions that are observed, these variables need to
be examined singly as well as in combination with other variables.
Their collective and interrelated impact on the interaction must be

clearly understood.

The aided speaker's performance at any point in the interaction is
constrained and shaped by what is available to communicate through.
That is, what symbols or words are present to communicate an utterance
or intention; what verbal, vocal and non-verbal behaviors a.,-e
available to supplement or augment this utterance and gain attention;
and what non-linguistic material is available in the immediate
environment for reference or to faciliate that communication? Any
interaction must be carefully evaluated with respect to what is

possible for that aided speaker at that particular time. This type of
constraint is not found in interactions of natural speakers.

Given a particular situation (e.g., sharing information,
signalling a breakdown), the aided speaker must decide how to
communicate an intention or proposition wit', the available repertoire.
The "how" represents both what is available and what the aided speaker
chooses to use (i.e., communicative strategy). That strategy
generally has a technical a; 1 communicative component for the aided
speaker. That is, he or she must consider not just what is to be
said, but how it is to be actualized. The aided speaker makes a
decision about the content and form to use (e.g., telegraphic vs full
form; available stored words or novel utterances), the mode (e.g.,
non-verbal; speech vs print), and sometimes the role of the "listener"

in that formulation. For example, an aided speaker may gesture to one
side of the room and expect the partner to start guessing rather than
indicate three related symbols. Obviously some strategies are more
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effective and efficient than others for a particular situation and
partner.

Partners also bring adaptive strategies to the interaction with
regard to the communicative and techni'al aspects of the exchange.
For example, a partner may choose the topic and use questioning as a
strategy to ensure that the interaction will be successful or
efficient. A partner may also decide to guess, predict, ask
sub-questions or repeat and summarize to facilitate the communication,
or even wait in silence.

Within a specific conversation and context, the interactional
behaviors are further influenced by: (1) the topic being discussed;
(2) the utterance or listener behaviors that immediately preceed a
turn; (3) earlier segments of the discourse; (4) the time allotment
given for a turn shift; and (5) the complexity of the utterance or
intention desired on the part of the augmented speaker. For example,
the augmented speaker may have more productive difficulty asking a
question that is not related to the "here and now" immediate
environment; talking about a dream versus a current even; or making a
request for a partner to keep a secret, versus asking for sugar in his
coffee.

The Need For Appropriate Measures of Use As we have
become aware of the importance of interaction, the variables involved
in that interaction, and the very real constraints placed on an
interaction by the limits of our current technology, many of the
measures used to define improvement and to measure success in the past
no longer seem productive. For example, the number of symbols known
to a language board user, the mean length of utterances or the
percentage of utterances produced while using the "device". We have
learned that these do not necessarily have a relationship to the
quality or quantity of interactions in the natural environment.

We have also begun to question whether or not the measures applied
to natural speech interactions are the most appropriate or informative
measures to apply to interactions that are quite limited and often
qualitatively different from these speech exchanges. The language
measures of form, content, and discourse and pragmatic use are based
on spoken language studies. When applied to natural speech samples,
they provide a behavioral description of what natural speakers in a
language do, the normative speaker distributions, and the levels of
ability in these areas at different developmental and social levels.
When applied to disordered or delayed speakers, these measures provide
information with regard to how specific pragmatic abilities are
altered by the disorder and/or which developmental abilities are
currently absent from a child's repertoire. In either case, the
information provides a measure of the deficit and directs the
intervention toward achieving developmentally appropriate language
form, content and use for that speaker.

When normative measures of language use and interaction are
applied to augmented speakers, their communication behavior looks
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deficit in multiple areas of communication performance. For example,
given measures such as the number of words spoken per turn or over an
interaction, the number of topic initiations, the general class of
communicative acts produced, o the structure and sequencing of topic
extensions, the augmented speaker obviously has a reduced performance
profile. Researchers have often concluded or impiied that augmented
speakers are deficit in these behaviors. The implication is that
professionals need to teach these skills and augmented speakers need
to acquire them if they are to be effective communicators. I think we
need to question that assumption and our productivity if we follow
that model exclusively. Augmentative communication presents a unique
challenge. In this type of communicative interaction, an augmented
speaker may have the knowledge of the communicative and social rules
for a particular context or discourse turn, but may not be able to
achieve these spoken -:-.:.. and conventions easily, readily or at all.

If one takes the position that augmentative interactions are
quantitatively and qualitatively different, and that a functional and
adaptive model is more appropriate than a normative one, the pragmatic
and measurement issues change significantly. This functional-adaptive
model leads us toward measures of "effectiveness" rather than mapping
characteristics of form, content and use based on normal spoken
discourse. The difference is primarily in "how" communication and
discourse are accomplished and the levels that can reasonably be
obtained. By focusing on effectiveness (e.g., of an interaction,
strategy, speaker move), we can also begin to define the levels and
pragmatic areas that can be accomplished in this unique type of
communication and to identify those that remain a challange.

An Initial Definition of Effectiveness Effectiveness seems to
imply that a speaker is able to convey a meaning or intention to
another person and that it is understood and affects the partner in
the way that the original speaker intended. That intention may be to
make a social impression, to contribute to an ongoing discussion, to
get someone to give you something that you want, to hurt them, to feel
good about your elf, etc.

Obviously, an augmented speaker's effectiveness can vary widely
depending on the nature of the communication task presented at any
moment in time. A child may not be able to tell his mother the
specifics of what happened on the school bus for lack of vocabulary,
but can easily make a request for an object in the immediate
environment. An adult, through the use of pre-stored sentences, may
be able to gain a feeling of belonging to that group and conversation
socially, but may not be able to successfully tell a humorous story of
any length to the same group to gain a different level of social
acceptance. An augmented speaker's effectiveness can also vary widely
depending on the communication partler and the setting in which the
speaker is trying to convey the intention. For example, a mother may
be able to understand an utterance by her non-speaking son through
prior shared experiences. That same utterance, conveyed in the same
way, may be misunderstood or unintelligible to a person less familiar
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with him. A child may be able to make a humorous comment via speech
synthesis in a quiet environment, but may be ineffective at doing this
in a noisy lunchrooat.

It seems, then, that in augmentative-natural speech interactions
an augmented speaker can be effective for a particular type of
utterance or intention, spoken to a particular partner or group of
people, in a specific context. One might think of this as
"utterance-specific effectiveness". A measure of a person's overall
degree of effectiveness might be defined across a continuum of
pragmatic tasks (i.e. social, propositional, discourse), across a
variety of partners (e.a., of different familiarity, abilities) and
across multiple contexts. These measures of effectiveness are based
on observable atte.lpts. It may be that we also need to examine
"effectiveness" in terms of utterances or intentions that an augmented
speaker wants to convey but does not attempt because he or she feels
they will not be successful, or those which an able-bodied partner's
control of the conversation has precluded. That is, one might look at
the effectiveness of what is attempted, the intentions that the
augmented speaker wants to convey, and the discrepancy.

One might alPo look at the effectiveness of an able-bodied
partner in communicating ideas and intentions to an augmented speaker.
It is doubtful that the speaker woulH have difficulty conveying
propositions and intentions to the augmented speaker. However, the
difficulties might surface in the social domain. That is, a person
may wish to convey to an augmented speaker that she is interested in
him and that she views him as capable and interesting to be with, but
may have difficulty translating this to the augmented speaker because
of an uneasiness with unconventional modes and how to interact with
them.

We ofteh find ourselves talking about the effectiveness of the
able-bodied person as a "listener" or partner for the augmented
speaker. Less frequently, we address the effectiveness of the
augmented speaker as a partner for the natural speaker. In using the
term effectiveness here, we are frequently referring to the
Lble-bodied speaker's ability to co-construct an utterance with the
augmented communicator, use a particular augmentative technique or
provide the freedom for the augmented s eaker to contribute more
independently and at a different rate. One may convey an utterance or
intention successfully through a variety of modes, independently or
with the assistance and elaboration of a partner. it appears, then,
that we are also sometimes talking about a "dyad effectiveness" for
co-constructed utterances.

Our beginning definition focused on the utterance level, that is,
the effectiveness of a single utterance or intention shared between
two people. Other types of intentions and meanings have a much
broader discourse and conversational base. For example, we strive for
effectivcness in introducing and then elaborating on a topic; in
trying to alter or upgrade a person's opinion or perception of you
over the course of several ptterances; in developing a tonding or
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intimate level in a conversation; in training an able-bodied partner
to become a better interactant in an augmented situation; and in
extending a conversation or signalling closing procedures over a few
turns.

Two other aspects of "effectiveness" are also raised here for
discussion purposes. How might we measure the degrees of
effectiveness for a single utterance and intention, discourse level
intentions, and/or dyad effectiveness in co-construction of some
utterances and intentions? How might we look at communication
attempts that were as effective as possible by a particular augmented
speaker given the available strategies, but were not effective enough
to convey the intended meaning or to regulate an aspect of discourse?

Given a partner and a context, an augmented speaker must decide
how best to convey an intention and utterance with the vocabulary
available, the time constraints, the output modes, and the verbal and
non-verbal resources. Some strategies are obviously more effective
than others at getting the intented reaction or response. Still
others may be ineffective and fail. It appears profitable and
informative to develop a measure that can differentiate these strategy
choices in order to evaluate performance and to gain insights into the
pragmatic impact of various augmentative strategies. An initial
approach to differentiating the relative effectiveness of
communicative and conversational moves may be to look at the
efficiency, completeness and clarity aspects of that transfer, or the
type of response it evoked from a partner. For example, a bid for a
turn may be recognized by a partner but not given; a topic that is
introduced may or may not be elaborated by the partner.

It is also often the case that an augmented speaker fails to
achieve an intention or exchange of meaning. When this occurs, it is
important to know if this is because the augmented speaker has used a
poor or ineffective strategy and training is needed, or if the
characteristics of the communication device(s) (e.g., vocabulary,
addition of an attention-getting buzzer) need to be expanded or
altered. To determine this, one must somehow be able to judge whether
or not the augmented communicator had another option that would have
resulted in effective communication.

Measuring effectiveness certainly appears to be one fruitful
way in which augmented speakers, dyads and systems can he evaluated
and compared. Other measures need to be developed from many
perspectives and combined to evaluate multiple lugmentative systems
and their varied impacts as well as speakers their strategies.

An Initial Definition of Efficiency In looking at interaction
and negotiation between people, efficiency is not "system" efficiency
(e.g., the number of words per minute), but the rate at which meaning
is exchanged between the co-participants of that interaction. Again,
that meaning or intention can be at the level of an utterance or
across larger sections of conversational interaction. This measure is
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affected by partner strategies and abilities, user strategies, the
level and complexity of the intention or utterance being conveyed, and
the communication repertoire available to the augmented person for the
exchange (e.g., device characteristics such as rate, vocabulary,
output modes; non-verbal behaviors; vocalization and verbal abilities;
and non-linguistic support available in the environment). A
particular proposition and intention may eventually be communicated
effectively to the conversational partner. However, this must also be
evaluated in conjunction with the efficiency of that exchange. For
example, one dyad may attempt to negotiate that proposition with an
unproductive series of yes/no questions, poor cueing from the
augmented speaker and multiple communication breakdowns. A second
dyad may use a yes/no question strategy quite effectively along with a
productive choice of symbols or referencing of maters -1 in the
environment on the part of the augmented speaker, and accomplish the
exchange of meaning quickly. Both are effective, but one is more
efficient than the other.

In this field, we are unsure whether or not it is appropriate to
work toward optimal efficiency in all augmented interactions.
Although it initially appears to be a desirable goal because of the
extremely slow rates of communication exchange, it needs further
evaluation and discussion. is suggested that more competent
augmentative speakers might be those who know when to be "efficiently
effective" and when they can or should extend the temporal aspects of
ccmmunication for another effect. For example, a less efficient
utterance and exchange might be used to project "normalcy" through
conventional wordings, for first impressions, to convey an intention
with greater impact, or to gain greater conversational control.

It is difficult to unravel the multiple :nt:.mtions that are often
present in a segment of interaction. It appears that the use of
efficiency may be intertwined in those intentions. For example, in
the research of Buzolich (UP-1982), the aided speaker preferred using
he voice output device which was a slower form of communication than

the alternative, a letterboard. However, that augmented speaker felt
more in control. The natural speaker, on the other hand, preferred
the alphabet board and ongoing involvement in that interaction. These
feelings may have an impact on a listener's probability of interacting
with that augmented speaker again, or from the augmented speaker's
perspective, in the content of that interaction, The exact
relationship of efficiency to the perceptions of augmented speakers
and the interaction dynamics need further exploration.

The Purposes of Communication
Our approach to communication and interaction to date has been

heavily weighted toward a language perspective. That is, observing,
coding and analyzing interactions between augmented speakers and
others from a semantic, syntactic and discourse framework. This has
given us valuable information about the types of form and content used
in those interactions, a beginning unders4-anding of the types of
language intentions that are primarily expressed by augmented speakers
and those speaking with them, and an outline of some of the
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characteristics of discourse structure in this type of exchange. This
framework has also identified areas in communication and conversation
that do not occur or are infrequently observed, and that are
particularly problematic in conversational exchanges between a person
using communication technology and others.

Human communication can be viewed from multiple perspectives, a
linguistifl orientation being only one of those. Communication and
interaction take place in social contexts and as such are interwoven
with many of the social aspects of relating. This interrelationship
not only includes aspects of appropriate language use for specific
social situations, but may extend to feelings of self-identity and
image, establishing power, gaining a feeling of acceptance and
belonging to a group or establishing a feeling of sharing and
closeness with someone. These aspects, too, are important to
recognise and consider in looking at augmentative communication,
communicators, and their commurication and conversational
interactions.

Throughout this study, it has strongly been suggested that we, as
a field, broaden our perspective of communication and interaction to
include a wider social and psychological view of that interaction.
This seems to be highly appropriate in terms of the low social density
profiles that are often reported and the expressed desires of many
augmented speakers for increased socialization and social identity.
We have often forged ahead in our development of technical aids and
intervention programs with a view toward increasing the propositional
content and rate available to augmented speakers, Ps if the provision
of substantive information was the only purpose of communication.
Several users and participants in this study have suggested that this
is but one of our purposes and needs.

Alan Newell has suggested that we should be asking augmented
speakers what they most want to achieve through interaction and
communications. It is suspected that the answer may have to do with
achieving a sense of belonging, of being accepted or of being seen as
having an identifiable personality and social worth. Hence, the
question that we need to be addressing is how thce aspects of
interaction can best be achieved. Newell suggests that it may be more
important to provide phatic phrases such as those that allow for quick
participation in a group, openers and comments that establish
personality and identity, or multiple ways to react to- a yes/no
question. In a global sense, these aspects of communication may be at
least equal to, or more important to address than, our current heavy
emphasis on other aspects of communication and technological
development.
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Some Research Directions
Research has only recently begun in the area of communicative

interaction in augmented conversations. To date, five studies have
been published that specifically address interaction patterns in this
type of communicative exchange. This IPCAS study has collected
several other unpublished and xigoing research studies and
observations to give us a broader basis from which to draw for future
research. This study has also begun to outline the components and
variables in that interaction process to broaden the scope of future
research and clinical efforts.

A great many areas remain to be studied and understood. We
urgently need more information in all areas of communicative
interaction that involve augmented speakers. The investigative
process needs to address multiple levels of analysis -- global, macro
and micro -- in single case studies and across a wide var'.ety of aided
speakers and dyads. The information may be descriptive, observational
or empirically derived. It can emanate from researchers, clinicians,
teachers, users or conversational partners. Of importance is the
detail of that description and the observer's awareness of *Lhe

variables and multi-modal behaviors involved in that process.

Several areas for study have been outlined and/or discussed in
earlier sections of this report, A few that seem particularly
important and productive to our understanding of this process are
briefly reviewed here:

1. Studies outlining the behaviors of our more successful users and
partners.

We need to understand the behaviors and strategies, used by both
partners in communication exchanges, that appear to be successful from
a social, conversational or propositional perspective. In doing so,
we need to factor out the behaviors that lead us to make these
judgments with a variety of people using muliple levels of
augmentation and technology. Those speakers and dyads judged as
"successful" or "good" also need to be compared with our less
successful users so that we can begin to understand the differences.
We also need to understand the levels of interaction and communication
that can be attained by our more successful users within the
constraints of their communication systems. This area of research has
been discussed earlier in this chapter.

2. Studies regarding how various aspects of meaning and conversation
are negotiated.

We presently know very little about how various meanings are
successfully exchanged in augmented interactions. For example, how do
augmented speakers using a restricted vocabulary (e.g., 50-symbol
board with x language characteristics) and available non-verbal/verbal
abilities accomplish 22. variety of propositional utterances, multiple
intentions or topic introductions? And how do they accomplish this in
negotiation with a range of partners and contexts or with one specific
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partner? Haw might persons using an alphabet board regulate aspects
of a conversational structure (e.g., recover from an interruption;
successfully open a conversation with a stranger)?
These investigations may benefit from the descriptive methodologies
used in behavioral studies in social interaction, cross-cultural
studies, ethnography, sociolinguistics or anthropology
(Saville-Troike, 1982; van Kleeck, 1985).

3. Sties regarding the differential effect of vocabulary/symbol
sets and device characteristics on the interaction process.

Aided speakers are interacting or attempting to interact with
others through the use of very different augmentative systems. We
need to gain an understanding of how various vocabulary sets, symbol
forms, sets of pre-stored sentences and output modes shape the
communication possibilities differently. Obviously interaction
patterns are also influenced by how and when the aided speaker chooses
to use what is available, and the interactive and reactive behaviors
of the natural speaker. However, what is possible given a particular
communication problem is, in many ways, predetermined by the
characteristics of the system available to the aided speaker.

We have minimal understanding of what types of vocabulary and
sentences to be programming or adding to the available repertoire in
our current devices both for persons with and without spelling
capabilities. Numerous observations by professionals indicate that a
change in vocabulary may be beneficial to an interaction (e.g., to
provide greater topic or referent cues; to signal and repair
conversational breakdowns; to increase the probability or frequency of
interactions; to hold and to claim a turn; or to provide
conversational openers). This is a difficult area to study from a
methodological standpoint. However, it might be approached by studying
able-bodied speakers and then augmented speakers at various
developmental levels using specific vocabulary or sentence sets to
accomplish a variety of tasks or to interact in everyday situations.
One might also be able to document changes in interaction patterns,
effectiveness or efficiency, or the ability to solve particular
communication problems with an augmented speaker as alterations in
vocabulary are made.

Most of our studies to date have centered on persons using
alphabet or language boards through a direct selection technique. We
have yet to understand the impact of various types of augmentative
communication devices, and how their characteristics efect
interaction patterns and possibilities. Of particular interest is the
effect of independent and dependent aids of various types (i.e.,
electronic versus non-electronic), scanning versus direct selection
techniques, various output modes (e.g., print versus speech; type of
screen), rates of communication, types and intelligibility of
synthetic speech, and the overall appearance of the device. This
information would be invaluable to device developers and in
prescription and intervention planning.
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4. Studies regarding the effects of various training models and
methodologies on the qualit, and levels of communication and social
interaction achieved.

During the course of this study, it has become very clear that:
(1) The provision of a communication device does not automatically
result in increased communication and conversational skills and
interactions. This is true for both augmented speakers with
developmental disabilities and those with acquired neuromuscular
disabilities; (2) Training that primarily addresses symbol
identification, labelling and accessing techniques appears to be
insufficient to make an impact on communicative interactions in
everyday situations; (3) Training that focuses on vocabulary
acquisition and syntactical and grammatical form does not necessarily
translate into using this information in everyday communication
situations.

The conversational and communication problems faced by augmented
speakers in everyday situations require a knowledge of how to use an
augmentative repertoire to interact, solve and accomplish
coT:lunication tasks. We are beginning to realize that this
en,-)mpasses knowing how to use a non-conventional and restrictive
system in a variety of situations and with partners who differ widely
in their abilities and shared knowledge. We have also gained an
understanding of the importance of involving primary partners in the
environment in that training, and developing their skills in
interacting with augmented speakers and systems.

We are currently attempting to understand just what we should be
training augmented speakers and partners at various levels of
augmentation and development to do. We are also investigating how
that knowledge and use might effectively be trained. This IPCAS
project has been an initial step in understanding and directing those
efforts. Those training models and goals should most appropriately
evolve from a greater understanding of augmentative communication as a
process, and the many variables, problems and differences involved in
this unique type of interaction.

In creating new methodologies and in developing innovative
training procedures, it is essential to document and describe the
effects of many different programs. These may be single case or
multiple case studies dealing with one aspect of behavior (e.g.,
providing feedback, taking turn opportunities), or multiple levels of
behavioral change. Of importance is documenting changes in behaviors
or attitudes that reflect a meaningful change in interactions outside
a clinical training session or communication sample. This mandates
that we periodically observe in natural .,nvironments to obtain
baseline observations and to document changes. Methodologies are also
needed for the collection of in-clinic observations that are
representative and valid measures of the interaction prohlems and
behavior) that occur in naturalistic contexts.

In the future, a state of the art report on training in
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augmentative-natural speech interactions would be an extremely
wolthwhile extension of this report.

5. Studies that provide us with greater understanding of the shaping

of attitudes and their effect on interaction.

This area has had minimal inves.igation to date. We need to
develop an understanding of what those attitudes are, and how they are
translated into interaction behaviors and expectancies. Of primary
importance seems to be how to alter inappropriate perceptions of

augmented speakers and systems. This might be done through language,
non-verbal behaviors, appearance, device characteristics and the
comarsational moves and behaviors of an aided speaker.

6. Studies regarding the social and communication knowledge of aided
speakers with developmental disabilities, and the relationship of that

knowledge to performance.

It has often been assumed that aided speakers possess the tacit
language and social knowledge needed to communicate and interact in a

variety of social situations, but have difficulty expressing that
knowledge because of restrictive communication systems or the effort

and time required. The recent work of Sutton (UP-1984), Blackstone
and Cassatt (UP-1983) and Light (1985) have raised questions about

that assumption. Given extended time, an elicitation context and an
ideal listener, the adolescents and children studied were able to
produce a greater variety of communicative acts, and to shift content
and form for different social partners. However, not all of these
aided speakers were able to perform all the tasks. We need to examine
the knowledge that developmentally disabled speakers possess with
regard to a variety of communication and social rules. The
discrepancies between optimal and average performance also need to be

examined more closely. The findings of these studies have many
implications for language and communication training.

7. Studies with regard to cross-cultural differences in interaction
between aided and natural speakers.

Many of the interaction studies have been done in the United
States. The applicability and relationship of findings obtained in

one culture 'r sub-culture to another is not presently known. The
impact of various design features, synthetic speech, slow rate of

communication, long pause times, altered non-verbal behaviors and
expectations may be very different. We need to know some of these
differences .n order to understand the applicability of research
findings across cultures.

9. Studies with regard to interactions between two aided speakers,
augmented speakers in group contexts and peers/siblings.

This IPCAS study has focused on interactions between two people
(dyad) when one of those participants is using augmentation. Aside
from the initial work of Jolie (UP-1981) and the individual training
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efforts and observations made by a few teachers and clinicians, we
have little information about peer interactions, group interactions
and communication between aided speakers themselves. These are
important aspects of interaction and communication which must be
addressed in future research.

A Final Comment
The continued study of communicative interactions between persons

using augmentative communication systems and others undoubtedly holds
many of the keys that would enable persons with severe speech
disabilities to obtain higher levels of communicative and social
interaction. We have become aware of the large discrepancies between
what is trained and observed in teaching and laboratory settings, and
the behaviors and conversational challenges that occur in natural
settings. We have also begun to realize that through adaptive
strategies and special training the augmented speaker can achieve a
great deal in social and communicative situations. In the past we
have all too often focused on advances in technology to bring the
non-speaker into the communication and conversational arena, and to
increase the levels of communication and interaction possible. We are
now beginning to understand that creating technology with faster
rates, larger vocabulary storages and more intelligible synthesis is
incomplete and, in and of itself, does not necessarily make an impact
on the lives and communication statuses of non-speakers. We need to
learn how to use this tecnnology effectively. Hopefully, with the
further study of the nature and process of communicative interaction,
and the effect of various device characteristics and adaptive
communication strategies on that process, we will be closer to
actualizing the potentials of technology and to bringing more
effective communication to non-speaking children and adults.
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APPENDIX UPDATE

Unpublished and in-progress studies in these Appendixes include
clinical and research efforts shared with the IPCAS Project as of
September 1984. Since that time, the in-progress studies of Light
(IP); James (IP); Farrier, Yorkston, Beukelman and Marriner (IP); and
Kraat and Levinson (IP) have been completed. To date, manuscripts
have been submitted for publication by both Light and Farrier et al.
At the time of the final submission of this report, only one of the
unpublished studies found in this appendix has reached publication.
That is the study of Fishman, Timler and Yoder (Augmentative and
Alternative Communication , 1 (1), 1985).

As the interest in interaction in augmentative communication
continueci to grow, several new research and clinical studies continue
to be identified in the participating countries. Two research studies
have begun in British Columbia under the direction of Carolyn Jhnson
at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver. A research
project in clinical training of interaction is underway at the
Augmentative Communication service at Ontario Crippled Children's
Centre (now the flugh MacMillan Medical Centre) in Toronto under Janice
Light. A research project on interaction in severely mentally
retarded persons is currently in progress in Sweden with Gerd Anden as
the principal investigator. G. Le Cardinal and J. Guyonnet,
Universite de Technologic de Compiegne, France have begun to develop a
model for interaction a., it relates to communication and augmentation.
Dissertation studies are in progress with Lucinda Cassatt, University
of Maryland, and Jeffery Higginbotham, Western Michigan University
(USA). Delva Culp is continuing to address the clinical intervention
needs of augmentative speakers through studies at Callier Center,
Dallas, Texas. The University of Pittsburgh, (USA) under the
direction of Donald Egolf, is currently studying aspects of
interaction in augmented speakers through a research grant. Jeanne
W'lcox, at Kent State University (USA) is investigating the early

teraction patterns of severely handicapped young children. In
addition, research efforts continue the area of technology and
interaction at the University of Wisconsin - Madison, under the
direction of David Yoder; Queens College, under Arlene Kraat; and at
Children's Hospital, Boston, under Howard Shane.

It is probable that there are research and clinical activities
directed toward interaction in augmentative communicators that have
not been identified during this state of the art study. However, a
concerted effort has been made to bring as many of those studies as
possible from England, Sweden, Canada and the United States to our
common knowledge through this IPCAS research effort.

3/85

PLEASE NOTE: In the following pages,
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UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH STUDIES

IPCAS Study on Interaction

UP

Title of Research Study: The Use of Blissymbolics in a Special School

Principal I nvestigator(s):

Nirmala Andrews (Under the direction of Chris Kiernan)

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Master's Dissertation, University of London Institute of Education

DateConnileted: September, 1980

1. Purpose(s) of the Research: This research project examined the interaction
between a group of six physically disabled children using Blissymbolics and
adults in two environments, the classroom and speech therapy sessions in an

effort to answer the following questions; (1) Is effective communication
taking ?lace; (2) Does usage depend on situational constraints; and (3) Does
usage correlate with intellectual ability as measured on the Columbia Mental
Maturity Scale and the English Picture Vocabulary Test?

I!. Project Description:

The children studied were between the ages of 3 years, 11 months and 7 years,

8 months. Three of these children were totally dependent and used eye-pointing
to indicate symbols; the three others were more physically able and used direct

selection to indicate symbols on a display. All had used Blissymbolics for at

least 6 months. The number of symbols available on language boards varied
across subjects (i.e., 20, 80, 88, 120, 120, and 160 symbols).

Communication usage was sampled in three classroom contexts, an academic lesson,
lunch, and a craft activity. Each context was sampled three times fcr a half-

hour period. Usage was also sampled during speech therapy again for three
sessions of one half hour each. The children's symbol use and non-verbal

behavior was recorded; the adult's verbal behavior was also recorded.

A semantic, syntactic and pragmatic lnalysis of the communication samples was

made. The syntactical analysis examined the symbol use in terms of parts of
"speech"; the semantic analysis used an adapted version o2 the ELIS (Environmental
Language Interest Strategy) by McDonald and Blott,'1974; the pragmatic analysis
used a modified version of Dore's illocutionary types (1976) and was applied to
both symbol use and non-verbal behaviors. The non-verbal behaviors were
classified according to the ca:egories outlined by Kiernan (1979) which included
declaratives, imperatives, and social forms. The adult utterances were modeled
after Mittler (1976) and included general function utterances (e.g., statements
of control, encouragement, running commentary, and extention of play via
language); and question types (e.g., those used for labeling of nouns and verbs,
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II. Project Description (Continued)

two-choice questions, open ended forms, facilitatory, rhe.orical and
maintenance questions).

III. Major Findings/Results:

Some of the major findings were: (1) Symbol use was greater in the therapy
situation than in the classroom; non-verbal behaviros were more frequent in
the classroom than in the therapy situation; (2) Within the classroom
contexts, symbol use was greatest during the academic time; (3) Non-verbal
behaviors were highest for the imperative function in the classroom and the
declarative function in the speech treatment session; (4) There was a wider
use of semantic functions in the therapy situation, but little use of topic
introduction; classroom use was high in agreement and negation functions
which do not requere symbol use, and included morn topic initiation on the
part of the symbol users; (5) Two-choice questions were used by adults in
both situations, with therapy also including a high number of open-ended
question forms; (6) The psychological tests used did not correlate with the
frequency of symbol usage.

The study cots.. ides that there are very different communication demands of
each setting, and what is expected of the non-speaker in a therapy session
may non be particularly representative of the demands of the classroom or
the resulting communicative styles of the nonspeakers. The style adopted
by adults appears to effect the amount, range, and type of communication
used by the symbol users.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0 Yes a No
From:
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UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH STUDIES

IPCAS Study on Interaction

UP

Title of Research Study:
Interactional Strategies With and Without An Augmentative
Communication Device: A Case Study

Principal I nvestigator(s):
Patricia Bailey and Howard Shane
Children's Hospital Medical Center
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 735-6466

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Master's Project in Communication Disorders
Emerson College

Date Com . leted:
June, 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

This study compares the interaction strategies of a nonspeaking
adolescent and familiar persons in two different environments (at home with
his family, and in school) using structured and unstructured communication
situations and an interview. These interactions are analyzed in relation
to their effectiveness, efficiency, and the conversational modes and
strategies used.

II. Project Description:

The nonspeaker studied was a developmentally disabled boy of 13 years
of age. Communication means available to him were eye gaze, gross gestures,
hand movement, and inconsistent vocalization, along with a two number coding
of words and phrases, and an Etran alphabet system used as a back-up.
Receptive language scores were reported at the 7 year level.

The structured communication context consisted of a description (3 de-
tails) of one of three pictures by the nonspeaker. The mother or the
teacher attempted to identify the picture indicated in two tasks. The
unstructured interaction context consisted of a free conversation/interaction
in the classroom or with his family. Thirty minutes of interaction were
videotaped; two 3 minute segments were selected as typical of each 1/2 hour
interaction and were analyzed. Interviews were conducted with the mother
and teachers aide regarding interaction with the nonspeaker. Questions
were directed at the method of interaction. functions, expediency strategies,
selected discourse features, breakdowns, and attitudes toward various modes
of communication.

Coding categories were based on observed patterns that emerged. These
included various modes of communication used by the nonspeaker (specific
board used, eye contact, affective status, vocalization, and cue for shared
information). Several coding strategies were used to describe the adult
behavior in the dyads. These included types of responses to board use,
predictions used, clarification form asked for/used, acknowledgement of
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II. Project Description (Continued)

breakdown, and use of a third person as interpreter. These behaviors were
tabulated for frequency of occurrence, and percentage of over-all use.
Predictions were further examined for type and acknowledgement by the non-
speaker.

III. Major Findings/Results:

The nonspeaker's use of communication modes and the frequency of mode
use were different in interactions with the mother and the school aide on
both the free and unstructured contexts. Use of the communication board was
observed only in the school setting; in both situations body gestures and
vocalization ere used with greatest frequency than other modes. The non-
speaker used different frequencies of mode use in the two communication
situations (e.g., in the home, greater use of speech over gesture was ob-
served; in the picture context, gestural use was more frequent than speech
use). This was true of interactions with both the mother and the teacher.
Interview statements were not borne out in observation suggesting that the
adult interactants were not highly aware of the modes that were being used
for communication exchange.

The adult partners varied in their use of communication strategies and the
successfulness of those styles. Some of these findings include: minimal use
of prediction by the mother and a greater variety of strategies used by the
teacher's aide. In terms of effectiveness, the mother was unsuccessful in
identification in the picture task; the teacher's aide was successful. The

user was generally more passive with the mother than with the teacher, and
frequently tended not to acknowledge predictions, even when incorrect.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0 Yes 0 No
From:

Howard Shane, Ph.D.
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Children's Hospital Medical Center
30( Longwood Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

UP

Title of Research Study:
Evaluation of Communication Board Use in a

Residential Setting

Principal I nyestigator(s):

Cheryl A. Buettemeier

Type of Research Project. (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Master's Thesis, Communication Disorders, University of Wisconsin under the
direction of David E. Yoder, Madison, Wisconsin

Date Com leted. September 26, 1983
---

1. Purpose(s) of the Research: The main purpose of this investigation was to provide a
functional description of the communicative interactions between non-speaking
individuals and both the staff at a residential facility and their public school
teachers. Some of the questions to be investigated included: mode of subject mes-
sage (board vs. non-board), speaker role (initiator vs. respondent), non-verbal
communicative behaviors and communicative events.

The secondary purpose was to evaluate the role of communication systems on
both the living unit of a residential facility and in a public school classroom
setting, and to provide updated information on the current augmentative commu-
nication systems being used by the subjects.

II. Project Description:

Subjects: Five non-speaking, mentally retarded residents from Central Wis-
consin Center for the Developmentally tisabled (CWC) participated in this study.
All subjects had previously participated in studies involving training in the use
of Blissymbols and the assessment of their use of Blissymbols as an augmentative
communication system.

Procedures: All five subjects were observed while on the living unit of the
residential facility. In addition, two of the subjects were also observed while
at school. The subjects were observed until data had been collected for ten
residential interactions per subject and five school interactions per subject.

The on-line coding system developed for this study Tas based in part on
those coding systems referred to by Calculator and Dollaghan (1982), Yoder and
Riechle (1977) and Higginbotham and Yoder (1982). Major variables investigated in
this study inch-led the following: mode of subject message (board vs. non-board),
speaker role (initiator vs. respondent), outcome of subject message, success of
subject messag), communicative events, kinesic system, paralinguistic system,
proxemic system and length of interaction. All interactions were coded simulta-
neously by the experimenter and another graduate student. The first interaction
occurring after every five minute block of time was coded until all desired inter-
actions were coded.

Prior to the actual data collection, both observers practiced coding from
videotapes until inter-observer reliability was established. Inter- and intra-
observer reliability over time was determined by having both observers code three
interactions (from videotapes), on two separate occasions, two weeks apart.
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IL Project Description (Continued)

For the on-line data collection, a confidence rating scale of 1 to 3 was
used. A rating of "1" indicated a very low level of confidence and a rating
of "2" indicaced a moderate level of conficence. Coded interactions resulting
in a confidence rating of "3" were omitted from the final sixty interactions
analyzed. Interactions given ratings or "1" or "2" were included if both
observers agreed on/the coding of all items.

After all interactions had been coded, persons interacting most
frequently with each of the subjects were askee to respond to a survey regarding
the subjects' use of his/her communication board.

In order to provide current information on the five subjects, their
previous communication systems (from previous studies in 1975 and 1977) and their
current communication systems were described.

III. Ma'or

--- Results of the on -l!ne coding revealed that alL subjects in ooth the
residential and school settings used the non-board mode far more frequently than
the board mode for all communicative interactions.

Of all the 50 residential interactions analyzed, 25 (50%) were initiated
by the subjects, indicating that overall, the non-speaking subjects initiated
communicative interactions just as frequently as they responded to others'
initiations. In contrast, only three of the ten schools interactions (30%) were
initiated by the subjects.

Concerning the use of non-verbal communicative behaviors, all subjects
used regulators, however, there was only limited use of other types of kinesic
behaviors such as emblems. In addition, most of the subjects exhibited only
very limited volitional use of paralinguistic behaviors.

The majority of the subject's communications were limited to such
communicative events as "giving information" and "getting an interactant to do
something."

The response to the survey concerning the subjects' use of his/her
communication board confirmed most all of the findings of the on-line coding.

Though all subjects were provided with and trained in the use 3f their
communication bcards, these augmentative communication systems w re rarely used
in either the school or residential setting. In fact, most of the subjects were
communicating through the same modes that they were initially using prior to
their introduction to an augmentative communication system.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0:I Yes 0 No

From: Cheryl A. Buettemeier
3610 147th Place, NE B-14
Bellevue, WA 98007
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

UP

Title of Research Study:

Interaction Analyses of Adult Augmented Communicators: A Pilot Study

Principal I nyestigater(s):

Marilyn Jean Buzolich, Ph.D.
294 Carl #16
San Francisco, CA 94117

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Pilot Study for Dissertation at University of California at San Francisco

Date Com leted:
June, 1982

1. Purpose(s) of the Research: The purpose of this pilot study was to explore a new
methodology for assessing communicative behavior of augmented communicators inter-
acting with normals. The emphasis of this study was on the dyad, observing and
assessing the communicative behavior of each interactant. Two different research
strategies were employed: a micro and a macroanalysis. The microanalysis was em-
ployed lir the purposes of developing a taxonomy to describe communicative behav-
ior of an adult using two different augmentative communication systems to interact
witn an unfamiliar normal adult. The macroanalysis was employed for the purpose
of generating a reliable clinical measure for evaluating this communicative
behavior.

II. Project Description:

Two subjects were selected for the pilot study; one adult male with oral speech
dysfunction associated with cerebral palsy and one adult female with normal
verbal speech. Subjects were matched with respect to approximate educational
level. The speech handicapped s'4bject was a multi-communicaton aid user. He
used the Handi-Voice 120, a voice-output communication device, an alphabet-
speller (communication board) and a home computer for written text. The
normal subject had no previous experience with severely physically handicapped
individuals using augmentative communication systems.

The subjects were videotaped in the augmented communicator's home for 20 minutes
while engaging in conversational interactio, During the first 10 minutes the
augmented communicator used his alphabet speller while in cha last 10 minutes he
used his Handi-Voice 120 while interacting with his conversational partner.

Microanalysis (Clinical Research Profile)

The 20-minute videotaped sample was transcribed according to Ochs's (1979) trans-
cription method. Nonverbal and verbal behaviors were recorded sequentially
across interactants. Three minute samples of each interaction were recorded by
another observer for reliability purposes. The transcribed conversational
samples were analyzed with respect to turn-taking, contingent queries/repair,
interruptions and overlap and topic, and compared to normal models proposed by
Duncan and Fiske (1977), Corsaro (1979), and Mishler (1975).
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II. Project Description (Continued)

Macroanalysis (Social Validation Profile)

An observational protocol for adult pragmatic behaviors as it applied to
augmented communicators was constructed. TWG speech/language pathologists
were trained in pragmatic analysis and then completed the questionnaire
after viewing each conversational sample two times.

A questionnaire for aided (augmented) and unaided (normal) communicators was
administered. Both members of the dyad completed questionnaires and made
comparative judgements about the systems of communication used.

III. Major Finding : /Results:

The clinical research profile (microanalysis) revealed differences in the
pattern of interaction displayed when the augmented communicator used the
alphabet speller and 6-le Handi-Voice 120. Some of the differences can be
attributed to the system of communication used, and some to the nature of
this unique interaction.

Socially conventional signals for turn regulation were utilized in this
interaction between augmented and normal communicators but the cues
comprising these signals differed from that proposed by Duncan and Fiske (1977)
and persisted across systems of communication used.

Requests for revision of an unclear message by the normal speaker and repairs
by the augmented communicator only occurred during the alphabet speller
condition, suggesting that the Handi-Voice was snperior in terms of message
intelligibility.

The number of interruptions and overlap across conditions did not differ
significantly; however, the normal speaker was responsible for the majority
of interruptions resulting in overlap.

Topic was primarily controlled by the normal speaker under both conditions,
particularly when the augmented communicator used his Handi-Voice.

The social validation profile (macroanalysis) was unsuccessful at generating
a reliable clinical measure for interaction analysis of augmented normal
speaker conversation.
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Major Findings/Results (Continued;

In a subsequent study the observational protocol should Ipa organized so that
each communicative behavior is grouped with the complex nulti- channel cues

that signal the behavior. The observer could judge both members of the dyad
to determine whether communicative breakdowns were due to the absence of

signal display or to the failure of the partner to respond appropriately to

the signal.

Clinicians completing observational protocols should view a training tape

prior to judging conversation samples.

Interactants' judgements on the questionnaires were valuable measures on the

social validation profile. Responses on the questicanaire identified
parameters which were meaningful to the participants; that of rate,

intelligibility, and role relationships. Rate and intelligibility are

components characteristic of the efficiency of a communication system
(Beukelman and Yorkstoa, i'.'82) whereas role relationships between speakers
reflect dimensions of power and authority in social interaction (Mishler,

1975; Corsaro, 1979). Replication of the study will enable us to determine

whether external factors of system efficiency and internal factors of speaker's

perception of role relationships interact to affect conversational patterns
between adult augmented communicators and normal speakers.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0 Yes MC No

From:
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Title of Research Study:

Interaction Analysis of Augmented and Normal Adult Communicators

Principal I nyestigator(s):

Marilyn Jean Buzolich, Ph.D.
294 Carl #16
San irancisco, CA 94117

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Doctoral Dissertation, University of California, San Francisco, CA

Date Corns leted:
November, 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

The primary purpose of this study was the development of methodologies for
measuring communicative behaviors of augmentated communicators in an
interactional framework. A second purpose was to explore various aspects of
discourse management in an attempt to describe the form and function of
interactive behaviors between augmented and normal communicators.

II. Project Description:

Four male subjects participated in this study; two adults with oral speech
dysfunction associated with cerebral palsy and two adults with normal verbal
speech. Eight 20-minute videotaped samples of conversational interaction
were collected from the subjects. Augmented communicators used a communication
board (alphabet speller) and a Handi Voice 120, each for 20 minutes to
communicate with each of the conversational partners. Two videotaped segments
were selected from each of the eight 20-minute samples for transcription and
analysis. The total analysis segment for each sample was 20 turn exchanges;
10 speaking turns by each member of the dyad. One segment was selected from
the first half of the sami.le and one from the second half. The analysis
segments for each sample ware transcribed according to a modified version of the
notation system devised by Ochs (1979). (See Appendix.)

Two different research methodologies were used to describe interactive patterns
between augmented and normal communicators. For the microanalysis, conversational
samples of dyadic interaction between augmented and normal speakers were analyzed
with respect to five different aspects of communicative behavior; 1) turn-taking;
2) rate; 3) contingent quelie6 and repair; 4) interruptions and overlap; and, 5)
topic maintenance. Procedures to establish reliability were used for the
transcription, coding, and analysis of data. The microanalysis involved

2G2
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II. Project Description (Continued)

comparative and absolute judgements by the interactants and L.y 32 naive
observers of communicative competence and communication system effectiveness.
Interactants completed questionnaires regarding communicative competence and

proficiency it system use. Observers viewed the eight edited conversational
samples and completed two questionnaires for each dyad (See Appendix). Results

were compared within and between dyads to determine whether those interactions

consistently judged more effective were related to the type of ccmmunication
system used, the particular system user, conversational partner, or some

interaction of these variables.

!H. Major Findings/Results:

MICROANALYSIS

Augmented-normal interaction was managed by the normal speaker wto maintained

control in turn regulation, turn size, and topic. P,tterns of interactic

were also affected by the system of communication used.

Turn Regulation

Normals experience an extra-ordinary ability to claim turns durir7, interaction

with augmented communicators while augmented communicators are unsuccessful.

Unsuccessful attempts to claim turns by augmented communicators were due to

delays in initiation of message delivery. There was a greater delay in message

delivery with the Handi-Voice 120 as compared to the alphabet speller.

Rate

Normal speakers dominated ever the augmented communicator with respect to the

amount of information per turn.

Contingent Queries and Repair

Handi-Voice 120 had positive effects on augmented-normal interaction with respect

to decreasing the number of technical breakdowns.

Interruptions and Overlap

Handi- Voic.e 120 provided a means with which the augmented communicator could

interru;i: his normal conversational partner.
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Major Findings/Results (Continued)

Topic Maintenance

The respondent pattern of augmented communicators was most prevalent during the
early part of the conversation but as the conversation continued, augmented
communicators contributed more information and the difference between augmented

and normal speakers diminished.

MACROANALYSIS

The macroanalysis revealed individual differences between augmented communicators
with respect to communicative competence and proficiency in system use while
there were no overall differences in normal speaker skill for the conversational

partners. Conversational control for augmented communicators was related to
communicative competence and proficiency in system use.

Using micro and macroanalytic approaches simultaneously is a valid approach in

augmented - normal interaction research. The macroanalysis provided a means with

which to socially validate results obtained on the microanalysis.

The present study has implications for design and development of communication
devices as well as intervention approaches. The major inpetus in communication

system design is increasing the speed of communication. The results of this

study also emphasize the importance of this goal. The present study also

revealed that greater system use proficiency was correlated with more normal
profiles on all the measures studied. Training must occur within an interactional

framework. The form of training with regard to the technical aspects of
conversational management should be increasing speed of communication,
intelligibility, and strategies for achieving greater-conversational control.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0 Yes No

From: (publication and preparation)
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Title of Research Study: Design and Revision of Nor-Oral Systems of Communication

for the Mentally Retarded/Physically Handicapped: A Discussion of the Uni-Color
Binary Visual Encoding Board With General Implications for Communication Board

Principal Investigator(s): Training - Working Paper #101

Stephen N. Calculator, Ph.D., Department of Communication Disorders
University of New Hampshire, Durham, N.H. 03824
Tele. (603) 862-2110

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent Study

Date Completed:
October, 1977

I. Purpose(s) of the Research:

a. To provide an introduction to the field of augmentative communication and
an overview of assessment/treatment considerations for working with

nonspeaking persons.

b. To demonstrate the need to individualize communication aids to meet the
specific needs of the nonspeaker. The evolution of the UCBUEB, a device
necessitated by one client's to master an ETRAN display, is detailed.
This system requires the client to match colors, in sequence, in order to
visually convey a chcice of any one of 64 items depicted on her communication
II. Project Description: board.

This paper begins by attempting to identify "the nonspeaker", reviewing
previous terminology which has been applied to such persons. The author then
presents an overview of communication boards, describing alternative methods of
signaling and displaying content.

Following this introductory material, the evolution and implementation of
an eye encoding system is traced from the perspective of its user's specific
needs and abilities. Various factors commonly associated with nonspeakers'
failures to communicate effectively (e.g., inadequate staff training) are
examined in conjunction with the corresponding assessment and treatment measures
they should engender.
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II. Project Description (Continued)

M. Major Findings/Results:

Clinically, this study demonstrates a series of program steps which resulted

in the successful introduction of an eye gaze communication board for one non

speaking adult. The author stresses the need to cater the content of assessmen

and training to the client's specific disabilities and strengths. The training

sequence he presents is thus one which must be revised in each subsequent

application of the UCBUEB.

IV. Written Manascript/Summary Available LI Yes No

From:
Stephen N. Calculator
Dept. of Communication Disorders
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire

Durham, 514 03821:
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Title of Research Study:
Comparison Speaking Nonspeaking Mentally Retardedof and

Adults' Methods of Responding to Listeners' Requests for Clarification

Principal I nvestigator(s): Stephen N. Calculator, Ph.D., Department of Communication
Disorders, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH
(603) 862-2110
and

Dianne Delaney, M.S., Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pa. 16802 (814) 865-5414

Type of Research Project (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent Study and Thesis, Penn State University

Date Com . leted:
February, 1984

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:
1. To examine how nonspeaking mentally retarded adults using communication

boards as their primary mode of expression respond to a conversational par-
ticipant's requests for clarification.

2. To compare the above results to those obtained from a matched
(linguistically and cognitively) group of speaking mentally retarded adults.

i I. Project Description:

Ten residents (5 nonspeaking and 5 speaking) from a facility housing mentally
retarded/physically handicapped persons participated in this study. Nonspeakers
were currently using direct selection communication boards consisting of between
191 and 229 symbols. Production MLUs ranged between 2.05 and 3.04 (vs. 2.63 to
4.50 for speaking subjects). Mental ages for the nonspeakers and speakers were
4.69 and 4.34, respectively.

Each subject conversed with an examiner f:r approximately 11/4 hours during
which the latter issued 40 nonspecific requests for clarification (i.e., 'what?").
A second observer coded subjects' responses to these requests (see Appendix for
coding system). Intel,..17server agreements in coding speaking and nonspeaking
subjects' responses were .95 and .90, respectively.

----
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II. Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

The two groups were strikingly similar with respect to the nature of their

revisions. Speakers and nonspeakers most frequently responded to their listener's

requests for clarification by simply repeating their original utterances (i.e.,

not revising). Repetitions comprised 40% of the nonspeakers' and 35% of the

speakers' responses. The second most frequently employed strategy by the

respective groups was message elaborations, where utterances were syntactically

and/or semantically expanded. Together with repetitions these accounted for

58.2% of the nonspeakers' and 65.6% of the speakers' responses. The only

significant difference (O1 L .05) noted was the nonspeakers' greater reliance upon
mode changes (e.g., shifting how a message was conveyed with no ensuing change in

meaning). These findings suggest that nonspeakers employ similar strategies to

their speaking counterparts despite their reliance upon different primary modes

of expression.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0 Yes d No
From:

* This paper has been submitted for journal consideration.
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Title of Research Study: Augmentative Communication Systems: The Interaction Process

Principal I nvestigator(s): Ann Colquhoun
59 Cliueden Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M87 3M9

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent/Ontario Crippled Children's Center

Date Conn . !cited:
November, 1982

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

To examine interaction patterns which take place between speaking persons and
persons using an augmentative communication system.

U. Project Description:

Half-hour videotapes were made of seven dyads in which the conversation was between
non-vocal individuals and a speaking person. The parcicipants -In each conversation
were familiar to each other, and the choice of topic was essentially free.

The seven non-vocal participants were between 10 and 27 years of age, all used
Blissymbolics as their major means of communication, and all used direct
selection pointing as their means of indication. The speaking partners were all
adults who had extensive experience with Blissymbols and the users. Five of
these partners were teachers, one was a mother, and the other a friend.

Each utteranca of each conversation was coded along six parameters: participant,
relationship to content, type of utterance, function of the utterance, form, and
mode used. (See Appendix of this report.) The number of utterances in each sub-
category was totalled and converted to a percentage to allow comparison between
the speaking person's and the Blissymbol user's contribution to the conversations
in different parameters and subcategories. Standard deviations were also
calculated to obtain an idea of the variation present.
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II. Project Description (Continued)

Major Findings/Results:

I. The majority of utterances were made by the speaking person.

2. Most of the utterances had to do with the content of the conversation, although
both participants also contributed to the Meta-Talk category, which was concerned
with the communication system itself.

3. The speaking partners did most of the initiating, confirming, subquestioning
and encouraging. The Blissymbol users did most of the responding.

4. The speaking partners used a variety of communicative functions, with the
exception of statemen.'description. The augmentative system users primarily
produced statements.

5. Speaking partners used equal amounts of full sentences and fragments.
Blissymbol users used more fragments on the average (e.g., 72.3% to 27.7%).

In general, the speaking persons initiated, narrowed the field of responses, and
confirmed symbol choices through questions, statements, and symbol labels using
both sentences and fragment. Frequent use of subquestions to narrow the field
of responses and rhetorical questions in which the answers were known. to both
partners were noted. The most variation occurred in the friend-friend dyad.

There is a need to consider the qualitative as well as the quantitative aspects
of interactions. The general impression of the observations was that effective
communication was taking place and that one participant was not totally
dominating the interaction. Instead, the additional input by the speaking
persons appeared to facilitate communication. The author questions the dependence
on the speaking person's input and assistance for the exchanges and lts effect
on communication and social development. Although facilitatory, the observed
patterns also did not encourage syntactical use, and question asking/information
seeking on the part of the Blissymbol user.

(AWK)

W. Written Manuscript/Summary Available CID Yes

From: Ann Colquhoun
59 Cliueden Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M87 3M9
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Title of Research Study:
Listener Reactions to Three Nonvocal Communication Outputs

Principal Investigator(s): Loraine Coxson and Pamela Laikko
Department of Communication Disorders
University of Wisconsin - Madison
1975 Willow Drive
Madison, WI 53706

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Master's Project, Department of Speech, Washington State University
(Under the direction of Pamela Laikko)

Date Completed: 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

To examine the reactions of unsensitized and sensitized persons to communication
through three communication output modes - synthetic speech, printed copy, and
visual-nonretrievable output.

II. Project Description:

Groups of adults viewed a segment of a videotape in which a normal 26 year old
was communicating with a normal adult via direct selection on an Express 3. The
same script was used for each output mode. Each listener group viewed only one
mode of use, and noted their reaction to the interaction on a rating scale and
questionnaire. The unsensitized group consisted of 69 university students
outside of Communication Disorders; 51 special education and speech pathology
majors constituted the sensitized group as persons with more exposure to the
handicapped. The interaction consisted of 11 questions and responses by each
partner in the dyad (total: 8 minutes).
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IL Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

The rating given the three communication modes by the unsensitized
listeners showed significant differences. Print was rated
significantly lower than speech, or non-retrievable forms of
communication, and found to be more negative, less functional, and
least approachable. The sensitized observers rated all forms of
communication high. Results suggest that naive listeners view
augmentative communication system outputs more negatively than do
listeners who are more sensitive to handicapped individuals, and
view print the most un-normalized of the modes evaluated. Comments
from this group indicate that they would generally not initiate
conversation with nonspeakers. This suggests that the nonspeaker
may have to take the initiative in interaction with unfamiliar
speakers if communication is to occur.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available C21 Yes 0 No
From: Pamela Laikko

Department of Communication Disorders
University of Wisconsin - Madison
Madison, WI 53706
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Title of Research Study:

Communication Interactions - Nonspeaking Children Using Augmentative Systems

Principal Investigator(s): De lva M. Culp

Callier Center for Communic-tion Disorders
1966 Inwood Rc-d
University of Texas
Dallas, TX 75233
(214) 783-3137

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independer . Study, Funded)

Independent Study

Date Com leted:
November, 1982

1. Purpose(a) of the Research:

To examine the communication interactions of nonspeaking children using
augmentative communication systems with their mothers in the home setting.

II. Project Description:

Five cerebral palsied children and their mothers served as subjects. These
children ranged in age from 5 years 5 months, to 13 years 2 months. All used
direct selection as a means of indication. Two children used upper extremity
pointing; the other three used a variety of head indtcators (light beam, chin
pointer, head pointer). The symbols systems and aids used also varied. Three
children used Blissymbolic arrays; one child used an alphabet, word, phrase
book; the other child used an electronic device, the HandiVoice 110. All had
used their augmentative aids for at least 6 months aid received therapy at
least one time per week. Receptive language scores of these children ranged
from 6-4 to 7-8 years. Speech and gestural use were not reported.

The experimenter videotaped interactions in the home between these nonspeaking
children and mothers. Mothers reported these interactions to be typical. The
last 20 minutes of the videotaped session (25 minutes) were transcribed
(Miller, 1981) and analyzed. Communications were examined for: (1) mode of
communication, (2) mean length of utterance (with any gesture or vocalization
coulted as a morpheme), (3) communication functions (adapted from Halliday,
1975), and (4) communication effect. This last category examined communication
success and initiation. An interaction was coded as successful when the
listener's response was judged by the experimenter to be consistent with the
intended message.
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II. Project Description (Continued)

Initiation was defined as introducing a topic or idea not previously addressed
in the interaction. Reliability was addressed through coding of two children's
interactions by a second examiner. Reliability was greater than 89% on all
variables coded. Both examiners were previously familiar with each of the
five children.

Major Findings'Results:

Results indicated interactive patterns which were generally consistent across
dyads such that:

1. Children used gestures and speech more frequently than communication boards;

2. Mothers dominated interactions in terms of the number of utterances (840
total utterances per mothers versus 576 total utterances for children),
grammatical complexity, and M.L.U. (M.L.U. range/mothers = 5.5-8.4 versus
M.L.U. range/children = 1.2-3.0);

3. Mothers used a high percentage of heuristic utterances (yes/no and WH
questions), and children demonstrated extensive use of yes/no and informative
utterances;

4. Mothers frequently clarified, but rarely expanded upon, the children's
utterances;

5. Mothers consistently initiated more interaction than children.

However, more specific analysis of communication board/aid usage revealed that:

1. All children were able to initiate interactions successfully.

2. All children were significantly more successful in their interactions when
using a communication aid than when using other symbolic modes in combination.

This study concluded that although the conmr,nication aid appeared to offer these
five children increased communicative potential, the children's roles in the
studied interactions continue to be extremely limited in terms of the
communications examined.

Areas that should be considered for further study include: (1) the development
of functional clinical measures for assessing communicative interactions of
communication aid users; and, (2) development of communication intervention
programs which locus on facilitation of more normal communication interactions
of communication aid users and significant others in their envircnmcut.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available Q9 Yes 0 No
From: Delve M. Culp

Speech and Language Pathology
Callier Center for Communication Disorders
1966 Inwood Road
Dallas, TX 75235 21.4
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Title of Research Study:

Synthesized Speech - Intelligibility Trials

Principal Investigator(s):
Jayne Easton
Senior Speech Therapist
Communication Aids Centre
Frenchay Hospital
Bristol, England BS16 1LE
(0272) 565656 (Ext. 204)

Tyoe of Research Project: (Dissertution,Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent Study

Date Corn. feted:
January, 1984

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

This research study investigated the intelligibility of synthesized speech in
two communication devices based on a Votrax SCO1 chip, the HandiVoice 110, and
the WITS Chat. In particular, the intelligibility of these synthesizers was
examined in relation to different groups of listeners, and a variety of
linguistic tasks.

II. Project Description:

Fourteen listeners served as subjects. These included 8 speech therapists,
5 laymen, and one synthetic speech device user. Each subject was presented
with a series of listening tasks first in one synthesizer, then the other. The
order of synthesizer presentation was altered for four of the subjects to
examine order effects.

The intelligibility tasks included: (1) identifying 30 similiar sounding words
from the listing of Yorkston and Beukelman, 1980; (2) identifying these 30 words
in a 3 word forced choice situation; (3) identifying these 30 words in a forced
choice situation with conversational masking introduced; (4) identifying ten
sentences; (5) identifying 8 polysyllabic words; and, (6) identifying 3, 4, and
5 word phrases. Unless the task was a forced choice situation, subjects were
asked to write down what they heard. Presentation was made from taped stimuli
from the two synthesizers under study. Stimuli was presented at a distance of
one metre from the listener in a sound damped room.
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ii. Project Description (Continued)

Ill. Major Findings/Results:

1. Increased exposure to synthetic speech appears to improve intelligibility
for the majority of cases. In the initial task (identifying 30 words), speech
therapists had superior performance. However, as the sequence of tasks
continued, lay persons also increased their performance scores and performed
equally with speech therapists.

2. No significant differences were noted between synthesizers studied.

3. Some subjects were consistently poorer at interpreting synthesized speech
regardless of the task, and others were consistently superior.

4. Polysyllabic words and 3-5 word phrases received higher intelligibility
scores than single words. Length appears to have a positive impact on
intelligibility.

5. Vowel length and the presence of voiceless plosives appeared to be
significant factors in intelligibility of the synthesized speech.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available bItYes 0 No
(Manuscript submitted for publication)From:

Jayne Easton
Senior Speech Therapist
Communication Aids Centre - Frenchay Hospital
Bristol, England BS16 1LE
(0272) 565656 (Ext. 204)
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IPCAS Study on Imoraction

Title of Research Study: Use of Augmentative Communication Systems by
Quadriplegic, Non-speaking Adults.

Principal Investigator(s): I?isFishman, M.A., Director Communication Disorders
Department, United Cerebral Palsy Associetion of Fairfield County, Inc.,

Bridgeport, CT 06606
Patricia Kerman-Lerner, M.A., Chief, Speech Pathology and Audiology Service
Goldwater Memorial Hospital, NYU Medical Center, New York, New York 10044

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent Study

Date Completed: November, 1983

Purposes) of the Research:

The purpose of this study was to determine the differences in the use
of non-electronic and electronic augmentative communication systems by
non-speaking individuals who had been given both types of systems. The
hypothesis was that each type of system would be used to communicate with
different persons and to discuss different topics.

II. Project Description:

The subjects studied were three non-speaking female adults living within
a large, 1L;ng-term rehabilitation facility. Each had become non-speaking

due to an acquired neurological disorder and was anarthric as well as

quadriplegic.

Non-electronic communication systems provided for each subject included
at E-tran, an Eye-link and an alphabet board whose letters were indicated

through row-column scanning. Electronic systems, controlled through
a single switch, included the Express I, the Apple II Plus computer and

the Tufts Interactive Communicator. Each subject had used her systems

for at least one year prior to this study.

Over a two week period, data were collected for each subject through
audiotape of non-electronic interaction or collection of printed tapes

produced using the electronic system. All were collected using two

measures. The first measure identified the target person to whom the
subjects addressed their communication, i.e., the person the message

was intended for. These persons were either familiar or unfamiliar with

the use of the subject's non-electronic system. The second measure

identified the topics initiated by the subjects during oommunicative
interaction. These included self-care, personal management (Lossing, 1981)
and emotional, social, and factual issues, humor and other issues not

included in the other categories.
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II. Project DAscription (Continued)

Ill. Major Findings/Results:

The results of this study revealed that 1) the subjects used their non-
electronic systems to communicate primarily with target persons familiar
with the use of those systems; 2) the subjects used their electronic
systems to communicate with familiar persons, and with persons unfamiliar
with the use of their non-electronic systems; 3) using both types of
systems, the most frequently discussed topics for all three subjects were
self-care and personal management; and 4) for one subject, emotional
issues were discussed more frequently using the non-electronic system
than when using the electronic system.

Therefore, the results of this study indicated that non-electronic and
electronic systems were used to communicate with different persons, but
in general, the same topics were discussed.

IV. Written Manuscript/Stimmary Available )g1( Yes 0 No
From: Iris Fishman

United Cerebral Palsy Association of Fairfield County, Inc.
130 Hunting Street
Bridgeport, CT 06606
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Title of Research Study:

Procedure for Analysis of Communication Breakdowns

Principal Investigator(s): Susan Fishman
Geralyn Timler
Department of Communication Disorders
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent Study in partial fulfillment of CD946 Seminar: Interaction
Strategies for Augmentative System Users (David E. Yoder, Instructor)

Date Completed: December, 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

The purpose of this study was to quantify and qual.,:y the communication
interaction between an augmentative and able-bodied speaker with emphasis
on communication breakdown and repair. In particular, the study examined
reliability measures between six judges, and audio/video and on-line
information in the study of this communicative interaction.

II. Project Description:

A sample of an interaction between an adult communication board user and a
familiar interactant was recorded on audio and videotape. A trained observer

also recorded on-line all of the board user's pointing, gesturing, and
vocalizing. The language board user was a 57 year old male with athetoid
cerebral palsy who lives with his older sister. At home, his primary mode

of communication is verbalization; with less familiar partners, he uses his
language board, vocalization, pointing, and gestures. The communication

partner was his speech-language pathologist.

The sample was transcribed verbatim from the videotaped recording following
conventions developed for this unique interaction. A transcript was also
obtained by combining the audio sample and the on-line observations.

A coding system for analysis of strategies for repair of breakdowns in an
interaction between a communication board user and a speaking interactant

was developed. (See Appendix.)

Strategies used by the augmentative system user include: 1) clarifications

(via pointing, gesturing, vocalizing, spelling, or simultaneously vocalizing
and pointing), 2) restarts, 3) reformulations, and 4) confirmations.
Strategies used by the speaking interactant include: 1) checks, 2) guesses,

3) redirections to the augmentative system, 4) requests for clarifications,
and 5) requests for information.

The utterance level was selected as the basic unit of analysis since
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II. Project Description (Continued)

breakdowns in communication often occur within a single utterance.

Next, the reliability of this analysis system was studied. Six graduate students
were selected as judges. Each of the judges participated in a one-hour training
session prior to analyzing the sample. Training included written definitions
of the codes, viewing videotaped interactions and their pre-coded transcripts,
coding of practice transcripts, as well as general discussion of the coding
procedures. Following training, each of the judges coded a portion of the
transcript from the interaction described earlier. Agreement between judges
was compared with standard coding established by the authors.

Ill. Major Findings/Results:

The ability of judges to use this analysis system reliably was analyzed in some
detail. The results were first analyzed to determine the overall agreement
between the six judges in coding the interaction sample. Next, the reliability
of each individual judge was computed for the entire sample in order to
discover differences between judges. Reliability of each code was also
analyzed for each individual judge to determine factors contributing to
differences in agreement between judges. Interjudge reliability was also
computed for each code to identify which definitions resulted in the most
disagreement. Finally, the frequency of usage of each code was calculated for
each judge and compared to the total number o; possible occurrences. This
provided information on which codes were used inappropriately, which codes were
neglected, and whether all judges experienced similar difficulties with some
definitions.

The ability to use the coding system reliably was not uniform across judges or
across definitions. Overall interjudge reliability for the six judges across
all strategy types was near .80. However, overall agreement of .89 between two
experienced judges indicated that experience with the coding system had a
positive effect on reliability. Reliability of some strategy types was
considerably lower due to problems in definition, individual judges' errors, or
transcription errors.

Coding of utterance types (responses or initiations) resulted in poor
reliability. Future studies will attempt to resolve this problem and identify
reliably the onset and completion of utterances.

Agreement between the transcripts obtained from the audio and videorecordings
was .77. This suggests that the use of audiotapes with some modifications in
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Major Findings/Results (Continued)

methods of collection is a feasible option for obtaining interaction

samples.

Thorough analysis of each individual code for the source of errors will

direct subsequent studies which will attempt to circumvent these

problems. Ongoing research is attempting to improve reliability measures

through refinements in definitions and training procedures.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available VI Yes 0 No

From: David E. Yoder, Ph.D.
Walter-Bascum Professor of Communication Disorders

1975 Willow Drive
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706
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II. Project Description (Continued)

breakdowns in communication often occur within a single utterance.

Next, the reliability of this analysis system was studied. Six graduate students
were selected as judges. Each of the judges participated in a one-hour training
session prior to analyzing the sample. Training included written definitions
of the codes, viewing videotaped interactions and their pre-coded transcripts,
coding of practice transcripts, as well as general discussion of the coding
procedures. Following training, each of the judges coded a portion of the
transcript from the interaction described earlier. Agreement between judges
was compared with standard coding established by the authors.

III. Major Findings/Results:

The ability of judges to use this analysis system reliably was analyzed in some
detail. The results were first analyzed to determine the overall agreement
between the six judges in coding the interaction sample. Next, the reliability
of each individual judge was computed for the entire sample in order to
discover differences between judges. Reliability of each code was also
analyzed for each individual judge to determine factors contributing to
differences in agreement between judges. Interjudge reliability was also
computed for each code to identify which definitions resulted in the most
disagreement. Finally, the frequency of usage of each code was calculated for
each judge and compared to the total number of possible occurrences. This
provided information on which codes were used inappropriately, which codes were
neglected, and whether all judges experienced similar difficulties with some
definitions.

The ability to use the coding system reliably was not uniform across judges or
across definitions. Overall interjudge reliability for the six judges across
all strategy types was near .80. However, overall agreement of .89 between two
experienced judges indicated that experience with the coding system had a
positive effect on reliability. Reliability of some strategy types was
considerably lower due to problems in definition, individual judges' errors, or
transcription errors.

Coding of utterance types (responses or initiations) resulted il poor
reliability. Future studies will attempt to resolve this problem and identify
reliably the onset and completion of utterances.

Agreement between the transcripts obtained from the audio and videorecordings
was .77. This suggests that the use of audiotapes with some modifications in
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Major Findings/Results (Continued)

methods of collection is a feasible option for obtaining interaction

samples.

Thorough analysis of each individual code for the source of errors will

direct subsequent studies which will attempt to circumvent these

problems. Ongoing research is attempting to improve reliability measures

through refinements in definitions and training procedures.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available MI Yes 0 No
From: David E. Yoder, Ph.D.

Walter-Bascum Professor of Communication Disorders

1975 Willow Drive
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706
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A Pragmatic Approach to Functional Communication
Board Use

Pr;r,cipal Invest;zatorls):

Sharon Glennen, M.S.
Dept. of Communication Disorders
University Park, Pa. 16802
(814) 865-5414

Stephen A. Calculator, Ph.D.
Dept. of Communication Disorders
Univ. of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862-2110

Type of Research Project: (D.ssertation. Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Ph.D. Candidacy/Independent Study / Penn State University

Cate Completed:
July, 1983

1. Purpose's) of the Research:

1. To examine the effectiveness of pairing the introduction of new lexical
items on 2 nonspeaking children's communication boards with environmental
manipulations designed to encourage their immediate functional use of such
vocabulary to request corresponding objects.

2. To explore these childeens' tendencies to generalize training effects
across listeners, vocabulary, and communicative purposes (i.e., intents).

H. P-.7::i.c:Tirs,on:

A single subject AB design was replicated across two nonspeaking children to
examine the effectiveness of a training program upon these subjects' abilities
to use novel'vocabulary to spontaneously request objects. Both subjects (12; 7 an
5; 9 years of age) were using variations of the E-Tran communication display as
their primary modes of communication. These children (each displaying age
appropriate intellectual and receptive language abilities) were currently enrolled
in EMR public school classrooms. At the onset of this study, neither child
initiated many interactions. Both usually resorted to passive, nonboard modes
of communication in favor of their communication board.

Each subject received 2 sessions/week of therapy designed to facilitate
functional vocabulary usage. Twenty objects (toys and musical instruments) were
present during each session. The corresponding untrained symbols for each of
these objects were appended to the subjects' communication boards. Ten symbols
were subsequently trained, the remaining 10 served as control items.

Two methods were used to encourage these children to issue object requests
with their new vocabulary. In expectant delays, the examiner simply looked at
the child, with an interested expression on her face, and waited 15 seconds for
the child to request any one of the 20 objects. Requests were followed by
immediate verbal praise and 30 seconds of play with the corresponding objects.
The second technique, employed when delays failed to elicit a request, was
referred to as the structured communication event. The clinician employed
varying levels of prompts to engage the child's interest in possessing a
particular object before him.
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II. Project Descrip.",n

In addition to these sessions, two generalization probes were conducted with a

listener, naive to the purposes of this study, interacting with the subjects.

Subjects' communicative behavior, particularly with respect to the newly trained

vocabulary, were examined. Child Variables examined in the training and generali-

zation conditions included: Speaking Role (initiations vs. responses), Message

Mode (Those relying, partially or fully, upon the communication board vs. those

conveyed through alternate nonboard strategies); and Communicative function, or,

intent of the message (Request Object, Request Action, Request Information,

Description, Statement, Conversational Device, Answer, Acknowledgement, Repetition,

No Response, Other).

III. Major Find;r:zs,Results:

Both children rapidly learned to initiate requests using the 10 trained symbols.

The expectant delay condition was sufficient to elicit these requests 80% of the

time from Subject One and 67% of the time from Subject Two. Also, both children

continued to issue object requests when interacting with the second, naive

listener. Neither subject displayed significantly greater uses of the alternate

types of communicative functions following training. These findings suggest that

pragmatic training can promote functional board use although each purpose/intent

with which vocabulary is employed may necessitate individual training. Similarly,

while each child increased his use of the board when issuing object requests, no

parallel changes in increased board usage were observed with respect to the other

communicative functions. Finally, both subjects quickly generalized training

to subsequently request untrained objects.

IV. '..,ir.tr.en ManuscriptiSuir -nary A 3 e C Yes X No

From: Currently in preparation for journal review.
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Title of Research Study: That's just the point: The management of speaker-
listener turn exchange between an augmentative
system user and his therapist.

Principal Investigator(s): D. Jeffrey Higginbotham
Department of Communicative Disorders
University of Wisconsin - Madison
Madison, WI 53706

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Pilot Study (Sociology)

Date Completed: December, 1982

. Purpose(s) of the Research:

To describe the manner by which speaker/listener turntaking roles are
achieved and exchanged. Specifically the purpose of the study was to
examine how an augmentative system user and his natural speaking
therapist exchanged speaking turns during board mediated conversation.

I L Project Description:

The study examined a portion of a conversation occurring between an
adult communication board user (congenital nonspeaker using a direct
selection technique) and his therapist. A two and one-half minute
episode of conversation was selected from a 20 minute black and white
videotape for analysis. The videotape was recorded in the home of
the augmentative communication system user. A time-code was inserted
into the videotape, permitting direct recording of temporal information.
The temporal resolution used in this analysis was .17 (1/6) of a second.
In :his study transcription was limited to the pointing and gaze and
vocal behavior of the therapist.

2 P
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II. Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

Foi the conversational segment analyzed, the exchange of speaking turns
appeared to be orderly, cooperative, and a systematic feature of the

interaction. The temporal precision in which turn exchanges occurred
evidenced mutual attention to the other persons actions, and it may be
hypothesized that certain aspects of hand posture and movement of the
augmentative system user served to signal or "project" appropriate
points of turn exchange, as well as the initiation of vocalisations
(acknowledgement of point) by the therapist. Finally, a system of

turn exchange was proposed to describe the turn exchange options noted

in the analysis.

Ok Written Manuscript/Summary Available 4M Yes 0 No
From: D. Jeffrey Higginbotham

Department of Communicative Disorders
University of Wisconsin - Madison
Madison, WI 53706
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Title of Research Study:

The Occurrence of Breakdown During the Interaction Between a Familiar and
Unfamiliar Listener and an Augmentative System User

Principal Investigator(s):
Mary Huschle

Tracy Staudenbaur
Department of Communication Disorders
University of Wisconsin - Madison

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Paper submitted in partial fulfillment of CD946 Seminar: Interaction
Strategies for Augmentative Communication System Users (David E. Yoder, Instructor)

Date Completed: Fall, 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

The study compared the occurrence of communication breakdown and how it is
resolved in interactions between a communication board user and a familiar,
and unfamiliar partner.

II. Project Description:

The aided speaker was an adult with cerebral palsy who had used a word, phrase,
letter communication board for the past six years. Spelling skills were
limited, however, he was able to spell some words, and approximate or give
the first letter of others. Communication was also attempted through
vocalizations and gestures. The familiar communication partner was his
speech-language pathologist. The unfamiliar listener was a college student
who had experience teaching handicapped students, but no experience with
the subject or augmentative aid users.

Conversation between the interactants was left open to the participants.
However, they were asked to discuss some mutual and unmutual likes on
television as a start. The interaction was videotaped. Twenty minute
segments from each dyad were selected for the analysis.

Interactions were transcribed and coded using the system developed by Fishman
and Timler, 1983 (See Appendix). These interactions were analyzed for: (1)

the total number of completed utterances by the nonspeaker with both partners;
(2) the number/percent of breakdowns and the type with each partner; (3) the
number of checks and guesses made by the verbal partners that were appropriate
and inappropriate; (4) the mode used that resulted in the breakdown; (5)
the number of times the listener did not respond to the nonspeaker's
communicative intent, and, (6) the strategies used by the nonspeaker that
resclved the breakdown.

22R
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II. Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

Findings were:

1. F. greater number of exchanges occurred with the familiar partner than the

unfamiliar.

2. A greater number of completed utterances occurred with the familiar partner
(41 vs. 17 for the unfamiliar).

3. In conversation with the unfamiliar partner, 35% of the utterances had some

communication breakdown. With the familiar partner, this occurred on 24%

of the utterances.

4. Both partners made guesses regarding the nonspeaker's utterances. 57% of

the familiar partner's guesses were appropriate; 25% of the unfamiliar
partner's guesses were appropriate.

5. The most frequently used mode by the nonspeaker that contributed to
communication breakdown with the familiar partner was verbalization (88%).
The breakdowns between the unfamiliar partner and board user were equally
divided between verbalizations of the nonspeaker, and inappropriate guesses
and checks by the unfamiliar partner.

6. The unfamiliar partner did not respond to 6 intents of the nonspeaker as

opposed to 1 with the familiar. The no responses occurred when the non-

speaker was using non-board modes of communication.

7. The repair strategies used by the nonspeaker did not differ with these two

partners. Most frequently used was a pointing clarification on the board,

followed by an attempted spelling.

8. It took fewer exchanges for repair in interaction with the familiar partner,
than the unfamiliar.

9. It was observed that the unfamiliar partner often asked questions in which
the answers were known to both partners, and did not repeat each letter
as indicated in the spelling mode.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available g Yes 0 No
From: David E. Yoder, Ph.D.

Walker-Bascom Professor of Communication Disorders
1975 Willow Drive
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706 229
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Title of Research Study: Clinical Impressions of the Interaction strategies

of Two Non-speaking (NSPH), Physically Handicapped Individuals

Principal Investigator(s): Kim Rae (Sauchelli) Jolie, M.A., C.C.C.
Coordinator, Augmentative Communication Program
Children's Specialized Hospital
Mountainside, NJ 07901

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent Clinical Project

Date Completed: October, 1981

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

This clinician had the opportunity to work with two youngsters with cerebral palsy,
hearing impairment and oromotor dysfunction. Their oral speech was unintellibible,
requiring augmentative communication assistance. They utilize a combination of
vocalization, sign/gestures, and Canon Communicators to communicate. The purpose
of this project was to obtain information regarding their interaction skills.

II. Project Description:

The interactions of these two NSPH children were documented by saving the hardcopy
Canon output and transcribing the interaction content with addition of the
semantic context (i.e., gestures/signs, eye gaze, as well as other communication
modes which clarified the meaning of the message). All participants in the dyad,
including speaking partners, utilized the Canon Communicator(s). The speakers did
so to provide modeling for the two youngsters; however, the additional hardcopy
allowed for thorough transcription of the language sample content. Such samples
were collected over an eighteen month period and included numerous communication
dyads.

2 ^ 0
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II. Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

The following statements are clinical iworessions and ideas olAalzed from
documented information of several NSPH children's i:iceractions during an
eighteen month period:

1. Initially, output was very academic and nonsocial (i.e., labeling and
describing stimulus when asked). It was evident from a training perspective
that therapy needed to focus on social interaction skills, which developed
during intervention.

2. There was a need to balance the speed of output with the accuracy of content,
form, and spelling to insure clarity and maintain the interest of others.

3. The NSPH children utilized a combination of expressive output modes, i.e.,
Canon Communicators, manual word/alphabet language board, and manual sign
language which seemed to expedite communication.

4. They often utilized old forms (i.e., manual language board and sign (gesture)
to describe new content, which could then be expressed via the new system (i.e.,
Canon Communication) with training.

5. During peer interactions, when one NSPH child was without his/her elect'onic
device (Canon), the other automatically loaned theirs.

6. Over time, a great reduction in errors occurred.

7. It was beneficial for speaking partners to utilize the Canon Communicator as
there was frequently an increase in the NSPH child's use of the provided
information.

8. There was a significant increase in the number of utterances expressed during

231
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Major Findings/Results (Continued)

a given time period.

9. Significant increases occurred in spontaneous and legible conversation outside
the structured setting, demonstrating increased generalization skills with a
variety of professionals and peers.

10. The NSPH children demonstrated extreme difficulty with topic shifts, which

needed to be trained.

11. Turn-taking initially was used minimally but increased over the time period,

with training and encouragement.

12. Interaction content that occurred in sessions with one of the NSPH children and
the clinician was later seen during interactions between the two NSPH children.

13. Over time, there was increased attempt to reintroduce topics that were unclear
or unfinished, with a notable increase in urgency or desire for communication.

14. Although there was a need for the clinician to facilitate a convenient exchange
between the two NSPH individuals, they utilized natural, unsophisticated behavior
to initiate and maintain the attention and humor of each other.

15. There was a major increase in the NSPH children's ability to initiate questions
over time, following training that was essential for sustained and diverse dialogue.

16. A general increase in the children's active participation in classroom and
social situations was evident which seemed due to this increased ability to

initiate.

17. An emergence of information output when the context was known by the listener
was observed, adding to their social and communicative competence.

18. There was an increase in social openings and closings of sessions, initiated

by the NSPH children over time.

19. There was an increase in their ability to express emotions using language

over time.

20. Following a period of therapy, there was a decreased nue.er of rote social

phrases as they developed ability to express varied information.

21. There was evidence that the children utilized expressions modelled by the

clinician at a later time to express their own needs appropriately.

22. There was an increase in abstract concepts and information.

23. Increased communication breakdown was evidenced following a vacation
period where intensive therapy was briefly interrupted, stressing the importance

of intervention.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0 Yes XX No
From:
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Title of Research Stud
Augmentative Communication System Use in an
Institutional Setting - A Case Study

Principal Inyestigator(s):
Arlene Kraat
Queens College Speech and Hearing Center
65-20 Kissena Blvd.
Flushing, New York 11367

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent Study

Date Completed:
October, 1979

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

This study focuses on Lne communication interaction that occurred in a two
week period between an adult Canon Communicator user and others in a large
institution for the long-term care and rehabilitation of the physically
disabled.

II. Froject Description:

The non-speaker studied was a 46 year old man, J., with a diagnosis of
Dystonia Muscularium Deformens. The Dystonia was first observed at the
age of 8 years and slowly progressed to adulthood. J. received a high school
equivalency diploma through tutoring in his home. He was institutionalized
at the age of 29 in a large long-term care facility for adults who had
physical and mental disabilities.

At the time of the study, J. had been severely speech-impaired for ten years,
and used a motorized wheelchair for mobility. Communication was
acLomplished through vocalizations, head and gross hand gestures, a Canon
Communicator, and laughter/smiling. He had been using the alphabet, print-
out communication device for approximately one year prior to the study,
and appeared to be an adequate communicator in treatment si :uations with his
therapist. J. reported difficulty in getting people to talk with him in
everyday situations around the institution. This discrepancy prompted
the investigation.

J. was observed in a variety of institutional environments, at different
times of the day, over a two week period. The total observation time was
ten hours, and included observations during morning care, lunch ttme,
therapy sessions, recreational activities, and free times throughout the
day and early evening. Communication interactions in the natural
environment were transcribed on-line as they occurred. The non-speaker's
and communication partner's gestures, vocalizations, and verbal or written

....- .
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II. Project Description (Continued)

utterances (Canon) were transcribed, and the communication context described.
The 1/ of interactions that occurred, the number of different communication
partners that interacted with the nonspeaker, and the length of the exchanges
by utterances/turn were tabulated from the transcriptions. In addition, the
utterances of the nonspeaker and verbal partners were examined in terms of
who initiated a conversational sequence or topic; who terminated the exchange;
whether or not the utterances were required (obligatory) or optional (Blank,
Lessner, Esposito, 1979); whether or not obligatory responses were minimal
or expanded, and the mode(s) used. The transcribed utterances were further
coded for speech function as social greetings, requests for actions, objects,
or informatLon, comments, and giving information (yes/no, agreement, contentive).

III. Major Findings/Results:

1. During the 10 hours of observation, J. interacted with 9 different
communication partners, all of whom were staff members. Opportunities were
present for interaction with other patients in the large institutional
environment (2,000 beds), but these did not occur.

2. The communication exchanges that did occur took place in three hours
of the observed ten.

3. J.'s participation over the ten hour period was 112 turns of one utterance
each. Only 29 of these involved his use of the Canon Communicator. Interactions
were often two-four turns in length. Occasionally, the conversation was
longer, particularly if information was sought by a staff member.

4. All interactional sequences except two were initiated by someone else.
The two begun by J. involved: an interaction with a favorite clinician after
a vacation period, and ordering a hamburger in the canteen. All conversational
sequences were terminated by the verbal partner.

5. J. primarily responded to obigatory utterances made by others. Of the
112 turns he took, 94 were required by the prior utterance (e.g., a Question).
Social acknowledgements or agreement/acknowledgements constituted the majority
of non-obligatory turns.

6. In general, verbal partners did not address J. in a manner that required
or expected a highly informative or extended participation. Howtver, it was
also observed that J. did not take opportunities available to participate
more. Obligatory responses were minimal, and addressed the question specifically
without extension or elaboration.

234
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Major Findings/Results (Continued)

7. The majority of the exchanges involved 1-2 word question answering or

social responses by J. Question asking, giving of information in a sentence

form, and a comment were observed, but occurred infrequently.

8. There were no observations of prediction used by communication partners.

There was one use of message preparation in advance by J.

9. J. used non-verbal and vocal means of communication when it was acceptable

and appropriate. He also used these old patterns of communication at times

when the use of his Canon Communicator could have made the utterance more

explicit. Gesture use in these instances resulted in ambiguous or incomplete

messages.

10. Messages that were highly informative and contentive took 1-2 minutes to

construct (e.g., "A. put it on because the holes are bigger").

11. Verbal partners were observed to introduce new topics or talk during the

construction of a written communication on the Canon. They also asked and

frequently answered their own questions in an exchange.

The study demonstrated a discrepancy between J.'s communication with his

therapist and his interactions with others in the institution. In the everyday

environment, staff and patients infrequently approached J. for communication

and expected little substantive communication from him. J., on the other

hand, rarely took the initiative to start a conversation, or use strategies

(e.g., go to his Canon) to alter a series of unproductive yes/no questions

being asked of him. J. also infrequently took a turn in an non-obligatory

context when he could have. In conversation with his .!erapist, the pattern

of exhange for both partners was markedly different than that observed outside.

A training program was outlined that addressed the problems observed.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0 Yes E Nc
From:
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Title of Research Study:

A Consideration of Family Factors in the Use of Alternative Communication Systems
for Non-Speaking Children

Principal I nyestigatorts):

Judith Levy, MSW, LCSW
Jane Strobino, MSW, ACSW/LCSW

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Non-Funded, Exploratory Study

Date Conn. feted:
February 1972

1. Purposes/ of the Research:

To investigate family use of and perceptions about alternative systems of
-ommunication for handicapped individuals;
To investigate the role of social workers in facilitating use of alternati .

communication systems among such families.

IL Project Description:

During the months of January and February 1982, social workers at the JFKI
conducted telephone or in-person interviews designed to elicit information about:
the extent to 'which alternative systems of communication are used by clients for
whom they are recommended; client perception of the advantages and disadvantages
of the alternative system of communication; and parental perception related to
value and usage of an alternative system of communication as well as the impact
of the alternative system of communication on improving communication within the
family.

Data was collected on characteristics of the handicapped individual, the family
and the types of alternative systems of communication that were recommended and/
or in use.

Characteristics of the handicapped individual included: age, gender, diagnoses,
current school/program placement, adaptive skills, and report of likes and dis-
likes of the communication system.

Family characteristics included marital status, race, income, education and
number of other children living at home. Also obtained was information related
to parental perception of the importance of the communication system, its cost,
the extent of the communication problem, parental response to the commullication
problem, and parental likes and dislikes about the communication system.

9_0_0
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II. Project Description (Continued)

In. Major Findings/Results: The study revealed a group of multihandicapped individuals
only a third of whom were ambulatory. About half of these individuals used some
other adaptive device in addition to the alternative system of communication.
Two thirds of these individuals were school age and ninety percent were enrolled
in some type of educational or day program placement.

Seven of the handicapped individuals themselves were interviewed, and the
following data generated. Three individuals were embarassed to use their commu-
Lication system outside of the home; three individuals considered their commu-
nication problem as "pretty serious", whereas three other individuals consid-
ered it not such a problem; five individuals said that communication was not a
problem at home; and six hoped for oral communication in the future.

In this study, families were generally intact, caucasian, lower middle income
with the parents having a high school education and having other children at
home. The majority of parents acknowledged that communication is sometimes a
problem for themselves and their child but that the problem occurs away from
home more than at home. Both parents and clients reported that improvement in
communication is what they like most about alternative communication systems.
What is disliked is the lack of resolution of the communication difficulty.

Types of communication systems being used by this group included: sign

language, communication boards, E-trans, orthographic devices, Blissymbols and
electronic boards. For many, the communication system had undergone some
change or adaptation based on client needs or practical considerations.

It is noteworthy that parents do adapt to the communication problems and often
develop their own methods of communicating with and understanding their child
which may or may not include the alternate system designed by professionals
for them.

Consequently, it is important that die professional sector consider the meaning
that both the communication difficulty and the recommended treatment have for
the family and the client. Additionally, a treatment approach that utilizes
the entire family system in the design of equipment as well as ongoing useage
and adaptations, is recommended.

I ". Written Manuscript/Summary Available NICYes 0 No
From: Jane Strobino, DSW

John F. Kennedy Institute
707 N. Broadway
Baltimore, MD 21205
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Title of Research Study: Pragmatic Language of Cerebral Palsied Adult

Speakers and Augmentative communication Device Users in a Group
Interaction

Principal Investigator(s): Barbara A. Lewis, M.A.
and

Danielle N. Ripich, Ph.D.

Department of Communication Sciences, Case Western Reserve Univers-
ity, Cleveland, Ohio 44060

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent study in cooperation with United Cerebral talsy
Association, Inc. of Cuyahoga County, Cleveland, Chio 44106

Date Completed:
September 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Res, : The purpose of this study was to document
discourse patterns cf a group of communicatively impaired cerebral
palsied adults. Dysarthric speakers were compared to augmentative
communication users for differences in communicative interactions.
It was hoped that objectifying discourse patterns would offer in-
sight into pragmatic abilities and deficits of vocal and nonvocal
Communicators in group conversations.

II. ProjectDescrEption. Two dysarthric speakers, two Bliss board users,
and two staff members (a social worker and a speech pathologist)
from the United Cerebral Palsy Adult Worksnop in Cleveland, Ohio,
served as subjects. All clients were multiply handicapped, wheel-
chair bound and totally dependent in all activities of daily living.
AugmentalAve communication users had no standard expressive communica-
tion system until Bliss symbolics were introduced five years
previously. Client 3 employed over 800 symbols and client 4
over 100.

Four one hour counseling discussion group sessions were video-
taped. Participants discussed problems that they encountered as
a result of their multiple handicaps and methods they used to
deal with them. ',Through purposive sampling a representative 300
utterance segment was selected for analysis. The utterances were
transcribed verbatim with contextual notes, segmented into com-
municative acts, and coded according to communication function
(Prutting, 1978). Conversational turns were timed to the
nearest second.

2 38
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II. Project Description (Continued)

HL Major Findings/Results: Results showed that the vocal clients produced
significantly more utterances of longer length than the nonvocal
clients. In addition, they utilized more communication time than
the nonvocal clients. Results of the communisation act analysis
showed an equal sharing of acts by staff (51%) and clients (49%).
Closer examination of communication acts, showed not only a
difference in the quantity of acts (vocal clients producing three
times as many than nonvocal clients) but a functional difference
as well. The vocal clients generally produced statements and
the nonvocal clients made responses. Neither vocal nor ronvocal
clients produced many requests.

Differences between the vocal and nonvocal clients may be
explained in several ways. First, the augmentative communication
user may be less proficient at gaining control of conversati "nal
turns than the dysarthric speaker. Also, a visual communication
system may be less effective than an auditory one at signalling
the desire to communicate. Thus, the augmentative communication
user controlled less conversation time.

Several explanations for the predominence of responses of
the augmentative communication user may be proposed. First,
augmentative communication users, especially those learning a
syrtem in adulthood, are passive and used to a question-answer
conversational mode. Second, the systems, themselves, may result
in a question-response pattern. Finally, the nonvocal communicabo

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available Yes 0 No may be perceived as a

From:
less able conversation-
alist.
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Title of Research Study:

A Technique for the Quantification of Non-Vocal Communication Performance by
Listeners

Principal I nvestigator(s): Carole Ann Lossing
Supervisor, Occupational Therapy
Harborview Medical Center
325 Ninth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Master's Thesis Under the Direction of David R. Beukelman, University of
Washington

Date Completed:
May, 1981

1. Purposelslofthe Research: The purposes of this research study wc.L.e to: (1)

develop a technique for the quantification of communication performance of
nonvocal individuals in their natural environments; (2) determine the reliability
of communication partners as observers of communication performance in comparison
to trained observers; (3) determine the impact of partner's involvement in data
collection on their interaction patterns with the nonvocal partner; and, (4)
to identify the percent of communication exchanges which relate to self-care
and/or personal management.

II. Project Description:

Four dyads were studied. Each nonvocal person was observed communicating in his
or her natural environment at home or school with another person who was primary
to the nonvocal person in that setting. The four nonvocal subjects ranged in
age from 11 years to 28 years. Two of these subjects were nonspeaking as the
result of cerebral palsy; the other two had acquired traumatic brain injuries.
Three of the subjects lived at home and attended school; the fourth lived in
a nursing home owned by his parents and attended community college. The non-
vocal subjects used a variety of augmentative systems; SI used eye coding and
a Morse Code unit; S2 used a Canon Communicator and gesture; S3 used a
communication board with words, phrases, and letters, and a Morse Code unit;
and S4 used a Canon Communicator and gesture. Three of the four nonvocal
subjects had no intelligible speech; the fourth had approximately 5% intelli-
gibility. All needed ass4stance with at least 85% of self care activities
such as feeding, bathing, dressing. The communication partners were parents,
siblings, teachers and therapists.

Communication was observed for six hours per subject. The researcher completed
an on-line Communication Profile for tna total observation time; communication
partners completed only a one hour Communication Profile, or a questionnaire
following a session. The Communication Profile coded communicative intent,
the modes used, the person who was the initiator of the exchange, the environment,
the number of exchanges related to self care and personal management, and the
hours of observation. The Profile is included in the tippendix. Communication

240
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IL Project Descrirtion (Continued)

partners were given up to 45 minutes of training on the form prior to its use.

The Questionnaire waa filled out after an hour of communication by a primary

communicator in the environment. This Questionnaire asked for estimates of

the types and number of exchanges that had transpired; the areas addressed

were similiar to the Profile categories.

ID. Major Findings/Results:

1. The total number of exchanges varied over the three conditions: Condition I

in which the communication partner filled out the Profile as events occurred,

Condition II in which the partner filled out a questionnaire following the
exchange, and Condition III in which the partner had no data collection or post

conversation obligations. Fewer over-all interactions were tabulated for Condi-

tion I. The most interaction occurred in Condition III over subjects.

2. More initiations were made by the nonvocal subjects under Condition I in

which the partners were tabulating information on-line.

3. The most frequent communicative intents expressed by the non-vocal subjects

were: response to yes/no questions, response to other question forms,

requesting information, and providing information.

4. No communicative breakdowns were recorded.

5. Oily eix instances of self-care and personal management communications were

observed across subjects. This may have been due to the context observed, time

of d-y, atd the presence of an observer.

6. Commuexation partners attained greater agreement with the researcher on

the QuestionnO.ne that, they did on the Communication Profile.

7. In general, there -;.s poor reliability between the researcher's tabulations

on the Communication Profile, and the obs&.rvations made by the communication

partners. This poor inter-rater reliability might be improved through more

specific training of the partners. his needs to be explored.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available XX Yes 0 No
From: Article based or a study: Lossing, C., Yorkston, K., and

Beukelman, D., Quantification of Non-Vocal Communication Performance in

Natural Settings, Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (In

press)
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Title of Research Study:

Synthetic vs. Natural Speech and Comprehension in Blind and Sighted Adults

Principal I nvestigator( s) : Karen Elizabeth Luxton
Director, Computer Center for the Visually Impaired
Baruch College
The City University of New York
17 Lexington Avenue, Box 264
New York, New York 10010

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Doctoral Dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia University

Date Corn leted:
1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

This research study examined the effect of synthesized speech on the language
comprehension abilities of blind and sighted adults at three levels of verbal
ability. Of particular interest was the differences in comprehension of
synthetic and natural speech, differences between blind and sighted listeners,
and the interaction of verbal ability.

II. Project Description:

Two speech modes were examined: synthetic speech using the Kurzweil Reading
Machine, Model 3, and taped human speech recorded by a male reader whose pitch
and speed of presentation was approximately 175 words per minute in both modes.
The comprehension task consisted of taped versions (human and synthesized speech)
of the Sequential Test of Educational Progress (STEP), Form 1A, Educational
Testing Service, which is a test of comprehension used for grades 13 and 14.
This test requires that 10 short selections (ranging from 30 seconds to five
minutes) be read aloud. Each selection is followed by questions and multiple
choice answers that test comprehension of facts, overall concepts, and main
ideas.

Subjects were 30 blind and 30 sighted individuals who had at least two years of
college. All were native English speakers. These subjects did not use
synthetic speech in their work or study, nor had prolonged exposure to the
Model 3 machine. Blind subjects used Braille as their primary reading method.
Half of the subjects (30) took the test using the Kurzweil machine; the other
half (30) heard taped natural speech.

.-x ....,
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II. Project Description (Continued)

All subjects were administered the vocabulary portion of the Wechler Adult

Intelligence Scale and were divided into three levels of verbal ability:

low - a score of 61 or below; medium - a score of 62-68; or high - 68-80.

All synthetic speech subjects were interviewed after the comprehension tasks

regarding the test, strategies used, and general impressions of synthesis use.

The experimental tasks were presented through earphones in a quiet room which

was not soundproofed. Subjects using synthetic speech went through a short

training task prior to the experimental test to acquaint them with the

synthesized speech.

III. Major Findings/Results:

1. There were no significant differences found between the sighted and blind

subjects on the listening task.

2. Synthetic speech was not comprehended as well as natural, taped speech.

This was significant.

3. The subject's verbal ability appears to be correlated with performance on

the comprehension tasks across modes. The synthesized speech mode was

partinularly detrimental to subjects with low verbal ability given this

comprehension task.

4. Sections of the STEP Test appeared to vary in difficulty for both

the synthetic and natural speech conditions.

5. Subjects comprehending the synthesized speech material reported particular

difficulty with the lack of inflection, and unexpected mispronunciations,

skips and switches to oral spelling in the Model 3. They also felt that the

task took considerable effort and concentration. There were frequent reports

of competing efforts in regard to word identifications and maintaining the

comprehension of the material as a whole.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available 0 Yes tgiC No

From:

(See University Microfilms International.)
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Title of Research Study:
Blissymbolics and Manual Signing A Combined
Approach to Communication

Principal Investigator(s):
Alison MacDonald, Chief, Speech Therapist
Scottish Couhcil for Spastics
Edinburgh
Scotland

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent .Study

Date Come hated: June, 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

To compare the expressive use of manual signing and Blissymbolics in a single
case .-tudy. In particular, to answer the following questions: (1) Is one
type of utterance produced more in one system than the other? (2) What parts
of speech are used in the two systems and is the usage parallel? and (3) Bow
many signs or symbols are being strung together?

II. Project Description:

The subject studied was a 12 yearold boy with athetosis and severe hearing
loss, who is ambulatory. At the age of 7 years, this child began
simultaneous training in Blissymbols and signing as a means of communication
for both comprehension and expression. At the time of this study, he had a
sign vocabulary of well over 350 signs, and used a Bliss chart containing
over 400 symbols. He used both systems spontaneously, and with equal
fluency and profictency, often switching from one system to the other to
accomodate the communication partner, or as a backup to ensure
understanding.

Conversational samples were collected over a 15 month period between this
young boy and the same communication partner. This partner also had equal
fluency in both systems. These samples were transcribed and coded under
the following categories: repetition, social responses, answering questions
(same medium/other medium), naming, picture description, requesting,
disagreement, questioning (implied/question ord), spontaneous comments
and joking.

244
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II. Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

Although the nonspeaker used both modes with approximately the same
frequency, these modes were used for different functions. Social responses

were infrequent and restricted to signing; requests were usually signed;

spontaneous comments and reporting occurred twice as often in Bliss. The

'oy frequently alternated between two modes within the same utterance.
This movement was more often from sign into Bliss, than vice versa. The

parts of speech most frequently used were nouns, followed by adjectives

and verbs. Bliss was preferred for the more static visual concepts (nouns

and adjectiv.0) while signing was preferred for verbs. In general, manual

signing was preferred for short, spontaneous remarks and Blic' for longer

utterances.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available Ca Yes 0 No

From:
Alison MacDonald
Speech Therapy Department
New T inity Centre
7a Loaning Road 24.5
Edinburgh E117 6JE Scotland
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Title of Research Study:

What Was That You Pointed To?: An Examination of Breakdown in Augmentative
Communication Interaction

Principal Investigator(s):
Pamela Mathy-Laikko
Ann Ratcliff

Department of Communication Disorders
University of Wisconsin - Madison

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, ThesiselndependentStudy, Funded)

Paper submitted in partial fulfillment of CD946 Seminar: Interaction Strategies
for Augmentative Communication System Users (David E. Yoder - Instructor)

Date
December, 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research: To develop methodology for identifying communicative
breakdowns.and repairs in interaction samples between augmentative communication
users and speaking interactants. To pilot this methodology in this study of an
interaction between a language board user and two communicative partners, one
familiar with the user, and the other unfamiliar with the user and augmented
speakers.

II. Project Description:

The interaction samples used were collected in a television studio in which an
adult language board user and either a familiar partner (graduate student) or
an unfamiliar partner (graduate student) were asked to converse about any
subjects they wished. To start off the exchange, it was suggested that they
talk about particular television shows of mutual interest to them, and not of
mutual interest. The board user was nonspeaking as a result of cerebral palsy.
His communicative system consisted of verbal yes/no responses, one and two
word phrases which were generally unintelligible to the interactants, and
direct selection of a word, phrase, and spelling with his left index finger
on a language board.

Thirty minutes of interaction were videotaped for each dyad. These video
recordings used two cameras simultaneously - one focused on the interactants
from the waist up; the second on the communication board itself. A time code
added to the sampling denoted intervals of a tenth of a second. Twenty minutes
of the total sampling was transcribed for the analysis. Instances of
communicative breakdown were identified and examined for the cause based on a
premliminary model proposed by Riley (1980). This model examined degrees of
coherence in the discourse in terms of four levels: interaction, illocution,
content, and realization.

2 4 6
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II. Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

During the twenty minute interaction sample, nine instances of breakdown were

identified. These were described in detail. The most frequently identified

breakdown was in the level of realization (in the actualization of the message
bearing elements (verbal, paralinguistic, non-verbal) in an utterance. In

this particular dyad, the limited vocabulary available to the nonspeaker, his

limited language and spelling skills, as well as a reduced communication rate

contributed to difficulties in message formulation.

Following each communication breakdown, either the speaker or nonspeaker did

somethiug toward resolution of the difficulty. Intervention goals for these

dyads are suggested to both prevent communication breakdown and to assist in

the resolution when they occur. From this pilot study, it appears that a

multi-level model for examining communicative breakdown and repair is
appropriate for this type of discourse study.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available XX Yes 0 No
From: David E. Yoder, Ph.D.

Walker - Bascom Professor of Communicative Disord'rs

1975 Willow Drive
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706 2z
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Title of Research Study: Hey You, I've got something to say: A study of the
attention-getting ability of a nonspeaking, physically disabled pre-schooler.

Principal investigator(s):
Maureen Miller and Arlene Kraat
Communication Arts and Sciences
Queens College - City Univerisyt of New York
Flushing, NY 11367
(212) 520-7358

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Experimental Study for partial Fulfillment of Master of Arts degree

Date Com.leted: May, 1984

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

The purpose of this study was to: 1) develop a context and methodology for
studying attention-getting behaviors in nonspeaking children; 2) examine, as a
pilot for the design, the attention-getting ability of a 5 year old nonspeaking
child in an experimental context representative of a variety of environmental
situations in which attention-getting behaviors might occur; and, 3) to attempt
on-line coding of attention-getting behavior for this child in a naturalistic
context, and compare results with those obtained in the experimental context.

II. Project Description:

Attention- getting behavior was examined in an experimental context and in a
naturalistic situation for a five year old boy with cerebral palsy and severe
speech impairment. The subject of the study, G., was non-ambulatory, and had
moderate athetosis. Receptive scores on the Callier Azusa Scale placed him
receptively at the 3 year old level. G. had several behaviors under his control
through which to gain attention and communicate. These included: eye gaze, arm
pointing, vocalization, banging with his feet or arm, head turn and use of a
direct selection symbol board. G, had received daily communication and speech
development training since the age of three.

Experimental Context - In the experimental context, several activities and events
were created that had a high probability of eliciting the desire to communicate
on the part of the nonspeaker. Eight toys and activities that the nonspeaker was
motivated to interact with and about were selected by his clinicians and his
mother. For this particular boy, this included toys and activities such as
playing with the cash register, participating in a basketball game, wanting to
get a turn, seeking help when his tape recorder did not work, etc. Situations
were outlined for each activity that w,uld have a high probability of eliciting
attention-getting behavior from the subject. These were based on the past
experiences of the family and clinicians.

Contexts in which attention-getting behaviors might occur in everyday interactions
were outlined. These included situations in which the able-bodied partner is
looking or not looking at the nonspeaker, noisy vs. quiet environments, varying
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II. Project Description (Continued)

proxemics between the partner and the nonspeaker, and an occupied/unoccupied state

of the able-bodied person. A script was devised for the experimental play context

in which these environmental conditions were varied. See Appendix for play contexts

and script.

One of the clinician/researchers who was familiar with G. served as the Communi-

cation partner in the experimental condition. The script served as an outline, but

the researcher was allowed to modify the script if predicted interactions did not

occur. The partner responded to the nonspeaker whenever an attempt to gain atten-

tion was recognized. Play continued until 20 attempts at getting attention were

tabulated or 45 minutes of interaction had occurred.

The experimental play context was videotaped and analyzed by two examiners for

attention-getting sequences; modes used to gain attention, overall, and in various

environmental conditions; successfulness of attempts; whether or not there was any

alteration in attention-getting behaviors following an unsuccessful attempt, and

the over -all patterns used. (See Appendix for definitions.)

Naturalistic Context - G. was also observed in his home during the evening mealtime

interacting with his mother. This context was used as the mother reported the

greatest frequency of interaction occurred during this time period. The two

researchers who had analyzed the videotapes of the experimental condition served

as the on-line coders for this naturalistic context. The environmental conditions,

modes used by G. to gain attention, and the successfulness of these attempts were

coded in five minute intervals.
III. Major Findings/Results:

In the experimental condition, G. attempted to gain the partner's attention 48

times. Three other events were interpreted by the partner as behaviors to gain

attention, but in fact were not (e.g., touching the partner by mistake). 79% of

G's attention-getting attempts were successful. He was most successful in

situations in which the partner was looking at him, or in close proximity. G.

was least successful in environmental conditions in which the partner was not

looking at him and/or occupied with an activity. G. not only attempted to gain

attention in the contexts developed, but utilized conversation opportunities to

gain attention to shift to another topic of conversation (e.g., When asked a

question, rather than answer, he gained attention for another topic.)

The most frequent mode used to gain attention was combined use of arm-pointing

and eye gaze, or vocalization and eye gaze. Some modes were infrequently used

(i.e., touching, physical action on objects, banging noises) although they could

have been successfully used. In terms of patterns, multiple modes used

simultaneously occurred most frequently, followed by multiple modes used in a

sequential pattern, followed by single mode use. About half of the attempts to

gain attention embedded both attention-getting and a content/topic cue; the

other half functioned to gain attention first, and were followed by further

semantic/linguistic information. G. demonstrated the ability to shift

attention-getting strategies across environmental conditions.

Attention-getting breakdowns occurred most often because of a weak signal (e.g.,

vocalization or arm movement was not sufficient for context), or use of an

inappropriate mode (e.g., arm pointing when the partner i- not looking). G. was

persistent in unsuccessful a empts 93% of the time, and often amplified or

altered his mode in the subsequent attempts.

2,x4 9
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Major Findings/Results (Continued)

The coding of attentional behavior in the environment using on-line coding was
unsuccessful. The coders did not achieve the designated level of reliability
using the system outlined.

The methodology for examining attention-getting behavior devised for the
experimental condition appears to be appropriate for further application
and study. Of particular interest are validity issues.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available
From: Arlene Kraat

Queens College Speech
Queens College - City
Flushing, NY 11367

)ti Yes No

and Hearing Center
University of New York
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Title of Research Study: Reading and Verbal Ability and Single Word Comprehension of
Synthesized Speech by Developmentally Disabled Adults.

Principal I nvestigator(s): Meredith L. Morgan,ccc/sp.

Gail JWolff, ccc/sp.

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent Study

Date Com.Ieted: October 10, 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research: Nonverbal and nonreading individuals have fewer

redundancies from past experiencing upon which to draw when decoding distorted

speech signals due to their inability to employ personal knowledge of the sensory

aspects of speech production and visual images of orthography. The purpose of

the study was to determine whether or not the degree of verbal and/or reading

ability that developmentally disabled adults possess will effect their ability

to decode the distorted speech signal produced by a text-to-speech synthesizer.

IL Project Description: Each of the 39 developmentally disabled adults partici-
pating in the study were assigned to one of nine groups according to their level

of verbal and reading abilities. Verbal level was determined by the subject's

primary mode of communication and by their speech intelligibility level as sub-

jec
.

ive
.

y fudged
. _

ge y Readingexaminer. ea ing eve
.

determined
. _
y e score

obtained on a nonstandardized sight word recognition test.

Three levels of verbal ability and three levels of reading ability were

identified, composing the cell member criteria for the 3x3 design:

Verbal Level 1: Primary mode of communication is nonverbal and speech
intelligibility is less than 25%.

Verbal Level 2: Primary mode of communication is speech and intelligibility
is between 25 and 70%.

Verbal Level 3: Primary mode of communication is speech and intelligibility
is between 70 and 100%.

Reading Level 1: Less than 50% correctight word recognition at the pre-primer

level.

Reading Leve12: Sight word recognition score between the primer and grade 4

level.

Reading Level 3: Sight word recognition score at or above the Grade 5 level.
Each subject was administered items 1-15 and 16-30 of the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test (PPVT),Revised edition,Forms L and M via live voice and synthe-

sized speech in an abba design. A Votrax Personal Speech System interfaced with

an Epson HX -20 personal computer was used to administer the synthesized speech

portion of the test.
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II. Project Description (Continued)
A correlated T-test was performed to determine if a relationship existed
between performance on the PPVT and mode of presentation. Separate 3x3
univariate analysis of variance (UANOVA) were performed on the score obtained
on the PPVT 1)presented via live voice and 2) presented via synthesized speech.

III. Major Findings/Results:

The following conclusions were drawn from the results of this study:
1. There was a decrease in auditory comprehension of single words when

presented via synthesized speech as compared to live voice. This difference
was significant (p<.01) for verbal nonreaders with speech intelligibility
between 25 and 100%.

2. Level of reading ability had a significant effect on developmentally
disabled adults'ability to comprehend single words produced by a text-to-
speech synthesizer or by live voice.

3. Level of verbal ability did not have a statistically significant effect
on developmentally disabled adults' ability to comprehend single words
produced by a text-to-speech synthesizer or by live voice.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available Yes 0 No
From:

Meredith Morgan
Speech Pathologist
UCPA Adult Services Program
Rochester, NY 14618
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IPCAS Stu,hag on Interaction

Title of Research Study: Blissymbol Communication: Comparison of Interaction
with Naive vs. Experienced Listeners

Principal Inyestigator(s): Debra Morningstar
Thistietown Regional Centre
51 Panorama Court, F-17
Rexdale, Ontario, CANADA
(1-416-741-1210, Ext. 317)

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Fundet

Master's Project, University of Toronto

Date Completed:
1981

. Purpose(s) of the Research:

To investigate the communication strategies used by Blissymbolics users
and familiar and unfamiliar partners in communication interaction. In

particular, to examine the effectiveness of communication strategies in
these exchanges.

II. Project Description:

The study examined the communication interaction between four Blissymbolics
users (age 15-21 years) and verbal partners, both staff members experienced
in Blissymbolics and first year Psychology students unfamiliar with the
system. All Blissymbolics users were developmentally disabled and used
Blissymbolics as their primary means of communication. The four
Blissymbol users varied in the technique used, rate of communication,
specific system, and over-all physical ability. Eight familiar and eight
non-familiar partners participated in the study. Each Blissymbol user
interacted with four verbal partners (2 familiar; 2 unfamiliar) in four
different communication contexts.

Communication contexts required the Blissymbol user to explain a movie
or the rules of a card game to a verbal partner who had no information
about them. The Blissymbolics users watched one of three movies (The
Owl Who Married a Goose: an Eskimo Legend; What on Earth; or Child
Safety is no Accident) or were given the description of the game. A

communication partner was then brought into the room. The subsequent
interactions were videotaped and audiotaped.

253
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II. Project Description (Continued)

Blissymbol use, hand gestures, head nods, and eye movements were
recorded for the four non-speech communicators. The following
communication behaviors were noted: rephrased utterances and
repetitions of the recipient's questions or symbol user's propositions;
the number of questions or comments said after a single symbol was
indicated (interruptions) as opposed to the number given after the
user's output was completed; and the number of content words and
functions words indicated by the symbol user.

III. Mak!, Findings/Results:

1. Those unfamiliar with Blissymbols interrupted the user's messag'
more often after one symbol, and repeated the symbols verbatim
more often than they rephrased the message.

2. Persons familiar with Blissymbolics restrained from questioning
or commenting until at least one phrase was complete. This group
also repharsed more of the messages than repeated symbols verbatim.

3. Symbol users indicated more function words when communicating with
with inexperienced receivers than with experienced receivers.

4. Rephrased questions resulted in greater amounts of output from
symbol users than questions repeated.

5. There were many ideosyncratic differences between symbol users.

Additional observations: Blissymbol users shifted their communication
strategies when communication difficulty occurred; unfamiliar persons
tended to ignore or not recognize no: verbal modes of communication
used. The author suggests some successful bidirectional strategies for
interactions in which Blissymbols are used.

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available at Yes 0 No
From: Debra Morningstar

Thistletown Regional Centre
51 Panorama Court, H-17
Resdale, Ontario, CANADA
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Title of Research Sturiy:

Measures of the Intelligibility of the Handi-Voice HC 120 Speech Synthesizer

Principal Investigator(s): Patricia P. Nielsen
Graduate Student
Speech Pathology and Audiology
California State University - Sacramento
(Under the direction of Colette Coleman, Ph.D.)

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Thesis

Date Completed: December, 1979

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

To examine the intelligibility of words and words in sentences when presented
through the Handi-Voice HC 120 speech e7nthesizer in quiet and in a +10 dB
signal-to-noise environment using white noise.

II. Project Description:

Thirty normal hearing subjects who were unfamiliar with synthesized speech
participated in the study. Listeners were presented with single words and

words in sentences as stimuli and asked to write down what they heard.
Stimuli was presented in quiet and in noise. The task was repeated twice

at one-week intervals.
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II. Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

1. White noise at +10 dB signal-to-noise ratio significantly deteriorated
the intelligibility of the Handi-Voice 120 in comparison to the no-noise
(quiet) condition.

2. Performance of individuals on a single-word task is not related to their
performance on a words-in-sentences task with stimuli presented through
the HC 120.

3. Word-final phonemes were more often perceived correctly than word-initial
phonemes.

4. Phoneme substitutions remained relatively stable throughout the experiment.
Individual phonemes identified correctly most frequently were /n, d, s, r/.
The two phonemes most frequently misidentified were cognates / Q /.

(;,WK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available ric Yes 0 No
From:

Thesis microfilms
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

UP

Title of Research Study: An Observational Analysis of Language Interactions in
Speaking-Nonspeaking Dyads with Familiar and Unfamiliar Communicators

Principal Invest*tpdsl:

Karen S. Sponseller and Pamela Laikko

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation,11wis, Independent Study, Funded)

Master's Project, Department of Speech, Washington State University)
(Under the direction of Pamela Laikko)

Date Completed:
1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research: To examine communication interaction between an
augmentative communication system user and familiar and unfamiliar communication
partners. Specifically, to note any significant differences that occur in
symbol mode use, length of utterance, communication function, anc communication
effect.

II. Project Description:

The study examined communiation between a child of 11 years, 6 months and four
familiar interactants (3 speech-language pathologists and 1 occupational therapist)
and four college students in speech pathology with no previous contact with the
user. The child communicated through a Canon Communicator (18 mo. of experience),
vocalizations and a few single words. His receptive language score on the PPVT
was 6 years, 8 months.

The conversational sample was obtained in a test room using three picture contexts
for stimuli in open-ended conversation. Free-form watercolo drawings, and
pictures from the Peabody Picture Kit and What's Wrong Here (Teaching Resources)
were used for conversational stimuli. Interactants were insturcted to commu-
nicate with the child for 10 minutes in each of the three contexts. The 30
minute sessions were videotaped.

Five minutes from each picture stimuli context were analyzed for each dyad (a
total of 15 minutes per each of 8 partners). Communication was coded using
modified and integrated versions of the coding systems of Harris, Culp, Colquhon,
and Wexler et ai. This coding examined: Meta-Talk vs. Context, Type of
Utterance, Pragmatic Function, Utterance Form, Mode, Length of Utternace, and
Communication Effect (success). The familiar and unfamiliar interactants were
analyzed as two groups. The nonspeakers behaviors were also analyzed.
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II. Project Description (Continued)

HI. Major Findings/Results:

The familiar and unfamiliar dyads demonstrated very few significant
differences in the interaction. Significant differences were found in the
use of encouragements and the successfulness of the interaction with the
familia': partners. In general, the findings of earlier researchers were
collaborated in terms of the speaking partner (both familiar and unfamiliar)
controlling the communication situation and asking a large percentage of
questions; the nonspeaker was predominately an responder. Non-verbal and
vocal'verbal means of communication were used with a higher frequency than
the communication aid. The aid appeared to be used when communication by
these other means was difficult.

(Awl( )

W. Written Manuscript/Summary Available a Yes 0 No
From: Pamela Laikko

Department of Communication Disorders
University of Wisconsin - Madison
Madison, WI 53706 258
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Title of Research Study: The Social-Verbal Competence of Non-Speaking individuals

Princiga/Investigator(s): Ann Colquhoun Sutton
59 Cliueden Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M87-3M9

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Independent

Date Com. feted:
November, 1983

1. Purpose (s) of the Research:

This study examined the performance of non-speaking individuals on a formal
measure of social-verbal competence, the Let's Talk Inventory for Adolescents
(Wiig, 1982). In particular, the study compared the overall performance
of the non-speakers to norms established on able-bodied speakers, azd further
analyzesi the structural features, attenuation devices and amplification used
by the nonspeakers in this elicited task.

II. Project Description:

The subjects in this study were four physically disabled nonspeakers with
cerebral palsy. Ages ranged from 18 years to 29 years, 11 months. All

subject, .used a direct selection augmentative communication board based )n

Blissymbolics. All had used Blisssymbels for 9 or more years, were judged
to be skilled users, and had between 461 and 900 symbols available to-
them. All were independent in mobility. PPVT-R age equivalent scores for

the subjects ranged from 8 years, 4 months to 11 years, 10 months.

All subjects were asked to estimate the numer of people that they interacted
with/week. Responses ranged from 15-50 partners. A speech-language pathologist
familiar with the subjects was also asked to rank the nonspeakers as social

communicators.

The Let's Talk Inventory for Adolescents (Wiig, 1982) was administered to all
the subjects. The test examines 40 speech acts representing four different
communicative functions. These functions include: (1) ritualizing (e.g.,

hello, farewell, introducing self; (2) informing e.g., yes/no questions,

affirmation, denying, Wh questions; (3) controlling (e.g., requesting
action, suggesting, permission, refusing); and, (4) feeling (e.g., endearment,

approval, bragging, apologizing). The test examines speech :cts and

communicative functions in interaction with both peers and authority
figures. Pictures of an adolescent interacting with a peer or authority

I ;:!" 7:,.

a159
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II. Project Description (Continued)

figure and a verbal description of the situation are given. The subjects
attempt to verbally depict what the adolescent in the situation might say.

The test data we , coded (Wag et al, 1983) and analyzed qualitatively
and quantitatively. Responses were analyzed in reference to the norms
for the test established on 7-14 year olds for over-all scores, syntactic
structure, attenuation (i.e., softening of the speech act via semantic
and/or syntactic devices which are more polite or less direct), and
ampli2ication (i.e., extra information accompanying and utterance which
actually fulfills the speech act intent). The speech acts which were
passed by two or fewer subjects, and those passed by three or more subjects
were further analyzed.

III. Major Findin9s/Results:

The subjects' performance suggests that these Blissymbolics users were more
competent in social communication than might be expected from a previous
study of communication board use with this population (Colquhoun, 1982).
Subjects demonstrated the ability to express a variety of speech acts in
this elicitation task.

In terms of overall scores in each communicative function and context (peer/
authority), all subjects obtained scores equivalent to the 13-14 year old
normal group for some speech acts/functions, as well as scattered scores at
lower age levels suggesting varying levels of competence in different functions.
As a group, the subjects were most successful in the informing funct on,
followed by ritualizing and controlling. The feelings function appeared to
be the most difficult for these subjects. It is suggested that this ranking
may be a function of the training that has been provided to these speakers in
the past, and the interaction styles that are frequently observed in this
population.

The Blissymbol users employed a variety of syntactic structures to realize
speech acts, usually structures which were found 1.n one or more of the normal
groups. They differed from the normal groups in that Name of Adressee was
essentiallyabsent in all communicative functions. In certain speech acts
(e.g., farewells, availability, affirmative), structures which appear in a
trade off pattern in the normal groups were found in the Blissymbol users'
responses. In other speech acts (e.g., request to respect, offering choice),
the Blissymbol users employed structures which occurred rarely or never in
the normal groups.

260
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Major Findings/ Results (Continued)

The Blissymbol users attenuated speech acts less frequently than the norms and

had a greater dependence on semantic (vs. syntactic) devices to accomplish

this attenuation. All of the subjects demonstrated some ability to shift

register between peer and authority. Use of amplification devices by this

population was limited. It is suggested that some of these differences may

be attributed to the augmentative systems themselves rather than competencies

of the users per se.

Responses which failed to realize the speech act were usually related to the

target responses (e.g., initiating conversations without saying "hello").

The speech acts that posed the most difficulty for the subjects were those

that required more complex syntactic and/or conceptual structure (e.g.,

suggesting, promising, negotiating), or those that required a specific

formula (e.g., introducing).

Success in the Let's Talk Inventory did not appear to be correlated with the

number of symbols available to the subjects, years of Bliss use, PPVT scores,

age, or the speech-language pathologist's expected performance ranking. The

rank order of performance on the tfaEt correlated more closely with the

subjects' self-estimates of the number of difftrent conversational partners

per week.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available fa Yes 0 No

From: Ann Colquhoun Sutton
59 Cliuden Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M87-3M9

Manuscript submitted for publication.
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Title of Research Study:

An Examination of Expressive Language in a NonSpeaking Adult

Principal I nyestigator(s):

K. Waldron, G. Gordon, and H. Shane

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

raster's Thesis in Communication Disorders, Emerson College, Boston,
Massachusetts (Under the direction of Howard Shane, Ph.D.).

Date Com leted: 1980

1. Purpose(s) of the Research:

2his study examined (1) the writing skills of a 34 year old, developmentally
disabled nonspeaker; and, (2) his communication interaction with a familiar
and unfamiliar person, particularly in reference to the style used by the
nonspeaker and partners, and the rate of exchange that occurred.

IL Project Description:

The nonspeaker in this study was a 34 year old male with congemital, spastic
cerebral palsy, who resided for the past 16 years in a home for the retarded.
Until he was institutionalized, J. lived at home and received some education
through a teacher for the home-bound. Until he was 16 years of age, commu-
nication was via vocalizations, pointing and a few gestures. At 16, a
communication board was first introduced in preparation for his transfer to the
institution. J's father constructed his boards. No formal training in
communication use was provided.

At the time of this study, J. was communicating through a direct selection

board (finger pointing) which contained the letters. of the alphabet, prefixes,
suffixes, and words. Communication was primarily through spelling. Pointing
skills on this board were not easily interpretable to those not highly familiar
with him. Language comprehension skills were judged to be normal through
standardized tests and observations. The communication partners in this study
were J's mother (familiar partner) and a speech pathology student who had no
experience communicating with non-speaking persons (unfamiliar partner).

Task 1 - J. was asked to write an essay describing a typical day. Using an
electric typewriter, this composition took J. approximately twelve hours/page
(single spaced). The final essay was given to the chairman of a College English
Department, who was asked to evaluate the English skills in a manner similar
to that used for college entrance as prescribed by the Educational Testing
Service.

----
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II. Project Description (Continued)

Task 2 - J. was shown a print of an impressionistic painting for 30 seconds.
The picture was then removed, and he was asked to describe the painting to
one of the two partners (familiar or unfamiliar) as effectively and as
quickly as possible. Following the description, the listener was shown
three prints and asked to select the one that had been described by J. The
three prints displayed were balanced by time period, style, and artist.
Three sets of paintings were used for the study.

III. Major Findings/Results:

Task 1 was evaluated and judged to be comparable to the level of an entering
Freshman in college in terms of punctuation, grammar, vocabulary, and clarity.
The essay was also judged to be creative. This single case highlights the
expressive language capabilities that are possible in a person who has never
verbally spoken.

Task 2 - The style of the nonspeaker did not appear to change whether he was
communicating with his mother or the unfamiliar partner in the picture
description task. The non-speaker's utterances were all completely grammatical
sentences. No efforts to increase the rate of communication by using
telegraphic "speech" were noted. The partners differed, however, in the manner
in which they interacted with J. The familiar partner used a great deal of
prediction, guessing, and completion of spelling and phrases to which J.
confirmed or denied with a head nod. The partner unfamiliar with J. initially
used no acceleration techniques (word guesses or sentence completions) and noted
J's selections verbatim. By the third picture set, she began to use some
spelling prediction, completing a partially spelled word. The rate of
communication exchange between J. and the familiar and unfamiliar partners was
markedly different. Communication with the familiar partner was twice as fast
as with the unfamiliar listener. This was primarily a function of prediction
style on the part of the listener, and ease of reading J's motoric selections.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available sa Yes 0 No
From: Howard Shane, Ph.D.

Speech Pathology and Audiology
Children's Hospital Medical Center
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
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Title of Research Study: Conversational Interaction of Nonspeaking Cerebral
Palsied Individuals and Their Speaking Partners, :ith and Without

Augmentative Communication Aids

Principal investigator(s): Karin B. Wexler, Ph.D. - Principal Investigator
Andrea F. Blau, M.S. - Co-Investigator

Susan P. Leslie, M.S. - Co-Investigator

John J. Dore, Ph.D. - Co-Investigator

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Funded by United Cerebral Palsy Research and Education Foundation, Inc.
and Health Research, Inc.

Date Com . leted:
8/83

. Purpose(s) of the Research:

1. To develop a valid and reliable system for analyzing the conversational
functions of nonspeaking persons interacting with speaking partners.

2. To describe the conversational competence of nonspeaking (and speaking)
persons in terms of initiations of sequences, complex acts, variety of
functions of conversational acts, etc.

3. To compare conversational competence of nonspeaking persons in two
situations: With and without communication aids (i.e., alphabet/word boards

II. Project Description: For development of a system of analysis for conversational

functions of nonspeaking persons, a series of videotapes was made of ten
pairs of nonspeaking (cerebral palsied) and speaking persons conversing on
prepared topics for 10-minute periods with and without augmentative
communication aids (nonelectronic alphabet/word boards). Procedures for
describing and analyzing the conversational contributions of both nonspeaking
and speaking populations, both with and without augmentative communication
aids, were developed. A taxonomy of conversational acts in sequences was
provided. How nonspeaking and speaking conversational partners differ from
one another in terms c.f conversational functions was described (with and

without use of aids) based on the system of analysis, and how nonspeaking
persons' conversational functions are affected by use of such an
augmentative communication aids was assessed.

Final report includes e.g., definitions of terms; criteria for determining
interpretability of communicative behaviors; transcriptional notations;
variables used in system of analysis (e.g., guidelines for coding
initiations, and complexity of conversational act types); whole and
composite conversational acts (including definitions of beginning and end
of ccmponert sequence).

264
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II. Project Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:

It was found that nonspeakers' range of communication competencies greatly
increased with the use of the augmentative aid, e.g., their production of
more complex statements, answers, and acknowlegements, as well as their
proportion of initiations of conversational sequences. Furthermore, the use
of an aid shifted more control of the conversations to the nonspeaking
person. The relationship between this system of analysis of conversation
and other systems proposed was discussed. The system used here reveals a
wider range of communicative competence of nonspeaking persons than has
heretofore been documented. Implications for clinical intervention are
discussed and directions for future research are suggested.

Final Report
V. 44C Suramas* Available gR Yes No

From: Karin B. Wexler, Ph.D.
Helen Hayes Hospital
Route 9W
West Haverstraw, NY 10993
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Titie of Research Study:
Assessing pragmatic abilities in a multi-handicapped child

Principal Investigator(s): Sharon Wieder
Renee Kornet
Communication Arts and Sciences
Queens College - City University of New York
Flushing, New York 11367
(212) 255-7358

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Thesis, Independent Study, Funded)

Master's Thesis - Experimental Study

Date Com leted:
June, 1983

1. Purposels) of the Research:

The present study investigated the pragmatic abilities of a multi-handicapped
child. The purpose of this study was to assess the range of communicative
function expressed as a function of co-participant (clinician vs. mother vs.
sibling) and with respect to varying contexts. In addition, the specific
linguistic/nonlinguistic devices used by the child were examined.

II. Project Description:

The subject B. was an ambulatory, 10.10 year old speech and language impaired
child. B. was diagnosed as exhibiting mild cerebral palsy with oral apraxia
and a moderate degree of dysarthria. B. also exhibited severe deficits in
expressive and receptive language development. Communication was primarily
through natural gestures, facial expressions, and one and two word utterances
of varying intelligibility.

B. was videotaped during interactions with his mother, sister, and clinician
in various contexts: manipulative play, picture/reading, and snack time.
These sess.ons were transcribed using Bloom and Lahey (1978) and included
verbal and non-verbal aspects of the interaction (e.g., eye gaze, intonation,
gesture). The videotaped samples were analyzed using Wollner and Geller (1981)
to determine the communicative functions and specific communicative acts that
were used in each interaction and in each context. The child's communicative
interactions were examined with respect to the following questions: (1) What
was the range and distribution of communicative functions exhibited by the
subject? 2) Did the communicative functions expressed vary with respect to
co-participant? 3) Did the communicative functions expressed vary with respect
to activity context? 4) Were specific linguistic/nonlinguistic devices used
to convey particular functions? and, 5) Did the devices used vary with respect
to co-participant?

:. , 266
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II. Froject Description (Continued)

III. Major Findings/Results:
1. The subject used a variety of communicative acts across partners and contexts.
The frequency of specific communicative acts varied across contexts, with the
least ,:ccurring in the snack context. The manipulation context resulted in a
larger number of requests; the snack context produced more performatives. Respond-

ing behaviors were frequent across contexts and partners.

2. Gestures were used with greatest frequency irspective of conversational
partner/context. Other non-linguistic forms of communication were also used
(e.g., body orientation, vocalization, facial expression, eye gaze). The highest

use of speech occurred with his mother; however, gesture use remained the most
frequent mode of communication with this partner as well. A high percentage of
the linguistic (verbal) responses were yes/no utterances.

3. Certain modes of communication were used with greater frequency with particular

functions. For example, vocalization was frequently used for the clarification
function; gesture for the response function and gaze for requesting. However,

specific devices were not tied to a specific communicative function.

4. Communication partners used separate and
B. The sister and clinician often commented
resulted in greater uce of comments by B and
commented on B's actions and utterances. B.

varigtions in co-participants and contexts.

distinct styles when conversinr: with
on actions and utterances of B. This

fewer responses. The mother rarely
appeared to be sensitive to

The authors suggest that a composite profile of the linguistic and nonlinguistic
devices naturally 3ed by a person to communicate intentions with a variety of

people in a varif ' of contexts be compiled for a person needing an augmentative

commnication device. With an understanding of the devices naturally used and
their successfulness in particular settings, the linguistic content and functions
needed in the communication device can then be outlined. Duplication need not

occur and the communication needs of the child can better be met.

(AWK)

IV. Written Manuscript/Summary Available j Yes

From: Renee Kornet
Queens College Speech and Hearing Center
Queens College - CUNY
Flushing, NY 11367
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APPENDIX B

IN-PROGRESS RESEARCH STUDIES (IP)

Barker, M. and Henderson, J. Using computers to teach communication
skills to severely physically and speech impaired cerebral palsied
children Rehabilitation Engineering Center, Stanford University,
Palo Alto, CA.

Blackstone, S. and Cassatt, E. L. Interaction skills in children who
use communication aids, John F. Kennedy Institute, Baltimore. MD.

Blau, A. Commun ..cation in the back-channel: The organization of
repair in nonspeech /speech conversations, Doctoral Dissertation,
City University of New York, New York, NY.

Christopulos, K. and Shane, H. A study of speech interpretation in
twin males with cerebral palsy - A pilot study_, Master's thesis,
Emerson College, Boston, MA.

Farrier, L., Yorkston, K., Beukelman, D. and Marriner, N.
Conversational control in normal speakers using an augmentative
communication system, Master's Thesis, University of Montana,
Missoula, MT.

Galyas, K. and Lundman, M. Evaluation of synthetic speech as an aid
for communication, education, and training, Swedish Institute for
the Handicapped, Bromrna, Sweden.

James, J. M. An analysis of the spontaneous blissymbolic utterances
of 10 cerebral palsied children of average intellect, Doctoral
Dissertation, Cardiff, Wales

Kraat, A. and Levinson, E. Intelligibility of two speech
synthesizers used in augmentative communication devices for the
severely speech-impaired, Queens College, CUNY, Flushing, NY.

Light, J, Communicative interaction involving young nonspeaking
physically handicapped children and their primary caregivers: An
analysis of discourse links, communicative intent and mode of
communication, Master's Thesis, Special Edlication, University of
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, May, 1983.

Marriner, N. The effect of part:ier question types on the control
efficiency and comfort of nonspeech communication, Doctoral
Dissertation, University of Washington, Seattle, WA.

Ratcliff, A. An attempt to reliably define communication breakdowns
in nonspeaking/speaking dyads, Master's Thesis, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, WI.
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Udwin, O.Y. An evaluation of nonspeech communication modes taught to
cerebral palsied children Doctoral Dissertation, Institute of
Psychiatry, London, England.

Wieck, K. Comprehension of synthesized speech by preschool children,
Master's Thesis, California State University, Sacramento, CA.

Yorkston, K., Beukelman, D. and Marriner, N. Assessment of
communication needs of nonspeaking individuals: Phase I development

of quantification techniques, University of Washington, Seattle, WA.
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

IP

Title of Project: Using Computers to Teach Communication Skills to Severely
Physically and Speech Impaired Cerebral Palsied Students

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

Margaret R. Barker
Juliet Henderson
Rehabilitation Engineering Center
Childrens Hospital at Stanford
520 Willow Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304 (415) 327-4800

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Research funded by United Cerebral Palsy Research and Educational Foundation,
Inc., Grant Number 348-84.

Starting Date: April, 1984 Expected Completion Date: April, 1985

---
1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project:

This research study explores the effectiveness of using specific computer programs
and intervention procedures to increase the communicative interaction skills of
severely physically and speech impaired students in a school environment. In
particular, the study addresses the development of five communicative interaction
skills: 1) greeting and initiation of conversation; 2) termiaation of
conversation; 3) maintenance of listener's attention; 4) clarification of
messages; and, 5) appropriate interruptive skills in conversation.

II. Project Description: (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)

Nine subjects were selected for the study. These students reside in various
integrated classroom settings, have an augmentative communication system
available to them, demonstrate deficits in the communication skills under
study, and have at least a six year level of language comprehension.

Interaction samples were collected and videotaped for each subject in three
contexts: entering the classroom in the morning, participating in a group
learning situation, and constructing a collaborative story board with an
able-bodied peer. These video samples were analyzed through an interactive
checklist, and specific intervention goals were identified for each child.
Simultaneously several commercially available software programs were revii '

as training mediums for the interaction skills under study.

An intervention plan will be designed for each subject centered around
software programs which can address communicative interaction skills.
Following a three month period of intervention (including 3 hours of
computer use per week), the subjects will be reevaluated in the three
contexts initially observed for the study baseline.
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II. Description (Continued)

III. Status of Project 5V84: Subjects have been selected and baseline measures cotained.
Specific communication intervention goals have been outlined for each subject
and existing computer software evaluated regarding its usefulness in teaching
specific interaction skills. During the baseline measures, it was noted that
poor performance was due not only to children's lack of interaction skills.
Access to potentially effective vocabulary contributed to poor communication.
Consequently, the communication systems as well as access to computers is being
addressed over the summer prior to any intervention procedures being introduced.
Specific intervention planning for each child to progress.

INL Preliminary Findings/Comments:

(Signature)

May, 1984

(Date)
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Title of Project:
Interaction Skills in Children Who Use Communication Aids

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

Sally W. Blackstone
E. Lucinda Cassatt
Speech and Hearing
John F. Kennedy Institute
707 N. Broadway
Baltimore, MD 21205 (301) 522-5450

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Clinical

Starting Date: Expected Completion Date:
August, 1983

1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project:

To analyze the communication acts and interaction skills in children with cerebral
palsy who use communication aids.

II. Project Description: (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)

"_.:'ects: 15 children with cerebral palsy and their mothers participated. All
,,re followed on a regular basis at the John F. Kennedy Institute in Baltimore,
Maryland.

Sex: Nine (9) females and six (6) males
Ages: 3 to 20 years
Cognitive I.Q.: average to moderate mental retardation
Language: 2-21/2 to 14 years (receptive langr.se levels)
Speech: severe speech motor dysfunction
Intelligibility: 0-50% unknown context with a familiar listener

*Aides/systemi E-Tran - 7
Language Boards - 6
Zygo - 100 system - 1
Express III - 2
Morse Code System (University of Washington) - 1
Manual Signs - 2
Speech - 6

Procedures: Each child was videotaped for later analysis in three contexts. The
contexts were:

1. Familiar-routinized: Mother was instructed to engage in familiar routin
with the child for 5 minutes.

2. Unfamiliar-non-routinized: Picnic script with experimenter and child.
3. Unfamiliar-routinized: Snack script with experimenter and child.

Mother was present to feed the child. (See Appendix for script example.)
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;:. Description (Continued)

Analysis: A discourse analysis system, (Cassatt and Blackstone, 1983), adapt&

from Dore (1977), was utilized to code tne mother/child communication behaviors in

context #1 and the child's communication behaviors in contexts II 2 and #3.

A variety of communication acts were coded, which included the use of the aid/

system, speech, head nods and shakes, smiles, gestures and formal signs. Nonverbal

behaviors were operationally defined. For example, a laugh was defined as "a

vocal laugh or a smile that lasted more r.han S seconds", since some children were

unable to produce a vocal laugh.

Analysis of the data yielded reliability of becween 70% and 90% agreement on the

turn-types and communicative intent'ons expressed. These data were quantified

for each context using a summary analysis form.

* Several child-...en used M012 than cne system.

Ifi.Statusoi Project 1/84:

04 Preliminary Findings/Comments:

A statistical analysis has not been completed at this time. The authors intend to

change the coding categories and will re-analyze the results accordingly. The

preliminary analyses revealed the following trends in the data:

L. Children:
a. Use of the communication system ranged from 0% to 80% of the

communication acts engaged in by these children.

b. All children used all communicative functions.

c. Most turn-types were responses. Few children initiated communi-

cation. Irrelevant responses, unintelligible and no response

categories occurred most often during the picnic script with

children who were functioning at less than the 3 year level.

2. Mothers:
a. The majority of their utterances (60%) were requests.

b. The greatest proportion of parent's responses were conversational

devices (75%). Most were returns/turn markers and repetitions.
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Preliminary Findinal (Continued)

Discussion: Our preliminary data suggest that communication occurs through a
variety of channels, not just through the formal system which we are providing
the child. These differences depended on the context as well as on the
individual child. Use of the formal system ranged from 0 to 86% during the
picnic activity and from 50 to 64% during the snack activity. There was not
even consistency in an individual child's use. For example, one child used
her system 39% of the time during a picnic activity and 9% during a snack
activity.

All children used a variety of communicative functions. This did not directly
correlate with I.Q. or mental age. These findings are in contrast to previously
reported information and probably reflect the variety of communication behaviors
coded in this study. Previous studies suggested that the intentions expressed by
children using augmentative systems were restricted. However, these studies did
not look at other communication behaviors.

In view of these trends in the data it is apparent th. our goal in working with
Children who use augmentative systems should not be training the use of the system
but rather fostering the use of communication strategies. Communication aids
should be considered just that . . . as aids to supplement communication. Our
work should turn towards fostering the development and understanding of what
enhances communication and how we and others, who work with communicatively
impaired individuals, can optimize their environment to facilitate expression.

27
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

Title of Project: COMMUNICATION IN THE BACK-CHANNEL:
The 0 anization of Re air in Nons eech/S eech Conversations

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

Andrea F. Blau
Speech & Hearing Sciences
Graduate School & University Center - City University of New York

33 West 42 Street
New York, New York 10036

(212) 796-5890 (home) (212) 790 -436 (department)

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Dissertation

Starting Date:

September 1st, 1982 September 1st 1984

Expected Completion Date:

1. Purpose(sioffttReseandiftject

1. To refine the definition of communicative competence to include a cross-
person measure reflecting how meaning is generated dnd shared between

people.

2. To describe the back-channel communications (and the extended sequences
of conversational repair) which predominate the conversations of many

nonspeaking/speaking dyads.

3. To develop a theoretical model and a clinical measure for examining the
negotiation of meaning between nonspeaking and speaking conversational
partners.

IL Project Descri fion: (Subjects, Methodology;

Subjects: Eight nonspeaking individuals and eight speaking individuals were
selected as subjects. The nonspeaking subjects were severely speech
impaired due to neuromuscular incoordination associated with cerebral
palsy. The,' were all Nonambulatory, had normal hearing, and were

considered to be of normal intelligence. They all used direct-select
alphabet/word boards to augment their resit: al vocal and nonverbal

communication attempts. Four subjects used their fingers for direct
selection and four used a headstick. The age range was 15-28 years.

Eight speaking individuals who were familiar with the nonspeakers
and their communication systems also served as subjects. Each speaker
was Irofessionally empliyed within the school, center, or hospital which
the nonspeaking subject attended. These eight nonspeaking and speaking
subjects served as the eight dyads for the study.

Methodology: Data was collected through videotaped recordings of each non-
speaking/speaking dyad during conversational interaction. Two ten

minute periods (one in which the communication aid was available to
the nonspeaker and one in which no communication aid was available) were
videorecorded. The focus of the interaction was on conversation. The

nonspeakers were instructed prior to the session to prepare four topics
for discussion. No additional instructions were presented to the speak-
ing partners. A warm up period was inclu,' prior to videorecording
to acclamate the subjects to the task. Th .wo conditions (with and
without communication aids) were presented in counterbalanced order.
The data was transcribed following the interaction. Two transcripts
were produced for each dyad; one reflecting conversational interaction
when the alphabet/word board was available to the nonspeaker and a
second transcript foripe unaided condition. The transcriptional format
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II. Description (Continued)

allowed for the documentation of vocal and nonvocal verbal behaviors, as
well as, vocal and nonvocal nonverbal behaviors. Actions which accompanies
utterances (nonlinguistic context) were written in parentheses next to the
utterance using transcriptional procedures described by Bloom & Lahey, 197E
Transcriptional reliability measures o: 96% were obtained prior to coding.

Coding: The coding schemes as designed by the investigator were developed
through extensive literature review and careful examination of the data.
Four coding schemes were developed (only the first is available for dissem-
ination at this time). Coding scheme #1 describes back-channel communica-
tion signals and describes the six distinct categories of signals used by
the nonspeaking/speaking dyads (see appendix). Coding scheme #2 was deve-
loped to describe "hyperexplanation", a nhenomenon in which a conversation-
al partner persists twice or more within the same speaking turn at the same
explanation point, prior to thcfr partner's attempt at responding to or ack
nowledring the initial conversational act. The third and fourth coding
schemes were developed for conversational repair aaalyses. The first
provides a framework for looking at the interactional domain of conversa-
tional repair (i.e., the relationship of the trouble soarce element, repair
initiation, repair attempt, and repair outcome) The second looks at the
organization of repair in terms of its internal organization, revealing
how the form of the listeners repair initiation determines the response
options available to the prior speaker and specificall:;-, which revision

strategies are Lsed most frequently by the nonspeaking/speaking subjects.
111. Status of Project 1/84:

As of 1/84 the back-channel coding and analyses have been completed and

the model of nonspeech/speech conversational interaction (in terms of the
co-constructiLn of the nonspeakers' messages by the nonspeaking/speaking
dyads) has been completed. The analyses of hyperexplanation (typically us
when the speaking partners fill in gaps in the conversations with extraneo s

talk) and conversational repair, are presently being completed. The study
will be finished during the summer of 1984 and the findings made public.

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:

No findings can be reported at this date. Copies of the four coding schem
will be available as of September 1, 1984 and can be obtained from the
author. The back-channel coding scheme which is included in this report
is protected under copyright and is subject to revision prior to September.
The author does, however, welcome its use by researchers and clinicians,
provided it is referenced appropriately. The author also welcomes comments
from all individuals who use it.

The videotapes of the eight nonspeaking/speaking dyads were initially used
by the author in collaboration with Karin Wexler, John Dore, and Sue Leslie
at Helen Hayes Hospital in a project funded through grants from United
Cerebral Palsy Research & Educational Foundation, Inc. and Health Research,
Inc.

ignature)

2/25/84

(Dare)
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

Title of Project: A Study of Speech Interpretation in IVin Males with Cerebral

Palsy - A Pilot Study

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

Kanella Christopulos
Howard Shane, Ph.D.
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Childrens Hospital Medical Center
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston, MA 02115 (617) 735-6466

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Master's Thesis, Communication Disorders, Emerson College,
Boston, Massachusetts (under the direction of Howard Shane).

Starting Date: Expected Completion Date:
Fail, 1983 Fall, 1984

1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project:

To explore the ability of various communication partners :-..o accurately

interpret the severely impaired speech of a 71/2 year old twin.

II. Project Description: gkinjecis,MmhodoMgy;AnalywO

The subjects in this pilot study were two twin boys with cerebral palsy, their

mother, and an unfamiliar listener (graduate studem-. in speech-language

pathology). Prior to this study, the mother reported that the boys understood
each other better than she or others; there is a queftion as to whether or not

the communication involves ideoglossia (a twin language of their oun), severe

dysarthria, or a combination of both.

The 71/2 year old twins differ in their physical abilities, and speech and

language skills. The twit: under study as a speaker-communicator was the more

severely impaired of the two. He is non-ambulatory, and has receptive

language skills estimated to be at the 3 yBar old level. His current means

of expression is primarily through gesture and some single words. His

twin brother is ambulatory, verbal, and has receptive skills estimated at

the 5 year old level.

A barrier was placed between the more severely impaired twin and a listener.

The barrier allowed the partners to observe the facial expressions and oral -

motor movements of the speaker. The twin was asked to verbally label one of

ten objects. The receiving partner was asked to identify the verbal attempt

from an array of ten objects.

277
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II. Description (Contin; ed)

III. Status of Pro ect 1/84:

Pilot of research design; preliminary results.

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:

To date, the twin brother appears to be the best interpreter of his twin's
speech. The mother is less adept than the twin. The unfamiliar listener
was the poorest.

(AWK)

(Signature) (Date)
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(PCAS Study on Interaction

IP

Title of Project: Conversational Control in Normal Speakers Using an Augmentative
Communication System

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)
Lynn D. Farrier, Dept. of Comm. Sci. & Disorders, U. of Montana, Missoula, MT. 59801

(presently at Dept. of Rehab. Med. RJ-30, U. of Washington,Seattle, WA 98195
(206)543-3134).

Kathryn M. Yorkston, Dept. of Rehab. Med. RJ-30, U. of Washington, Seattle, WA 9819
David R. Beukelman, Dept. of Rehab. Med. RJ-30, U. of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Nola Marrinar, Dept. of Speech & Hearing Science JG-15, U. of Washington, Seattle,W
98195.

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Professional paper-in-lieu of masters thesis, in partial fulfillment of M.A. degree
University of Montana, Missoula, MT (in affiliation with Dept. of Rehab. Med.,
University of Washington:,

Starting Date: Expected Completion Date:
9/83 4/84

1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project:

To investigate the effects of augmentative communication system use on the
conversational control of normal speakers.

IL Pro'ectDescrition: (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)
Subjects: Five pairs of non-impaired speakers participated in this project.

Members of each pair were well acquainted with one another ane. were selected to be
matched with their partners in terms of age, educational level and socio-economic
background. The pairs ranged in age from 15 to 26 years. None of the subjects
reported a history of communication problems. One member of each pair was randoml
designated as the subject and the other as the communication partner.

Tasks: (1) Direction-Giving: Subjects were instructed to give mecommunicatio
partners directions for reproducing a geometric design that was visible to the
subjects but not to the communication partners. No restrictions were placed on th.,
interaction other than that the partner could not look at the subject's design. In
this task all of the: information was provided to the subject.

(2) Decision-Making: The general format of this task was a game in
which cards were bought add sold '.11 order to accumulate a specific number of point-
Both the subject and the communication partner had a portion but not all of the
information needed to make decisions about buying or selling. They were asked to
share as equally as possible in the decision-making.

Conditions:
(1) Speaking Condition: Both the subject and the communication partner

were allowed to communicate normally winch speech and gestures while performing
the tasks.

(2) Non-speaking Condition: Subjects were restricted to the use of an
augmentative communication system (an Expanded Keyboard Memo-writer). Prior to
the experimental tasks, subjects were provided with a 10-15 minute training
session consisting of demonstration and practice with the system. Subjects were
told that they may not speak but that they may gestur Ily indicate "ye," and "no".

: ...:
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II. Description (Continued)

Video-recording: Four video-taped segments of interaction were obtained for each
pair, The o.der of task presentation was randomized and the conditions were counter-
balanced. All samples were at least 10 minutes long AND contained at least 30
exchanges of communication turn.

IP

Analysis: Sequences of 25 turns were selected from the mid-portion cf each of
the video-taped segments. Samples were transcribed according to the conventions
developed by Miner and Chapman (1983) in the SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE
TRANSCRIPTS (SALT). Using this computerized analysis technique, frequency data were
obtained on the following measures for both subjects and communication partners:
(1) total number of utterances, (2) total number of words, (3) a distribution of
number of words per utterance and number of utterances per turn, and (4) frequency
of word usage. Supplemental to the standard SALT analyses, each turn was coded for
conversational control using a system adapted from McKirdy and Blank (1982). Using
this system, each turn was coded as either an initiation or a response. Initiations
were further coded as obliges (requiring a mandatory response) or comments (not
requiring a response). Responses were coded for adequacy and for instances in
which the responder became the initiator (recode). Rate measures obtained included
the length of a 25 turn sample in minutes and mean typing rates for subjects using
the augmentative system.

Ill. Status of Project 1/84:

Results have been obtained and compiled. Project is expected to he completed
by 4/84.

IN/. Preliminary Findings/Comments:

Preliminary results suggest different patterns of control are obtained from
the direction, giving and the decision making tasks when the subjects are
speaking. The decision making task .ppeare to allow equal opportunity to
control the interaction; while the direction giving task provides more control
for the speaking subject. When subjects are restricted .o use of the augmenta-
tion system, their conversational control appears to be extremely limited.

(Signature)

289
(Date)
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

Title of Project: Evaluation of Synthetic Speech As an Aid for Communication,

Education, and Training

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

Karoly Galyas Margita Lundman

Department of Speech Communication Per Wallner

FACK Swedish Institute for the Handicapped

S-100 44 Stockholm Box 303/S-161 26

Sweden Brorama , Sweden

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, FundedResearch, Thesis)

Government Funding

Starting Date: Expected Completion Date:

November, 1983 May, 1984

1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project:

To evaluate the use of synthetic speech in portable text to speech aids

and BlissTalk in communication, education, and training environments.

II. Project Driciieth (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)

Fifteen synthetic speech aids have been p. ced with a variety of users

in several environmental settings. Ten of these systems are portable

text to speech units using the Epson HX20 as a basis. Of these systems,

five have been placed with nonspeakers as personal communication aids.

This group of nonspeakers includes two adolescents (age 16 and 21), and

three adults who vary in type of disability, the interface technique used,

abilities, and speak'mg environments. The remaining speech output units

(both text to speech and BlissTalk) have been assigned to schools for

education and training purposes. These devices are being used with normal

prereading and writing children, nonspeakers, and an autistic child.

Training waq provided to all personal users and the professionals
assigned to implement aid use.

Evaluation of these devices will be conducted by the Swedish Institute for

the Handicapped and the Royal Institute for Technology (FACK). Evaluation

procedures will include interviews of users and significant others in the
environment, and use of the IPCAS aid evaluation forms for users and

clinicians.

2R1
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II. Description (Continued)

III. Status of Project 1/84

All aids have been placed in field evaluation assignments.

(AWK)

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:

Pending.

(Signature) 282 (Date)
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

IP

Title of Project: An Analysis of the Spontaneous Blissymbolic Utterances of 10
Cerebral Palsied Children of Average Intellect

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, ddress, Telephone)

J. M. James
40, Lowerdale Drive
Llantrisant
Pontyclun
Midglam
South Wales - U.K.

Type of Research Project: (CPssertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Dissertation

Starting Date: Expected Completicn Date:
September, 1983 April, 1984

1. Purpose (s) of the Research Project:

To analyze spontaneous Blissymbolic messages, collected over a period of
four years, with a vier: to providing a core vocabulary for children of
average intellect based on usage. The chiYLren in the study are cerebral

palsied and aged between 10 and 16 and all use the 400 symbol display.
All have been assessed as knowing over 300 symbols.

II. Project Description: (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)

Since January 1979 symbol profiles have been kept on children using
Blissymbols. Symbol profiles illustrate the child's symbol facility or
responsive communication and symbol usage or spontaneous communication.
Symbol usage does not indicate frequency of use but illustrates that a
child has used the symbol in spontaneous communication. Spontaneous

messages have been recorded using a standardized ceding system and
these messages form the raw data of the study. The standardized

coding system was that a) only the word under the symbol indicated was
recorded, b) anything spelled was written in capitals, and c) anything
guessed or inferred was bracketed.

822 symbol messages have been analyzed containing 11,814 symbols. A

frequency count has been made of every symbol used. A further frequency
count has been made of symbols/words which are not available on the 400
display which the children needed access to.

Symbols have been arranged alphabetically in 11 tables. The tables
indicat2 each child's individual frequency of usage of a symbol and total

symbol usage in the study. Table 1 illustrates symbols used by all ten
children in the study and Table 10 illustrates symbols used by only one

child in the study. Table 11 isolates the symbols which were not used

at all in the data analyzed.

':.
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IL Description (Continued)

III. Status of Project 1/84:

Data has been analyzed and result tables are available. The results
have not yet been written up.

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:

215 symbols have been isolated as a suggested core vocabulary. Not all
the 215 symbols are available on the present 400 display. The
researcher intends presenting the 215 symbols on a blank 400 chart.
The spaces then available can be utilized for the child's personal
vocabulary.

(Signature) 284
It i

(Date)
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

Title t:f Preset: Intelligibility of Two Speech Synthesizers Used in Augmentative
Communication Devices for the Severely Speech-Impaired

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

Arlene Kraat and Elizabeth Levinson
Communication Arts and Sciences
Queens Coll ege - City University of New York
Flushing, WY 11367

(212) 520-7358

Type of Research Prn!ect: (Disurtatioo. Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Independent Study

Starting Date: Expected Completion Date:
July, 1983 September, 1984

1. Purposes) of the Research Project:

To compare two commonly used speech synthesisers, the Echo II and the Votrax
Personal Speech System, in regard to: (1) intelligibility measures at the

sentence level; (2) the relative effects of pause time on that intelligibility;
and, (3) the number of altered spellings required by the user for frequently
used words in each text to speech system.

IL Project Description: (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)

In the sentence intelligibility tasks, 64 sentences from the Assessment of
Intelligibility of DysarthrIc Speech (Yorkston and Beukelman, 1981) were

presented to twenty adult listeners. These sentences were randomly selected

from the eight word sentences in the battery. Sixteen sentences were assigned

to each of four conditions: Votrax without additional pauses, Votrax with

pause cone ion, Echo without additional pauses, and Echo with pause condition.

The pause condition placed a 11/2 second pause after each word in the eight word

sentence.

Sentences were presented in quiet, free field conditions directly from the

Apple II computer. Regular orthography was used for the stimulus sentences
unless it added or deleted a syllable, or changed the vowel to another

recognizable vowel. Listeners were instructed to guess and write down what

they heard. Intelligibility measures utilized the percentage of correct words

identified/sentence. Intelligibility scores are compared between synthesizers,

and in relation to pause/no pause conditions.

Both synthesizers were also compared in relation to the requirements for altered

spellings. Using the same criterion as above, both text to speech systems were
compared regarding the number of alterations that are required of the user for

a corpus of frequently used words. Judgements were made by 10 listeners on the

Thorndike and Lorge (1944) frequency count for the most common 1000 words and
the 500 most frequently used words by adult Canon users (Beukelman, 1982). The

percentage of words needing alteration in the Voltrax and Echo systems were

compared.
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II. Description (Continued)

III. Status of Project 1/84:

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:

Although data is incomplete, the preliminary findings suggest that pause has
an effect, particularly on the Echo II system, and the syntehsizers vary
with regard to intelligibility. These two systems also differ in the number
of re-spellings required of the system user.
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

Title of Project:
Communicative interaction involving young nonspeaking physica4ly

handicapped children and their primary caregivers; an analysis of
discourse links, communicative intent and mode of communication

Principal I nvestigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

Janice C. Light
Augmentative Communication Service
Ontario Crippled Children's Centre
350 Rumsey Road
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4G 1R8
(416) 424-3805

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Thesis, University of Toronto

Starting Date:
May, 1983

Expected Completion Date:
April, 1984

1. Pose(s) of the Research Project: The goals of the project are as follows: (1) To

provide a detailed analysis of communicative interaction involving congenitally
nonspeaking, physically handicapped children (ages 4-6) and their primary care-
givers; (2) to compare the patterns of interaction in those dyads in which the
children use direct selection to access their communication boards with the
patterns in those dyads in which the children use indirect selection; and
(3) to develop a set of play contexts for use by llinicians to elicit a
range of conmunicative intents from nonspeaking hanca,lapped children.

IL Project Dewription: (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)

A sample of eight dyads was e2lected, composed of congenitally nonspeaking,
physically handicapped children (between the ages of 4 and 6) and their

primary caregivers. (In five dyads, the principal ca-egiver was thy birth
mother; in two dyads, a foster mother fulfilled the role; and in one dyad, an
older sister with extensive after-school and weekend babysitting responsibilities
was identified as the primary caregiver). Seven of the children had diagnusis

of cerebral palsy, while the eighth child had a diagnosis of Lesch-Nyhan

syndrome. None of the children had diagnoses of mental retardation, hearing

impairment, or severe visual impairment. All of the children were involved in

a school program and all were receiving services from the Allis-tentative

Communication Service at the Ontario Crippled Children's Centre, Toronto,

Canada. Seven of the children were using Blissymbols as an augmentative
communication system, while the eighth child had a comhination of Blissymbols

and pictures. The children had been using the above systems for at least 9
months prior to the research and had acquired t, vocabulary of at least 100

symbols. Half of the children used direct selection techniques (finger or
thumb pointing) to access their communication boards, while the remaining
children used indirect selection (eye gaze or fist point to a block of symbols,

followed by eye gaze or point to a colour or number to indicate a specific

symbol choice within the block).

The children were videotaped in an unstructured free play situation with their
primary caregivers in a play room at the Ontario Crippled Children's Center.

The following toys were available for the twenty minute play session: a doll

house, furniture, a family of dolls, a Fisher Price garage, cars, trucks, and

a bus. All caregivers reported that the videotaped interactions were
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II. Description (Continued)

representative of their own and of their children's typical communication and
behaviour.

A series of play contexts were developed based on the work of Snyder (1978), Dale
(1980), Creaghead et al (1980), and Creaghead (1982). These play contexts were
developed to elicit a full range of communicative acts from the Blissymbol users.
Each subject interacted with a clinician familiar to him or her in the play
contexts. These were videotaped.

The videotaped interacticns ;ere transcribed in their entirety to record the
following behaviours: the caregivers' verbal output, eye gaze, pointing,
gestures and actions and the children's vocalizations, communication board
output, eye gaze, pointing, gestures and actions. Transcription reliability
coefficients were computed for all of the children's behaviours.

The transcribed interactions were segmented into communicative turns and the turns
were coded according to their discourse status (i.e., the links between turns
within the flow of interaction), according to the specific communicative intents
(illocutionary force) of the turns and according to the mode of message trans-
mission. (See Coding Appendix of this report.) Inter-rater and intra-rater
reliability coefficients were determined for each of the three levels of coding
across caregivers and children.

III. Status of Project 1/84:
The following aspects of the project have been completed to date: (1) video-

taping of all sample interactions; (2) transcription of all videotaped inter-
actions; (3) transcription reliability; (4) turn segmentation; (5) coding
procedures--discourse status, communicative intent and mode, and coding
reliability. Statistical analysis of the coding data is in progress.

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:

1. The primary caregivers took approximately twice as many communicative turns
as their children.

2. The children only took half the communicative turns they had the opportunity
to taXe. The remaining time, they typically monitored their caregivers'
conversation or actions.

3. The children typically took their communicative turns following an oblige
by their caregivers (i.e., a request for information, request for clarification,
etc). The children seldom took turns fallowing their partners' comments.

4. The caregivers chose most of the topics of the interaction. Most of these
topics were already known to both participants.

5. The children seldom initiated topics; they usually responded contingently
to their caregivers' demands.

288
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Preliminary Findings (Continued)

6. The children showed a limited range of intents in the interactions with their

caregivers; they primarily confirmed or denied their partners' questions, comments

or requests for clarification, or they provided specific information requested

by their partners.

I. In the eliciting contexts with the clinician, the children showed a wider

range of intent, but most still had difficulty requesting clarification or

requesting information.

8. The children were able to fulfill the demands set up by their partners in

conversation, but they, in turn, set up few expectations for their partners to

meet. The children had difficulty cuing for continued interaction.

9. The children used non-board modes of communication (primarily gesture or

gesture accompanied by vocalization) as their principal modes of communication.

(Signature)

February 9, 1984

(Date!
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

IP

Title of Project: The effect of partner question types on the control. efficiency
and comfort of nonspeech communication

Principal investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone) -

Nola Marriner
Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences
University of Washington, JG-15
Seattle, WA 98195

(206) 545-7400

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Dissertation, University of Washington

Starting Date: Expected Completion Date:
June, 1984 March, 1985

1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project: The purpose of the study is to describe how naive
partners interact with nonspeaking individuals and to determine the effects of two
partner question asking styles on the control, efficiency, and comfort of nonspeech
communication interaction. Phase I of the study focuses on interaction styles
during a shared-decision making task, and outlines: 1) the percentage of restrict-
ed questions asked; 2) the percentage of restricted questions occurring in the
first and second half of the interaction; and, 3) the changes that occur after
the partners have been asked to use more unrestricted questions. Phase II of the
study utilizes information obtained from Phase I to train a partner to use two
question asking styles. This phase addresses the impact of the percentage of
unrestricted questions on the nonspeaking person's control, efficiency, and comfort
II. Project Description: (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)

Phase One of the study will utilize five pairs of normal undergraduate females,
who deny any visual or hearing problems and who are not majoring in speech and
hearing, social work, or special education. One member of each pair will be
designated as the nonspeaking individual and will communicate with gestures and
through the use of a simulated microprocessor-based communicE.tion system at a
r.:te of seven words per minute. The subject pairs will interact in a shared-
decision making task Thich is designed to simulate certain aspects of normal
communication interac i where bott, participants contribute equal information
in order to solve a pros em. The task involves the joint purchase of cards of
different values in order to accumulate a specified number of points. The

relative percentage of restricted and unrestricted questions will be obtained
from 20 communicative turns.

For Phase Two of the study one undergraduate female will be trained to interact
by using two question asking styles - restricted and unrestricted. The training
criteria for each question asking style will be obtained from Phase One. Ten
normal undergraduate females will be instructed to communicate by gestures and
through the use of the microprocessor based communication system. Each non-

speaking individual will interact with the partner in two shared decision making

tasks. The partner will use the unrestricted question asking style for one
interaction ana the restricted style for the other. From 20 communicative

turns in each condition a number of dependent measures will be obtained. The

control of the interaction will be analyzed by comparing the number and type
of initiation and response strategies used by the nonspeaking individual in

, .
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..iISM

both conditions. The efficiency of the nonspeaking individual's communication

will be measured in terms of the time it cakes to complete 20 communicative

turns and the relative percentage of task relevant words. A brief questionnaire

will be given to the nonspeaking individuals and they will be asked to compare
the relative comfort of communication with the two partner question asking

styles.

III. Status of Project 1/84:

Data for Phase I has been collected and is currently being analyzed.

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:

_ej X1.1
(Signature)

...
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

IP

Title of Project:
an Attemot to _eliably iefine s;ommunication _:reakdowrs in onsnea=
zIpeakint. Dyads

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

an -. atoliff
-eoartment of s,o..municative -isorders

1)75 ..ill ow :.r.

university of .isconsin
nadison, .i. 5370o

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Zhis project is a thesis -level prnect bein:,, done as a part of "7
eoctoral proram.

Starting Date: Ex ected Completion Date:
Zanuary 17o4 Sentent.r L9'-'

1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project:
:,ne of the first steps in a more scientific e;.ploration of au7-entative
communication interction must be the defining of behaviors ard classes
of behaviors that make UD the nonspeakiNIspeaking conversational dliad.
:his project will be an attempt to formulate reliable operational
definitions for those behaviors that serve to make up communication
breakdowns between a nonspeaxinp individual using an augmented co-rrunication
system and a speaking individual.

IL Project Description: (Subjec, Methodology; Analysis)
This project will use a videotape of an individual usin.:; an alphabet/erd
board conversing with a speaking individual. twenty minutes of the tate
will be transcribed and analjzed for tnose behaviors on the part of both
partners that serve as loci for repair. An Attempt 'fill be ma& to write
operational definitions for these behaviors and obtain adequate interjudr,e
reliability measures for this videotape with 6 to 10 other judges. .Ater
adequate reliability has been obtained, the ,ildp.es will be asked to use
the same definitions to judge breakdown behaviors in another videotape
of different participants.

1 ..... 292
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II. Description (Continued)

III. Status of Project 1/84:

ihis protect is in the initial sta_es only.

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:
...one yet
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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS - SUMMARY REPORT

IPCAS Study on Interaction

IP

----
Title of Project: An Evaluation of Nonspeech Communication Modes Taught to

Cerebral Palsied Children

PrincipalInvestigator(s): (Affiliation,Addrirts,Telephom0

Udwin, 0. c Yule
Department of Clinical Psychology
Institute of Psychiatry
De Crespigny Park - Denmark Hill
London SE5 8AF ENGLAND

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Funded research for Ph.D. degree

Starting Date: Expected Completion Date:

1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project:

The study aims to evaluate the impact of two augmentative modes of communication
(Bliss Symbolics and the Makaton Vocabulary - incorporating a selection of signs
taken from British Sign Language) on the communicative abilities of nonverbal
cerebral palsied children by following up their progress at six month intervals
over a total period of two years. The study will further attempt to delineate
some of the characteristics of the children; teaching and home environme :its .hat

are the most significant for progress in each cf the two communication modes; and
to examine the varying methods that are being used in the schools that teach the
systems to nonverbal handicapped children.

H. Project Description: (Subjects, Metho!ology; Analysis)

There are two groups, each comprised of 20 nonverbal cerebral palsied children,
aged 31/2 years to 11 years, who are being taught Bliss Symbolics and Makaton Signing
respectively at the special schools they attend. The children's communicative
abilities are being assessd at six monthly intervals, over a two-year time period,
using a number of measures of language comprehension and expression, and also
measures of symbolic play, natural gesture, imitation ability, knowledge of
signs/symbols, and analyses of spontaneous production of sign/symbol skills, etc.)

are also being assessed. In addition, questionnaires are circulated to the
children's parents, teachers, and speech therapists at six monthly intervals to
obtain information on the extent of the children's current use of the systems

at home and at school.
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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS IP

II. Description (Continued)

III. Status cf Pro ect 1/84:

Research still in progress.

IV. Preliminary Findino/Comments:

(Signet (Date)
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

Title of Project: Comprehension of .,inthesized Speech by Preschool Children

Principal Investigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)
Karyl Wieck
Department of Speech Pathology and Ludiology
California State University Sacramento
600 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
Under the direction of Colette Coleman, Ph.D.)

Type of Research Project: (Dissertation, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Master's Thesis

Starting Date:
'983

1. Purposel., of the F'esearch Project:

Expectel Completion Date:
June, 1984

This study examiaes the ability of normal children to comprehend synthesized
speech as presented by the VOIS 130 portable speech synthesizer.

II. Project Description: (Subjects, Methodology; Analysis)

Twentyfour normal children between the ages of 3 years, 2 months and 4 years,
8 months served as subjects in the study of intelligibility. Test stimuli
consisted of items selected from the Word Intelligibility Picture Identification
test (WIPI). Stimuli were presented via natural speech and synthesized speech
from the VOIS 130. The subjects were required to point to the WIPI stimulus
picture corresponding to the stimulus word presented. The procedure was
repeated one week after the initial test.
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II. Description (Continued)

III. Status of Project 4/84:

The statistical analysis has not yet been completed.

IV. Preliminary Findings /Comments:

(Signature)
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IPCAS Study on Interaction

Title of Project: Assessment of Communication Needs of Nonspeaking Individuals:

Phase 1 Development of Quantification Techniques

Principal I nvestigator(s): (Affiliation, Address, Telephone)

Kathryn M. Yorkston, Dept. of Rehab. Medicine RJ-30, University of Washington,
Seattle, WA 98195 (206) 543-3134

David R. Beukelman, Dept. of Rehab. Medicine RJ-30, University of Washington,
Seattle, WA 98195

Nola Marriner, Dept. of Speech & Hearing Science JG-15, University-of Washington,
Seattle, WA 98195

Type of Research Project: (Dissertotion, Independent Study, Funded Research, Thesis)

Research and Training Center Project: National Institute of Handicapped Research,
Dept. of Rehabilitation Medicine, University of Washington

Starting Cate:
1/83

Expected Completion Date:
12/87

1. Purpose(s) of the Research Project:

(1) To develop and validate a Needs Assessment Prctocol for a series of core
communication environments.

(1) To develop and validate a series of "in-clinic" measures perfcrmance of
individuals using communication augmentation systems. Tasks will include both
message preparation and interaction tasks.

IL Project Description: (Subjscm,M4thodology:Anal04

Suojects: 10 nonspeaking, physically handicapped adolescents and adults who are
currently using a communication augmentation system. Subject's language and
cognition will be described using a variety of standardized tests including
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, spelling subtest of Wide Range Achievement Test,
Raven Pzo;ressive Matrices Test, etc.

Methodology:
(11 Interactive Tasks are designed to simulate natural communication situations

in which information is exchanged between communication partners. Interactive

tasks require the nonspeaking person to transmit a message to a communication
partner who is naive to the specific message being conveyed. The communication
partner has the opportunity to confirm the content of the message and to ask any
questions to clarify messages whic, are not completely understood. Interactive
tasks offer the possibility of quantifying communication breakdowns and breakdown
resolution strategies as well as quantifying rate, accuracy, transmission time and
vocabulary of messages being produced. These tasks may also be used to sample
conversational control.

(2) Message Preparation Tasks are designed to simulate text preparations
in which there is no interaction with a communication partner. Messages of
various types, lengths and formats are prepared and analyzed for rate, accuracy,
vocabulary and level of independence as well as endurance.
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II. Description (Continued)

III. Status of Project 1/84:

Initial tasks have been selected and piloted with normal speakers. A

coding system has been adapted from one proposed by McKinuy & Blank.

(See Appendix of this report.)

IV. Preliminary Findings/Comments:
Preliminary results suggest that when normal speakers perform the tasks,

patterns of conversational control vary from task to task.

a, 7
P=e i-rt.///.7,/t2 r-74

(Signature) 299 Date)



APPENDIX C

STRUCTURED CONTEXTS
FOR THE STUDY OF COMMUNICATIVE

USE IN AUGMENTATIVE
COMMUNICATION

In the study of communicative use, information can be obtained by
observing aid users in interaction with others in natural
environments, or through sampling procedures in which participants are
asked to converse as naturally as possible in an observed context.
Information about interaction can also be obtained through tasks
designed to elicit information about specific parameters of
communication and interaction. Three unpublished scripts for
eliciting communication behaviors from augmented communicators
contributed to the IPCAS report are found on the following pages of
Appendix C. Elicitation procedures have been developed to study other
aspects of communication use and interaction. See the unpublished and
in-progress studies of Fal_ier et al (IP), Ycrkston et al (IP), Light
(IP), Marriner (IP), Bailey and Shane (UP-1983), Waldron, Gordon, and
Shane (UP-1980), and Sutton-Colquhoun (UP-1983).
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APPENDIX C

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

10 Snack Routine
Blackstone, Cassatt, and Issacson, 1983 000000000000

This routine can be used to examine a child's ability
to produce a variety of communicative, or illocutionary
acts and speaker roles in a snack routine with props
and selected symbols.

2. Picnic Routine
Blackstone, Cassatt, and Issacson, 1983 000.00000000000

This structured play activity involves the child in
an imaginary picnic routine with symbols and props
to elicit a variety of communicative acts and speakers
roles.

30 Attention-Getting Script
Miller and Kraat , 1984 000 000 .000 00 00 00 00000. 00000

This script was used to study the ability of a five
year old nonspeaker to gain attention for communication.
The sampling procedure presented here provides an idea
of how this information might be obtained from a child
through selected play contexts and alteration of events
within those activities.
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CONTEXTS FOR COMUNICATION SAMPLING - AUGMENTED COMMUNICATORS AND OTHERS

Elicited Samples - Blackstone, Cassatt, and Isaacson, 1983

The abbreviations listed under the category of listener's response refer
to turn types and illocutionary acts:

I. Turn Type

initiated comment

R: response

IR: irrelevant response/comment

NR: no response/no opportunity to respond

U: unintelligible

II. Illocutionary Act Type

R: request

S-S: statement about sender S-C: statement about context

S-R: statement about receiver S-P: statement about other

CD: conversational maintenance device

P: performative

F: fantasy
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SNACK ROUTINE

NAM PARIAH DAlE CalOWINICAIION 9H11. IU.AN EENG111 Of OTICRANCE: CIIII.D

ADULT

NARRATIVE VOSS1BEC TAXIIINICAT1VE INTLNTIONCONTEXT LISTENER'S RESPONSI: ul
(1
es1

Child should be hungry. III child's name k R conversational device - greeting ..4

luod is Within view. I S-S C1

IR S-R

NR S-C R
symbols: drink, eat, play, Toddy U CD

P I
W
W
0

Lou. at all this food! R R request - action, object 13
el

I S-S
.1

IR S -H
statement 1

ri
NR S-C M

Pa
II CD

P T. Z
W

What shill we do? il R response to direct request -
I S-S wh- question m la

1R S-R ch
CO

e
ri

l

NR S-C I 4
U CI)

.C..)

P 3 Z 11
0 a)

Bring out Teddy bear. O.K. liore's Teddy. Ile wantswants a R R response to direct request u ca.

snack.snack. Say "hi". 1 S-S CD - greeting M M
M U

IR S-R m *NA

NR S-C H V
. 0
Z

CD' U
P 4 04 x

11
Put Teddy in chair and make food Sit down, Teddy. it's time to eat. R R response - wh- question Z 0
available. Who wants to eat? I S-S statement - instruction u4

IR S-R .. 0

NR S-C 4J iJ
-J

Symbols: rood 0 CD
0

rtl I-)
P % m .-1

to w
M m

Teddy does. R 2 response to wh- question c..) Z

What do you want? I S-S request - object H
.

IR S-R -1 ,
DR S-C a"

W
U CD 01 Z

P I.. Z
-... 0

W b4
Pick up requested food. What's this? R R response - wh- question Z

1 S-S statement - label 0 4
IR S-R to

NR S-C .. Z

U CD
C.)

al 0
P 4. -i 1-)

01
W

Give MAI amount of food to child. k R request - recurrence 4
1 S-S 01 E4

IR S-R

303
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0
SNACK ROUTINE

Do you want some t R R response - yes/no question
I S-S

IR S-R-i cn
NR S-C.

M 0 CD
lad

L. I-. P 1o a)
O Pr

n Present food so that child can't tore It is . . . . R

m eat It (e.g., no spoon, closed I

.n r jar. etc.). IR0
NR

PC M U
M

O RI

R

S-S

S-R
S-C

CD
P

performative - protest

il
Q. r4 What's wrong? R

C I

IR1-- 0
NR0 0

O m U
rt m
H. 0
rt rt
C rt Oh, dear. What should 1 dot
rt..
m
0

PII 0
O 0.
PIx
o

R

S-S
S-R
S-C
CU
P.

response - clarify

it

K R

I S-S
IR S-R
NR S-C

U CO
r

response - ...11- quest lot'

statement . instruction

P-4 Rectify the problem and Rive the W4it is Teddy's favorite food?a. o
H.0 child a few bites
n o
o n
13 m
13 0
M
06 .0

R R

I S-S

IR S-R
NR S-C
U CD

response - wh- question

statement - labeling

11

C) r. Well. let's give him some green beans! a Rrr vo
I S-SH. Oo

I.... L., IR S-Ro.
rt NR S-C
M U CD
O

r

Give Teddy green beans. !eddy says "MUCKY ". R R

Now what? I S-S

IR S-R
NR S-C

U CO
P

Comply with child's Instruction.

performative - roleplay

I{
request - action

statement - description

Ir,

It K
I SS
IR S R
NR h C
U CD

tu
14ya drinks. napkin, cup In view. I think lcddy wants a drink. R R

What kind, I S S

IR S R
HR eC
U LH

305

request - object

0

306
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NE
Give child more food and then

SNACK ROUTRI
k

direct attention away from child
1 S-S

(up to 60 seconds). IR SIt
Malt for signal from child. NR S-C

U CO
P

Conversational device - c.11

146

Ito you want some more? R R

1 S-S
IR S -k

NR S-C
CO
P

response - yes/no question

Do not give more food (yet). I wonder what you wantT

1 S-S
1k S-R
NR S.0
U CO

P

Give child something other than Store's the R R
what he/she asks for 1 s.s(vay the requested food)

IR S-R
RR S-C
11 in

response to Indirect question

10

performative - denial, protest
request qualification

at

hhoopt, whore is the T II R response - wh- question

(..ly the requested food) 1 S-S statement - location
IR SA
NR S-C
U CD

P

Give child requested food. k k Conversational devico
I SS
IR SR
Nk S C
U Cn

)3
I wish I had some. k R response - indirect request

I S-S
IA SR
NR SC
II ID

v

If child indicatev "yes" Italia )ou It R conversational device
If child refuses nh well I S S

IR S -k

NR S-C

U CO

1,{

e5

Put preferred food in view R k vtatement - label
I SS request - object

IR S k perforcxtive - exclamation
NR SC
II CO

307

lb

3
U10
--1

$.4

O
0

-01

vAtr

PO

O

v01 .-1

$.4

00
Ch

10
O CU

0.0
M

M
M A
U) qJ
1-4 M

cC

$.4

o
O 4-1

tU
A 4J

1J 0
4J 4.0

Mt --I
4)

O 0
(0 0
C.)

rt0

4.1 0
0
0.1

(4) 4
0
sOi Vta

U)

M

tU 0
.-1

ai

cr)

0
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fD

SNACK ROUTINE

CO
(... 1-, Give teddy a drinl but spill R R
o c...

n come of it on child's table/
1 S-S

Z x tea) IR S-R
to

NR S-t;'In rt
o 0 co

r7: M
M
Z What a messl Who will clean it up? a Rri

1 S-5
a. r" IR S-R

NR S-C
h4 c--) U CD
Z 0 r
tn :n

M

performative - exclamation
statement - scription

response - statement

i..
0
0 Pick up napkin/towel, watt for (once) Nell? R Rm m rccponse

I S-SC m
M

IR S-R
M NR S-CO

II CDHI
O CL

p
.1

x pJ
Wipe up soil. Who Is still hungry? R R

O
1 S-S

I-4

IR S-RCt. m
i-4 0 NR S-C
n al

U CDO n
1J M r
.0 0
o
CL. 0.K., one more bite/s1p. R R

I S-S
CI n-

IR SA:r %0
P . CO NR S-C
r-i Li

U COC.
r.1

to

z Give child more. Time to clean up. Who wants to clean R R

the table? Does Teddy want to help? I S-S
IR S-R
NR S-C
U CD

309

request - object

response - wh- question
statement -

50

response - wh- question

stntement

la

Snack time is over.

I S-S
IR S-11

Nit S-t:

CH 33

31Q
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PICNIC ROUTINE
pmilusst PAMl. LnatIUNIt Al IIIN 111111 IRAN tlf 1111 1 RAMI 1111111

1 1511 NI it POSSIIIII Itutana(Alivc

LOUILtl NARRAIIVL iii 51111151:

(note it referent

is absent)

present figures It R

welt for child to respond
1 S-S

IR S R

NR Ue

Today were going to have a story
about a family

1 s.s

Let's see who is In our family
IN S R

NR Cli

- - -
_ ..-....--.

put father out Here's the father

Who else can be In our story? 1 S-S

IR S R

NR CO

add child's selections Okay. here's K R

here's the . too I S-S

Does the baby huvc t name/ IR S R

NH Lli

ti r

Sl.

S t.

St

What t.an the halty..6 11101C be?

S-S S

IR S-R

NR ( 11

a- - . . .

nig out Jug hot hide flow Ibis family has a pet too. It

eltsit!' view Can you guess what it us? S1.
111

NR t D

a

311

- -

4 puppy Jog,

HIS name is PIaate.

INII NI ION

request - action

(lerformitive etalinguistIc
time markers

response to 4R

perforastIve - roleplay

statement label

04
performative - role play

13 0
response to PR yes/no questions 0 44

(1.1

4.1

M n4

0
Statement - label C.) 1..4

response to PR - wk. question P
3
n

1-)

perfulmative roleplay
14 0

0
w 0,1

0)
0
0

response to IR - wh- question

statement - descriptions .!4

C.)

performative role play 0
.1

Pq
Cl

CO F-4

912
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zr
ID

ed Orin out mother figureC., Fa
O CO
zr
O N"'

'rlrf

PICNIC ROUTINE

today our family is going on
a picnic!

Someone's in the kitchen cooking
food and making sandwiches for
the picnic.

Do you know who it is?

1 S -S S-C

IR S-R

RR CD

response to DR yes/no questions

performative - role play

o
O

pq m Present food choices:. sandwich.
M
O hot dogs, hamburger. cheese, cake.

PI

ri
NOJA. MI. milk. ice cream

H 0
o m
to fn

rt
I-4 CO

rt rt
rt

et
ID

P11

O 0,
M

03

O H
0.

0)
r)

n
0

ID

0.

I-.
rt

without showing awaeenrcs, drop en

H . unselected item to the floor
ID

5
ns

D.3O
Lo

31.3

It's tiommyl

Shl's getting ready for the
picnic.

I

I wonder what the family would R R response to IR - wh- question
like to take to cat on their

S-S S C statement - attrihntionpicnic?

IR S-R

DR CD

What (else) should they pack? R R statement - description

S-C response to DR - wh- questions

IR S-R

DR CD

Li t

Ilicie's more room in the basket) R R response to IR - action request

I S-S S-C statement - instruction

IR S-R

NR CD

Let's put something else in to cat N R response to IR - action

S-S S t: statement - Instruction

IR S-R

MR CD

1i li

convorsatIonal device: call

1 S-S S-C

IR S-R

NR CD

13
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u)

O

4 8
co t;

E0

0
P.

tn

bC

FW

0
Ci

PICNIC ROUTINE
Now, pick something hot for R R S-C responso to Iift - action

them to eat? S-S Statement - label

IR S-R

NR CD
14

Select item of opposite to what
R R

S-C
conversational device - repetition/

child selected.
1 S-S

call/exclamation

IR S-R performative - tease

NR CI)

N 11 I'
%6

Show surprise This isn't hat R R !:-C response to DR - wh- question

How does it feel? 1 S-S statement - description w
W

IC
IR S-R M,1

OD
NR CD 0'. .0

44

.-- 0

II P Ii
a IC
O W

Exchange for correct item Hete's the . Now, R R S-C statement - attribution
0 0.
O 0.

everything Is packed and ready
u W

to go. What does Daddy say?
1 S-S response to DR - wh- question W 0

-1

In S-R 0 IC
F4 0

Nit Cl)
W

P
PC

U P 11 P4
w

I, 0

Respond to child'scomment and say . . . Lverybody in the car. cd

4-4

It W
a 4-.1
1.1 0
4..s 4-I

Put all figures in lei& carriage except Here we go. R it S-C conversational device - exclamation/ 0 -rI

call ti) a.,

baby and dog
I S-S W

tn

0
0

in S-R statement - description () F4

Nit CD performatives - protests ,
i..4 0

O p Ii
W

41 0
0

0

. W

Drive off in buggy.
R R S-C conversational device - call, exclam- w b4

ation
1 S-S 0

Ls,4.;

IR S-R performative - protests w
.14

NR CD statement - description
U 4
VG 0

U P 2'3
.--i on

al
W
4:1

Stop and comment lhat's not the car! That's the R H S-C performative - teases (40 H

baby buggy! That's silly!
Place figures in car.

I S-S '0 0In S-R

NR CD

P 31.5 H P
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O
H to
0'
(D

t-
0
0" 0
0 N"

(a

PI/ rt
0
0

0
r4

M
CL
t<

H
0

tn

p co
rt rt

rtrt.
(D

0

Put dog in car.

PICNIC ROUTINE
Moll, we forgot the baby.

it

Here's the baby. N R S-C conversational device - cal:

S-S
exclamation

IR S-R performative - tease protests

Hit CD

What's wrong? R R S-C response to DR - wh- question

I S-S statement - description

IR S-R

NR CD

II p
2.1

lhat's not the baby? R a S-C response to DR - wh- questions

lhat's silly. I S-S statement - instruction

What should I do? IR S-R

NR CD

II p

rt 0
0 CL Ask child to repeat response

PC

"Q. (a
I.-

0
1J (a
1J
M Divert attention
c. Cop to 60 seconds)

C") -

00
h. La

ID

0

3
Is.,

Is.,0
to

S-C response to DR - action

S-S

Drive car to picnic area. Hero they are at the park.

IR

SR CD

11 p c,

R R S-C conversational device - call

S-S

IR S-R

UR CD

Ii p 21

2.4

Wait for child to respond. Well R R S-C request - action

Look expectant. I S-8

111 S-R

NR CD

U P
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lake figures out.

Wait for response.

lake food out of picnic basket and

put on table.

Nether hands baby hot dog.

PICNIC ROUTINE

Ul

Evelylwdy out. It's time
C)
C4

to eatl Daddy says I' -4

hungry. Mummy says I'
C4

hungry. Baby says ,

3o 7!:

R R S C conversational device - return W

I S-S
0
0

IR S-R
r-C

ai
11-1

NR CD M
PI

U p
3'

Baby says "I'm hungry. tool"
CU

W
I)

31 en ,4
OD .r4
cm

Mammy
:

y gets the picnic food ready. --4 C.)

33
0
. q)
W

O Ck
Noway says Who wants hot dogs? m Ck

U M
M 0Baby says"! do". 51 m r4
0 I)
1-4 0

Nosey says "What do you say?" R R S-C conversational device - politeness M
markers X

I S-S 104

W
IR S.R I) 0

C 44
RR CD V

W
U p . 4i

3S +i 0
ai ai
Cd .r4

(If no response, 'ay) R R S-i' conversational device - politeness m kJ
m

What does baby say? I S-S
markers CO 0

IR S.R
Ps

RR CD .1 )
CU

O p 44 0
0

510 W
W 4

Baby says thank you. 31.0
ai 4.4

Homey says "Hero Daddy. Hero's A R S-C response to DR - wh- question m4 0
your hot dog." What does

CO

a:
I S-S conversational device - politeness M 0

Daddy say? rA Inmarker
IR S.R CO

W
RR Cl)

N E.4
4.7.'

H P PI

Thank you.
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Mumble statement, pause for child's

response, look expectant

PICNIC ROUTINE

S-C conversational device: contingent
1 S-S query

IR sP
NIB CD

4o

F

(include child's response)

tell me.
Il R s-r statement - internal report

S-S conversational device - contingent

IR S-R query

NR CD

41

What does Daddy want for R R S-C response to DR - wh- question
de%sert?

S -S statement - attribution

IR S-R

NR CD

tit

Daddy wants

43

Put figutes in car. Point to car

wheel which is laying beside car.

----------- ..-------
If no response, say . . .

321

Baby will eat dessert
ton. What can Baby eat?

Iverybody's finished eating.
Dad says "rime to to home.
Everybody in the car."

Oh no!

What happened,

S-C response to DR - wh- question

I S-S statement - description

IR S-R

NR fll

4'I

45
S-C

R P conversational device - exclamation

1 S-S statement - description

IR S-R request - action

Nil fn

U r
41.

response to I) - wh- question

I S-S statement - description

IR S-11

Nit CD
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PICNIC ROUTINE
What will the family do? R

I S-S

IR S-R

NR CD

U p

S-C response to DR - wh. question

statement - attribution

tli

Conclusion:, I. OK. Daddy will have to fix it.

I. father fixes

or
Or

2. all figures taken out of car 2. They'll all have to walk home!
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Everyone went home.

They had fun at their picnic.
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0

3T11DY OF ATTENTION_ - GETTING BENAvill

THE SCRIPT

Toy/Activity I Scenario To I Expected Communication
I Environmental

.

I Rlicit Attempts I Behavior I Variables Planned
I

1
I

1 Pull Toy S. I Partner is talking I wants attention I not attentiveMr. Potato Head I outside of room. I to play I not looking
I Toys are in non- I

I

.7 I speaker's view. I
I

oN
m

I
I

I.
I Partner comes over I will request pull I normal2
I to nonspeaker but I toy I

I does and says nothing. I
I

I
I

I3 Pull Toy
I Toy positioned out I wants help

I not looking
I of reach.

I
I

I
I

I4 I Partner playing with I wants turn I not quiet
I toy and not including I

I not looking
I nonapeaker.

I
I not attentive

. I
I

I5 Mr. Potato Head
I Partner starts I roJect toy I not looking
I lining up toy parts, I

I not attentive
I talking about thee. I

I

I
I

I6 Basketball
I After a few regular I wants help

I not close
I turns, nonapeaker I

I (partner behind
I not positioned close I

. nonapeaker)
I enough to throw ball I

I

I into basket.
I

I

I
I

I7
I Experimenter 2 comes I wants to resume

I not close
I in and talks with

I playing
I (partner behind

I partner.
I

I nonapeaker)
I

I
I not quiet

I

I
I not looking

I
I

I not attentive
I

I
I
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THE SCRIPT

Toy/Activity I Scenario To 'Expected Communication I Environmental
I Elicit Attempts I BehSvior I Variables Planned

8 Photo Album
I

I Partner comments I wants more "talk" I not looking
I about several pic- I I

I tures of nonspeaker I I

I in daily activities, I I

I then turns page and I
1

I says nothing. (If 1 I

I nonspeaker does noth- I I or normal

1 ing look at him.) I I

1 I I

9 Tape Recorder I Toys in nonspeaker's I wants toy I not close

6 Cash Register I view. I I (partner across

I I I room)

I I I

10 I Partner gives non- I wants help I not looking
I speaker tape recorder I I

I but button is not 1
I

I depressed so his 1 /

I switch won't work. I
I

1 I 1

11 I Partner takea recorder I wants toy back I not looking
I and plays it, humming. I I not attentive
I I I not quiet
I I I



...1

co
THE SCRIPT c.

.
4.1

m
PToy/Activity 1 Scenario To I Expected Communication I Environmental P

I Elicit Attempts I Behavior 1 Variables Planned o4

-c
I I I g

m12 Cash Register I Partner demonstrates I wants toy 1 not looking
P

I toy and continues to I I not attentive
,-1

w
I play with it. I

I not quiet
.,4

I
I I (tape recorder Z

I
I I left on) 0

I
I I

13
I Partner puts "money" I wants help I not quiet
I in wrong slot so I I

I lever will not depress. I I

I
I I

14 I Partner puts "money" I wants help I not quiet
I in the other wrong I

I

I slot. I
I

I I I

15 "If you're happy I Sing one verse then I want to direct I not close
and you know it" I ask nonspeaker which I song ( select 1

(Song) I part of body we should I body part) 1

I shake. After second I
1

I verse wait and walk I
I

I away. I
I

I
I

I

16
I Song is over, nothing

I wants more song or 1 normal
I is offered. I another toy I

I
I

I

330
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Toy/Activity

17 Clown Target &
Velco Balls

18

19 Sink Set

20

21

THE SCRIPT

Scenario To I Expected Communication I Envirdnmental

Elicit Attempts I Behavior I Variables Planned

I I

Partner introduces I direct partner to I not looking

new toy, looks I tape 1 not attentive

around for tape, and 1 I not close

talks about needing I
I

tape to hang up clown. I
1

(piece of tape was put I
I

on nonapeakers finger I 1

at beginning of I
I

session to remind his I
I

to isolate finger for I
I

direct selection. Tape I
I

was then left near the I
I

door.) I I

I
I

Help nonspeaker play I wants more I normal

three times and then I
1

wait. I
I

I
I

Partner puts dishes I request water I not looking

in sink but discovers !
1

there is no water. I
I

1
I

Partner pours water I wants to push I normal

in well and starts I
1

pushing handle. 1
I

I
I

Partner pulls sink I wants toy I not looking

away from nonspeaker I
I not close.

squirts soap .nto water I
I

and starts splashing. I
I
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APPENDIX D

Transcription and Coding Systems
Used in the Study of Communicative

Interaction Between Aid Users
and Others

This Appendix contains several researcher's transcription and coding
systems that were contributed to the IPCAS report, and are unpublished to date.
These coding schemes have been applied to the study of interaction between
aided speakers and others, or are being utilized in current research efforts.
One should also be aware of several published coding formats in communication
research involving nonspeakers (Calculator and Dollaghan, 1982; Beukelman and
Yorkston, 1982; Harris, 1978; Shere and Kastenbaun, 1966; Wiig, 1982;
Calculator and Luchko, 1983) and the schemes outlined by Higgenbotham and
Yoder, 1982. Coding systems that are primarily used for clinical vs. research
purposes are included in Appendix E.

The transcription and c _cog systems included here were used in research
studies summarized in either Appendix A or B, as unpublished or in-progress
reports. Several of the schemes were previously discussed in section IV of
this report. Some of the systems found in this appendix address transcription
issues in nonspeech communication and are of interest to those struggling with
the recording of nonverbal behaviors, device produced utterances, and how
observed behaviors might be segmented in this type of interaction (e.g., the
boundaries of an utterance; separation of technical production acts from
propositional acts). (See Light; Marriner et al; Buzolich; Fishman and
Thaler).

The coding systems presented vary widely in the aspect of communication
behavior that is being studied, the definitions of categories and concepts, and
the degree of sub-coding or complexity brought to the analysis. Coding of
discourse units is the primary interest in the systems developed by Light and
Marriner et al. Other researcher's work reflects a primary interest in the
communicative acts expoessed in an interaction (See Waxier, Lossing). However,
it should be noted that several coding systems examine a broad set of behaviors
which include some discourse and communicative act features. Communication
breakdown and the repair of that miscamunication has been the research focus
in several of the coding schemes. Coding systems for this behavior have been
suggested here by Fishman and Timler, Marriner et al, Bailey and Shane, and
Calculator and Delaney. Additional coding schemes examine attention-getting

(Kraat and Miller), strategies that are used to increase communication
rate (Bailey and Shane), paralinguistic and kinesic behaviors in interaction
(Beuttemeir), and back-channel behaviors (Blau),

333
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APPENDIX D

TABLE OF CONVENTS:

1. Bailey, P. and Shane, H., Interactional Strategies
Used By Subject and Adult Communicators (UP-1983)

2. Beuttemeimir, C., Data Sheet For On-Line Coding,
(UP-1983)

3. Blau, A., Coding Scheme For Back-Channel
Communication Analyses, (IP-1983)

4. Buzolich, M., Transcription Notations (UP-1983)

5. Calculator, S., and Delaney, D., Coding System -
Responses to Non-Specific Requests For Clarification
(UP-1984)

6. Colquhoun, A., Parameters Coded, (UP-1982)

7. Fishman, S., and Timler, G., Boundaries Of An
Utterance; Repair Strategies, (UP-1983)

8. Kraat, A., and Miller, M., Definitions For Coding
Attention Getting Behavior, (Miller and Kraat,UP-1984)

9. Light, J., Coding System, (UP-1983)

10. Lossing, C., Definitions; Communication Profile,
(UP-1981)

11. Marriner, N., Yorkston, K. and Farrier, L., Transcribing
And Coding Communication Interaction Between Speaking
And Nonspeaking Individuals, Working Paper, 1984
(Sea Farrier et al, IP; Yorkston et al, IP)

12. Wexler, K., System of Analysis, (UP-1983)
(See Wexler, Blau, Leslie, and Dore, UP-1983)

UP-Unpublished Studies (Appendix A)
IP-In Progress Studies (Appendix B)
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TRANSCRIPTION/CODING SYSTEMS
(Bailey and Shane, 1983)

I. INTERACTIONAL STRATEGIES USED BY THE SUBJECT

(CA) Communication Aid use -- refers to eye pointing
to board.

CA
1
-- requests that board be placed on lap

tray

CA
2

-- requests that board be used with
partner

CA
3

-- requests alphabet board for spelling
specific word(s)

(EC) Eye-contact -- used to gain and/or maintain the
attention of another, either prior to or during
an interaction.

(AS) Affective Status -- facial expression and head/
body movement used to acknowledge a prediction
or to convey feelings of anger, interest, sur-
prise, happiness, sadness, etc.

AS
1
-- face and/or head gesture (includes

yes/no response

AS
2 -- increased head/body movement (also in-

tended to attract attention of another)

(V) Vocalizations

V
1

-- refers to intelligible vocalizations

V
2

-- refers to letter cueing

V
3

-- refers to unintelligible vocalizations

(Pres) Presuppositions -- refers to the reliance on
shared information, previous knowledge of topic
and contextual information. Presuppositions may
also be acknowledged by eye pointing to objects
or people in the room that can enhance the
effectiveness of message transmission.

C) Bailey and Shane, 1983
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II. STRATEGIES USED BY EITHER Oi THE ADULT COMMUNICATION
PARTNERS

(BS) Board Strategies

BS
1
-- spelling aloud letters that the subject

has encoded

BS
2
-- decoding words and phrases on the

matrix board

BS
3

-- creative board strategies such as deter-
mining if a series of letters is one or
more words; encouraging rhymes and
synonym usage, etc.

BS
4
-- providing the correct spelling for a

misspelled word.

(Pred) Prediction --- used to complet.e or fill in informa-

tion provided.

Pred
1
-- prediction based on previously generated

information (at least two sounds or
words)

Pre d2 -- prediction not based on at least two
previously generated pieces of informa-
tion (implied here is some prior know-
1:dge of topic)

Pred
3
-- prediction aLd expansion based on infor-

mation already generated, but expanded
to inclue new information

(SC/I) Seeking Clarification or Information -- refers to
question forms generated to request information
or to clarify information.

SC /I1 -- yes/no questions (includes questions
such as "yeah?" "no?")

SC/I
2
-- two choice questions

SC/I
3
-- open-ended questions

SC/I
4
-- request for a vocalization or a letter

use

336
c) Bailey and Shane, 1983
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TRANSCRIPTION/CODING SYSTEMS

SC/I
5

-- request to use communication aid

SC/I
6

-- request for repetition (of any of the
above)

(CB) Communication Breakdown

CB -- acknowledging that a prior prediction
1

is incorrect

CB
2

-- acknowledging that the subject's message
is incomprehensible

(INT) Interpretor -- refers to assuming the role of in-
terpretor when communication breaks down with a
third partner.

()Bailey and Shane, 1983
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initiator

respondent
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TRANSCRIPTION] CODING SYSTEMS

DATA SHEET FOR ON-LINE CODING*
(Busttemeler, 1983)

DEGAVE OP SUCCESS

successful

unsuccessful

PINDE OP MESSAGE

board non-board no response

SITUATION. INTRA- 6 INTER- PERSONAL ASPECTS

living unit school

12' 12'-4' 4'..18! 18"-contact

Length of interaction

interactant

rAuktactnwja

Vocal Duality
pitch range
artic control
rhythm control
resonance

sex differentiation
4110t10011 arousal

personality
ling. comprehension

voce l Characterizers

narked inhalation
vocal chicks
.3ugh, cry. yawn. sigh

emotional stilt*
physiologic state
regulate interaction

Vocal Qualifiers
intensity personality. emotional arousal

pitch height regulate interaction

Vocal Segregate'
filled pauses emotional arousal

hesitations convey meaning

silence modify message

pauses regulate interaction

Prosodic Features
segmental stress mark sentence type

linguistic stress clarify meaning
regulate interaction

HAM

DATE TIME

CONFIDENCE RATTIKi 1 2 3

OUTCOME OF MFSSAGE interactant:

accepts message

ignores message

rejects mode

.ejects content

initiates new topic

requests clarification

COMMUNICATIVE EVENT

giving info

getting info

solving problems

entertainment

learning new behavior

cony. 6 dialogue

expressing: intentions, beliefs, feelings

get interactant to: do, believe, feel

undeterminable

xlmics

Emblems
37;71;iid shake

point to indicate

confirm accuracy

convey meaning
modify message

Illustra ors
logical spacial gestures
motor movements in

synchrony v/ speech

Regulators
head movements
gaze shifts
arm ncvements
hand tension
gesture

posture shift
facial display

Adaptors
body or object

focused movements

level of inter-
personal involv.

mark phonemic,
semantic, syntax
boundaries

initiation /termination
turn-taking
provide feedback
maintain listener attn.
undeterminable

indicate psychologic
anxiety/discomfort,
emotional arousal

*Based in part on coding systems referred to by Calculator 6 Dollaghan (1982).

Yoder 6 Riechle (1977), and Higginbotham and YodI (1982).
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UNIT

Restatement Back-Channel
RBC

CODING SCHEME FOR BACK-CHANNEL COMMUNICATION ANALYSES

DEFINITION

repeats, restates, or recalls prior speaker's utterance;
prior utterance may be a complete proposition, a single
word, or a letter.

Expansion Back-Channel
EBC

EXAMPLE

NSP

* SP
NSP

* SP

NSP

* SP

(L)

L

(A)

A
(S-T)

Last

completion or expansion of prior speaker's utterance.

Query Back-Channel
QBC

NSP

* SP

NSP
* SP

brief requests for clarification (implicitly or

explicitly produced); may take the form of restate-
ment or expansion back-channels with the addition of
rising tone (e.g. confirmation check).

I.
Cr)
CO

Correction Back-Channel
CSC

PI
Acknowledgement Back-Channel

ABC

Back-Back-Channel
BBC

NSP= Nonspeaking Partner
SP= Speaking Partner

unmodulated corrections of prior speaker's utterance;
prior utterance may be a complete proposition, a
single word, or letter; no attempt is made to claim
the eEeakinLfloor.

acknowledgement/attentional signals used singly or
repeatedly; may be lexical item (e.g., ye!), vocal
emblem (e.g., mhm), expressive (e.g., alright), or
signals produced in the nonverbal mode;

includes head nods, smiles/directed gaze, and other
nonverbal signals, and idiosyncratic signals (e.g.,
vocalizations which have no line- 'lc or
emblematic formll

acknowledgement /agreement signal produced by prior
speaker following his conversational partner's

restatement, expansion, acknowledgement back-
channel; includes information supplied following
partner's query or correction back-channel, may be
verbally or nonverbally produced.

(W-O-U)

Would
(Y-O-U)

Would you so...
CU

14

NSP (I-MISSED-BY-11)
'

* SP You missed passing,

Y'mean by eleven p 0

NSP (G-0)

* SP G-Or

NSP

* SP
NSP

(c-U-S-I-N)

Cousin is G-0-U
(G-0-U-S-I-N)

included in this classification are the acknowledgement/
disagreement signals produced by prior speaker

following his conversational partner's restatement,
expansion, etc.

NSP
SP

NSP
* SP

(I-T-S)

It's

(G-U-E-S-S-I-N-G)
I see

NSP
SP

NSP

* SP

NSP
SP

*NSP

(I)

I

(P-R-E-F-E-R)
((head nod))

(C- O- M -M -U)

communication board
/mhm/

NSP
SP

*NSP

(W-I-L)

With

(NO) 340
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TRANSCRIPTION/CODING SYSTEMS

(Duzolich, 1983)

Notation System

Interactanth
Normal Speaker (Unaided commun4.ator)
Augnented Communicator (Aided ..;omm.)

Verbal Behavior
Verbalizations by normal speaker. and
encoded linguistic output by augmented
communicator

Vocal Behavior
Non-linguistic and linguistic vocal-
izations (unintelligible speech)

Intonation/Prosodic Quality:
rising
falling
sustained
low rise
high rise (interrogative)
low fall (end sentence)
exclamatory
increased volume
stressed words/phrasei
Laugh
Grunt. guttural sound

Pause Length
63 seconds

3 seconds

Nonve:,al Behavior
Changes in gross motor activity;
behaviors involving hand movements,
body orientation, facial expressions,
and eye gaze were described

:.4.ovement toward Left'
Movement toward Right
Movement up (including eye gaze)
Movement down H

Eye gaze to right
Eye gaze to left
Eye gate toward camera

T'anscri,tion
U
A

Orthographic trans-
cription
e.g. Oh Yeah? I didn't
know that.
Messages spelled on
the alphabet speller
by A were put in paren-
thesis.

International Phonetic
Alphabet
e.g. /m/ /o/ /jae/

CAPITALS
Underline

((LF))
((GR))

( )
(# sec.)

e.g. U brings L handy .

rests arms on legs,
diverts gaze from A

L
R

4

The occurrence of nonverbal, verbal, and vocal events across

interactants were numbered sequentially with subscripts. All

behaviors occurring simultaneously across interactants were given

the same subscript.

Modification of Ochs (1979) 341
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TRANSCRIPTION/CODING SYSTEMS
(Calculator and Delaney, 1984)

Coding System - Responses to Non-Specific Requests for Clarification

I. Nonrevisions

A. Repetition - The form and content of the subject's response to the

request for clarification was exactly the same as his original utterance. In

order to De scored as a repetition, the revised utterance had to have been

conveyed through the same mode on both attempts and the content of the gestures

or vocalizations (even when unintelligible) was the same. Prosodic changes

were ignored.

Subject: "Mom" (on the board)

Examiner: "What?"

Subject "Mom" (on the board)

B. No Response - The subject failed to respond in any manner (i.e.,

remained silent) following his examiner's request for clarification.

C. Topic Change - The subject responded with an utterance which was

unrelated to the topic of the original utterance, regardless of the mode used.

Subject: "I saw mom"

Examiner: "What?"

Subject: "Lunch, french fries"

D. Unintelligible - These messages were unintelligible to the observer

and did not convey any apparent meaning. Unlike repetitions (previously

defined), these utterances did not repeat forms expressed prior to the

request for clarification.

Subject: "in-"

caminer: "What?"

Subject: "lar"

II. Revisions

These occurred when the context, form or mode of the message following

the examiner's request fot clarification differed from that of the original

message. These responses were subdivided as follows:

A. Phonetic Change - These were changes in the phonetic structure of

the message. For messages conveyed on the communication board, phonetic

3412 (i) Calculator and Delaney
1984
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revisions were coded when the board content remained the same in the

revised message, yet the subject attempted to issue a more intelligible

vocal response and/or gestural response. These revisions involved

articulatory revisions.

Subject: "I wok"

Examiner: "What?"

Subject: "I work:

B. Message Elaboration - These were coded when the subject introduced a

morpheme in his/her revised message which was not present in the original

message. This involved syntactic expansions or extended meanings of the

previous utterance.

Subject: "I was outside"

Examiner: "What?"

Subject: "I was running outside"

C. Message Redu,tion - These occurred when a morpheme appearing in the

original utterance was deleted from the revised utterance, resulting in an

elliptical form or the original message.

Subject: "I was cold outside"

Examiner: "What?"

Subject: "I was outside"

D. Message Substitution - These revisions did not result in a sub-

stantial change in the meaning of the original message. They simply re-

placed a word (either on the communication board or orally) from the

original message with a new word in the revision.

Subject: "It tastes good"

Examiner: "What?"

Subject: "The cake tastes giod"

E. Mode change - These occurred when the nonspeaking subjects re-

sponded by moving from a nonboard to a board or from a board to a nonboard

conveyed message without any accompanying change in meaning from his

original message. For speaking subjects, this was scored in cases of their

moving from a nonverbal to a verbal mode of responding, or vise-versa. This

situation also included instances in which the subject added a mode and

repeated the original message exactly, as in the following episode:

Subject: "Mom" (pointed to the symbol oa the board)

Examiner: "What?"

Subject: "Mom"
(C) Calculator and Delaney

(pointed to the symbol and 1984

vocalized) 343
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TRANSCRIPTIONA.ODING SYSTEMS

PARAMETERS CODED

PARTICIPANT
S- produced by the speaking person
B- produced by the Blissymbol user

tELATIONSHIP TO CONTENT

Meta-Talk- concerning the communication system itself
Content- information exchange

TYPE of utterance

Initiation- introducing a new topic or subtopic, not directly
related to the previous utterance

Confirmation- verifying the accuracy of the previous utterance.
Usually reading aloud the word printed below the
symbol.

Sub-question- narrowing the field of choice of responses (e.g.,
following a WH question such as "What did you do on
the weekend?" a series of choices might be provided
such as "Did you visit your friends? Did you go to
the football game? Did you watch tvr: which require
a simpler response than the original open-ended
question.)

Encouragement- reminder to respond
Response- related to a previous utterance

FUNCTION of the utterance
Statement or Description
Instruction or Command
Content Question- information-seeking
"Rhetorical" Question- the answer is already known by the asker

(e.g., a question such as "What is the weather like
today?" asked in front of a window).

Yes/No Question
FORM of the utterance

Sentence- containing a subject and verb
Fragment- single words or phrases

MODE of the utterance- how the utterance was produced
Verbal/vocal
Head shake or nod
Gesture or pointing
racial Expression
Blissymbols

TYPE, FORM, FUNCTION, and MODE all had "Other" categories for utterances which
did not clearly fit into one of the other categories.

Ann Calquhoun, 1982
Adapted from Harris, 1978
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TRANSCRIPTION CODING SYSTEM

BOUNDARIES OF AN UTTERANCE
(Fishman & Timber, 1983)

The unit of analysis is the utterance level in a normal speaker.

One utterance is composed of one or more events or exchanges. Ideally, only one

event is needed to communicate an utterance.

A breakdown occurs when an utterance requires more than one event in order to

communicate.

Each utterance takes the form of one of the following: (1) examiner initiation,

(2) examiner response, (3) client initiation, (4) client response.

A speaker can produce one or more consecutive initiated utterances without
receiving a response from the listener. An initiated utterance must be completed

before another can be initiated by the same speaker. In conversation with 2

normal speaking partners, each utterance is usually completed with one event.
However, when a breakdown occurs, more than one event (i.e., exchange) may be

necessary to complete an utterance. Since both partners must work to repair

breakdowns, exchanges (i.e., events) by the listener are not coded as initiations

unless the purpose of the utterance is not to facilitate repair. Normal speaking

interactants often initiate new utterances within a breakdown, while the commu-

nication board user is formulating a repair strategy.

The completion of an utterance is the end of the client's attempts to commu-
nicate one utterance and is signalled by one of the following:

1. a confirmation preceded by an examiner's check

2. a confirmation preceded by an examiner's guess

3. an event immediately followed by a new utterance

Although confirmations occur within the breakdowns they do not signal the

completion until the entire utterance has been communicated.

An incomplete utterance is indicated by the abandonment of an intended utterance.

The following example will help clarify the components of an utterance:

1. E: Does he have any children? [EXAM/INIT]

2. C: He has little X. [XV] [CLIENT/RESPONSE]

3. C: B-O-Y [SPCLAR]

4. E: He has a little boy? [CHECK]

5. C: Yeah [v] [CU]

This entire exchange constitutes one completed utterance. Each line is one

event which forms the utterance. The utterance is not complete until the

client confirmed that the message was received correctly.
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REPAIR STRATEGIES USED BY THE CLIENT:

PCLARI The client's clarification of an event via pointing to a word on
the communicaton board.

SPCLAR: The client's clarification of an event via spelling

VCLAR: The client's clarification of an event via an intelligible
vocalization.

XVCLAR: The client's clarification of an event via an unintelligible
vocalization.

GCLAR: The client's clarification of an event via a gesture.

SVPCLAR: The client's clarification of an event via simultaneously
pointing and vocalizing.

RESTART: The client's communication that an event will be changed. This
usually takes the form of the client signalling the s/he will
start over.

REFORM: The client's reformulation of an event in order to communicate
the same utterance; An attempt to communicate the utterance
a new way.

CONFIRM: The client's response to a check or a guess (yes/no)

REPAIR STRATEGIES USED BY THE EXAMINER:

CHECK: The examiner's verbal restatement of the client's event, including
verbal paraphrases or summaries of the utterance to ensure that
all the information has been received correctly.

GUESS: The esaminer's attempts to guess the client's event; This includes
guessing a word from an unintelligible vocalization or partial
spelling or guessing part of the utterance or the intended
completed utterance.

REDIRECT: The examiner's redirection of the client to his communication
board either verbally or nonverbally.

REQ/CLAR: The examiner's request for clarification of the client's
preceding event via a question of statement such as "I don't
know" or "I don't understand" or "What?" This strategy is
related to the intelligibility of the preceding event.

REQ/INFO: The examiner's request for the client to supply more information
about the intended utterance.

S. Fishman & G. Timler, 1983
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DEFINITIONS FOR CODING ATTENTION GELLING BEHAVIOR IN NONSPEAKER

A. Kraat and M. Miller, 1984

I. Listener/Environmental Variables :

A. Attentive - In this condition the communication
partner is not engaged in another activity and is involved in
interaction or communication with nonspeaker. The partner may or
may not be looking at nonspeaker, and may or may not be talking
to him/her. Non-attentive refers to situations in which the
communication partner's attention is involved in other
activities, e.g., talking with someone else, performing an
action, etc.

B. Looking - In this condition the communication partner
is looking at the nonspeaker, from a close or distant position.
Non-looking implies the partner is looking in directions other
than directly at the speaker (e.g., at the mutual toy activity).

C. Not Quiet - This condition refers to situations in
which therTigeronmental noise (e.g., music, other people
talking, noise of a toy or activity) which may or may not
interfere with signaling of the desire to communicate through
auditory means. Quiet as a condition refers to a relatively
quiet environment without interfering noises.

D. Proxemics - This condition refers to the distance
between the nonspeaker and the communication partner. Four
proxemic conditions were noted. These included:

P1 - The partner is close enough to the nonspeaker to
allow for direct body contact (e.g., pulling, touching, tugging).

P2 - The partner is within three feet of the
nonspeaker, but not close enough for body contact (P1)

P3 - The partner is beyond three feet of the
nonspeaker, but within the same roan.

PB - The communication partner is not facing the
nonspeaker, but is behing him (e.g , pushing the wheelchair).
This proxemi.:. behavior was further grouped as close (P1 and P2),
and not close (P3).

II. Attention-Gettin Behavior for Communication

A behavior judged by persons highly familiar with the
nonsreaker as being intentional to get another person's attention
for some subsequent communication attempt. Attention getting
benaviors have to be followed by an attempt to non-verbally or

Oc Kraat and Miller, 1984
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linguistically communicate something to another person that is
not required by the behaviors of the communication partner (e.g.,
was not an answer to a question). Attention getting behaviors
can be combined with, or separate from, the communicative act
itself. Each speaker has a set of available behaviors or modes
through which attention can be gained under various conditions.

Attention getting behaviors were distinguished from general
interaction with people and objects by the context and known
behaviors of the nonspeaker. Examples of general interactive
behaviors included attempting to physically play with a toy,
looking to see what was on the table, etc.

III. Communication Modes Used by the NonSpeaker To Gain
Attention

A. Banging Noise - Noise created by intentional banging
of nonspeaker's body or body parts (e.g., feet, fist)

B. Vocalization - Vocalizations that can be
differentiated by familiar persons as different from
vocalizations used for affirming or pleasure, and are used for
the purpose of gaining atention. Attention-getting vocalizations
were observed to vary in intensity, duration and pitch from other
vocalizations and from "squeal".

C. Squeal - Type of vocalization used to gain attention
that is shrill and annoying. This vocalization was
differentiated from other vocalizations for gaining attention by
its whining quality and its exaggerated duration, pitch and
intensity.

D. Arm Pointing - Left arm extension that is used to
indicate the location of an object or an object/activity that the
nonspeaker wants to signal as a communication topic/symbol. This
catecorj can also be reaching or pointing toward the person whose
attention is desired.

E. Touching - Body contact between the nonspeaker and
communication partner, or with an object to gain attention to
communicate.

F. Symbolic Gesture - Arm or head gesture used by
nons7ea-ler to represent a particular referent (e.g., bringing the
left arm to the chest to indicate "me). Yes/no head nods are
inol.,:laA in this category. Arm pointing for location or object
Li axcl.:dad from this category.

G. Visual Symbol - Pointing to a visual symbolic
representation of a word, concept or phrase (e.g., pointing to

"toy"). These symbols are available to the nonspeaker

348 () Kraat and Miller, 1984
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through a series of communication boards on his lapboard.

H. Eve Pointing - Nonspeaker's use of gaze to
intentionally indicate a referent or location in the environment

after he has mutual gaze with his partner. This differs from eye

gaze in that it is used in a sequential manner, and is the

primary mode of the communication attempt.

I. Eve Gaze The nonspeaker's use of eye gaze to either
make mutual contact with the partner (mutual eye gaze); to see if

the partner is looking; or as an accompaniment to arm pointing or

visual symbol use in communication efforts.

J. Head Tarn - Intentional head turn to indicate or look

at a location /object or to look at the communication partner.

Not included are head turns that result from reflex patterns, or

head movements not associated with an attention getting sequence.

K. Action - A physical activity or action used by the

non-speaker to gain attention and communicate that is not

included in other communication mode descriptions (e.g., closing

a book to communicate that he is finished; pulling out a
different symbol board than the one that is in use).

IV. Cokling of Attention-Getting Trial and Attempts

A. Communication Attempt - Attention getting behaviors of

the non-speaker that occur within 3 seconds of each other and are

collectively aimed at gaining the attention of the other partner.
A communication attempt may consist of a single effort, use of

simultaneous modes, serial combinations, or multiple attempts.
These behaviors are coded as part of the same communication

attempt as long as they meet the time criterion and the

listener's attention has not been gained.

The terminal boundaries of an attention-getting attempt

are defined as: (1) the point when the nonspeaker begins an
effort to gain the partner's atention in order to communicate

(see definition of attention getting behaviors); and, (2)

concludes when either the partner's attention is gained or three

seconds of no activity occur.

Communication attempt may consist of:

1. A single trial attempt - the attention-getting

attemp consists of one effort; this may be a single mode trial,

multiple mode-simultaneous trial, or a multiple mode - sequence

(see below).

2. Multiple trial attempt - the attention-getting

attempt consists of more than one effort within a three-second

Kraat and Miller, 1984
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time period prior to gaining a person's attention. These efforts
may consist of single mode trials, multiple mode-simultaneous
trials, or multiple mode-sequence trials. The multiple trials
may be repetitions of the same behavior (e.g., repeated
vocalization), or alterations of the attention-getting strategy
(e.g., vocalization, then leg kicking and arm pointing).

B. Communication Trials - are individual trials at getting
attention which occur within a communication attempt (see above).
These trials are further described as:

1. A single mode trial - an attention-getting attempt
in which a single communication mode is used (e.g., vocalizing).

2. Multiple mode trial - simultaneous - an
attention-getting attempt in which more than one mode of
communication is used at the same time (e.g., vocalizing and
pointing simultaneously).

3. Multiple mode trial - sequential pattern - an
attention-getting attempt in which more tnan one mode of
communication is used in a sequential pattern; the sequential
pattern is judged to be part of one unit of attention-getting
behavior if the sequential pattern appears to hang together as
one attention-getting sequence (e.g., looking at a partner and
then pointing to a symbol).

V. Successfulness of Attention Getting Attempt

A. Successful Attempt - The nonspeaker gains the attention
of the partner as evidenced by the partner's actions, verbal or
non-verbal behaviors. In regard to success, the last trial or
combined pattern within that attempt is coded as the successful
trial for that attention-getting attempt. Earlier trials (if
any) are coded as unsuccessful trials .

B. Unsuccessful Attempt - The partner's attention is not
obtained as evidenced by his or her actions or verbal behavior by
the end of the attention getting attempt (three second lapse
without attention-getting behavior occuring). The nonspeaker may
or may not try to gain the partner's attention again after a
three second time lapse for the same communication reason.

C. The communication partner was instructed in this study to
respond immediately to any identifiable attempts to gain
attention.

VI. Coding of Attentional Breakdowns

A.. Mis-match - Incidents in which the partner responded to
behaviors of the nonspeaker as if they were attention getting

350
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behaviors when they were not. Mis-matches were determined by the
subsequent behaviors and interactions that occurred following the
partner's response (e.g., nonspeaker did not want. anything).

B. Ambiauity - Incidents in which the partner interpreted
attention getting behaviors as some other behavior in relation to
what was going on in the interaction (e.g., the nonspeaker
attempted to push the book away, and the partner interpreted this
behavior as pointing to a picture).

C. Pre-occupation of the Partner - The mode used may be
approrria,te, but the partner is pre-occupied and does not
recognized the attempt and respond (e.g., thinking, manipulating
a toy, getting ready for the next activit

D. Inappropriate mode use - The communication mode used by
the nonspeaker can not gain the partner's attention under the
environmental conditions presented (e.g., pointing to a symbol
wnen the partner's back is turned or he or she is not looking).

E. Weak sianal - The attention getting behavior used is
appropriate, but is not sufficent to gain the attention of the
partner (e.g., a weak vocalization during the partner's talking;
eye pointing that is minimal in duration).

VII. Attention Getting Repairs and Revisions

The behaviors of the nonspeaker following an unsuccessful
trial or attempt were further examined. Subsequent behaviors

were coded as:

A. Mode Altered - The subsequent trial uses another
attention getting mode.

B. Mode Repeated - The same attention getting behavior is
used that occurred in the previous trial.

C. Mode Repeated and Amplified - The same attention getting
behavior is used as in the previous trial, but is stronger in
intensity or duration.

D. Mode Repeated With an Additional Mode - The same
attention getting behavior is used as in the previous trial or
attampt, in conjunction with another simultaneous n.ode, or placed

in 3 combined pattern.

E. Non-Speaker Gives Up - Nonspeaker makes no further
trlals at gaining the partner's attention - within that attempt.
I.:Ltional attempts may or may not occur later.

7. Mode Modified - Nonspeaker uses the same mode as in a
r_.v:ous trial, but uses it differently (e.g., points again, but

in a different direction).

351_
11411^.. 1 00A
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(Litzht, 1983)

CODING SYSTEM

Communicative interaction involving young nonspeaking physically handicapped
children and their primary caregivers: an analysis of discourse links,
communicative intent and mode of communication.

Copyright 0) 1983 Janice C. Light

The coding system was developed by the author to analyze the communicative
interaction patterns of nonspeaking, physically handicapped children
(ages 4 - 6) and their primary caregivers according to the following
dimensions: discourse status, communicative intent and mode of communication.
All interactions were transcribed in their entirety. The coding process
involved both detailed analysis the transcripts and repeated viawings
of the videotaped interactions. The following manual describes the coding
process in detail.

I SEGMENTATION INTO DISCOURSE UNITS

The stream of interaction is segmented into discourse units of analysis: .

communicative turns and turn opportunity units.

Communicative turns are defined by the presence of the following behaviours
directed towards the partner:

1. Use of communication board (direct or indirect selection of
Blissymbols or pictures);

2. Gestures including pointing, head shake or nod, conventional signs,
pantomime or idiosyncratic gestures consistently used or previously
trained for use in a symbolic manner (e.g. eye gaze up as a yes
response, head movement to left as a no response);

3. Sn::ech, sound play or verbalizations which are word approximations
intelligible to the listener;

4. Vocalizations accompanied by eye gaze towards the partner;

5. Eye gaze to an object or activity in conjunction with eye gaze
towards the partner;

6. Vocalizations accompanied by actions (touching, selecting, reaching
or holding an object); and

7. Extended eye gaze (> 1 sec.) towards an object or activity, accompanied
by vocalization.

352
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The boundaries of a communicative turn are demarcated "by a pronounced
pause in which the partner might or might not take the floor" (Kaye and
Charney (1980), p.214).

In cases where the partner does take the floor as expected, the interaction
is segmented into an a:ternating pattern of communicative turns as
illustrated in the following example:

C.wit-tb

5.
GO% uSC, To A SAQS.. -
SALL 11101E.7V

[MAYBE THEY'R.E.

In cases where the partner does not take the floor as expected, he/she
is said to have had a turn opportunity. Thus a turn opportunity unit
is defined as the absence of a communicative turn where one is
reasonably expected to occur. The trite -ion of reasonable expectation
is defined as follows:

1. The presence of a prior communicative turn
by the partner; and

2. a pause of one second or more.

(Rocissano and Yatchmink, 1983)

The literature on communicative interaction with normal children reports
that between-speaker pauses (switching pauses) are typically less than
one second (Garvey and Berninger, 1981). A study OT the switching
pauses between the caregivers' turns and the onset of all the nonspeaking
children's responses in this research yielded a mean between-speaker
pause of 0.69 seconds across all modes of communication across all dyads.

(E) Janice Li 'it

1983
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Thus, one second appears to be a reasonable length of time within which
to expect a communicative turn. Thus, the absence of a communicative
turn where one is reasonably expected is coded as a turn opportunity unit
as in the following example:

Om i-0 AOut--1-

%MIN vC.R-13AL
sint4AL
Crtt.01. ScAto VwZ.11At- V.3134EleBA

colts cAt caw don

iNvn opportun:

uniT

loclu& (=A ca..)14.

hnn opporturil

unit.

looks down cif
cx:lrnrrAxn%calirxl

6coici .

[vit4s.z.w16 Permit Gcm

pcurae_ 1. cue-c.

rv4wERE AR.Q sfOQ GOL111,11

Pur v. nA7/

( pc,Qe. 1.4 cie.c.)

II C *6: GrOJLA SHOW IAGI

W 14 EitE It' Crra.Sa CA WI C2C/

*MFRS. ItkOL316-C PSIIE.
... Ge...) 7 /

. /1010 dolt in

II DISCOURSE STATUS:

Once the interaction has been segmented into discourse units (communicative
turns and turn opportunity units), each unit is coded according to its
status within the flow c' interaction between adult and child. The coding
system 'figure 1) is a modification of the systems developed by
Tannock 0983) and Rocissano and Yatchmink (190). Each discourse unit
is coded according to two criteria:

1. the backward links within the discourse, that is, the ways in
which the participant fulfills his/her conversational obligations
as estatlished in his/her partner's prior turn; and

2. the forward links within the discourse, that is the manner in
which the participant establishes expectations for his/her
partner to fulfill.

A) Communicative Turns:

Communicative turns are subdivided into those turns that share a contextual
focus with the partner's previous turn (responses) and those that do not
maintain the partner's focus, but establish a new contextual focus (initiations).

354 0 Janice Light
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stare cent eit.too.1
Pack). with pea kner

coott4q e1sre-t4 : OtCaCot.)RSE. S.TATA.N%

COM MUM CATIVE.. TURNG.

presence. er 1 or move.
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PROCEDURAL
Ps..A4Q

rneio.- Ite-9..Astic.
Corm-I-win( co.ti ve.

QClC

[DISCCAlleSE UP .1 ITS I

MITI ATI Ob3S

ne.y4

context not Pomo%

'rue ts3 OPPOeT OW TV 0 t1VIS

0.6se_nee_ c corn rnt.tnie.o.%-t
oc.t.

PtTCH REPLAY
PITCH

*hare- partner's
contep:tuoi
qua,

06I CJct o 1.5e_
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co:tion Tyr
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c.c.rrtextuc3
C:ac.uo .
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1. Initiations:

Initiations establish a new contextual focus in the interaction. Initiations
are categorized according to the expectations the participant establishes
for his/her partner to fulfill. Obliges are those turns which demand a
response from the partner; they include requests for information, requests
for objects or actions, requests for attention and requests for
clarification. Comments are those turns which invite, but do not demand
a response from the partner; they include comments on objects, actions
or persons; confirmations or denials and provisions of clarification.

1.1 Pitch:

A pitch establishes a new contextual focus and demands a response from
the partner (an oblige).

Turn #5 in example I below is a pitch.

Example I

Ac:A.)%T

K104.4 v EsES
VIESEIZAL
C.c)rnpit . BOA 1Z.0 V Witli3"1.

loops clown at- wird-op
-to./

looks. up at caiuit

eye lift Li, I tves]

loolr.S +0 rglt at
6c..x toNi%

Pt- to 1-016
looks up of oziolt

(Pirc..) 5.

T14ATI Fue.1

1 UK E. THAT/

Nco.lveesaAt....

Ico6. o c.1-1;1ca

1.2 Replay: Pitch:

A replay: pitch occurs when one participant persists in the focus of his/her
previous turn and does not share the contextual focus of his/her/partner.
A replay:pitch is an oblige which demands a response from the partner.

cO Jancie Light
1983
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Turn #3 in example 2 is a replay:pitch.

Example 2

C.M11.0 AC:4_1LT
NeuRsAL.
CJZINAttn. IISOARC). vERBAL NomvERBAL

1-43intG 'VD doll 60%e-
leoLS up Ot

LCC:Ita Ca ttOVEe

PointS to 6311 kOOSe

1.3 Toss:

vccolierS

vocalt.e.S
3

(REPLAtn:PvccA)

I 1-140.12.c_16 OAC)

Selects doll
Puts cicA on

leap tiny .

A toss establishes a new contextual focus with a comment. It invites but

does not damand a response from the partner. Turn #1 in example 3 is a toss.

Example 3:

CtitL0 ADULT-

1.10,4vERI3A1.-
vr=itlitAL.
CsZmtet. flOAR.D vE.12.13A 1J V E...12.MAL

(Zeocl-es -C-Cr Lams on
i-1111.9 .

Trots to Lys or toblt..

LCOLC.

(Toss)
r

1. SII.E. STA1.3DS k..M::,

i TV% tt.SK/

Selects .

Puts LcsiSon
table .

Selects doll

Berds doll 1s

niefte/st+E.%.
3.

Sart-1W C:owt.I/

358
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1.4 Replay: Toss

A replay toss occurs when one participant persists in the focus of his/her
previous tern and does not share the contextual focus of his/her partner.
A replay toss is a comment as in turn 13 in example 3 above.

2. Responses:

Responses maintain the partner's contextual focus in the interaction. They
are categorized as obliges or comments, according to the expectations the
participant establishes for his/her partner.

2.1 Catch and Return:

A catch and return follows a partner's communicative turn and shares his/her
contextual focus. A catch and return is an oblige which expects a response
from the partner. Turn #3 in exampie 4 is a catch and return.

Example 4

C.H11-0 AC>0%.:r

tioNivR6Att.- ComM. Iscut.e!C> v =RSA t-- momy6itia.006.

100Ls down cat

us:, ON GC:101

Pt. [Gccpc,]

2.2 Replay: Catch and Return

A replay: catch and return follows
he/she simply monitors and attends
replay catch and return continues
established in the interaction.

[UL) ycx, TELL. ME NOW
N/00 ARE rot::)AY ?/

1%iczolfec

rest_m)G Gimp/4ml

3. AIM. v00 FEEt_tv.IG C40307/

ts THERE A 4sPEC.IAL.
LItGAT.0137/

ico_s; at c_Vtitc:

a partner's turn opportunity unit in which
to the interaction with eye gaze. A
the contextual focus previously
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A Replay: Catch and Return is an oblige, as in turn #3 in example #5 below.

Ct4n...0 A Ci01-7"

NONVERBAL COMM. ZOA RC> V MR 13 A t- ..somvmemAkt._

iocks ci+ bobs doll on
toble.

looks a+ (=Jul+.

took% 0.4 6 I c.c.1rn61
Clic plooi

("Jrrs ClImoton01
Unit

(turn Opportvnit /
Urti I- )

Pf. 1.qe.L.]

[BAsli i.

I [Ls:0K AT T14 tc ONE V

Z. [vmo's -rt4A.1-7/
(6cooP4 2RTIXtb..1)

3
Niv tip`c, 1-14 AT-VGAN

.

"10%..) SviCAY ME -7

(resp,A4.. C.ATCti C
R C.TuR T.I

SeAects doll (tvr.

Pizintc. to 6061
dolk on
1,314e .

2.3 Scoop and Return:

A Scoop and Return follows a partner's turn opportunity unit and picks

up on the partner's contextual focus as established in eye gaze or action.

A scoop and return is an oblige, as in turn #2 in example #5 above.

2.4 Catch:

A Catch iollows a
that turn. It is

from the partner.

Example #6

C st i LC)

partner's communicative turn and shares the focus of

a comment and invites, but does not demand a response

Turns #2 and #4 in example #6 Celow are catches.

ADULT

tco-e. cl+ s,,r,6cAs,

1006 a+ °civil'

tCCI.s. of Gyro'\60 G.

(cAtt_ti)

Pt EGcoo3 1.

CAws YOU TELL ME_ tictN NO ..)

TCs C> A 4 7/AR.E-

'PO 0 I Re- 12E.B.L.1 k1Q Gcc-x)/noy

3 . AIM 40..) FE.t-t= C_TC:007/S

r.imRE A S P E_C-1 A L. 12.C.ACCO7

360
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2.5 Replay: Catch

A Replay Catch follows a partner's turn opportunity unit in which he/she
simply monitors or attends to the interaction with eye gaze. A Replay Catch
shares the contextual focus established in the preceeding interaction.

A Replay Catch is a comment, as in Turn #3 in example #7 below.

2.6 Scoop:

A Scoop is a comment which follows a partner's turn opportunity unit.
It picks up on the partner's contextual focus, as established in eye gaze or action.

Turn W2 in example #8 below is a Scoop.

Example #8

AC)L3t_T'

NONvER 13A L-
VZRESA %-
COMM. BOAe.c, YEL'E3AL tsowweitsAit.._

1OO cx+ toy fttici6vrtc_

toU .

Lac Acluli-

P+ 0 tele.pl-vre .6.

1.

WHAT Du> vou pc,
`4 e.t-rEIZOA1 47/

( pt.ys_ t . 4 ce.C.)

2. [THAT'S A -r-rm-1-e-PbiCa43E/

(SCOOP)

It {V4H AT tY VOL) WALT V
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3. Procedural Plays:

Procedural plays are communicative turns which serve a meta-communicative

function. They are primarily concerned with the communication process
itself and not with the conveyance of a specific propositional content

or illocutionary force. Typically, these turns are taken by adults,

interacting with individuals using indirect selection to access their

communication boards. Procedural plays typically occur during the

child's communicative turn. Turns #3, 4 and 5 are procedural plays in

example #9 below.

Example #9

C.0 I LO AsmuL.7

NONV¢RBAL I CAM M. 010A MC) V MRSAA...

looks o.+ syrn601 board
60x ik

( PA PER)

] 1

v.0 purpte..

looks °doh- .

2.

1. PL.A /[WOL.110 VOL) %- KC TO

S. [ Ts is BOA V(E3ZE--71

4.bM. 04.1E ?/w%Al- Ca-MX3/

5. [Pt.R.PL.E.7/

[.(o. 10u v./Atsr somE._

PAPER/

8 Turn Opportunity Units:

Turn opportunity units, the absence of a communicative turn, are

categorized according to the contextual focus of the unit.

362
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4. Parallel Behaviours:

Parallel Behaviours occur when the participant shares the same contextual
focus as his/her partner, but does not produce a communicative turn.
Typically these units involve eye gaze towards the partner or partner's
actions. The child's behaviours (a) in example #10 below are Parallel
Behaviours.

Example #10
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5. Ignore Behaviours:

Ignore Behaviours occur when the participant does mit share the same
cow:extual focus as his/her partner and does not produce a communicative
turn despite a reasonable expectation to do so. The child's actions
(b) in example #11 below are Ignore Behaviours.

Example #11
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III Communicative Intent: Utterance Level

Each communicative turn is coded at the utterance level according to the
communicative intent or illocutionary force of the turn. Multiple

utterance turns are coded with multiple communicative intents. The

categories of communicative intents are as follows:

1. Social conventions

These turns serve the following functions:

to greet;

to close conversation or terminate interaction;

to participate in social routines (e.g. how are you?, etc.).

2. Request for object or action

These turns direct the listener to provide an object or to perform an action..

These tums serve:

to request an object/activity present in the environment;

to request an object/activity not present in the environment;

to request physical assistance.

3. Request for information

These turns direct the partner to provide information about an object,

action, person, location or event. They serve:

to request information by offering a yes/no choice;

to request information already known to the speaker;

to request information unknown to the speaker.

4. Request for confirmation/clarification

These turns seek to verify the accuracy of the speaker's understanding of
the partner's communicative turn or seek additional information regarding

the previous turn. Repetitions of the previous utterance or reading of
the word associated with an indicated Blissymbol, without question
intonation, are not coded as requests for confirmation. This category

includes turns which serve:

to express non-comprehension of the partner's communicative turn
(ie. general request for clarification, including request for

to request additional information from the partner (ie. specific

request for clarification);

to request confirmation e symbol choices.

l 364 0 Janice Light
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5. Request for attention

These communicative turns serve no function other than to attract the
listener's attention to an object, action or to the self.

6. Confirmations/Denials

These turns serve:

to confirm or deny partner's understanding of symbol choices;

to confirm or deny partner's interpretation of the message;

to respond affirmatively or negatively to yes/no questions
seeking information;

to agree or disagree with partner's comments.

7. Provision of Information

These communicative turns comment on objects, actions or persons or provide
information requested by the partner. These turns serve:

to provide information (comment on objects, events, persons)
in the here and now;

to provide information (comment on objects, events, persons), removed
in time or space, but already known to the partner;

to provide information which is, novel to the partner or imaginative
in content.

8. Provision of clarification

These turns provide clarification when a previous communicative turn
has been misunderstood by the partner. These turns serve:

to provide clarification by repeating the message without modification;

to provide clarification by changing the mode of communication;

to provide clarification by changing the content of the message;

to provide clarification by changing the mode of communication
and the content of the message.

9. Expression of self

These communicative turns express the participant's emotional state
or aesthetic opinion.

These turns serve:

to protest;

to express a negative state (displeasure, etc);

to convey humour;

to express a positive state (pleasure).

':tz 365 0 Janice Light
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10. Imitation/compliance

Communicative turns in this subcategory serve:

to produce signs, gestures, Blissymbols, or vocalizations in

compliance with a specific directive from the partner (e.g. in

response to the request "can you show me the symbol for computer?");

to read the word or voice the meaning associated with a Blissymbol

chosen by the partner (this category does not include requests for

confirmation produced with a rising intonation).

11. Conversational Fill

Some communicative turns, whide clearly intelligible to the listner

and coder, seem to carry no specific propositional content or
illocutionary force. These turns serve as fillers in the interaction
and include utterances such as "um-m", "ok" (used as a filler, not as

an acknowledgement), etc.

12. Unintelligible /incomplete

Some communicative turns, while clearly involving communicative
behaviours are unintelligible as to their propositional content or

illocutionary force. Only those turns which are unintelligible to

both the partner in the interaction and the coder are classified

in this category.

Somce communicative turns are interrupted in mid-turn, so that
the propositional content and illocutionary force of the turn are

unintelligible. These turns are also classified as unintelligible.

IV MODE OF COMMUNICATION

Each communicative turn is also coded as to its met., of transmissi

A. Communication Board Mode:

1. Communication Board

Participant uses communication board or auxiliary display of Blissymbols

or pictures, by means of direct or indirect selection, either alone or

in combination with other modes of communication.

B. Nonboard Mode

2. Vocalization/Verbalization

Participant uses speech or vocal sound (unintelligible or intelligible).

E) Janice Light
1983
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3. Gestures/Pointing

Participant uses conventional gesture, such as head shake or nod,
p:ntomimelsigns, or motions of limbs or body. Participant uses finger,
hand or foot pointing. This category does not include pointing used
as a direct selection technique to access the communication board.

4. gle Gaze

Participant gazes at person, object or place as a means of expression.
This category does not include normal face-to-face eye contact during
interaction, nor does it include eye coding used as a means to select
Blissymbols. It is coded only if it occurs for an extended period of
time (> 1 second) and if it occurs in conjunction with eye gaze to
the partner.

5. Gesture and Vocalization

Participant uses gesture, as defined above, in combination with
vocalization.

6. Eye Gaze and Vocalization

Participant uses eye gaze, as defined above, in conjunction with
vocalization.

7. Trained Eye Gaze

Participant uses an eye lift up, trained to convey symbolic intent,
usually a yes response.

. 367 0 Janice Light
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DEFINITIONS - COMMUNICATION PROFILE

(tossing, 1981)

Communication Profile Code Definitions

0 = acquaintance

0 = stranger

- Anyone who is known to the non-vocal individual (NW))
including friends, relatives, caregiveta, daily/
weekly contact persons (doctor, therapist, teacher,
employer).

- Includes store clerks, strangers entering the home or

other environment with whom the NVI has not had previous

contact.

N = non-vocal person - Communication using any one or a combination of modes

initiated which is initiated by the NVI with a communication
partner or potential partner.

L = listener initiated - Either a stranger or acquaintance as defined above
initiates a communication which is directed at the NVI

and implies a restonse from him/her.

V = self care - Includes those exchanges dealing with the NV1's personal

self care, such as feeding, bathing, toileting, dressing,
mobility, medication or therapy (self administered)

transfer:), etcetera.

.)k= personal management - Those exchanges which are part of shopping, social events,
i.e., church, financial affairs, meal preparation for
other than self, employment or vocationally related tacks,
miscellaneous communication with public utilities and

others.

0 = gesture and verbal - If both verbal and gesture modes are observed simul-

simultaneously taneously in a communication exchange, this symbol was
used only when the intent of the communication could nave
been ascertained by either mode alone.

Location/Environment - Either the locati,m in the home or instittL.ion (bathroom,

bedroom, kitchen); or various environments for the NVI
within the time period, i.e., school, church, work, etc.

Intent: The purpose or significance of a communication attempt involving the NVI

being observed. Intent is divided into common reasons or purposes for
communications to facilitate and categorize the recordings.

(1) Greeting: Salutations or phrasLs which are traditionally used when meeting

or greeting another individual. Will include "Hello," "How are you?" "Hi,

this is speaking," etc.
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(2) Response - Yes/No Question: Answering or responding to a question which
requires only a "yes" or "no" response on the part of either the NVI
or partner.

(3) Response - Other Question: A question asked of the NVI or partner
(listener) which cannot be answered with a yes/no response.

(4) Request Assistance: A request generally made by the NVI to the listener for
physical assistance in self care personal management, or tasks which the
NVI is incapable of performing independently.

(5) Request Information: A communication which could be initiated by either
the NVI or partner that requires a response in the form of sharing
information. Example would be exchanges with store clerks or other
service people.

(6) Provide Information: A statement given in response tr., No. 5 above on the
part of either the NVI or partner.

(7) Attention: A gesture, verbalization or other mode of communication
initiated by either the NVI or partner to attratt the attention of the
other. Probably used prior to further communication exchanges or to
summon assistance.

(8) Confirmation: Exchanges which take place to either seek agreement with
statements made previously, or to express agreement with an opinion,
occurrence.

(9) Expression of Emotional State: Those communication exchanges which are
specifically intended to convey a message of the emotional state of the
initiator. Examples would include, "I'm depressed, angry, sad, happy,
excited," etc.

(10) Expression of Aesthetic Opinion: Those exchanges which express the
initiator's opinion in response to an environmental stimulus or event,
such as, "How beautiful!" or "That's terrible!"

(11) Linguistic Play: Any communication behaviors which are not for any of the
above iutents but are strictly for the fun of playing with words or
communication. This would include word games, jokes, word puns.

(12) Don't Know: ;ategory for the observer to record exchanges the intent of
which is u ma4n, or the intent does not apply to those defined above.

(13) Resolving Communication Breakdowns: Those exchanges which are intended to
resolve an incomplete or misunderstood statement by either party.
Attempts to clarify are recorded by the observer, including mode but not
intent. This will allow data to be gathered relating to the number of
exchanges needed to resolve breakdowns.
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(14) Still Incomplete Communication/Don't Know: This is not a category of
intent, rather one in which the observer records complete communication
breakdowns which are not resolved. This point is usually reached after
several attempts have been recorded in which resolution was the intent.

(15) Response to Command for Physical Movement: This is an area for the
recording of the non-vocal person's response to a command from the commu-
nication partner requiring a physical response. It would incl-ade such

responses as moving one's wheelchair, initiating a self care activity
like dressing.

Definitions of Mode

Verbal: Those methods of communication exchanges utilizing words which are spoken
by the individual, either the non-vocal person in shore. exchanges or by the

communication partner.

Gesture: Those methods of communication which use motions of the limbs or body
as a means of expression or completillg the communication exchange. Gestures

would be used exclusively for the exchange, not in combination with words.

Blank Columns: These modes are to be filled in by the observer/recJrder/partner

as necessary for the non-vocal person being observed. It is an area for

recording exchanges using an augmentation system such as a Canon communicator,
typewriter, paper and pencil, communication I'oard, or others.
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INTRODUCTION

For individuals who are severely physically disabled and
nonspeaking, augmentative communication systems and devices are
often required to provide a means for communication. Such
communication systems and devices may not be optimal for
communication interaction. Researchers just beginning to address
this area. Therapy programs need to be developed to teach
improved communication interaction skills. Before further
observations and intervention programs can be developed, reliable
and valid measures of communication interaction are required.

This manual describes a technique for transcribing and
analyzing conversations that occur between two speakers or
between a nonspeaking and a speaking individual. It has been
designed for analysis of natural and structured observations,
with the nonspeaking individual using a variety of communication
methods.

This manual is designed for use with a modified discourse
coding sy4tem based on the work of Blank & Franklin (1980) and
McKirdy and Blank (1982). The Blank & Franklin (1980) system was
designed for coding and analyzing dialogue that involved
preschool-age children. Their system was applied to deaf
preschoolers (McKirdy & Blank, 198').

Through the course of a dialogue, each participant in the
Blank & Franklin (1980) system is seen as assuming two speaking
roles, One is that of speaker-initiator (who puts forth ideas)
the other is that of speaker-responder (who responds to the ideas
that have been put forth). Each role is evaluated according to
different scales. One set of scales is applied to what has been
termed the speaker-initiator. This set involves coding an
utterance for its summoning power,(oblige versus comment). An
utterance is a word or group or' words that convey meaning.
Communication with a nonspeaking individual may involve
communicative behaviors, such as gestures, and the7e may comprise
part or whole utterances for the nonspeaking person. The second
set of scales is applied to what has been termed the speaker-
responder. It involves coding an utterance or communicative
behavior for its approprilteness relative to the utteranz:e of the
speaker-initiator.

While the basic concept of speaker-initiator and speal:er-
responner scales are used in this manual, considerable
modifications have been made in order to use this system for
interactions involving nonspeaking individuals. A number of
terms used in this manual may require clarification The term
nonspeaking individual/person refers to persons whose
insufficient speech prevents functional spoken communication. The
term augmentative communication systems refers to functional

. 375° eMarriner, Yorkston and Farrier, 1984
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communication systems used by the individual who is nonspeaking.
Such functional communication systems might include gestures,
communication boards or microprocessor-based systems. The term
communication partner refers to the person involved in
communication interaction with the nonspeaking individual at a
specified time. The term communication interaction refers to the
communication exchanges that occur between the nonspeaking and
speaking person.

This manual describes three major stages involved in
preparing a transcript for analysis. They are:

1. Transcription of the communication interaction from the
videotape.

2. Coding utterances as communicative or technical, and

3.Coding the communicative utterances with appropriate
discourse codes.

1. Transcribing communication interaction from videotapes

Transc.:ipts should reflect on paper the communication
interaction that has been viewed on a videotape. Each word and
meaningful gesture should be included. This manual utilizes
transcription conventions developed by Miller and Chapman (1983).
These conventions are fully described in the Systematic Analysis
of Language Tran'Jcripts (SALT) Manual (pages 23 to 38). A number
of the more relevant SALT conventions are described below. In
addition the following supplementary conventions have been
developed to deal specifically with some of the unique
interaction behaviors of nonspeech commun cation.

1.1 Identifying the communicator

At the beginning of each transcript identify each
participant. Use P to uesignate communication partner, S for
speaking participant and N for nonspeaking participants. See page
23 of SALT manual.

1.2 Coding transcript duration

Enter duration in minutes:seconds (00:00) on a line preceeded
by a - (hyphen). See page 24 of SALT manual.

1,3 Entering identification information

In order to differentiate the utterances of the 1st speaker
from 2nd speaker, a $ label line, which contains an identifying
label.fol each speaker preceded by a $ symbol, must be entered as
the first line in a transcript. See page 25 of SALT manual.

01,
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1.4 Coding transcriber comments

See page 27 of SALT manual. Use this notation for
describing interactions that are not an integral part of the
dialogue and behaviors or gestures that are not part of a

conversational turn. When the participants in the conversation
talk to someone else in the room, talk to themselves, and zyasture
or act in a manner that does not contribute to the communication,
describe the behaviors and verbalizations with comment lines. By
describing these extraneous interactions and behaviors in this
manner they are excluded from the dialogue of interest. For
example:

= N pauses to formulate message and places fingers on keyboard,
but doesn't begin message preparation.

P Are there any other squares?

If a participant simply ack;Jowledges a response (see 3.2.1)
transcribe this utterance on a comment line as it does not
contribute to the communication. Place the acknowledgement on a

comment line, in parentheses and marked with the speaker
identification code. For example:

P Do you have a red circic?
N Yes.
= (P OK).

1.5 Coding nonverbal utterances

See page 30 of the SALT Manual (see also section 1.13
below). For this analysis enclose communicative gestures which
contribute to a speakers' turn with less than and greater than
symbols < >. For example:

P Draw a green circle next to the red square.
S <draws a green circle>.
P Okay, row draw a red square to the rigl.K, of the green circle.

1.6 End of utterance markers and incomplete utterances

All entries must end with a either a period, question mark,
exclamation point or caret (. ? ! or "). An utterance is
considered incomplete when a speaker stops in mid-utterance or is
interrupted. Use a " to indicate all incomplete utterances.
Incomplete utterances may also function as questions. In such
situations describe the intent of the utterance with a comment
line. For example:

S So what you want to do?
P And they're right in the middle of "

rising intonation indicates question.
S Yeah, they're exactly in the middle.

All questions, even if only statements with rising intonation
should include a question mark.

37 )414arriner, Yorkston and Farrier, 1984
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1.7 Segmenting utterances for speaking individuals

In situations where there are multiple utterances per
conversational turn, use th following rules to segment distinct
utterances. Miller and Smich (1983) suggest the following order
of application:

1. Intonation contour of the utterance
2. Pauses in the flow of speech
3. Grammatical criteria, such as independent clauses and

their modifiers.

In some cases all of the above criteria will be present and
segmenting the utterances will be relatively easy. In other
cases all three criteria may not be present and the order
above should serve to assist with making the segmentation
decision. For example:

P You need to go through them first.
S A large blue square about the same amount of space as the

other two.
S It takes up, uh, just a little over a third of that side.

In the above example S's utterances are se;,:mented on the basis of
the intonation contour and grammatical completeness.

Single words can constitute a utterance when thy function
as a communicative unit and are sequenced on either side by
complete utterances with pauses before and after the'single
words. Single words, that function as tag on's (-isn't it, okay,
sure) should be included as part of the utterance if a detectable
pause is not noted between the utterance and the single word.

Single words, groups of words or phrases which are not
considered communicative units are considered utterance fragments
and are placed in parentheses. The term utterance fragment
defines the same behaviors as Loban's (1976) concept of mazes.
For this application the term utterance fragmen. was selected
because it is more descriptive of the actual behavior. Loban
(1976) indicates that when a fragment is removed from the
communication unit, the remaining material should constitute a
straight forward, clearly recognizable utterance. Include
fragments in parentheses even if there are pauses between them
and the communication unit. Use commas to designate the pause.
Examples of fragmented utterances include false starts,
re)etitions and corrections. Such fragments appear to function
as markers for formulation of a message or holding a participants
turn, within the conversation. Do not consider utterances that
are merely abandoned or unfinished as utterance fragments.

Using the concept of utterance fragments, the following sequence,

S Now.
00:03.

. 378
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S UM
00:03.

S Okay, the three circles are in a row.

becomes

S (now, um, okay) The three circles are in a row.

1.8 Segmenting utterances for nonspeaking individuals

The output of most nonspeaking individuals is nonvocal (e.g.
printed output, visual display, alphabet/letter board). It is
therefore difficult to use pausing and rising/falling contours to
designate segments. If the individual includes punctuation in the
message then use it to indicate segments. If not, use the
concept of communicative units. Each communicative unit consists
of each independent clause with all associated dependent clauses.
For example:

I'm going to get a boy because he hit me.
I'm going to beat him up and kick him in his nose and I'm going
to get the girl, too.

For messages that are spelled letter by letter, indicate
pauses between letters by commas. If a message is spelled and
the communication partner interprets eech individual letter, then
the spelled letter and interpretation should be entered on
separate lines. For example (codes have been omitted to
illustrate punctuation):

H Would <Points to W and says would>.
P What.
N Would.
N Would.
N Would.
N W.
P W.
N O.

P O.

N U.

P U, would

1.9 Delineating conversational turns

A conversational turn consists of a change from one
participant to the other. Participarts are designated by a
letter: P for communication partner, S for Speaking participant
and N for Nonspeaking partnicipant. A turn is designated by:

1) A change from P to N or S, and a change from N or S to P,
or

2) A pause between one communicator's utterances of three
seconds or greater, accompanied by a change in topic. A change
in topic occurs when one participant changes the acknowledged
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topic of conversation and begins to talk about something else.
Consider the first utterance after such a pause as the beginning
of a turn, (see Section 1.9 on pausing).

See Duncan (1976, 1977) and Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson,
(1974) for a theoretical discussion of turn taking in
conversation.

A special problem for delineating conversational turns may
occur when individuals participate in a direction giving task
(see Farrier, Yorkston, Marriner & Beukelman, 1984). Some
responses will involve drawing geometric designs. Drawing as a

response should only be assigned one turn, even though the turn
may be continued and interrupted with verbal turns. For example:

1 P Okay <begins drawing design>.
2 = N places hands over keyboard.
3 P Red?
4 N <gestures yes>.
5 = P continues drawing.
6 = N begins message preparation.

Line 1 includes the drawing response with a verbal response,
designating the drawing as part of the turn. Line 3 includes a
verbal response that continues as a part of P's turn. Line 5
describes the continued drawing without designating it as an
additional turn

1.10 Coding pauses

Pauses should be coded when a period of three seconds or
greater occurs either between successive utterances from one
participant or between turns. A pause is coded when no
communicative verbalization, communicative intent, gesture or
action is observed from either partner.

Pauses thin a speaker's turn are designated with a
semicolon (;) at the beginring of the line and the duration of
the pause is indicated in minutes i.nd seconds. For example:

S I'm not sure which one to select.
; 00:2G.
= S pauses to make decision.
S I think the green one.

Pauses between turns are coded with a colon (:) at the
beginning of the line. Similarly the time of the pause in
minutes and seconds should be designated as in the above example.
SALT recognizes (:) as a signal that the speaker prior to the
pause has ended the speaker turn. See page 26 of the SALT manual
for further details.

1.11 Inserting No Responses into the transcript (NR]

A special case of pausing occurs when no answer or behavior

§Marriner, Yorkston and Farrier, 1984
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is offered in response to the speaker-initiator's oblige even
though the communication partner allows enough time for a

response. See the sections of this manual on obliges (sections
3.11, 3.12 and 3.13).

When a no response is observed identify the communicator and
insert a no response code into the transcript. For example:

P What do you think about that?
N [NR].
P Didn't you think it was a bit strange?
N <nods head>.

1.12 Coding communication method and output mode

Each utterance produced by the nonspeaking individual should
be coded for communication method. The code for communication
method should be inserted in square brackets and be included on
the utterance line before the end of utterance marker. Use [1]
to code speech and add additional iumbers for other systems. As
different augmentative communication systems and output modes are
used in communication it is useful to add a comment line
describing the system. For example:

N I think we should go to school [4].
[4] designates spoken output from Morse Code system.

See section 1.5 for coding non-verbal utterances and behavior,.

1.13 Coding Simultaneous Turns [ST]

A simultaneous turn occurs when both participants attempt to
communicate at the same time. There are three possible outcomes
and coding systems:

A). When the participant interrupts a communicator, but the
interruption is not successful and the communicator completes the
interaction, then the interruptors message should ue included in
curly brackets within the communicator's turn and marked with the
speaker code. The entire utterance should then be coded as a
simultaneous turn [ST]. For exampl.:

P I think you should make {N I dont want to} your bed [ST].

S A large blue square, {P which takes} about the same amount of
space as the other two [ST].

B). When a participant successfully interrupts a communicator
and the communicator does not complete the interaction due to the
interruption then code the interrupted utterance as incomplete
and the successful interruption as a simultaneous turn [ST] for
the interruptor. For example:

P What should we"
N I want to have an ice cream [ST]. 381
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O. Duncan (1977) suggests that during the smooth exchange of a

speaking turn there are instances of permissible simultaneous
talking. These include:

Backchannel signals: These function in a variety of ways within
a conversation. They include readily identl:ied verbalizations
such as mm-hum, yeah, head nods and sentence completions.
Simultaneous occurrence of back channel signals with the other
speakers communication does not constitute a simultaneous turn.

Sociocentric sequences: Stereotyped expressions, typically
following a substantive statement. Examples inc,ude but, uh, or
something, you know. They do not add substantive information.

When these behaviors occur they should be included in braces
{ } within the current communicators turn without identifying
the communicator or coding the turn as [ST]. For example:

P Inside of that larger square is a (small yellow) {okay} (uh),
small red circle, (I mean).

For interaction involving a nonspeaking individual a
simultaneous turn may occur if the communication partner begins
to speak while the nonspeaking individual is preparing a message.
When this occurs the message preparation is placed on a comment
line. So code the communication partner's utterance as a

simultaneous turn [ST]. Note that this is a variation on outcome
B) above.

If a nonspeaking individual begins message preparation while
a partner is speaking and/or drawing, then describe the beginning
of message preparation in braces within the partner's turn as
detailed in outcome A) above. The participant's turn that was
interrupted should be coded as a [ST]. For example, in the
following, N interrupts P (line 6) by beginning message
preparation and then P (lines 7 and 9) interrupts N's message
preparation.

1 N Same circle touching [3).
2 = P reads message.
3 P Same circle touching.
4 P Below that red circle?
5 N <gestures yes>.
6 P Gotcha <begins drawing> {N begins to prepare message} [ST].
7 P Is it red [ST)?
8 N <gestures yes>.

P Any other circles [ST)?
10 N <Holds up hand, makes eye contact>.
11 = N finishes message hands paper to P.
12 N Yellow square around small circle about same size as the

bi2gtr circle.
13 = P reads message.

382
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1.14 Coding Simultaneous States [SS]

A simultaneous state occurs when an. individual begins
communicating by one method and while preparing the message
communicates via another method. For example, a nonspeaking
individual might begin to prepare an initiation message with a
Apelling system with a printed output. Due to the slow rate of
the system the communication partner doesn't wait until the
message is complete before continuing the conversation. The
communication partner might ask questions and the nonspeaking
individual may respond gesturally, while continuing to prepare
the message. Once a nonspeaking individual begins to prepare a
message (actually hits keys on a keyboard or makes a selection
from a communication board) code the nonspeaking individual's
responses as a simultaneous state [SS] either until the message
is complete or until the nonspeaking individual stops the message
preparation.

For example:

= N begins to prepare message on Canon communicator.
S Is the triangle in the left corner [ST]?
N <gestures yes> [SS].
= N completes message and hands it to S.

Similarly a simultaneous state could occur when a speaking
partner responds to a direction by drawing (action response) but
simultaneously asks questions (verbal initiation).

For example:

S <begins to draw design>.
S Is the triangle in the left corner [SS]?
N <gestures yes> [ST].
= S completes design.

1.15 Coding Abbreviations [A]

Some nonspeaking individuals attempt to increase their
efficiency through abbreviating some words. When a nonspeaking
individual abbreviates words include the interpreted message
within the nonspeaking persons turn and code the turn as an
abbreviation. Use a comment line to describe how the nonspeaking
person abbreviated the message.

For example:
N Blue red green squares [CM] [R] [A].
= B R G SQ.

opr)t) ...., o
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2. Coding utterances as communicative or technical

ror certain augmentative communication systems a great
number of conversational turns may be required to transfer a
small amount of information.

Although conversational turns are probably appropriate for
spoken interaction, they may be far too small a unit of analysis
for nonspeech interaction. For example, in response to the
question "What did you get for Christmas?" a speaking person (S)
might answer "a new wallet". This one conversational turn might
occur within a three second time period. In comparison, a

nonspeaking individual (N) might respond in the following manner.
(P) designates the communication partner and descriptions of the
communication are included in parentheses:

N (looks at P to get attention and points to the letter A on a
communication board) A.

P (repeats the letter) A.
N (points to a space on communication board).
P (says) A.
N (points to the letter) N.
P (repeats the letter) N.
N (points the letter) E.
N (points the letter) E.
P (repeats the letter) N.
N (points to the letter) E.
P (repeats the letter and guesses the word) E, a pew.
N (points to letter) W.
P (repeats the letter) W.
N (points to letter) A.
P (repeats the letter) A.
N (points to the letter) L.
P (repeats the letter) L.
N (points to the letter) L.
P (asks) Do you want one or two L's?
N (points to number) 2.
P (guesses) oh, did you get a new wallet for Christmas?
N (nods head to indicate) yes.

In the above example, 50 seconds and 19 conversational turns
were required. If those turns involved in message preparation
and message clarification (technical turns) were eliminated and
the comparison of interest was the amount of information
transferred, then both the speaking and nonspeaking interactions
would have transferred the same amount of information. Thus in
order to specifically describe the interaction skills of
nonspeaking individuals, it would seem appropriate to use a
measure that provides a description of the number of turns that
are required to complete eacr information transfer.

Technical communication, both Message Preparation and
Breakdown Resolutions are not typically part of normal
conversation however they appear to be a part of communication
with certain augmentative communication systems. Studying the
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relationship between the number of technical turns and the number
of communicative transfers of information provides a means for
quantifying a number of the unique aspects of nonspeech
communication. First, an index of how much a particular
communication method depends on a communication partner can be
obtained from comparing the number and pattern of technical
message preparations (for both the nonspeaking individual and the
partner) to the number of communicative transfers of information.
Second, by studying the number and patterns of technical
breakdown resolutions, an index of the efficiency of the
interplay between the user, the communication system and the
partner can be obtained.

The following definitions and codes have been developed to
assist transcribers in coding utterances as communicative or
technical. Every utterance should be coded as either,

Communicative [CM]
Technical Message Preparation [TMP]
or Technical Breakdown Resolution [TBR].

Table 1 provides definitions of the categories used for
describing utterances involved in message preparation and
breakdown (technical utterances) and compares these to
communicative utterances and transfers of information.

2.1 Communicative Transfer of Information

The concept of a communicative transfer of information is
used to decide when, and where, to code an utterance as
communicative. Every utterance coded as communicative corresponds
to one communicative transfer of information.

A communicative transfer of information occurs when the
content of a message is understood by the partner. This can only
be determined by observing the partner's reaction to the
communication. For example:

P What do y( I want for dessert?
N Ice cream.
P Ok, chocolaty or vanilla?

Each of these utterances constitutes a communicative transfer of
information because each is understood and the conversation
continues appropriately.

Often a transfer of information is marked by the partner
restating the nonspeaking individual's message and then
continuing the conversation by either elaboratingthe topic or
changing the topic of conversation. For example:

1 P What kind of movies lo you like [CM]?
2 N Horror [CM].
3 P Hc-ror,
4 P ypu really like horror films [CM)?

385
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From line 4 it is clear that P understands the content of line 2
so a transfer of information has occurred and 2 is therefore
coded as communicative [CM].

Note that simply restating the message does not necessarily
mark the end of a transfer of information. For example:

1 P Now what should we do [CM]?
2 N Buy 2 row 1 [2] [CM].
3 = [2] printed computer output.
4 P Buy two row one.
5 P Do you want to buy two cards in the first row?
6 N <gestures no>.
7 N 2nd [2].
8 P Oh, buy the second card in the first row?
9 N <gestures yes>.

10 P Ok, I think that would work [CM].

The communicative transfer of the information in line 2 is
complete after line 9, as indicated by line 10 where P continues
the conversation. Lines 2 through 9 constitute a communicative
transfer of information and therefore line 2 is coded as a
communicative utterance [CM].

2.2 Communicative Utterance [CM]

An utterance is communicative if it clearly contributes to
the topic and content of the conversation. For example:

P Did you bring any homework home [CM]?
N No [CM].

P Did you happen to talk about the football games coming up this
weekend, huh [CM]?

N I got a bet with Phil on Dallas versus Washington [CM].

Use the concept of communicative transfer of information to
determine which utterances are communicative [CM] and which are
technical. This concept is especially important when the
communication system used has continuous output (e.g., a manual
communication board). With this type of output each element is
individually produced and the overall responsibility for
synthesizing the intended message lies with the commumication
partner. This type of communication system does not allow the
user to complete an entire message before communicating it.

Continuous output communication is often one word, or one
letter, at a time and the nonspeaking individual does not at any
time put the entire message together. The communication partner
interprets the message at some point and a communicative transfer
of information occurs but there, is no one utterance by the
nonspeaker which can be coded as communicative [CM]. When
transcribing this type of interaction insert a line at the end of
the transfer of information which states the entire message as an
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utterance. This utterance isthen coded as communicative [CM].
Because this is a fabricated utterance it should also be coded
with a [T] to indicate that it has been added to the transcript
to mark a communicative transfer of information.

In the following example N communicates the message "How we
put them together to mean different things." (see 2.3 for [TMP])

1 P Why are words interesting [CM]?
2 N H [TMP] [3].
3 = [3] is eye code used to indicate letters of the alphabet.
4 P H [TMP].
5 N 0 [TMP] [3].
6 P 0, How [TMP].
7 N W [TMP] [3].
8 P W [TMP].
9 N E [TMP] [3].

10 P E, We [TMP].
11 N P [TMP] [3].
12 P p [TMP].
13 N U [TMP] [3].
14 P U, Put [ThP].
15 N T [TMP] [3].
16 P T [TMP].
17 N H [TMP] [3].
18 P H -..

19 N E [IMP] [3].
20 P E, Them [TMP].
21 N T [TMP] [3].
22 P T [TMP].
23 N 0 [TMP] [31.
24 P 0 [TMP].
25 N G [TMP] [3].
26 P G [TMP].
27 N E [TMP] [3].
28 P E [TMP].
29 N T [TMP] [3].
30 P T, together [TMP].
31 N T [TMP] [3].
32 P T, To [TMP].
33 N M [TMP] [3].
34 P M [TMP].
35 N E [TMP] [3].
36 P E [TMP].
37 N A [TMF] [3].
38 P A, Mean [TMP].
39 N D [TMP].
40 P D [TMP].
41 N I [IMP] [3].
42 P I [TMP].
43 N F [TMP] [3].
44 P F [TMP].
45 N E [TMP] [3].
46 P E, Different [TMP]. 387
47 N T [TMP] [3].
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48 P T [TMP].
49 N H [TMP] [3].
50 P H [IMP].
51 N I [TMP] [3].
52 P I, Things [TMP].
53 N How we put them together to mean different things [CM] [Ti.
54 P Can you give me an example [CM]?

Note that line 53 has been added and coded as an inserted
communicative utterance [CM] [T]. A communication transfer has
occurred because the partner (line 54) responds to N's message by
continuing the conversation.

2.3 Technical Message Preparation [TMP]

Code utterances as Technical Message Preparation [MP] when
they pertain to the actual message preparation. For example:

(1)
P Where does the circle go [01]?
N Next to the red square [CMI.
= P reads message.
P -Next to the red square [TMPI.
P <draws red square>.

In the above example the partner's reading of the message
is described by a comment line, and the actual verbalization is
coded as a [TMP].

(2)
P You think those phrases all the time, but you don't use them

very often [CM].
N I [TMP] [3].

[3] is eye code used to indicate letters of alphabet.
p I [TMP].
N N [TMP] [3].
P In [TMP].
N S [TMP] [3].
P S [TMP].
N P [TMP] [3].
P P [TMP].
N A [TMP] [3].
P Spanish [TMP].
N I [TMP] [3].
P I [TMP].
N T [TMP] [3].
P It [TMP].
N I [TMP] [3].
P I [TMP].
N S [TMP] [3].
P Is [TMP].
N W [TMP] [3].
P W [TMP].
N E [TMP] [3]. 388
P E [TMP].
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N I [TMP] [3].
P 'Weird ETMP3.
P In Spanish, it is weird [TMP].
N In Spanish, it is weird [CM] [T].

2.4 Technical Breakdown Resolutions [TBR]

Code an utterance as a Technical Breakdown Resolution [TBR]
when it pertains to resolving a misinterpreted utterance. For
example:

N First [TMP] [TBR] [4].
[4] is combined use of alphabet board to indicate the first
letter of the word and a speech attempt.

P For [TBR] [TMP].
N First [TBR] [TMP] [4].
P Spell [TBR] [TMP].

A breakdown consists of the misinterpreted utterance and all
utterances which follow until the misinterpretation is resolved
or the participants decide they cannot resolve it. In the above
example the last three utterances clearly pertain to breakdown
resolution and because N's attempt at communicating "first" is
misinterpreted it is coded as the first utterance of the
breakdown.

It is important to code every utterance that comprises a
breakdown as [TBR]. This may include utterances that are also
coded as [TMP]. Even though a message attempt may include many
codes of [TMP] and [TBR] it is important to ensure that the total
message is coded as communicative [CM). Use the concept of a
communicative transfe,- of information (see 2.1 above) and insert
a communicative utterance into the transcript when the breakdown
is resolved. For example see how this example from section 2.1

changes when the [TBR] codes are added.

1 P Now what should we do [CM]?
2 N Buy 2 row 1 [2] [TBR].
3 = [2] printed computer output.
4 P Buy two row one [TMP] [TER].
5 P Do you want to buy two cards in the first row (TBRI?

6 N <gestures no> [TBR].
7 N 2nd [2] [TBR].
8 P Oh, buy the second card in the first row [TBR]?
9 N <gestures yes> [TBR].
10 N Buy 2nd row 1 [CM] [T].
11 P Ok, I think that would work [CM].

Note that if the breakdown is never resolved no communicative
transfer of information occurs and therefore no utterance is
inserted.

In order to resolve breakdowns both participants may
introduce new topics. For example, the purpose of this sequence
is to communicate the utterance 'I want to be a linguist'.

0Marriner, Yorkston and Farrier, 1984
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

: N has communicated "I want to be a leng".
N <gestures no> [TBR].
P I want to be a [TBR].
P Leng is ling [TBR].
N U [TMP] [TBR] [3].
P U [TMP] [TBR].
N S [TMP] [TBR] [3].
P S [TBR] [TMP].

9 P Does it have something to do with language [TBR]?
10 N < gestures yes> [TBR].
11 P ALI interpreter [TBR]?
12 N <gestures no> [TBR].
13 P I want to be a leng [TBR].
14 P I want to be a leng [TBR].
15 N S [TMP] [TBR] [33.
16 P S [TMP] [TBR].
17 N T [TMP] [TBR] [3].
18 P T [TMP] [TBR].
19 N U [TMP] [TBR] [3].
20 P U [TMP] [TBR].
21 N D [TMP] [TBR] [3].
22 P Study [TMP] [TBR].
23 N 0 [TMP] [3] [TBR].
24 P 0 [TMP] [TBR].
25 N F LTMP] [3] [TBR].
26 P Of [TMP] [TBR].
27 N L [TMP] [3] [TBR].
28 P L [TMP] [TBR].
29 N A [IMP] [3] [TBR].
30 P A [TMP] [TBR].
31 N N [TMP] [3] [TBR].
32 P N [TMP] [TBR].
33 N G [TMP] [3] [TBR].
34 P Languages [TMP] [TBR].
35 P You want to study more languages [TBR].
36 P The study of languages [TBR].
37 P I should know what that word is [TBR].
38 P I should [TBR].
39 N <gestures yes> [TBR].
40 P Do I know what that word is [TBR]?
41 : 00:20.
42 N P [TMP] [TBR] [3].
43 P P [TMP] [TBR].
44 N A [TMP] [TBR] [3].
45 P A [TMP] [TBRT.
46 N U [TMP] [3] [TBR].
47 P Paul Schwejda [TMP] [TBR].
48 P Is it something Paul Schwejda does [TBR]?
49 N <gestures no> [TBR].
50 P Paul Schwejda [TBR].
51 P Oh, he told you wiat the word was [TBR].
52 N <gestures yes> [TBR].
53 P Well then, you're having this conversation

wrong person [TBR].
with the
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54 P You need to go talk to Paul [TBR].
55 : 00:20.
56 N P [TBR] [3].
57 P A person who studies languages, a linguist [1.1P] (TBR).
58 N <gestures yes> (TBR).
59 N I want to be a linguist [CM] [T].
60 = (P Okay).
61 P You'd like to be a linguist and study where words come

from [CM].

Lines 1 through 60 represent a sequence which contains
message preparation and breakdown resolution utterances. Some of
these utterances represent instances where both P and N introduce
new concepts or information in an attempt to resolve the
breakdow- however these utterances have been coded as part of
the bre own rather as communicative utterances. Lines 59
through 61 provide an example of the end of a breakdown and the
elaboration of a topic.

(i)Marriner, Yorksion and Farrier, 1984
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Coding Technical and Communicative Utterances

Communicative Utterances [CM]

An utterance is communicative if it clearly contributes to
the topic and content of the conversation. In nonspeech
communication a number of technical message preparations and
breakdown resolutions may be squired to produce a communicative
utterance. Use the concept of a communication transfer of
information to decide where to insert communicative utterances
into a transcript.

Communicative Transfer of Information

A communicative transfer of information occurs when a
message is completed. It can be determined by observing the
partner's reaction to the communication.

Technical Utterances

Technical Message Preparation [TMP]
Utterances or gestures that pertain to the interpretation of

a message are coded as Technical Message Preparations [TMP]. For
example, a nonspeaking person using an alphabet board to
communicate a message spells each letter of the message. All
turns actually involved in the spelling of tsle message are coded
as message preparations [TMP]. The communication partner's
interpretation of the letters or message is coded as a
message preparation.

Technical Breakdown Resolutions [TBR]

Code an utterance or gesture as a Technical Breakdown
Resolutiur. [TBR] when it pertains to resolving a misinterpreted
utterance or technical message preparation. For example, if a
communication partner misinterpreted a nonspeaking individual's
attempt to spLll a 1 tter on the alphabet board then all the
utterances related to overcoming the breakdown are coded as
breakdown resolutions ['1913].

ti
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3. Coding the communicative turns with appropriate discourse
codes

Each communicative turn is coded with discourse codes. If
the turn contains more than one utterance the code is placed on
the final utterance of the turn. The discourse codes constitue a
modified version of the Blank & Franklin (1980) coding system for
analyzing the dialogue of preschoolers. Throughout the course of
a dialogue each participant is viewed as assuming two speaking
roles - that of speaker-initiator or speaker-responder. The
scale that is used depends upon whether the speaker is initiating
an exchange or responding to the other person's initiation. As
initiator, a speaker's utterances are judged for their level and
type cf "summoning power" (i.e., for their explicitness of a
demand for a response.) As responder, a speaker's utterances and
behaviors are judged for their appropriateness and complexity.

Analysis of the coded dialogue allows one to capture
important characteristics of verbal interchange. For example, in
hierarchical relationships (e.g., teacher-pupil) it is common for
the dominant parson to control the dialogue by asking questions
and issuing commands (i.e., by using obliges). The subordinate
person does not have these privileges, but is expected to
respond. By contrast, in a less power-dominated interchange
(e.g., conversation between peers), both participants have the
"right" to freely initiate topics and extend the conversation.
This more symetrical relationship would be reflected in the the
analysis of a coded transcript because it would reveal more equal
sharing of the initiation and responding roles.

3.1 Speaker-initiator scale

The speaker or participant who is leading the dialogue is
designated as the speaker-initiator. In addition a turn is
considered an initiation when it is the first turn of the
conversation, follows a pause and change in topic (designated by
:) or when it follows a No Response. Initiations are divided
into obliges (restricted and unrestricted) and comments. Obliges
are those utterances which through words, tone or gestures
explicitly convey the expectation that the listener reply.
Commonly they are expressed as questions or commands although
they need not take this form. See Table 2 for definitions and
examples of the speaker-initiator scale.

3.1.1 Unrestricted obliges [U0)

Obliges are considered unrestricted when they place no
restrictions on the type or number of possible responses that may
be rendered. Examples include:

P How can we figure this out [CM] [U0]?
S I dont know.

P What happened today [CM] [U0)?
S Nothing much.

@Marriner, Yorkston and Farrier, 1984
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3.1.2 Restricted obliges [RO]

If an oblige contains a request for affirmation or negation,
or presents the responder with only a limited number of response
choices, then it is coded as a restricted choice oblige [RO].

Negative-affirmative responses may be expressed by such
forms as "right, okay, sure" as well as "yes" and "no." For
example:

P Will you take the jacket in anywhere [CM] [R0]?
S No.

These types of obliges may also occur as conmands that
require a specified action to be performed. For example:

P Is it a square or circle [CM] [R10]?
N (draws square).

The concept of unrestricted and restricted obliges appears
to be somewhat task dependent. For example in the direction
giving and shared decision making tasks described by Farrier,
Yorkston, Parriner & Beukelman (1g84) the following obliges would
be coded as restricted [R0].

What color do you have?
What shape is it?
In which corner is it located?

(3 possible colors)
(2 possible shapes)
(4 corners)

These same obliges in a conversational task that did not have a
small (3-4) restricted number of answers would be ceded as
unrestricted obliges.

3.1.3 Comments [CO]

Comments are those utterances which fail to contain any
explicit demand that a response be forthcoming. This does nit
mean that a response is unexpected. Generally, it is assumed
that the responder on his/her own initiative will contribute to
the dialogue. Indeed this behavior is so taken for granted that
the speaker-initiator feels no need to make an explicit demand
for a response.

An utterance may simultaneously contain both a comment and
an oblige (e.g. this is nice, don't you like it?). Since the
presence of the oblige places a demand upon the other person to
respond, it is seen as dominating the tone and intent of the
particular utterance. ,Therefore, coding for its summoning power,
this tvpc of utterance is considered an oblige.

Examples of comments:

P I can't believe that Betty worked with him for that long witout
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knowing he had seizures [CM] [CO].
N I think it is so stupid.

P I cut out your skirt today [CM] [CO].

N Good, thank you.

5.2 Speaker-responder scale

Once a communicator's utterance has been coded as an
initiating oblige or comment the next judgement is to code the
other communicator's response. Responses to obliges and
comments are coded as Adequate [R], Elaborative [ER], No response

[NR], Ambiguous [AM], Response to Comments [RC] and Recodes
[RE]. See Table 3 for definitions and examples of the speaker-
responder scale.

3.2.1 Adequate Responses [R]

A response whic, appropriately meets the demand of the
speaker initiator's oblige, but does not elaborate or extend
the topic or conversation is coded as an adequate response [R].

For example:
P So what did you do for Christmas Steve [CM] [R0]?
N I got a brand new wallet [CM] [R].

P Did you ever think things like that [CM] [R0]?
N Yes {CM] [R].

An acknowledgement of an initiation should also be coded as an

adequate response. For example:

P Oh, John [CM] [R0].
S Yes [CM] [R].

Note that acknowledgements of a response should be placed on
comment lines (see section 1.4) with a speaker identification
code in parentheses, and not coded.

For example:
P How are a knife and scissors the same [CM] [U0]?

S They both cut [CM] [R].
= (P ok).

3.2.2 Elaborative Responses [ER]

An Elaborative response [ER] occurs when the response goes
beyond the literal meaning or requirement to expand the topic or

conversation. For example:

P Well, is it short in back [CM] [RO]?
S mo, its pulled back and tied with a lot of different colored

ribbons [CM] [ER].
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3.2.3 Response to Comments [RC]

Responses to comments are differentiated from responses to
obliges because comments place 'fewer constraints on the
responder. Initiating comments do not contain the explicit
demand that the other person respond. Hence, in offering a
response to this type of initiation, the responder is
demonstrating an independent effort to sustain the conversation.

P You listened to it six times last night [CM] [CO].
N Eight more times to listen [CM] [RC].

3.2.4 Ambiguous Response [AM]

An ambiguous response [AM] is one which is unclear, so that
one cannot determine if the responder understands the content of
the initiating utterance. For example:

P What's on your shoe [CM] [UO]?
N Brown [CM] [AM].

3.2.5 Responses that are recoded [RE]

Utterances that are coded as obliges contain the clear
expectation that a response will be forthcoming. The responder,
in replying to an oblige, is simply meeting the demand that has
been imposed and is evaluated on the response scale. But if the
response also includes an initiating oblige the utterance is
first coded on the speakerresponder scale and then recoded on
the speaker initiation scale. Responses to obliges are 'recoded
only when the response is also an initiating oblige. Place the
[RE] code between the response and the initiation codes. For
example:

P What do you think of Reagan [CM] [UO]?
S More to the point, what do you think [CM] [RE] [130]?

P Do you want some more cucumber [CM] [1101?
S No, I want peach [CM] [R] [RE] [R0].
P Okay [CM] [R].
S I want it in a bowl [CM] [R03.

0 Marriner, Yorkston and Farrier, 1984
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Table 2
Speaker Initiator Scale

This scale applies to the utterances of the person
who at a particular point in time is leading the dialogue.

TERM DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

RESTRICTED
OBLIGE Speaker-initiator obliges
[RO] that present the responder

with a situation in which
he/she must choose from a
limited set of responses,
or when in command form,
perform a particular action
specified by the speaker-
initiator.

UNRESTRICTED
OBLIGE
[U0]

COMMENTS
[CO]

Speaker-initiator obliges
that present the responder
with a situation in which
he/she has no restrictions
upon type or number or
possible responses.

Speaker-initiator behaviors
which failto contain any
explicit demand that a
response be forthcoming.
This does not mean that a
response is unexpected. It
is assumed that the
responder on his/her own
initiative will contribute
to the dialog.

KEY: P
N

P Do you have a red
square?

(only red, green &
yellow are possible)

P Is it red?
N Yes.

P How can we figure this
out?

P What cards do you have?
P What do you want to
buy back?

P We can't buy the two
squares because I
don't have the blue one.

N We could buy back the
three-pointer toget
it.

communication partner
nonspeaking individual

(.0farriner, Yorkston and Farrier, 1984
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Table 3
Speaker Responder Scale

This scale applies to utterances from the person
who at a particular point in time is responding or

expected to respond to the speaker-initiator.

TERM DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

ADEQUATE A response that appropriately
RESPONSE meets, the demand of the
[R] speaker-initiator's oblige

but it does not elaborate
or extend the topoic or
conversation.

ELABORATIVE
RESPONSE A response that goes beyond
[ER] the literal meaning or

requirement to expand the
the topic or conversation.

AMBIGUOUS
RESPONSE A response that is unclear,
[AM] so that one cannot determine

if the responder understands
the content of the initiating
utterance.

RESPONSE TO
COMMENT A special response category

for responses to comments,
created because they place
fewer constraints on the
responder.

RECODED
RESPONSE
[RE]

A response to an oblige that
that becomes an initiating
oblige.

P Do you have any
blue squares?

N No.

P Do you have any
blue squares?

N No I dont, but I
I have two green
circles.

P What's on your
shoe?

N Brown.'

P I don't like it.
N I don't either.

P Do you have any
blue squares?

N No, do you have
any red squares?

KEY: P communication partner
N nonspeaking individual

. 398 e)Marriner, Yorkston and Farrier, 1984
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(Wexler, 1983)

VARIABLES USED IN SYSTEM OF ANALYSIS

The following variables were used with each "speaker" for
analyzing nonspeaking/ speaking conversations with and without
a manual communication aid.

I. Number of initiations

tI. Number of complex C-acts

III. Number of C-acts of each general class

1. Requests (RQ)
2. Responses (RS)
3. Statements (ST)
4. Acknowledgements (AC)
5. Organizational Devices (OD)
6. Uninterpretable (unintelligible) C-acts (UN)

IV. Number of C-acts of each specific type

REQUESTS:

I. Yes/no requests (RQYO)
2. Choice requests (ROCH)
3. Product requests (RQPR)
4. Process requests (RQPC)
5. Action requests (RQAC)

RESPONSES:

6. Yes/no responses (RSYN)
7. Choice -responses (RSCH)
8. Product_ (RSPR)
9. Processresponses (RSPC)
10. Compliances (RSCO)
11. Contingent query responses (RSCQ)

STATEMENTS:

12. Identifications (STID)
13. Descriptions (STDC)
14. Procedurals (STPR)

15. Evaluation:, (STEV)
L6. Internals (STIN)
.,. Explanations (STEX)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:

18. Acceptances/Agreements (ACAC)
19. Repetitions (ACRP)
20. Summaries (ACSM)
21. Expansions (ACEX)
22. Guessot (ACGS)

399
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ORGANIZATIONAL DEVICES:

23. Boundary markers (ODBM)
24. Contingent queries (ODCQ)
25. Rhetorical questions (ODRQ)
26. Politeness.markers (ODPM)
27. Recalls (ODRE)

MISCELLANEOUS:

28. Uninterpretable (unintelligible) C-acts (UNTP)

IV. Number of C-act types

V. Proportion of compostie C-acts out of all C-acts.

®Wexler, 1983
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CEOVEASATIOhAL ACT CLASS CODE C-ACT DEFINITION EXAMPLES: SPEAKING

'MISTS
to solicit information.
action. oir acknowledge...

meat

yes-no questions: seek true- Did you hear what he ended

false propositions (with the up having?

introduction of new subject
or predicate information). That was Sunday?
Can be conveyed by canonical
fora. rising intonation, of You still hang out with

within turn tag.. the Yankees, hurt

choice questions: seek

selection of two or more
alternatives.

* Does your system take

tape or records/

NPR. product questions: seek *What tens was playing the

specific information rola- Meta?
tive to most "WI" interogative
pronouns; typically require
brief responses of one to
three words.

AQPC

NO=

process questions: seek open- What doss that tell you?
ended or extended descriptions
or explanations; typically require
longer, core elaborate responses.

action zeguestst solicit
liatenet to perform (or cease)

an act or process.

401

poNsPEAKIW

Do

you

like

F

0

0

(F)

(0)

(o)

=11

(T)

Football!

p3 sou like football ?

(What)

what
(I)

is
(you)

your

(F)

favorite

IT)

team?
(YES)

* What is your favorite

team?

Toll md a littls.atout the
school? a

A

say

(s)

(A)

(V)

(S)

())

Say som.'m to Jeremy}
(YES)

Say something



CrAMERSATIONAL ACT CLASS CODE
APPENDIX E (cont'd)

C-ACT DEFINITION EXAMPLES: SPEAKING NONSt:AKIHG

RESPONSES
provide information
directly complementing
Prior request ISSN yes-no answers: supply true -

false judgements of Proposi-
tions.

(Do you like football) Are they getting a lot

tYou bet. of runs themselves?

(N)

N
/nou/ (0)

NO

NO

RSCH choice answers: supply responses NOSE FOUND Yes or no.

to,choice questions. IN CORPUS (YES)

RSPB product answers: provide "We Which trips have you made Who's in first right

information requested by product with us? now-in their division?

questions. You went to the Giant train- (H)

ing camp. M
(0)

0
/---/ (XXX)

Let's see
Now do you spell Mont-
real?
Montreal, right,'

(YES)

* Montreal

RSPC process answers: provide solicited What was it about iumbSy

explanations, elaborations, etc. 99 that impressed you?
(He)

402

He
(W-H-Y)? (was)

*Sell, I never liked them. Was

I

P

(H)

ins
hitting
He was hitting

(hard)

hard
He was hitting hard



APPENDIX E (eontid)
CONVERSATIONAL ACT CLASS CODE C-ACT DEPINITION EXAMPLES: SPEAXING

ltSCO compliances, Signals acceptance, ((NV points to book)).

denial, or acknowledgement of You want ma to got the book

prior cotion or permission (YES)

request (doing of the requested 'Oh

act constitutes compliance). .*OX ((getting up))

clarifications: supply the

relevant repetition, confirmation,
etc., requested by a clarification

query (00CQ); used to clarify the

form of a preceding C -act.

403

MOUE FOUND
IM CORPUS

NONSPEAJCZNG

You wanna wipe your
mouth?

((NV takes tissue
and wipes mouth)).

You had good...

/A/
one?

(X)

You had a good what.

CAva/A/
overnightt

(YES)

You had a good over-
night.

fie/ (YES)
had a good overnigh,

in
GO

N

iC

0

0



APPENDIX_E _kW d)
CONVLSATIOHAL ACT CLASS CODE C-ACT DEFINITION KM/VIES: SPEAKING

iiTATEXLMTS

expras: fatter rules.
attitudes. feelings.
beliefs. etc.

STIR

STEC

ideEtificationst identify eTbat's out subject.
proposition or vlements which

ton bo synthesised at son° later
point in the conwsation to
form 4 proposition :comvosite

C-act), 114. consist of items
Idantifivi (e.g.. pointed to)
on a communication boari. or
tette:A. words. o: phrases
product.; orally

telligible) or manually (in
the care of tinges:spelling
or manual signing).

NONSPEAKING

Am I supposed to uh-
guess what our first

subject is going to tot

(NO)

e(G)

G

(*/ RADE A M/STAVE
I'M STARTING OM)

Starting over.

(r)
F

Football)
F-football
Footoall

deuriptionss predicate / us: watching that middle /az £m ebti a aro m
events, properties. locations. linebacker. ((nodding)) to go out.
etc. of objects or people. /ba eye y/

by yourself

/
stI am able to go out by
myself.

STP2 procedurals: express so,ial- As soon as we're
behavioral rules and procedures well go down and
or provide directive inform- lunch.
tion concerning imminent

sequences of talk or action.

STEP

finished (Change)
have some Change

(activities)
ctivitiest
You want to change
the subjectt

(YES)

e Change activities

evaluations: express ttitudes.n was biautiful day
judgements. etc. yesterday.

That war easy enough.

404

(Y)

Y

(0)
0

(0)

You
(S)

S

(H)

(0)

You should.

(YES)

'You should



CONVERSATIONAL ACT CLASS

APPENDIX E (coned)
CODE

STATEMNTS STIR

STILX

C -ACT DEFINITION EXAMPLES: cpElVING NONSPEAKING

internals: express emotions el hate it.
sensations, mental events, etc.*If there' lot of snow

Include, intents to perform this winter I' liable to

future acts and attributions just pick up and leave.

where the speaker reports belief
about another's internal state. CI knew you .njoyed it.

explanations: express reasons
causes. predictions, conclu-
sions, and interpretations.
Can include definitions and

hypothetical/conditional
statements.

405

*It's :onus take some
time to figure out.

because you could still
read the book.

I

like

to

have

A

0

(I)

'(liks)

Ito)

(have)

(A)

(L)

(0)

(T)

A lott
(YES)

You like to have
lot of money?

(YES)

ex like to have a lot

(I)

I

(have)

have
(friend)

a friend

friends

(here)

here

but

they

can

not

read

oy

(but)

(they)

(can)

(not)

(reed)

(my)

(board)

board
*I have friends here
but they cannot read
my board.



APPENDIX E (cont'd)
CONVERSATIONAL ACT CLASS CODE C-ACT DEFINITION

ACXXOWLEWSMSNIS
recognise and uraluate
responses and nonrequestives

ACAC

ACRD

ACSM

ACEX

EXANPLESI SPEAKING

acceptance /disagreement's *yes
neutrally, positively, or *oh
negatively recognise answers ere
or nonrequestives or other wrong

NONSPEAKING

/eV (XXX)
today?

a/nou, (NO)

acknowledgements. Can also . So they're three games
be used to indicate that the behind Ritgh.
.the interpretation or acknow- (YES)
lodgement of a previous
utterance was not correct.
(An individual can acknowledge I should brand myself?'
his own contribution). *NA

repetitionss immediate (I) Cousin is C-O-U
repetition of letters, words, *I
or ph f the previous . (10

utterances typically used as *II

a communicative check or means (M)

of verification of accuracy of em N
form or content of previous
message. Can include self Aal.C.14,--nvwCM4A114/
repetitions (not confined to CI bet you don't know where
immediate prior turn) and something is.
partial immediate repetitions
where the attempt is to
immediately repeat.

summarys synthesis or para-
phrase of individual parts of

message cegrented over time

(more than two turns), incorp-
orates material previousll
produced.

expansionss acknowledge
partially completed word,

phrase, or sentence by com-
pleting the remaining units
or.extending a main clause
by adding new information
of a lenzer order than

new nnhiect or medicate
May be grammatically expanding
a syntactically less complex
utterance by filling in slot
left uncompleted or further

specifying the literal meaning
of the preceding act.

40$

(Remember)

Remember

(When)

When
(J)

(0)
0
Joe

* Remember when Joe...

*communication board
/oo/ (YES)

My friend is staying wrES-WW

*At your house?
(YES)

How do you like the
Ass/

.(0)
No

Not so much.

*(S)

(I)
(N)

NOME room
IN CORPUS

Some of them ars nonverbal
also.

just

John

and

(just)

(John)

(and)

(Mike)
weath*r7

Just John and Mike



COMESSATICWAL ACT CLASS CODE C -ACT DitINIVON EXAMPLES: gymiNG No.fPEAXING

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
A10.1, r St attempts at specitical-

ir acknowledging a C-act which Now aanr do you think?

is unintelligible or which dose ifmelif

not meet criteria for interpret - .thirty

ability. Can occur as other than (NO) NOME FOUND

acknowledgement of immedie.ely IN CORPUS C')

preceding utterance. /I/
CO
GN

In.. .-.

(wi
Tot

(YES)
$-'

fl)

ORGANIZATIONAL OVIC14 ODIN boundary markers. indicate slit. Does your system take r-I

regulate contact and openings. closings. ane 'lye. tapes or records? X

conversation changes in topic. Can in 'Sy the way. Vwel (well) W

elude fillers which serve to OK
/boa/ (both) ..-

maintain floor for speaker °Hum 0
(as separate acts; not with- Uh oh.

1-(

in act fillers). alter. ion Aossann.
1-4

getters, nark. saying and bl

expletives.

APPENDIY E Irnnt"

OCCQ

001Q

contingent queries. directly You a cartoon freakt

or indirectly convey request (XXX)

for clarification of the form Huh,

of the prior speaker' product*Are you?
ion with no new subject or
Predicate information produced. What team do you keep up with?

Applies to transmission of the /---/

form of message and subsequent Whet
need for clarification of that
form. Includes specific and Which frien4s are out there?

nonspecific clarification /--/

requests. Say again ((moving closer))

rhetorical questions. seek an You know what I did?

acknowledgement from a listener
sometimes used to allow the *You knowt

speaker to continue. Can also

include questions to which the Nen
answer is ...A expected or self *What else did I learn?

addressed questions and state-
ments used during episodes of Sow you're gonna try and talk

self-talk. May be used as a to net ((laughs)).

fore of humor.

COM politeness corkers. indicate *Sorry.

ostensible politeness.

CORI recalls. serve as reminders/ (L)

place holders in order to

maintain or mutually establish (A)

the status of proposition A
during the process of its (S)

formulation.
Lasts

(Yta)

Last...

407

NCNZ FOUND
IN CORPUS

NONE roma)
IN CORPUS

NOW FOUND
IN CORPUS

NOWZ FOUND
Is CORPUS



CONVERSATIONAL ACT CLASS
APPFNDIX E lantinucd'

CODE C-ACT DEFINITION EXAMPLES, S momsrtmgps

MISCELLANEOUS CODES MTV uninterpretablos unintelligible ((shaking head)) He has- *A/
or incomplete C-acts. It

Do you catch a- 00

CQDE TAGS
Idenfify aspects of CI check, acknowledgements which . your friend...
C-acts which occur convey by their marked intone- (Chris)
across various C-act tion pattern that in addition 4,ChTilet
types to acknowledging preceding

act by repeating, completing, /f/ (P)
guessing, etc., the listener
is checking on the exact status /hA/ (H)
of the acknowledgement. May
intrude things like expanding, i/ (I)
correcting. and specifying.
Applies to tag Questions. (L)

NONE FOUAM
IN CORPUS

G.)
.

A
03

PI
M,+,

«.1

.+

L
Phillies, hunt

CCDES FOR OBSERVABLE PHYSICAL BEHAVIORS

GEST-PT
GEST-TCN
GEST-RCM
GEST-SYMB

HEAD-N
HEAD-SH
HEAD-M

POST

mmoors

Pointing
Touching
Reaching
Symbolic/Emblematic

Head Nod

Head Shake
Head Movement(described)

Postural Change

FACE -s Smile
FACE -F Frown
FACE-NA No affect

MOUTH-M Movement (sileny)
hOUTN-Op Mouth Opening

EYES-PT
EYES-BL
EEC
AEC

VOC
VOC-L
VOC-EXC
VOC-AI

Eye Point
Eyt. Blink (communicatively)
Establishes Eye Contact
X00.01/411 Eye Contact

Vocalization (general)
Laugh

Exclamatory (shriek, yell, etc.)
Audible InhalatiInhalation.

kGEST - gestural
I., VOC ". vocal
M ACA - augmentative communication aid4

s-

408
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APPENDIX E

Clinical Observation Forms and Questionnaires: Interaction with
Augmented Communicators

Clinicians and researchers are attempting to develop observation check-
lists and questionaires which are useful in clinically evaluating communication
interaction between augmented speakers and those they communicate with. These
clinical forms provide a way of observing behavior in a particular setting, and
noting the presence or absence of behaviors, problem areas, and how that
communication takes place. Appendix E contains clinical forms and sane
questionaires contributed to the IPCAS study. Additional published forms
relating to nonspeakers can be found in Mills and Higgins f'984), and Carlson
(1982). Observational checklists developed for other populations have also
been applied to this population (e.g., Wollner and Geller, 1982; Prutting and
Kirchner, 1983), along with formal tests which look at communication success
and social functions of interaction (e.g., Wiig, 1982; Holland,1980). The
questionaires contributed by Buzolich were used in her dissertation study to
look at social validity. she was particularly interested in the communication
impressions made by nonspeakers, and how this related to specific behaviors
that were observed.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

1. Bolton, S.O., and Dashiell, S., INCH - Interaction Checklist for

Augmentative Communication, 1984

2. Buzolich, M., Questionaire For Observers: Forced Choice Judgements,

(UP-1983)

3. Buzolich, M., Questionaire For Observers: Scaled Competency Measures,

(UP-1983)

4. Eddins, C., and Fleming, M., Communicative Behavior Inventory,

(UP-1984)

5. Mills, J., and Higgins, J., Interactive Assessment (From Non-Oral

Communication Assessment, 1983)

6. Wasson, P., Conversation Intent Inventory: Goal Placement Surve

1984

409
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INTERACTION CHECKLIST FOR AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION

INCH
An Observational Tool to Assess Interactive Behavior

SUSAN OAKANOER BOLTON
SALLIE E. DASHIELL

c44,,,,m ins ILciMe afitensoll

NAME OF AUGMENTATIVE SYSTEM USE 0 0 8 AGE.

DESCRIBE AUGMENTATIVE SYSTEMS) USED. Aided

Unaided

DESCRIBE PHYSICAL POSITIONING
AND MOTOR ACCESS.

IDENTIFY THE CONTEXT:

t
Racy

INITIAL

Date Place:

FOLLOW-UP

[We-

Receiver: Observer Receiver: Observer

2.

Place: Date Place: Date-

Receiver: Observer Receiver: Observer

1.

Place: Date' Place: Date:

Receiver:. Observer Receiver: Observer

CONTEXTS: Familiar- Trained Familiar - Untrained Unfamiliar- Untrained

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE:

(Partial Listing)
INTERACTION CHECKLIST FOR AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION

INCH
CONTEXTS

1 2 3

SYMBOL KEY:

Scoring Modes Color Code

Present L Linguistic initial

(Notes) (Notes) (Notes)

_
Emerging PA Paraiinguistic
Absent K KinesK Follow-up
Not Applicable -PR Proxernic

C Cruorwmtc

STRATEGIES MODES
10 INITIATION L PA K PR C L PA K PR C L PA I K PR C

As Si141000:

1 1 Gams attention andror designates receiver

1.2 uses social ammo

1.3 Introduces sail Ninon sootoonatin

1 4 411ta Questions to gain information _
....

1 5 Initiates topics consistent with piece. row. and social situation

As Receiver

I 6. Responds to orestinp from Others

2 0 FACILITATION L PAI K I PRI C L PA K PR C L PA K PR I C
2 1 Indicates onysical state anc3 emotion .--
2 Maintains optimal ptiveiCal distance for communication

3 Positions sell for Optimal Communicative 44Cr.ano, L--.-- I

I 1 I
Uses 001110 social i wins

410
Bolton and Dashiell, 1984
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SUMMARY SHEET

Name: Recorder:

+ Present
Emerging
Absent

SYMBOL. KEY
INT Initiation
FAC Facilitation
REG Regulation
TER Termination

L. Linguistic
PA Paratinguistic
K &nesse
PR Proxemte
C Chronernic

Initial Intervention Plan STRATEGIES MODES FollowUp Progress
Oats: INT FAC REG TER t PA K PR C Date

1U

Z
0
LI

LUIZ0
C.1

Date: INT FAC REG TER I. PA K PR C Data

el
-

).<
LUI
C
U

Data: INT FAC REG TER I. PA K PR C Data:

op Bolton, S:O. and Dahiell, S.E.,
1984

411
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR OBSERVERS
FORCED CHOICE JUDGEMENTS

Sample 11

Underline the word which best describes each partner's role in the conversation
you observed:

1. Was he an active or a passive partner
in the conversation

2. Did he function mostly as a sender or
as a receiver, or did he send and
receive relatively equally?

3. Was he mostly a question answerer
or a question asker, or did he ask
and answer about equally?

4. Did he seem to you to be a participant
in the conversation or did he seem to
be a victim of it?

5. Comparing the partners would you
describe one as leading or as being
led, or were they about equal?

6. Was he dominant or submissive or were
both partners in the conversation
of about equal strength?

7. Was he best described as "talking" or
as "talked to"?

8. In your overall view was he a good or
poor communicator in the conversation
you ,bserved?

412

HANDICAPPED

Passive/Active

Sender/
Receiver/
Equal

Asker/
Answerer/
Equal

Participant/
Victim

Leader/
Led/
Equal

Dominant/
Submissive/
Equal

Talking/
Talked to

Good/
Poor

NORMAL

Passive/Active

Sender/
Receiver/
Equal

Asker/
Answerer/
Equal

Participant/
Victim

Leader/
Led/
Equal

Dcminant/
Submissive/
Equal

Talking/
Talked to

Good/
Poor

Buzolich, 1983
Modified from Holland (1982)
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR OBSERVERS
SCALED COMPETENCY MEASURE

Sample II

1. Circle the number that best rates the skill of the normal speaker in commu-
nicating with the handicapped speaker from your own perspective:

1

Little skill in
communicating
with handicapped
speaker

2. Circle the number that
overall communication:

1

Minimal, ineffective
communication

2 3 4 5

Skillful in
communicating
with handicapped
speaker

best rates the adequacy of the handicapped speaker's

2 3 4 5

Effective
communication

3. Circle the number that best rates the conversation with respect to the
overall quality:

1

Conversation
difficult to
understand and
ineffective

2 3 4 5

Conversation
clear and
effective

4. Circle the number that best rates how competent the handicapped speaker is
with respect to his proficiency in using the present system of communication:

1

Incompetent

2 3 4 5

Competent

5. Circle the number that best rates how competent the handicapped speaker is
with respect to his ability to specifically communicate his thought, idea,
or experience using the present system of communication:

1

Incompetent

OPEN COMMENT:

2 3 4 5

Competent

Buzolich, 1983
4113 ' Modified from Holland (1982)
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CLINICAL FORMS - INTERACTION
(Eddins & Fleming, 1984)

The Communicative Behavior Inventory (CBI) is a criterion-referenced
1-3sessment tool developed for use with augmentative system users (ASU),
persons for whom speech is not the primary expressive mode for communication.
The CBI seeks to determine which ASU communicative behaviors contribute to
effective interaction and which do not. It provides a method for analyzing

a videotaped ASU - unfamiliar conversational partner (P) interaction. Obtained

through this analysis are measures of the ASU's basic conversational skills
and a profile of the ASU's interaction skills and style.

During the past year, the CBI has been used as part of the pre- and post-
intervention assessment battery for nonverbal children, 5 to 15 years of age,
admitted to Lenox Baker Children's Hospital, Durham, North Carolina. Ten of

these ASUs were admitted to Lenox Baker for intensive interdisciplinary eval-
uation and treatment by the Rehabilitation Staff, Lenox Baker, and the
Augmentative Communication Team, Division for Disorders of Development and
Learning, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Originally, the CBI was designed to provide quantitative and qualitative
data on an ASU's communication abilities and acceptance of conversational
responsibility when interacting with an unfamiliar but interested person.
Based on a review of current literature in tae areas of pragmatics and non-
verbal communication, these variables were chosen for ara]ysis: communicative

intents, expressive modes, topic initiations, methods of message elicitation

by partners and response appropriateness. The resulting data did not differ-
entiate between effective and ineffective augmented communicators in terms of
ASU acceptance of responsibility for initiating and maintaining interaction;
nor did it allow one to "see" the flow of conversation between the ASU and P.

Thus, the CBI has undergone several transitions during the year of clinical

application.
Currently, the CBI codes the conversational turn functions expressed by

the ASU and P in each topic segment occuring in the videotaped interaction.
These are recorded on the CBI-Conversational Data Sheet. Conversational turn

functions include: Comments, Asks Question, Answers Question - Minimal or

Expanded, Makes Request, Responds to Request. Ir addition, topic initiations

are recorded. Unintelligible and inappropriate messages are coded as such
and conversational turns devoted to repair of communication breakdown are

tallied.
Messages, verbal and nonverbal, are scored according to their primary

intended function in the context of the interaction. Determining intent may

require some degree of subjectivity. Definitions of conversational turn

functions have been developed to provide guidance in message coding.
Sections I and II of the CBI-Conversational Summary Form analyze informa-

tion from the CBI-Conversational Data Sheet. Results include a general

analysis of conversational turns, and frequency counts and percentages of ASU

turns used for the various conversational turn functions.
The CBI-Conversational Data Sheet is designed to allow optional recording

of data on question types, unintelligible expressive modes, inappropriate

messages, repair strategies and topic termination. The CBI-Conversational

Summary Form offers analysis formats for each of these data groups (Sections

III through VII). It is strongly recommended that the initial administration

of the CBI include collection and analysis of both required and optional data.

414 c,Eddins, C. & Fleming, M., 1984)
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In addition to collection and analysis of objective information regarding
an ASU's communicative behaviors, the CBI includes a format for recording more
subjective observations of an ASU's interactive skills and style. The CBI-
Profile of ASU Interaction Skills is divided into four parts: Willingness to
Communicate, Modes and Complexity of Messages. Communicative Purposes, and
Conversation Participation and Maintenance Skills. The variables included in
the Profile reflect concerns noted in the literature on augmented communication
and those recognized through clinical experience with ASUs.

The information resulting from analyses and observations of ASU - P
interactions made according to the CBI can be used to aid in establishing goals
for intervention and to document changes in ASU communicative behaviors over
time. All results should be interpreted in light of an individual ASU's
current and potential abilities and needs.

General Description of Procedure

The videotaping is done through a two-way mirror. A 20-25 minute inter-
action session is recommended. The conversational partner attempts to impose
minimal structure on the interaction, following the ASU's lead whenever
possible. However, the partner should be prepared to facilitate initiation
and maintenance of topical conversation. He/She assures that the ASU has
opportunities to exhibit the behaviors included on the CBI-Conversational
Data Sheet and the CBI-Profile of ASU Interaction Skills.

A partner who is familiar with the CBI and experienced at interacting
with ASUs is the preferred scorer. Scoring should be completed soon after
videotaping. The scorer views the entire video, identifying topic segments
and recording topic changes on the CBI-Conversational Data Sheet. Each
topic segment is scored separately. During a second viewing, the scorer
pauses the tape as often as is needed to record data. When the interaction
has been scored, data are analyzed on the CBI-Conversational Summary Form.
The scorer completes the CBI-Profile of ASU Interaction Skills, as does the
interviewer if he/she is not the scorer.

Current Status of the CBI

Reliability studies are being conducted on the CBI at this time. Pending
completion of this work, the CBI is being used for research purposes only.
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INTERACTIVE SEQUENCE 2.6.0
PUPIL NAME
DATE

INTERACTIVE ASSESSMENT

RA N I W7K

I 1

2.6.1 Demonstrates an appropriate 2.6.2 Uses system imitatively. 2.6.3 Uses system w en 37371-Uses system when
affect (facial expression) during elicited through questioning. elicited through an en-
communication. vironmental set-up

VIA R71 tT7A. Fin W71- NT NT

1

2.6.5 Uses system spontaneously 2.6.6 Uses system sponta- 2.6.7 Uses system sponta- 2.6.8 Maintains appro-
as a response to intrinsic need, neously as a responding system neously to initiate con- priate social distancef thought or feelings. appropriately in conversation. versation. when communicating.

el
1

N/A 57-1 g71- N/I 147K 1171

1

1 1

1 L 71
2.6.114iIis to be acknowledged. 2.6.10 Maintains eye con- . Part c pates n turn- 2.g7TI Accepts responsi-

tact as a listener. ,aking aspects of conversation hility for the communiea-
listen/express appropriately. tion system and uses it

spontaneously in selected
important environments
(therapy, home, school).
(Peter 10 Env)! m- rental
Assessment).
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INTERACTIVE SEQUENCE
DEM NAME
DATE

PTA

INTERACTIVE ASSESSMENT

iff 'Vi i tin liA

1.- I' I I

2.6.13 Accepts respons b ty 2.6.11 Can teach others how 2.6.15 Uses many stra egias .h. Intentionally
for the communication system to use system. (Refer to to clarify listener misunder- makes appropriate humor-
and uses it spontaneourly in Mechanic 2.5.13.) standings. ous remarks with cos-
any different environments. munication system.

Rif

RA W7i RA R7i

LITZ
1

2.6. oncludes or accepts
conclusion of conversation in
a polite way.

1 I

,

(.4.1

2.6.18 Initiates and/or
t..n

pursues topics in converse-
I

tion consistent with place,
role, social situation.

'Note whether most interaction occurs:

one-to-one

418

group

both

419
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CONVERSATION INTENT INVENTORY

. CAD:

PARTICIPANTS (check appropriate box or
0 Parent or Peers

. . c : 0 : . er

boxes)
0 Minimal Care Giver

AlarS

SETTING (check appropriate boxes)
0 School 0 Home ci Structured
M A

. . a . II II aiklatlirditred
Indicate each intent used during the time segment. .

1 . , . . :-...1.- ., 1 :. 11.
.1 11 1

11111111M
Affirm

11 1

1 : -'1

Greet

Inform-Reovrt

Negate
1

- . 9 -

I

1__Cilatlii510

_Etestuas.t

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .

420
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INTERACTION INVENTORY

DATE

PARTICIPANTS (check appropriate box or boxes)
O Parent or Peers Minimal Care Giver

Pi !marl! Care Giver Teacher strangers

SETTING (check appropriate boxes)
School 0 Home 0 Structured
Work Community 11 Unstructured

Indicate all topics covered during the time segment
Mark l'ia (Initiates) or "R" (Responds) Minutes Timed

TOPIC COMMENTS
ACADEMIC 11111_ 11111
. _DAILY

no_

Dressing
G ronmina
TolletIna

EMERGENCY
nee

Medical
JOB RELATED
LEISURE TIME

: 'aka_
Gimes

., . 7

NEWS - CURRENT TOPICS
RECREATIONALL_EnterninmentL±J_

Mimic
- Games

Travel I I

SIMALLJALK

Weather
I SOCIAL - PERSONAL
LEmotIons

Interpersonal Relations
SOCIAL ..ziall
- c .. I. 11111

Thank - Reaupst 1

Pat Wasson, 1984, Education.Service Center, San Antonio, TX 78208 421
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GOAL PLACEMENT SURVEY: COMMUNICATION BOARDS

Coals

Pre-Operational Goals: A communication board (book) will
be constructed and pre-requisite
skills for its effective use, will
be taught.

Objective I 1. The picture communication book
will be designed and developed

Task 1. Symbol system will be determined
2. Vocabulary will be selected
3. Display items will be collected
4. Format will be chosen
5. Communication book will be

constructed

Objective II Train in the pre-requisite skills
needed to use the communication book

Task 1. Makes choices in selection of
concrete objects

2. Develop consistant yes-no
response

3. Attends to pictures

Operational Goal: The use of a communication board
(book) will be constructed to
enable non -vocal clients to get
their needs met and increase social
interactions.

Objective I Train the pointing response

Task 1. Points with physiLal help
2. Points in imitation
3. Points on request "Show me"

"Touch" by pointing to the
appropriate picture

4. Points in response to a
question, by answering the
query

5. Points spontaneously to request
an item

6. Points spontaneously to comment
7. Points spontaneously to

converse with turn taking

Objective II Train in use of picture book

Task 1. Find the proper vocabulary
section

2. Learns the location of
individual pictures

3. Uses the book to communicat

Entry Date
Behavior Achieved Comments

WAS SON
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COAL PLACEMENT SURVEY: AUGMENTATIVE DEVICE

Coals ,

Entry
Behavior

Date
Achieved Comer

Pre-Operational Coals: A communication system will be
selected and pre-requisite skills
for its effective use, will be
taught.

Objective 1 Train in the pre-requisite skills
needed to use the communication
system

Task 1. Makes choices in selection of
concrete objects

2. Develop consistant yes-no
response

3. Attends to pictures

Operational Goal: The use of a communication system
will be taught to enable non-vocal
clients to get their needs met and
increase social interactions.

Objective I Train in the operation of the
system

Task 1. Turns nn the system
2. Assesses the display
3. Find the proper vocabulary

section
4. Learns the location of

individual items
5. Uses the system to communicate
6. Increases speed of operation

WASSON
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